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FOREWORD

In 1987 Dr Les Hiatt, Reader in Anthropology at the University of Sydney, suggested
to me that I might look into the history of the Northern Territory Patrol Officer
service. It was he who also put me in touch with Professor Deryck Schreuder of the
History Department at the University of Sydney, who offered helpful guidance and
whose department helped to support the first months of my research through the
(shared) award of the Colonel George Johnston Scholarship in 1988.

When I embarked on the study I gave little thought to the difficulty that all the
relevant archival records are held in Darwin and Canberra and I was in Sydney. With
the help of Dr Peter Loveday and the support of the North Australia Research Unit this
difficulty was overcome and I was able to visit Darwin four times between 1988 and
1990. A NARU seminar arranged for my first visit helped to put me in touch with
former patrol officers in the Territory. Colleen Pyne and the NARU library provided
valuable help on all my visits. NARU support also allowed me to make a short visit to
the Victoria River country in April 1988, and I am grateful to the councils and the
people ofLajamanu, Kalkaringi, Daguragu and Yaralin who helped during my visits.
In 1989 I had the additional support of a Northern Territory History Award, with a
supplementary grant in 1990. These grants allowed me to devote more time to the
work and to extend the scope of my travels in search of former patrol officers, as well
as to revisit Darwin for more archival work.

I am grateful to the Department of Aboriginal Affairs, and in particular to Graham
Castine in Darwin and to Bill Gray in Canberra, for approving my access to files of
the 'closed period'. The staff of the Australian Archives in Canberra and in Darwin
were unfailingly helpful on all my visits, as were Baiba Berzins and the staff of the
Northern Territory Archives, and Kenneth Smith of the University of Sydney
Archives who helped me find my way through the Elkin Papers. Similarly the staff of
the Hallstrom Library of the ADAB Centre for Pacific Development and Training
helped me to find the records of the Australian School of Pacific Administration.
Dr Brian Ross, who had taught there, answered my questions about the changing
emphases in the training of Northern Territory officers at the School.
Mrs Sheila Waters kindly allowed me to consult the papers of her father, EWP
Chinnery and Mrs Robyn Macintyre similarly gave me access to the papers of her
father, Dr CEA Cook.
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Ros Bowden generously gave me access to the tapes and transcripts of her interviews
with fonner patrol officers which provided the material for her four-part series for
ABC Radio National's Social History Unit, 'Between Two Laws', first broadcast 3-24
September 1989.
The interest and cooperation of the former patrol officers and senior officers of the
Welfare Branch has been a great encouragement and I am indebted to all those who
have spent time talking and writing to me and searching for papers and photographs.
Ted Evans had read and commented on much of the work in draft before he died in
November 1990, and his unpublished accounts of his patrol officer days were a rich
source of material for this story, as his photographs help to illustrate it. Others who
helped were (in roughly chronological order of their service with the Native Affairs or
Welfare Branch): Les Penhall, Syd Kyle-Little, Howard Coates, Jack Doolan, Creed
Lovegrove, Brian Greenfield, Ted Egan, Harry Giese, Ted Milliken, Colin MacLeod,
John Hunter, Des Morrison, Tony Giddins, Jim Dorling, Ian Pitman, David Stewart,
Graham Castine, Bill Gray, Bob Welsh, Warren Smith, Jim Wauchope, Chris Clare,
Graham Giles, Stuart Phillpot, Bill Ivory, Ron Styles and Chris Marshall. For these,
and for those others with whom I spoke more briefly, and those whom I failed to
speak to at all, I trust that this volume is interesting enough to make it seem
worthwhile.
I am especially grateful to those who have read draft chapters, offered comment and
suggestions and corrected errors - most notably Dr Lyn Riddett in Darwin, and also
Dr Tim Rowse, Dr David Nash and Dr Jane Simpson in Sydney and Canberra. Others
who generously steered me in the direction of important source material include Dick
Kimber in Alice Springs, Robert Levitus in Sydney and Tony Austin in Darwin.
David Nash also discovered how I could have my word processor discs translated by
Paul Kirby in Canberra into a form usable for publication by NARU in Darwin and
helped me locate some of the glitches that appeared in that translation.
Much further editing work remained to be done and I am grateful to all those at
NARU who have seen the work through to publication, notably Professor David Lea,
Dr David Carment (NT University) who made helpful editorial suggestions, Janet
Sincock who restored and reformatted the text, and Ann Webb who undertook the
copy editing and coordinated the printing and production of this book.
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INTRODUCTION

In 1837 the British Government resolved to appoint a Protector of Aborigines based at
Port Phillip, with a staff of four assistant protectors assigned to districts east, north and
west of Port Phillip and to the new colony of South Australia. The four assistant
protectors, most of whom were Methodist school teachers, were recruited in England
and reached Port Phillip in January 1839. This was the first occasion on which a team
of full-time officials was appointed to protect the indigenous inhabitants of the
Australian colonies from the effects of settlement in their lands. Almost a hundred
years later the Commonwealth government, similarly embarrassed by criticism of its
management of relations between settlers and Aboriginal people in its distant 'colony',
the Northern Territory, appointed a patrol officer for Central Australia. He was the
first of more than one hundred and twenty full-time patrol officers who were engaged
by the Northern Territory Administration in the course of the next thirty-eight years to
look after the welfare of the Aboriginal population.
In the intervening eighty-five years between the termination of the Port Phillip
Protectorate in 1849, after just ten years of operation, and the first tentative and
parsimonious moves to establish a patrol officer service in the Territory, the colonial,
and later the State governments, had from time to time employed a few full time field
officers with 'Aboriginal affairs' responsibilities. But most of these were charged with
responsibility for the management of a single reserve community. Other officials,
most commonly police officers, were appointed to act as part-time 'protectors of
Aboriginals', exercising powers under the special legislation dealing with Aboriginal
people that was enacted in the colonies and the States between 1869 (Victoria) and
1911 (South Australia). In Western Australia the appointment of 'travelling
inspectors' was proposed in 1916 but it was nearly ten years later that a single such
inspector was appointed for the whole north of the State and he was retrenched a few
years later during the Depression (Jacobs 1990, 117, 186). When the Commonwealth
government took over the administration of the Northern Territory from South
Australia, it appointed a 'Chief Protector' and provided for three 'Inspectors of
Aboriginals' and two 'medical inspectors' as well, but within five years the chief
protector had departed and only one inspector remained. For the next twenty years the
office of chief protector was held on a part-time basis by senior officials with many
other duties and police were appointed as protectors to enforce the provisions of the
Aboriginals Ordinance.
The conventional wisdom was that the experiment of the 'Port Phillip Protectorate' had
been a costly failure. This was probably one factor which encouraged neglect of, and
public indifference to, the needs of Aboriginal people after 1850. The failure had
apparently demonstrated that intervention was a futile waste of effort and money. The
settlers and their governments had other priorities and limited resources. The
administrations which were established to deal with 'the Aboriginal problem' where
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'frontier conditions' still prevailed after 1901 - in the Northern Territory, Western
Australia, South Australia and to some extent Queensland - were given financial and
staff resources so limited that there was no choice but to make use of other officials to
administer the laws designed to ensure the protection of Aboriginal people.
It is perhaps no coincidence that the first challenge to the 'facile acceptance of
contemporary criticism' of the Port Phillip Protectorate also came one hundred years
later when Edmund Foxcroft attempted an analysis of this 'experiment in native
administration' which he described as 'the most intensive attempt made in nineteenth
century Australia to civilize the Aborigines' (Foxcroft 1941, 55). He concluded that
much of the work of the protectors was misguided but that the Protectorate did some
good: 'After all, no coercive attempt was made to detribalize. The natives were
protected from many outrages, they were fed, and the sick were tended' (Foxcroft

1941, 76).
Perhaps the most remarkable feature of the Protectorate was that it represented a
radical shift in the priorities accorded in the Australian colonies to regulating relations
with Aboriginal people. Foxcroft noted that in 1838, nine of the twenty salaried
officers in government service for the Port Phillip district were 'connected with the
aborigines department' and half the money provided for salaries went to these officers.
This 'altogether unusual' situation was perhaps fatal for the protectors because this
concentration of resources helped to ensure that the Protectorate was subject to
constant critical attention. But it was probably essential that just such priority should
be given to relations with the Aboriginal inhabitants, at least in the early years of
settlement, if the avowed aim of avoiding 'the destruction of Aboriginal society' was to
have any chance of being achieved. It was another such change in priorities that was
called for by the critics of government in the 1920s and 1930s when they contrasted
Australia's success in applying relatively benign methods of colonial administration in
Papua and in the mandated Territory of New Guinea with its clumsy handling of
Aboriginal affairs in the north. In Papua and in New Guinea an effort was being made
to apply the principle that the first and central duty of the administering power was to
govern in the interests of and for the benefit of the indigenous people. 'Patrol officers'
were the representatives of the colonial administration who moved among the villages
and sought to impose a new system of law and order. In Papua, Hubert Murray, who
was both chief justice and lieutenant-governor,

set his face from the outset against punitive expeditions of the type that his
predecessors had sometimes considered necessary, and every officer who
was responsible for the death of a native, even when penetrating into
unknown and potentially hostile country, had to answer an enquiry (Mair
1970, 11-12).

In contrast in northern Australia official responses to Aboriginal attacks on whites in
the 1920s on two occasions took the fonn of punitive expeditions by police and
settlers.
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The call for the appointment of patrol officers in the Northern Territory in the early
1930s was a response to the violence used by police against Aboriginal people in the
north. The decision in the 1830s to establish a protector service in Port Phillip and
South Australia was principally the outcome of concern about the disastrous conflict
between settlers and the native inhabitants of Van Diemen's Land. George Arthur, the
recently returned lieutenant governor of that colony, not only proposed the
'Protectorate' but also, in 1837, recommended which men should be appointed as
protectors (Cannon 1982, 3-36). Arthur had achieved some success in ending
hostilities in Van Diemen's Land with his appointment of George Robinson as a fulltime field officer and it was Robinson he recommended as protector for the new areas
of settlement on the mainland.
In the same year the House of Commons Select Committee, which had been appointed
in 1835 to inquire into the condition of Aboriginal people throughout all British
colonies, made its report. Amongst other suggestions for the protection of Aboriginal
people in Australia and elsewhere, the Committee made recommendations about the
'dutie:... of Protectors of the Aborigines in New Holland' (Cannon 1982, 68-9). They
should get to know the natives and therefore 'should be expected to acquire an
adequate familiarity with the native language'. They should be able to make
'occasional presents of articles either of use or ornament' and to provide such
employment as was 'least foreign to the habits and disposition of their charges'; they
should 'claim for the maintenance of the Aborigines such lands as may be necessary
for their support' and ensure that they had 'the means of pursuing the chase without
molestation'. But they should also be charged with the education of the young. They
should 'be invested with the character of a magistrate' and see to the prosecution of
crimes against the Aboriginal people and defend them when charged with the
commission of crimes. Finally, the Committee proposed that the protector should
'make periodical reports to the local Government' with suggestions about ways of
'advancing the interests and maintaining the security of the objects of his care' and in
particular should collect 'accurate statistical information' so that the local and British
governments would be kept informed of any 'depopulation and decay' among the
tribes.

The protectors were intended to do more than simply respond to, and perhaps deter,
the violent ill treatment of Aboriginal people. The point of getting to know them and
their languages was to establish what their needs were and how these needs might be
met in the changing situation created by settlement and competition for land. The
references to employment and education indicate that the Committee members
envisaged some kind of incorporation of Aboriginal people into the colony's social
and economic life. When the British Secretary of State for Colonies, Lord Glenelg,
sent instructions about the Port Phillip protectors to Sir George Gipps, the Governor of
New South Wales at the time, he referred to the Aboriginal inhabitants being 'induced
to assume more settled habits of life' (Cannon 1982, 374-5). In the long run it was
hoped that they would settle in places where they could farm the land, build houses for
themselves, and where the children might be.educated and instructed in the 'elements
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of the Christian religion'. The assumption seemed to be that the protectors would for a
time be itinerant officers, that each would 'attach himself as closely and constantly as
possible to the aboriginal tribes' in his district, but that in due course their charges
would choose to settle. Initially the problem was that large numbers had congregated
near Melbourne and showed every sign of remaining despite illness, starvation and
conflict between the groups. Later the protectors, and the missionaries who took over
the work when the Protectorate was disbanded, had some success in encouraging
settlement and they and their superiors concluded that this was the best and perhaps
the only effective way of reducing conflict.
In the story of the Northern Territory patrol officers, one theme is the continuing
tension between the aim of encouraging Aboriginal groups to remain scattered in
occupation of their traditional lands and the impulse to improve, to educate, and to
train the people for a different kind of life as members of Australian society. One
strategy, for which a patrol service seemed well adapted, was to provide 'trading posts'
in or near the reserves, in an effort to discourage the people in the outlying areas from
'drifting' to towns like Alice Springs and Darwin. At these posts it was proposed that
Aboriginal people might exchange things they could make or gather - for example,
dingo scalps on which a bounty was paid, crocodile skins, mats and baskets - for
valued goods such as tobacco, clothing, flour, tea and sugar. The other strategy
seemed to require a much more substantial investment in establishing permanent
settlements, with schools and teachers, where training might be provided in alternative
ways of producing food. When the first patrol officers were appointed eight
settlements had already been established by missions, seven of them in the northern
coastal region and just one, the oldest, in Central Australia. The Administration
supervised a camp in Darwin but had made no move to set up such communities in
remote areas. But in the thirty years after the 1939-45 war nine settlements were
developed by government, six in the Centre and three in the north. Patrol officers
played a significant part in advising on the need for such places and on suitable sites
for them but the increasing priority given to these places drew officers away from the
patrol service and reduced its effectiveness.

Another main focus of the work of the patrol officers in the Territory was the
inspection and supervision of employment conditions mainly on the cattle stations.
Work of this kind, however, was not a comparably important part of the duties of the
Port Phillip protectors, though it might have become important had the Protectorate
survived. At that early stage in the settlement of the colony relatively few Aboriginal
people had started to work for the settlers.
Like the officers in Papua and New Guinea, the Port Phillip protectors were appointed
as magistrates and one of them, formerly an army officer, enjoyed the work and was
reportedly 'quite active in investigating settler atrocities' in his brief career as a
protector (Christie 1979, 97). The Territory officers were never given these powers
and could do little more than report evidence of offences against Aboriginal people.
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At roughly the same time that the government in London was deciding to appoint
protectors, the colonial government had taken up a suggestion made by Captain
Alexander Maconochie that the natives might be protected and 1awless whites' kept in
order 'by employing the blacks themselves, to a limited but yet considerable extent, in
the requisite police' in hopes of 'thereby gaining at once their affections and sympathy
for us rather than against us' (Cannon 1982, 239-40). The first attempt to fonn a
'Native Police' force in the district in 1838 failed. A second attempt entailed
pennitting each of the assistant protectors to engage five black constables but this too
was unsuccessful. A separate Native Police Corps was recruited in 1842 and this
lasted a little longer than the Protectorate. The idea of training a 'native constabulary'
to work with the patrol officers and under their direction was also pursued in the
Territory in the 1930s and 1940s. A Native Constabulary Ordinance, modelled on
Papuan and New Guinea legislation, was prepared and enacted but never
implemented.
That nothing came of this was just one indication of the difficulties that were faced in
adapting the methods of colonial administration developed in New Guinea to the
situation in the Northern Territory. The appointment first of one patrol officer and the
later establishment of a steadily growing patrol service was a conscious attempt to
apply in north Australia some of the principles of colonial administration developed in
the British colonial service in Africa and by Australians in Papua. But the notion that
the administering authority should govern in the interests of the indigenous inhabitants
was never fully adopted in the Northern Territory. In Papua and New Guinea the
resident magistrates, patrol officers and district officers were the representatives of the
administration in their districts; in the Northern Territory there was a separate police
force and the Native Affairs Branch, and later the Welfare Branch, for which the
patrol officers worked was just one branch among several in the Administration. The
welfare of the indigenous people was never conceived as the main task of government
or as the principal purpose of development in the Northern Territory. Development
was itself the goal for most concerned with the Territory and Aboriginal welfare was
likely to be seen as a necessary but not particularly desirable responsibility of the
Administration.
The protectors at Port Phillip faced many daunting problems and at the start lacked
clear instructions about their duties. They were neither well chosen nor well led.
Apart from Robinson himself, none of the first four appointed had any experience of
the colony. Their complaints about lack of support and resources were matched by the
criticisms of the settlers, the local press, and their supervisors. The Colonial Secretary
in Sydney noted that he had
observed in all of them, and even in their Chief, a disposition to complain a
great deal, and to write a great deal, but to bestir themselves, in their proper
avocations, very little; instead of going to the Aborigines the Aborigines
were brought to them at Melbourne, where, as might easily have been
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foreseen, they became the prey of new diseases and learned new vices
(Colonial Secretary to La Trobe 24 April 1840, NSW Legislative Council,
Return on Aborigines 1843, 5-6, quoted in Christie 1979, 96).

Not all the patrol officers in the Territory a hundred years later won the approval of
their superiors in Darwin and Canberra but as a group they attracted more praise than
condemnation. They were better led and generally better selected for the job. Hubert
Murray in Papua apparently preferred to engage young men who had grown up in the
country for his field staff (Mair 1970, 12). Only a handful of the Northern Territory
officers had actually grown up in the Territory and probably more came from the
cities than from the country but they were not the total strangers to Australian life that
Robinson's protectors were. More importantly perhaps they were not flung
uninstructed and unprepared into the field but were given some on the job training
under supervision and most had some academic instruction in relevant subjects. The
Port Phillip protectors came out with their wives and numerous children and were not
well placed to play the itinerant role expected of them. The Territory officers for the
most part joined as young single men and remained so for at least a few years of patrol
work and might often be promoted to the more sedentary work of settlement
superintendent by the time they had families. The Territory officers often had
occasion to complain about lack of vehicles and the poor condition of the ones they
had but they never suffered the extraordinarily 'tight-fisted policy regarding supplies
and equipment' which Robinson and his men had to endure (Christie 1979, 108). The
patrol service grew at a time when the Commonwealth government was becoming
increasingly willing to spend money on the administration of Aboriginal affairs and
the number of patrol officers increased more rapidly than ever before in the last years
before the service ceased to exist. It came to an end not because it was seen as a
costly failure but because the colonial style of administration to which patrol officers
seemed to belong was no longer appropriate in the Northern Territory of the 1970s.
This account of the origins and development of the patrol service in the Northern
Territory deals with a relatively brief episode in the long history of relations between
governments and Aboriginal Australians. It is not intended as a complete account of
the administration of Aboriginal affairs in the Territory in the period of nearly forty
years when patrol officers were working in the Territory, though it necessarily
includes some discussion of changing policies, legislation, and administrative
methods. It focuses on just one aspect of the administration of Aboriginal affairs and
touches only incidentally on the response of Aboriginal people to that administration
and to the other influences that were bringing increasingly rapid change to Aboriginal
life in the Territory during the period.
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CHAPTER!
A FALSE START IN ARNHEM LAND
1934-36

Early in August 1934 Australian newspapers reported an announcement by the
Minister for the Interior, JA Perkins, that a Melbourne University zoologist and
anthropologist, Donald Thomson, was to be appointed as 'patrol officer in Arnhem
Land' (Herald [Melbourne] 4 August 1934).
His duties were to be 'those of a
scientifically trained welfare officer' (Sydney Morning Herald 6 August 1934). The
statement indicated that the position of patrol officer was vacant but in fact no such
position had been created then. If Thomson had actually been appointed as
announced, he would have been the first person engaged by any government in
Australia to work among Aboriginal people as a patrol officer.
The announcement was a response by the Commonwealth government to sustained
public criticism of the way it had responded to several killings by Aboriginal men on
the remote north east coast of the Arnhem Land reserve. The first occurred in
September 1932 at Caledon Bay when a group of men had attacked and killed five of
the six Japanese crewmen of two Darwin-based luggers who had been gathering and
treating trepang (beche-de-mer) in the bay. This incident and the subsequent handling
of it by the Administration of the Territory had aroused considerable public interest
and concern. When, nearly a year later, one of the policemen sent to investigate the
killings was fatally speared at Woodah Island, some distance south of Caledon Bay,
the Administration and the government in Canberra found themselves under even
greater pressure to bring the perpetrators to justice and establish the rule of law in
Arnhem Land but at the same time to avoid any inappropriate over-reaction. Press
reports that the Administrator in Darwin was mounting a punitive expedition were met
with fierce protests publicised in the southern press. It did not help when, in
November, it was confirmed that two young men named Frank Traynor and William
Fagan, variously described in the press as prospectors, pearl fishers or beachcombers,
who had been sailing an unseaworthy lugger along the Arnhem Land coast from
Darwin, had been killed at Woodah Island earlier in 1933. The Commonwealth
government then gratefully accepted an offer by the Anglican Church Missionary
Society in Melbourne to send experienced missionaries into the area as a 'peace party'.
Meanwhile Donald Thomson, who was engaged in field work in Cape York, had
written to his university proposing that his services should be offered to the
Commonwealth in order to resolve the problems in the Caledon Bay area. In the
months that followed Melbourne University staff engaged in a strenuous lobbying
campaign, supported by the Herald. The campaign began quietly at the beginning of
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November 1933 when the Attorney General, John Latham (later Sir John), told
Perkins that the Master of Ormond College had recommended Thomson as 'a useful
man' for an inquiry into the situation of Aboriginal people in Arnhem Land (AA CRS:
A659 39/1/5250: letter 2 November 1933). The Minister promptly replied that he
was not prepared to make such an appointment (AA CRS: A659 39/1/5250: letter 10
November 1933) but Thomson's backers were not inclined to give up easily. In
December the Chancellor of the University and Professor Frederic Wood Jones, head
of the Anatomy Department to which Thomson was attached, outlined a scheme
whereby Thomson would go to Caledon Bay and investigate at a cost to government
of only £500 a year. The fact that the mission party was in the field by then and
apparently proceeding successfully provided a good reason for the Minister to decline
to send Thomson there as well. The department advised Perkins that Thomson's offer
could be 'accepted with advantage' later when conditions had improved, but the
Minister noted firmly that 'no promise' should be made to do so.
Donald Thomson had impressive qualifications for the task he proposed - going to
Arnhem Land and living with the groups responsible for these killings in order to
investigate and report on their situation and to advise on how matters should be
handled. He had studied zoology and botany at the University of Melbourne and after
graduating in 1925 had worlced as a cadet journalist on the Melbourne Herald before
undertaking a one year diploma course in the recently established Department of
Anthropology at Sydney University in 1927 (Peterson 1990a, 294). Armed with this
diploma he was successful in his application for a grant from the Australian National
Research Council (ANRC) for field work among Aboriginal people in far north
Queensland in 1928. He returned to the field in 1929, supporting himself this time by
writing illustrated articles for the Herald, because he had fallen out with the treasurer
of the anthropological committee of the ANRC and had resigned his grant. After two
years of scientific research worlc in Melbourne, Thomson returned for a third visit to
Cape Yorlc Peninsula in 1932-33, when he was a research fellow in the Department of
Anatomy. Hearing of events in Arnhem Land, he wrote to the Chancellor of his
university to offer his services. He saw it as:
an opportunity which would not occur again in a lifetime, to demonstrate the
practical value of an anthropological approach, to avert disaster for the
Aboriginal people of Arnhem Land and to pave the way for a completely new
policy in administration (Thomson 1983, 21).

Thomson had spent the best part of three years living with Aboriginal people in the
Peninsula and studying their life, languages and culture. He felt confident that he
could establish friendly relations with the 'wild blacks' of the Caledon Bay region.
The name of Caledon Bay had, well before this time, become a metaphor for the lands
beyond the frontier of settlement where 'the blacks' were 'untamed' and given to
treachery and violence. In 1929 the southern newspapers had carried stories of a raid
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by fifty of the 'savage Caledon Bay tribe' on an Aboriginal camp near the Groote
Eylandt mission in January when they had 'hacked one man to pieces' and abducted
women (Argus 12 March 1929). One paper recalled that the same people had already
'been concerned in several tragedies which have aroused considerable feeling against
them throughout Australia', including killing the crew of a Japanese pearling lugger
and two Aboriginal people at Groote Eylandt in the previous year (Age 12 March
1929).
No mission had been established near Caledon Bay, the closest being the Anglican
institution for 'half-caste' children at Groote Eylandt some sixty kilometres to the
south: the area presented a fine opportunity for field work by an adventurous young
anthropologist who had experience of living with 'bush natives' beyond the mission
frontier. Thomson had proved an accomplished photographer on his Peninsula travels
and the Herald no doubt looked forward to publishing his illustrated dispatches from
the Caledon Bay battle front. For the same reason, ministers and civil servants may
have been wary of engaging this journalist-adventurer on government work.
The missionaries of the 'peace party' had little difficulty in establishing 'friendly'
contact with Aboriginal groups along the coast north and south of Caledon Bay in
December; by February the two men apparently responsible for the Woodah Island
killings were offering to go to Darwin. By arrangement with 'an unassuming young
Englishman', Fred Gray, who had also been collecting trepang at Caledon Bay when
the Japanese were killed, the mission party had these men, and the three who were
said to be responsible for the deaths of the Japanese, brought to Darwin where they
were all arrested and in due course tried.
The success of the mission party had allowed the Department of the Interior to argue
that there was 'no particular need for an anthropologist to visit' when the pressure from
Melbourne for Thomson's engagement had been renewed earlier in the year (AA CRS:
A659 39/1/5250: memorandum 18 April 1934). But the campaign continued and in
July the secretary of the department met Thomson in Melbourne to discuss his
proposal. Perkins remained unimpressed: 'all very interesting' he noted of Thomson's
plans for a study of the people of the area but 'this will not stop the criticism' (AA
CRS: A659 39/1/5250: letter 18 July 1934). Thomson drew attention to the precedent
of the appointment of a government anthropologist in New Guinea and Perkins noted
that the government wanted 'something more than an anthropologist'. At the end of
the month the department suggested that 'Mr Thomson might be appointed as Patrol
Officer and Anthropologist for Arnhem Land' but officers doubted 'the wisdom of
allowing any white man to enter that area until the natives now being held in prison in
Darwin are released and returned to their tribes' (AA CRS: A659 39/1/5250:
memorandum 31 July 1934).
At their trials in Darwin in July and August 1934, the Caledon Bay and Woodah
Island men were found guilty of murder and sentenced respectively to twenty years
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imprisonment and to death. Protest meetings were held in Sydney and other cities and
organisations like the Association for the Protection of Native Races in Sydney made
urgent pleas for clemency (Dewar 1989, 147). The hasty announcement of Thomson's
appointment in early August followed quickly on the murder trial verdicts and was
evidently intended to quieten the barrage of criticism directed against the government
and the trial judge.
The announcement made, officers of the department in Canberra hastily studied the
duties set down for patrol officers employed in New Guinea as a guide in drawing up
an appropriate list of duties for Thomson in Arnhem Land (AA CRS: A659 39/1/5250:
minute 10 August 1934). In the Mandated Territory a patrol officer spent the 'greater
part of his time in the field' and was 'retained at the Headquarters of his District only
to recuperate, refit and prepare reports and occasionally to relieve Assistant District
Officers'. The tasks of the patrol officers were:
(1)

Extension of Government influence in new areas and consolidation
of areas already brought under control;

(2)

Taking of census of native population and collection of head tax;

(3)

Inspection of native labour on plantations and issue of instructions
concerning improvement of village life, including agriculture;

(4)

Police areas under control and investigation of any offences
relating to Europeans or natives;

(5)

Deal with native disputes and act as a member of Courts of Native
Affairs which are established to deal with offences committed by the
natives and which are empowered to impose fines up to £3 and
inflict 6 months imprisonment.

Those recruited as cadet patrol officers since 1925 had been young unmarried men
with 'satisfactory educational qualifications, good personality and physique who can
produce evidence of proficiency in sports' and pass a medical examination. After a
period of instruction in departmental head offices in Rabaul, they were drafted to
district offices and later undertook a one year course in 'practical anthropology' at
Sydney University.
The first two duties - extending government influence (or 'pacification') and taking a
census of the native population - might with only minor changes in the wording have
fitted Thomson's own view of what he should be doing. In the draft list of duties that
Perkins approved on 18 August for Thomson, the 'pacification' task was expressed in
tenns of making contact and establishing 'friendly relations' and was further
elaborated in a separate duty of encouraging the natives 'to realise the gravity of the
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major offences of murder, robbery and such like' whether involving their fellows or
white men and of encouraging them 'to approach Government officials for assistance
and advice' when whites offended. While 'not in any way undertaking police duty', he
was also 'to assist at all times the Administration as required in the carrying out of its
lawful functions so long as such assistance is not incompatible with the duties of a
patrol officer'.
Higher up in this list was the duty of rendering first aid (for which purpose he was to
be supplied with a medical chest) and of reporting serious illness, such as leprosy,
tuberculosis, cancer, etc. He was also to study the 'languages, ceremonies, customs
and moral code of the tribes' and record their numbers and even collect ethnological
specimens, but these would remain the property of the Commonwealth government.
He was to be appointed a 'Protector of Aboriginees (sic)' and work under the direct
control of the Administrator to whom he would submit regular reports.
Thomson lost no time in letting Perkins know that this was not at all what he wanted.
He should be a 'special commissioner' responsible only to the Minister rather than an
employee of the Territory Administration (AA CRS: A659 39/1/5250: letter 26
August 1934). Thomson had indicated in July that the relevant precedents were the
government anthropologists in Papua and in New Guinea, but he now proposed that he
should also act 'as a special magistrate or arbitrator in all matters concerning natives'
and as 'an intermediary between the natives and the Administration'. While he wanted
to be 'a Protector in the full sense of the word', he made it clear that he did not want to
work under the chief protector of Aboriginals in Darwin. And he wanted to take the
three men convicted of murdering the Japanese back to Caledon Bay with him.
In September Thomson was able to indicate that the university would provide a
suitable vessel for his use and dispatch it from Tasmania to Cairns to be prepared for
the work in Arnhem Land waters (AA CRS: A659 39/1/5250: letter 27 September
1934). Thomson proposed that the three prisoners should serve as crew on the boat,
the St Nicholas, an auxiliary ketch. Thomson also suggested some additional
conditions: that no permits to enter the reserve should be granted while he was there
and that no missions should be authorised to start work in the area. But he referred to
his 'official capacity as a Patrol Officer', apparently accepting that this was to be his
title.
The deparnnent meanwhile had discovered that there were real difficulties in having
him report directly to the minister. If he were to be appointed as a patrol officer it
would have to be under the Northern Territory Public Service Ordinance and if he
were to be appointed a protector he would be under the direction of the chief
protector. Officers therefore began looking at alternatives such as sending him north
as an employee of the university or creating a position of anthropologist in the
Territory under the Administrator (AA CRS: A659 39/1/5250: minute 22 November
1934). It was agreed that Thomson would not be appointed as a patrol officer and in
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December a submission was drafted proposing that Cabinet approve that Thomson be
engaged to work in Amhem Land at a salary of £300, later changed to £400 (AA CRS:
A659 39/1/5250: 10 December 1934). In October Perkins had been replaced as
Minister for the Interior, perhaps because the Prime Minister thought that matters in
the Northern Territory might have been handled better. In March 1935 the new
Minister, Thomas Paterson, sent Thomson a letter formally authorising him to enter
the Amhem Land reserve and giving him a commission to carry out a much
abbreviated list of just four duties: he was to provide an anthropological report to the
Minister, not to the Administrator; to make friendly contact with the people; to
encourage them 'to realise the gravity of the major offences'; and to report serious
illnesses (AA CRS: A659 39/1/5250: letter 3 March 1935). For this he was to receive
£750 a year for a maximum of two years to cover his salary and all expenses.
Thomson set off later in the month and reached eastern Amhem Land in June. At the
end of October he felt able to send a telegram from Groote Eylandt reporting the
'Natives now absolutely under control' (AA CRS: A659 39/1/5250: telegram 31
October 1935). The same day the Herald reported that Gordon Sweeney, a lay worker
with the Methodist missions in Arnhem Land, had brought Thomson's cattle dog home
to his wife in Melbourne. Sweeney was on furlough from Milingimbi mission, which
Thomson was by then using as his headquarters, although he disapproved of mission
work in the remote reserves. In January Thomson himself reached Melbourne and the
Herald ran a story headed 'How a White Man Brought Peace to Natives' (Herald I
February 1936). Toe Secretary of the Department of the Interior noted the clipping
with the observation that Thomson had yet to make any official report and the
Minister had to wait until April to see his 'Interim General Report'. In May, just
before Thomson was due to return to the field, Paterson presided at a screening in
Canberra of the film Thomson had shot at Blue Mud Bay during his first period in
Amhem Land (Sydney Morning Herald 14 May 1936).
But before Thomson eventually returned to Arnhem Land in June, there was another
spate of correspondence about the terms of his commission and about the costs of the
expedition which had already substantially exceeded the early estimates. The original
provision of £1500 was now to cover his expenses and he was to be paid a salary of
£400 a year in addition. Thomson and his supporters again urged that he should be
appointed as a special magistrate, apparently with general powers in the reserve, but
they failed to explain to Canberra why this would be necessary or useful. The analogy
here was with the magistrates who imposed and kept the peace in Papua, as the district
officers and patrol officers did in New Guinea, but the request was hard to reconcile
with Thomson's insistence on complete independence of the Administration. It was
suggested that Thomson feared his life was at risk, apparently from 'white men
employed by Gray', but the Secretary of the department, JA Carrodus, was sceptical,
confident that Thomson's fears were 'quite unfounded' (AA CRS: A659 39/1/5250:
minute 29 May 1936). Carrodus had only recently been appointed head of the
department but he had long experience in the administration of the Territories and in
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1934, when he had served for six months as acting Administrator in Darwin, he had
consulted with Gray about proposals for establishing new mission stations in eastern
Arnhem Land (AA CRS: Fl 49/459: memorandum 19 April 1934). Gray had gone on
quietly conducting his trepanging operations on the coast since 1932, although it was
some time before he was formally authorised to do so, and Thomson may well have
found his continued presence irritating. In the end the addition of a few words further
emphasising that Thomson was working directly to the Minister served as a facesaving compromise, despite earlier threats that Thomson would not return unless
appointed as a magistrate.
When Donald Thomson finally sailed from Darwin at the end of June 1936, he was
able to take with him the three men who by then had spent two years in gaol for the
Caledon Bay killings. He also took with him eight people who had walked in to visit
Darwin from the Milingimbi area and were 'living derelict on the city's fringe'
(Thomson 1983, 85). Thomson this time visited Oenpelli to examine the rock
paintings, then Goulbum Island, Milingimbi and Yirrkala before starting work in the
Arnhem Bay area in September, investigating killings that had occurred in the months
he was away. From early October he was based at Milingimbi again and worked
mainly in the area between there and the Blyth river and in the Arafura swamp to the
south. In May he made an aerial reconnaissance using an RAAF aircraft made
available for the purpose and he left Arnhem Land aboard the Navy survey vessel,
HMAS Moresby, in September 1937. Thomson left to others the task of shipping his
baggage to Darwin and sending it on to Melbourne; the baggage included a number of
live animals: seven ducks, a cat, a dog, four bush rats and several snakes. The
difficulties involved did not endear him to the officers of the Administration in
Darwin. Four years later the Administration was still waiting for Thomson to settle a
small account he owed (AA CRS: Fl 49/459: minute 13 November 1941).
During this second period in the field, Thomson had submitted three progress reports
on his work and on the needs of the situation in Arnhem Land (AA CRS: Fl 36/382: 1
October 1936; 19 December 1936; 20 February 1937). He referred to the need for 'a
permanent patrol to administer justice' but Cook declined to comment on the proposal
without first visiting the area himself (AA CRS: Fl 36/382: minute 25 May 1937).
Thomson submitted what turned out to be his final report in December 1937 along
with a separate paper setting out his recommendations (Thomson 1937, 1939). He had
little then to add to the recommendations he had submitted in his interim report of
1936. He had advocated 'absolute segregation within the Arnhem Land reserve to
preserve the social structure in toto and 'acceptance of the nomadic habits of this
people as an integral part of their culture' (Thomson 1936, 41-3). But the Methodist
missions had been allowed, despite Thomson's earlier request, to proceed with the
establishment of a new station at Yirrkala, to the north of Caledon Bay, at the end of
1935. Thomson also proposed 'the establishment and maintenance of patrols to move
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among the Arnhem Landers to protect them from interference and exploitation, and to
maintain a state of domestic peace'. He recommended that,
Such patrols should be entrusted only to men who are fitted temperamentally
as well as by their special qualifications for the work. They should receive
at least a thorough elementary training in anthropology and in the
application of anthropological methods. They should be 'protectors' in the
true sense of the word.

He proposed ending the 'anomalous system' whereby police were appointed
protectors. In addition he recommended the appointment of a medical officer to 'work
exclusively among these people' to try to eliminate leprosy, yaws and introduced
diseases. And he proposed the adoption of a 'settled, uniform policy' for the whole
Aboriginal population of Australia and a Department of Native Affairs, staffed by
'men selected solely for their special qualifications and sympathies'.
Donald Thomson's own work might have done something to demonstrate the value of
having a trained and sympathetic field officer working in the remote reserves and his
recommendations added to the pressure on the Commonwealth government to employ
such people in the Territory. But his insistence on distancing himself from the
Administration rather than collaborating with the local officers meant that his months
in Arnhem Land had little impact and served to delay the provision of an effective
patrol service there. Meanwhile the campaign by the southern pressure groups had
borne fruit and by the time Thomson left Arnhem Land the first patrol officer had
been working in Central Australia for more than a year.
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CHAPTER2
'A POSITIVE POLICY'

Donald Thomson's recommendations in 1936 and 1937 reflected opinions widely held
and strongly advocated among the groups and individuals who had in the preceding
ten years or so been pressing governments, and especially the Commonwealth
government, to take more effective action to protect and advance the welfare of
Aboriginal people. Professor Wood Jones, Thomson's most enthusiastic backer, had
been publicly urging 'the claims of the Australian Aborigine' at least since 1926 when
he was one of those who fonned the Anthropological Society of South Australia
(Maccallum 1983, 511). Jones argued that Australia owed a 'huge debt' to the
Aboriginal people, having taken their lands, but although this had been acknowledged
with 'almost wearying repetition', governments and missions had failed to do anything
effective to pay the debt. It was necessary 'that the Governments of Australia be
induced to create and organize proper reserves in which [the aborigine] may continue
to lead his own life and carry on his traditions'. It was also important that those
entrusted with the care of the Aboriginal people should understand them:
Can we say that in Australia we have an educated, trained, official class,
learned in the lore, the language, and the traditions of the aborigines, upon
whom we can call to administer our so-called reserves and to be responsible
for the remnants of a dispossessed people? In other parts of the Empire the
young men who are placed in responsible administrative posts, and have
jurisdiction over the natives, are educated in the language, the beliefs, and
the prejudices of the peoples whose interests they are appointed to
safeguard. In Australia what can we say of the anthropological equipment
of those upon whom this most responsible duty is thrust? (Jones 1926, 497).

The idea of unified Commonwealth control had been advocated by various lobby
groups, most of which had strong links with mission and church bodies, and had been
urged in correspondence and by deputations to Federal ministers. Notable among
these was the Association for the Protection of Native Races (APNR) established in
Sydney in 1911 when the Commonwealth government took charge of the Northern
Territory and its Aboriginal population. The secretary and moving spirit of this group
was William Morley, a Congregational minister who for ten years from 1928
constantly urged the government to take national responsibility for the Aboriginal
people and in particular to take effective action to prevent their mistreatment in the
north (Markus 1986, 589; 1990, 162). Several similar groups were fonned in
Melbourne and in Adelaide where both the Anthropological Society and the
Aborigines' Friends Association (AF A) took a particular interest in the situation of the
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Aboriginal people in Central Australia (Markus 1990, 158ft). In Adelaide a
breakaway group from the AFA, the Aborigines Protection League, advocated the
establishment of a 'model Aboriginal state' in Amhem Land, arguing that the British
colonial tradition was that the interests of the native inhabitants of a colony should be
paramount. What was needed was less control by governments and missions and
more freedom for Aboriginal people in the unsettled areas to work out their own
destiny in 'self-governing communities' with a secure land base (Genders 1937;
Markus 1990, 169-70).
These and other bodies argued that Australia should apply at home the kind of policy
that had been developed in Papua since 1906 and was being applied in the Mandated
Territory of New Guinea, where the idea of trusteeship was an explicit part of the
international agreement which allowed Australia to take over the administration of the
former German colony. The British Colonial Service had recently adopted the notion
that field officers should be trained, and particularly trained in anthropology, for the
task of administering the African colonies for the benefit of the indigenous
inhabitants, whereas before the war young men had been sent out to learn 'on the job'
with little preparation (Hetherington 1978, 131-3). In Australia a Chair of
Anthropology had been established at the University of Sydney in 1925 with funding
support from the Commonwealth government in order that similar training should be
provided to cadet officers recruited to work in the Mandated Territory (AA CRS:
A257/l; Peterson 1990b, 7-11). The case for this Chair was based firmly on the
notion that anthropological knowledge could be applied in the task of colonial
administration to the mutual benefit of the people administered and the administering
government.
In 1927 the founding head of the Sydney Department of Anthropology, Professor AR
Radcliffe-Brown, had proposed the appointment of a government anthropologist to
survey the condition, numbers and languages of the Aboriginal people of Central
Australia (AA CRS: Al 31/2597: letter 5 August 1927). The Government Resident in
Alice Springs dismissed the idea: anthropologists had already worked in the area and
money would be better spent employing a resident geologist (AA CRS: Al 31/2597:
memorandum 8 December 1927). In Darwin, the recently appointed chief protector of
Aborigines and chief medical officer, Dr CEA Cook, known as 'Mick', was rather
more interested and suggested that an anthropologist should be appointed to his
'Aboriginal Department' (AA CRS: Al 31/2597: memorandum 7 January 1928). Soon
after this canvassing of views, the decision was made to appoint JW Bleakley, the
chief protector in Queensland, to report on the condition of the Aboriginal people in
both Central and North Australia, the two administrative divisions into which the
Territory had been split in 1926, and it was decided that the idea should be submitted
for his comment

Bleakley's recommendations indicated that he thought other appointments should have
priority but there was enough in the report to encourage Radcliffe-Brown to write in
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February 1929 suggesting that Dr Cook should take the short course in anthropology
provided for officers from Papua in June/August of that year (Bleakley 1929; AA
CRS: Al 31/2597: letter 8 February 1929). For a fee of three guineas he could take 15
lectures on ethnology, 15 on linguistics and 30 on social anthropology. By the time
this proposal was agreed to it was too late for Cook to sail south from Darwin and
catch the beginning of the course and even when he did attend the next year he arrived
late. In 1931, Joe Carrodus, who was then chief clerk and head of the Northern
Territory branch in the Department of Home Affairs, proposed sending police
protectors to take the course but Cook's response was to propose that his deputy in
Alice Springs, Dr WB Kirkland, should go first (AA CRS: Al 31/2597:
memorandums 13 February, 12 March 1931). That year, however, there were no
Papuan officers for the course and it was cancelled; later Cook was unable to
nominate any officer to attend. Changes of government and financial stringency in the
Depression years explain why this promising initiative was not sustained, but the
Department of Anthropology had its own problems. The continuation of government
funding was uncertain and in 1931 Radcliffe-Brown resigned and left Australia to be
succeeded briefly by Raymond Firth and in 1932 by Dr AP Elkin who served as
lecturer in charge until he was appointed as Professor in December 1933 (Wise 1986,
103, 108). It was several years before the possibility of providing training in
anthropology for Northern Territory officers was again considered.
The government was slow to act on Bleakley's own proposals for the administration of
Aboriginal affairs in the Territory but these did provide a framework for later modest
increases in the tiny staff available for the work. In 1929 Cook had no full-time field
staff apart from the superintendents of the Darwin compound (Kahlin Beach) and the
'half-caste institutions' at Darwin and Alice Springs. For North Australia Bleakley
proposed appointing a deputy chief protector to handle the routine administrative
work. This appointment was not made until 1934, when the Caledon Bay trials were
occupying much of Cook's time, and VJ White, who had been managing the Darwin
compound and doing the clerical work of the branch as well, was appointed assistant
chief protector (AA CRS: Al 34/10291). White's appointment was at once subject to
criticism from the APNR on the grounds that he had no anthropological training.
In addition Bleakley had proposed appointing a Travelling Protector of Aboriginals'
who would visit stations and camps, dealing with complaints and assisting 'local
protectors' - the police officers who provided the part-time field staff of the chief
protector. For Central Australia he recommended appointing another chief protector
who could inspect Aboriginal employment and also 'keep in touch with the condition
of the primitive natives in the bush'. The existing position of chief protector there was
held by the officer in charge of police at Alice Springs and Bleakley proposed that he
should become deputy chief protector. He also recommended appointing extra
'District Protectors', noting that the areas covered by the police protectors were too
vast and that provision of motor vehicles to supplement the horses and camels then
available for police work would help. Indicating that a staff of resident official
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protectors would be more satisfactory than the system of using police, Bleakley noted
that this would entail increased cost. Bleakley's inquiry was barely completed before
the government had to order a special investigation of the way the police in Central
Australia had gone about trying to apprehend the Aboriginal men who had killed a
white man north-west of Alice Springs in August 1928 - a police action led by
Constable WG Murray which has become known as 'the Coniston massacre'. But the
government's unwillingness to increase its spending in the Territory meant that there
was no comprehensive attempt to replace the police protectors for ten years and more.
In April 1929, the Minister for Home Affairs had convened a meeting in Melbourne of

representatives of mission bodies, interested societies and employer associations to
discuss Bleakley's recommendations. The Reverend JC Jennison, representing the
Anthropological Society of South Australia, urged that 'as far as possible all protectors
be required to take a course in Anthropology as a preliminary to entering upon their
work among the natives' (AA CRS: Al 33/8782: Conference of representatives of
missions, societies and associations ... , April 1929). A committee of this conference
also recommended that 'suitable protectors' should 'regularly inspect the conditions of
all employed aborigines' and report to the chief protector. In these and in Bleakley's
proposals lay the basis for a professional field service that might have been able to
enforce the protective legislation in the Territory.
But neither the Scullin
administration that took office in October 1929 nor the Lyons government that
succeeded it at the beginning of 1932 showed any enthusiasm for increased
expenditure of the kind needed to establish such a service.
In August 1932, Sir Hubert Murray, Lieutenant Governor of Papua since 1907,

addressed a conference of the Australian and New 2.ealand Association for the
Advancement of Science (ANZAAS) in Sydney on 'The Scientific Pacification of
Papua' (Oceania 3, 1 September 1932). His condemnation of punitive expeditions as
'unscientific and unsatisfactory' might well have been taken as a pointed comment on
recent practice on the Australian mainland where parties led by police had slain a
number of Aboriginal people near Forrest River in the far north of Western Australia
in 1926 and again in Central Australia in 1928. EWP Chinnery, the government
anthropologist in New Guinea, who was president of the anthropology section of the
conference, spoke on 'Anthropology and Administration in New Guinea'. Chinnery
argued for the value of anthropology to the district officers responsible for
administration in the Mandated Territory and reported that fourteen cadets and a
number of senior officers had by then taken courses at Sydney University. The
conference took the hint and the General Council of the Association formulated
appropriate recommendations and sent them to the Commonwealth government.
These called for the systematic scientific investigation of the culture of native races in
Australia and the Territories to help in their 'preservation and administration'; for the
training of officials, missionaries and others in anthropology; for special courts and for
open inquiries into any assaults on native people; and for the appointment of a
'Commissioner of Native Affairs' as an authority separate from the Department of the
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Interior (which pad earlier in the year replaced the Department of Home Affairs as the
agency responsible for the Northern Territory). Carrodus inquired of the association
how these proposals had arisen at the conference - with the implied suggestion that
the conference might not have had all the facts before it - and then arranged for the
recommendations to be sent to the State premiers and to their chief protectors (AA
CRS: Al 37/3433). Carrodus noted that these ideas were similar to the views that
were being advanced by the APNR.
That association was the means of introducing Elkin, who was then temporarily in
charge of the Sydney Anthropology Department, to the business of trying to persuade
the Commonwealth government to do more for Aboriginal people. He quickly
became probably the most effective advocate for the appointment of full-time field
staff in the Northern Territory and for their training in anthropology, like the New
Guinea officers. Elkin had also given a paper at the 1932 ANZAAS Conference, on
'Cultural and Racial Clash in Australia', in which he examined the causes of
Aboriginal depopulation and made some suggestions about what might be done to
stop it. Noting that chief protectors had been appointed but that they had to
administer protective legislation through 'police officers whom the whites regard as
their protectors against the blacks', he argued for the use of officers 'trained in native
law and custom, and in those problems which invariably arise out of the contact and
conflict of white and black' (Elkin 1932, 39-40). A year later, when public interest
had been aroused by the killing of the policeman at Woodah Island and the reported
plans for a punitive expedition, Elkin had a short article setting out his proposals
published in the Morpeth Review and a similar one in the Sydney Morning Herald
(AA CRS: Al 38/31785; Elkin 1933a, 1933b). Referring to earlier atrocities and to
the inquiries into them, Elkin compared the situation in the north with the way things
were being handled in Papua and in the Mandated Territory. A similar kind of
administration was needed for 'uncontrolled areas' in the north; Australians should
recognise the welfare of Aboriginal people as a trust and develop a positive policy for
the good of the two races.
This was a clear allusion to the idea of colonial trusteeship and to the idea developed
by Lord Lugard that colonial powers had a 'dual mandate' to develop overseas
territories for the benefit of both the colonisers and the colonised. Elkin seems to have
envisaged a separate administration for the remote reserves, headed by an
administrator who should be a 'student of race contacts' and who,
should be assisted by patrol officers, specially trained in our law, in
anthropology, especially of the aborigines, and in the problems of contact.
They should be chosen for their tact and ability as well as physique. Each
would have his district in which he would be able to get to know the natives
as well as the white folk, and where he would be able to deal with most
difficulties on the spot, using magisterial authority if necessary. Moreover,
we might well hope that such officers by their personal influence,
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persuasiveness, tact and firmness in their dealings with white and black folk,
would put an end to, because removing the cause of, those unpleasant
outbursts and actions which we wish did not happen. If this be thought
hopelessly 'utopian', well, look across Torres Strait (Elkin 1933a).

These officers would, he envisaged, supplement the white police force in such areas.
The scheme implied special courts for Aboriginal offenders. What were needed were
'special officers trained for the special tasks'.
Elkin pressed his case assiduously, using his position as President of the APNR (to
which he was appointed in September 1933) and his prestige as Professor of
Anthropology (from December 1933). He continued to speak and to write for the
press and corresponded with successive ministers responsible for the Northern
Territory. Others made similar recommendations and Elkin wrote to the minister in
support of some proposals, like that of Keith Langford Smith, who had recently
worked at the Anglican mission at Roper River and who suggested that he and a
colleague 'should master the language and then patrol the tribe' in eastern Arnhem
Land (Elkin to Perkins 3 October 1933, Elkin papers). Elkin commented that this
idea, advanced in October 1933, was similar to his proposals for patrol officers, but
this initiative was overtaken by the offer of more senior missionaries to undertake
their 'peace mission'. Then, in December, the National Missionary Council convened
a meeting on Aboriginal matters which, like the APNR and Elkin, urged the
establishment of a special department headed by a commissioner with 'specially
trained field staff who would be expected 'to be familiar with tribal language, laws,
traditions and customs' and 'to explain to the aboriginal so much of the white man's
law as he is expected to obey' (AA CRS: Al 37/6639: National Missionary Council
Conference on Aboriginal Matters, 1933).
But although Elkin had corresponded with the minister on the matter, it did not mean
that he was consulted when Perkins prepared to give in to the pressure from
Melbourne and appoint Donald Thomson as patrol officer in Arnhem Land. Within
days of the convictions . of the men charged with the killings at Caledon Bay and
Woodah Island, and of the announcement of Thomson's appointment, a public
meeting in Sydney made a widely reported call for the release of the prisoners and
Elkin spoke on 'the problem of trials and the need for a positive policy' (Elkin 1962,
220). Writing to Perkins two days later to press for a reprieve for the man who had
been sentenced to death for the murder of the police constable, Elkin remarked that he
hoped Thomson's appointment would be 'some assistance' but that he was not clear
what his task was or what recommendations had led to the appointment (AA CRS: Al
38/31785: letter 8 August 1934). Elkin observed that there were researchers who were
already familiar with the Territory and reminded the Minister of his undertaking to
consult the ANRC about any appointment of a government anthropologist. He hoped
that the government would adopt 'the system which works so satisfactorily in Papua'
and that the Territory would soon have 'patrolling magistrates' to do the sort of work
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that Thomson was apparently hired to do. Perkins in reply explained that Thomson
was being hired as a patrol officer not as a government anthropologist (AA CRS: Al
38/31785: letter 15 August 1934). This may have been true then but not for long:
Thomson's commission was essentially to undertake anthropological research.
Early the next year, before Thomson left for the field, Elkin was urging the new
Minister, Paterson, to consider appointing one or two medical officers to work
exclusively with Aboriginal people in Central Australia and was able to propose Dr
HK Fry, an Adelaide medical man, as an eminently suitable person to serve as a
'medical anthropologist' (AA CRS: Al 35/4434: letter 16 April 1935). Fry had a
diploma of anthropology and had published articles (some of which had appeared in
the journal Oceania which Elkin was editing) on the psychology and intelligence of
Aboriginal people, based on fieldwork in Central Australia. Also Fry had 'that kind of
personality' which Elkin believed was required for a government anthropologist, an
observation which may have been intended to signal to the Minister and his officers
that Fry would not be as difficult to deal with as Thomson. Although Fry was then in
England, Paterson and his department made strenuous efforts to engage him for the
post But in the end Fry decided he could not take the offer, at least partly because,
like Thomson, he did not want to work in a position subordinate to the chief medical
officer and chief protector in Darwin.
At this time Elkin himself declined an opportunity to be more directly involved in the
shaping of policy in the north when he was invited to be a member of a board of
inquiry which the Commonwealth government was setting up in April 1935 to
examine allegations about the shooting of an escaped Aboriginal prisoner and the
mistreatment of others by a police officer in Central Australia. Pleading pressure of
work, he indicated that it would be different if the inquiry could be undertaken in
vacation time and also expressed the view that ad hoe inquiries into police
mistreatment were not satisfactory (AA CRS : Al 38/31785: letter 3 April 1935).
This inquiry was to lead directly to the appointment of the Territory's and Australia's
first patrol officer.
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CHAPTER 3
PATROL OFFICER STREHLOW IN THE CENTRE
1936-39

In October 1934 at Ayers Rock, Constable William McKinnon, a thirty-two year old
officer who had joined the Central Australian Police some three years earlier, shot
dead an Aboriginal man whom he had previously arrested with four others on a charge
of murder. These prisoners had escaped some days before this and had fled towards
Ayers Rock. Pursued there by McKinnon and his police trackers, this man had tried
to hide in a narrow cleft. McKinnon reported that he fired into the hole and that the
tracker he sent in after the prisoner found him mortally wounded. The story told some
twenty-five years later, apparently by one of the men who survived, suggests that the
man leapt out armed with a rock and was shot (Harney 1963, 41). Two men were
tried and convicted for the Aboriginal killing but in response to public concern about
the shooting at Ayers Rock and other incidents during McKinnon's patrol, including
the reported ill-treatment of Aboriginal men at Hermannsburg mission, the
government in April 1935 set up an inquiry into the allegations against McKinnon.
Professor Elkin having declined to take part, the Board of Inquiry was headed by an
Adelaide professor of pathology, John Burton Oeland (later Sir John), who had been a
member of several anthropological expeditions to Central Australia and who was also
a leading member of the South Australian Anthropological Association (AA CRS: Fl
38/636; Al 35/1613). The other two members of the board were the Reverend John
Sexton, a prominent member of the Aborigines' Friends Association in Adelaide, and
,Yin White, the officer of the Northern Territory public service who had recently been
appointed as Dr Cook's deputy chief protector. The government this time seemed
anxious to avoid the accusation of 'pro-police' bias that had been levelled at the panel
of men appointed to inquire into the conduct of Constable Murray six years earlier;
each member of the board seemed likely to be concerned primarily that Aboriginal
people should be treated fairly and lawfully by police.
An officer of the Postmaster-General's Department in Adelaide, p> Mountford, was
appointed as secretary to the inquiry. An amateur anthropologist and vice-president of
the Anthropological Association of South Australia, Mountford already had some
first-hand experience of Aboriginal people in the Centre. Professor Cleland also
arranged for a young Adelaide post-graduate student, TGH Strehlow, who was then
working on a study of the Aranda language of Central Australia, to be engaged as an
interpreter for the inquiry.
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Strehlow had been born at Hermannsburg mission where his father, Pastor Carl
Strehlow, was in charge from 1894 until he died in 1922. As a child, Ted Strehlow
had learnt to speak Aranda and had gone to school with the Aboriginal children. He
was fourteen when his father died and his mother took him to Adelaide where he
attended Immanuel College for four years and then Adelaide University. He
graduated in Arts with honours in English literature in 1931 and returned to the Centre
the next year with a grant from the ANRC to begin a study of Aranda, travelling
extensively with camels that year and the next. After a year working at the University
as an assistant lecturer in English literature, Strehlow was again in the Centre early in
1935 continuing his research into the language and rituals of the southern and eastern
Aranda and was handily placed to help Cleland's inquiry. He spent some weeks with
the Board of Inquiry that winter as it visited Hermannsburg, the stations in the southwest and Ayers Rock, to take evidence and to examine the scene of the shooting.
In September the inquiry reported its findings that Constable McKinnon had given a
thrashing to men at Hermannsburg at the request of a member of the staff there and
that his shooting of the escaped prisoner at Ayers Rock was legally justified, though
not warranted in the circumstances (AA CRS: Fl 38/636). Shooting, it was
considered, 'should be obviated as far as possible, and should be resorted to only when
all other possible methods of recapture have been exhausted'. McKinnon's two
trackers had fired on and wounded one of the escaped prisoners. It was recommended
that police trackers should not be equipped with firearms and that a special 'native
police' unit should be established. Police patrols to the South-west Reserve should be
replaced with patrols by an officer especially appointed to the Aboriginals Branch and
directly responsible to the chief protector.
The Board of Inquiry was not opposed to corporal punishment but argued that if a
patrol officer were appointed as a special magistrate 'most of the troubles arising from
the natives might be settled by him after consultation with the old men of the tribe and
if necessary later, with police assistance'. Complaints of ill-treatment of Aboriginal
people by whites should be 'vigorously pursued by patrol officers'. The South-west
Reserve should be surveyed to establish whether a government Aboriginal station and
medical depot might usefully be established there a move Bleakley had
recommended seven years earlier.
Professor Cleland and his colleagues seem to have had in mind that Strehlow would
be well qualified for the job of patrol officer. The officer should be 'specially selected
for his knowledge of native languages and customs, and knowledge of bush craft'.
Cleland wrote a warm letter of appreciation of Strehlow's services and when Cook
submitted his comments on the inquiry's proposals to the Administrator of the
Northern Territory in December he noted that 'Mr White ... has suggested to me that Mr
TG Strehlow would be a suitable person for such an appointment' (AA CRS: Fl
38/636: minute 7 December 1935). Strehlow and White had evidently enjoyed their
month together in the Centre; White was quick to send a congratulatory telegram
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when Strehlow was appointed and later wrote remarking that he hoped 'our camp fire
yarns can be continued' (AA CRS: F126/19: letter 28 July 1936).
Strehlow's appointment as patrol officer at a salary of £450 to £522 was approved by
the Minister in February 1936. The new position was then created and the
appointment formally made in April. He was given five months to finish his research
work before taking up duty at the beginning of October. But Strehlow was called on
to divert from his research in July in order to travel out to the Petermann Ranges and
investigate allegations about the shooting of Aboriginal people by members of a
prospecting party.
The announcement of Strehlow's appointment was something of a public relations
coup for the government. In Central Australia the Hermannsburg missionaries were
understandably enthusiastic. Dr Charles Duguid, an Adelaide physician who had
lately become a keen advocate for the interests of the Aboriginal people of the Centre,
assured Paterson that his 'appointment of Strehlow will bring a great reward' (AA
CRS: 8/3/1: letter of 28 July 1936). Groups like the APNR in Sydney and the
Aborigines' Friends Association in Adelaide commended the move and it was
described in Elkin's anthropological journal Oceania as 'an ideal appointment'
(Oceania 1936,7(2), 262). In Darwin Cook, it seems, was keenly looking forward to
this addition to his tiny staff, telling the Administrator that it would 'tend not only to
the betterment of the lot of the aboriginal in Central Australia but will serve to
vindicate the policy of this Branch' (AA CRS: Fl 39/300: memorandum 6 April
1937). The police in the Territory and local pastoralists may have been less
enthusiastic about the new order of things but McK.innon had escaped with what could
only be taken as a mild rebuke. The salary increment due to him in 1935 was deferred
for twelve months because of the incident at Hermannsburg but no other action was
taken. The Minister agreed that the patrol officer would supplement, not replace,
police patrols to the country south west of Alice Springs.
The new patrol officer's first task would be to report on the proposal by the inquiry
that a ration depot should be established in the South-west Reserve and that it should
provide a trading post where the Aboriginal inhabitants could trade dingo scalps. He
was also asked to advise on the question of corporal punishment The Administration
was asked to develop proposals for a 'Native Constabulary' with legislation modelled
on the ordinances of Papua and New Guinea.
Deferring Strehlow's starting date gave the Administration time to work out exactly
what his duties should be and to arrange for him to be suitably equipped for the job
and to be given somewhere to live and work. But when he started on 1 October 1936
almost no preparations seem to have been made. Strehlow set about writing reports on
the south-west reserve and offering his views on the issue of corporal punishment. He
also tried to obtain some essential equipment. He proposed that the Administration
should acquire for his official use the camels he had been using as a research worker.
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He was also anxious to have a motor vehicle provided and asked for a portable
wireless and a typewriter. He needed camel gear and approval to engage Aboriginal
sassistants. But when he went to Darwin in March 1937 to confer with Cook he was
still without most of these things and had no formal statement of his duties.
The suggestion that Strehlow should have the use of a vehicle seems to have outraged
the deputy administrator in Alice Springs, VG Carrington, who strongly opposed it
and expressed 'great surprise at such a suggestion having been put forward' (AA CRS:
Fl 39/300: memorandum 31 March 1937). The country in the south west was sandy
and unsuitable for motor transport which would only be used for travel between Alice
Springs, Jay Creek and Hermannsburg. Cars were needed 'far more urgently for other
official purposes'. Official cars were few and far between at the time. Some of the
police posted to country stations had their own cars which they were able to use for
official purposes when required but regular police patrol work was done with horses
or camels. But Canberra approved the inclusion of money for a vehicle in the
estimates for 1937/8 on the grounds that Strehlow's field of operations was the whole
of the southern part of the Territory and he could be called upon to travel anywhere in
the Territory on 'special missions'. In February 1938, two years after the decision was
made to appoint a patrol officer, Strehlow took delivery of an International utility
truck (AA CRS: F3 32/3: monthly report 14 February 1938).
Strehlow proposed that he establish his headquarters at Jay Creek, a small reserve
about 42 kms west of Alice Springs, where there was grazing for the camels. He
recommended that the main ration depot and medical station for Central Australia
should be established there and that 'native disciplinary cases' should be held there
too. Only by establishing such a centre away from the town could the problems of
prostitution and venereal disease around Alice Springs be controlled (AA CRS:
Fl26/19: memorandums 20 August, 23 September 1937). But no satisfactory water
supply had been found at Jay Creek (this remained a difficulty for another forty years)
and officials in Alice Springs did not support the idea of building a house there for the
patrol officer. Strehlow therefore offered to build his own house and was duly granted
a small 'occupation licence'. By October 1938 he had a cement block house
completed and he and his wife were able to send for the books and furniture they had
left behind in Adelaide in January 1936. Meanwhile Strehlow and the police removed
to Jay Creek some of the Aboriginal people who had been camping around Alice
Springs, especially the aged and infirm who were eligible for rations. In September
1937 Strehlow had tried to persuade his superiors that a white overseer should be
appointed there, nominating a former mission teacher who had been born at the old
Lutheran mission on Cooper's Creek. But Cook indicated that he had no plans to
provide staff at Jay Creek so that Strehlow, with his wife's help, had to manage the
depot as well as carry out his patrol duties. By then Cook was persuaded that it had
been a mistake to let Strehlow camp at Jay Creek and thought this move was 'largely
responsible for his present inaction' (AA CRS: A 220 S39/l 100: minute 3 August
1937).
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In April 1937, after Strehlow's visit to Darwin, Cook set down a statement of the

'Duties of Patrol Officer Strehlow' and circulated copies to the 'rural Protectors',
indicating that these police officers remained responsible for the 'enforcement of the
Aboriginals Ordinance in their districts' (AA CRS: Fl 39/300: circular memorandum
7 April 1937). Strehlow was to keep a daily diary and send extracts from this with
detailed reports to the chief protector, with copies to the medical officer who served as
deputy chief protector in Alice Springs. He was to help this officer exercise 'general
supervision and care over all matters affecting the welfare of aboriginals and halfcastes, in that part of the Northern Territory situated south of the 20th parallel' but also
undertake any duty elsewhere in the Territory as directed by the chief protector. He
was responsible for the enforcement of the Aboriginals Ordinance and Regulations in
these districts. He was to undertake regular patrols of the South-west Reserve and
other unsettled districts according to itineraries approved by Cook and of settled areas
where he was to collaborate with resident police protectors. He was to investigate
cases of ill-treatment and 'complaints against aboriginals where tribal laws are
involved'; to appear, when directed, 'for aboriginals in the Police Court, Alice Springs'
and when necessary to 'give expert evidence at sittings of the Supreme Court when
aboriginals are involved'.
Cook at the same time drew up a 'Provisional Itinerary', beginning in May, which
envisaged Strehlow spending two months on patrol to the south west, with three
weeks occupied in inspecting cattle stations and over a month in the reserve itself (AA
CRS: Fl 39/300). After a break of three or four weeks for report writing, when he
would be available for 'special investigations, as directed, and routine inspections and
research duties', he was to spend over a month on a 'Western Patrol', travelling from
Hermannsburg to the west and north west with camels. After another three or four
week break, he would make a 'Car Patrol of Northern and Eastern Districts' which
might take six weeks, and later a second patrol by car 'of the whole settled station area'
around Alice Springs. Second trips to the unsettled south west and western areas were
also envisaged if 'the population... and the conditions of their tribal existence'
warranted them. All this would more than occupy the months from May to December
and no more than two of the eight months would be spent at base. The scheme was
probably over-ambitious even had Strehlow then been provided with a vehicle in
which he could drive as planned to the cattle stations to the north and north east. It
was also intended that he should use his vehicle to inspect the southern cattle stations
while his camel team was making its way to Angas Downs or to Hermannsburg from
where he would set off on his camel patrols to the South-west and the Western
Reserves. Without a truck Strehlow could manage nothing like this and even during
the four years when he had a truck he spent much less time on patrol than he and Cook
had proposed in this first itinerary and his superiors made more complaints about his
apparent reluctance to move.
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2.

Mrs Bertha Strehlow and the Strehlow's tent home at Jay Creek, 1936-38
(Strehlow Research Centre)

3.

Mrs Strehlow and the new house at Jay Creek, completed October 1938
(Strehlow Research Centre)

The Cleland inquiry had recommended corporal punishment rather than imprisonment
for some Aboriginal offences. Strehlow, in a long report written in his first weeks on
the job, had concluded that corporal punishment was:
not only preferable in many cases to imprisonment but is actually an
essential requirement for upholding the authority of the Patrol Officer;
particularly in view of the present anarchy which reigns supreme amongst
the partially and fully detribalized natives living in the area assigned to his
patrol (AA CRS: FI 38/636: letter 17 December 1936).

Cook had recommended that Strehlow should 'be empowered to administer corporal
punishment at his discretion', reporting fully each time he did so. But, when Cook
raised the issue for discussion at the Canberra conference of his fellow administrators
of Aboriginal affairs in April 1937, his colleagues 'were not seized of the necessity for
corporal punishment' and it seems that the matter was then dropped in Canberra (AA
CRS: Fl 38/636: memorandum 21 May 1937). Strehlow had an opportunity to meet
his Minister and to discuss his work and the difficulties he faced when Paterson
visited the Territory with Carrodus in July 1937. No doubt he mentioned the lack of
accommodation and equipment but apparently his main concern was that he had not
been given authority to deal summarily with disputes between Aboriginal people. The
department raised the issue again when the Minister returned from his visit to the
Territory.
Cook's response betrays some understandable irritation (AA CRS: Fl 39/300: minute
7 August 1937). The possibility of establishing 'native courts' had been discussed in
1930 and he had submitted a draft 'Native Offenders Ordinance' to Canberra in May
1931. But the department had allowed the idea to lapse, after receiving adverse
comment from the Attorney General's Department and Judge Mallam of the Northern
Territory Supreme Court, as well as from Sir Hubert Murray, who had advised against
separate courts. Meanwhile the Western Australian Commissioner of Native Affairs
had taken up the idea and had instituted special courts for 'native offenders'. The
Cleland inquiry had endorsed the idea of corporal punishment as an alternative to
imprisonment and Strehlow had strongly favoured it. Cook had in January supported
the vesting of such power in the patrol officer, despite having reservations about the
principles involved. Cook agreed that the lack of authority to deal locally with some
offences was hampering Strehlow, but he resented the suggestion that he was
somehow responsible:
The Minister and the Secretary seem to have taken the attitude that the Chief
Protector is responsible for thus hampering Mr. Strehlow's work and the
Department has forwarded to us copies of Papuan and New Guinea
legislation with an instruction that an Ordinance, giving the Patrol Officer
certain judicial powers, should be drafted. We return, therefore, to the
position which existed prior to Mr. Strehlow's appointment, namely to the
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preparation of a native courts Ordinance, that previously submitted,
nevertheless, having lapsed from lack of Departmental support.

Cook argued that if Strehlow were given magisterial powers, nothing would have been
gained unless he were given power to inflict punishments on the spot. Otherwise he
could only send offenders to gaol, instead of the police and magistrates doing this.
Cook proposed a conference with the police and judicial authorities to discuss the
issues and make recommendations.
The related proposal in the report of the Cleland Inquiry for a trained 'Native
Constabulary' had also been pursued in collaboration with the police. A scheme for
training a carefully selected group of young men was drawn up and drafts of a Native
Constabulary Ordinance were prepared. (For a time the term 'Native Guard' was
preferred.) Some recruitment and training actually began in anticipation of the
legislation but doubts and uncertainties delayed both pieces of legislation. The two
ordinances were not made law until 1940 and were never brought into operation.
Nevertheless there is some evidence to suggest that Strehlow may on occasions have
acted as if he had authority to determine suitable local punishments; in his report for
March 1939 he recorded that he gave a young absconder 'a few cuts with a strap when
I got him back to Jay Creek' (AA CRS: F3 32/3).
As a protector Strehlow had considerable powers under the Aboriginals Ordinance
and, when equipped with both camels and a truck, he was able to cover his territory.
In a little over five and a half years from October 1936 to April 1942 he made two
visits to the South-west Reserve and three to the mining field at The Granites, north
west of Alice Springs, as well as shorter trips to cattle stations and mining fields, to
Hermannsburg and to Haasts Bluff in the west. But he also had responsibilities at Jay
Creek where a growing population demanded attention. In Strehlow's last two years
in the job his handling of his competing responsibilities as patrol officer and as officer
in charge at Jay Creek was to lead to strong criticism from some of his superiors. He
was then working in a separate Native Affairs Branch of the Administration rather
than being attached to the Northern Territory Medical Service under Cook. But the
termination of Cook's period in charge of Aboriginal affairs in the Territory, and of the
arrangement whereby the chief medical officer was also the chief protector, had little
to do with either his or his officers' performance and was rather the outcome of
political developments in Canberra.
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CHAPTER4
TOWARDS A 'NEW DEAL'
1935-39

Before Donald Thomson returned to Arnhem Land for his second tour of duty in 1936,
Dr Cook had heard a rumour that Thomson was to be appointed to replace him as
chief protector of Aboriginals. This story fitted with suggestions in the southern press
that the chief protector should be a trained anthropologist, a view that had long been
urged by the APNR and similar groups. Cook was promptly reassured from Canberra
that there was no such intention: Carrodus considered Thomson 'quite unsuitable for
the position' and Cook 'quite satisfactory in every way' (AA CRS: Al 37no:
memorandum 12 February 1936).
Less than eighteen months before this, when the Director-General of Health in
Canberra had suggested that the functions of chief medical officer and chief protector
might be separated, Carrodus, who was then in Darwin as acting Administrator, had
expressed satisfaction with the existing 'dual system' and with Cook's performance
(AA CRS: Al 34/4888: memorandum 18 June 1934; report 20 November 1934). In
the previous June the achievements of Cook's eight years of service in the Territory
had been acknowledged when he received a CBE in the King's Birthday Honours, a
notable accolade for a man still only thirty-seven years old. It was primarily a
recognition of his work in organising medical services in the north but perhaps also
partly of his administration of Aboriginal affairs and in particular his competent
handling of the difficulties that had followed from the Caledon Bay killings. Carrodus
had lately reviewed Elkin's proposals for change in his 1933 articles and had
concluded that some of his administrative ideas were ill-conceived and other
suggestions, such as the appointment of patrol officers, were already accepted and
would be pursued as funds permitted, after Thomson had reported on his Arnhem
Land work (AA CRS: A 1 38/31785: undated minute). Cook had no reason, therefore,
to think that his masters in Canberra believed he should be doing any more than he
was doing. But he was well aware that Morley and the APNR were continuing to
press for the appointment of a specialist with anthropological training to administer
Aboriginal affairs in the Territory and he found it plausible that Thomson might be
considered.
Encouraged by signs that the Government might be willing to spend more on
Aboriginal affairs, as evidenced by Thomson's engagement to work in Arnhem Land
and by the creation of the position of assistant chief protector for White, Cook in
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October 1935 had drafted a 'long range policy; paper and submitted it to Canberra (AA
CRS: Fl 38/46: memorandum 7 October 1935). The department indicated that
Paterson approved of much of the scheme in principle and invited the Administrator to
develop concrete proposals for the implementation of the program. This included
plans for a new 'compound' in the Darwin area and the use of a cattle station at
Mataranka, south east of Katherine, as a centre for training and employment and other
purposes. When Paterson announced these plans in October 1936, the Sydney
Morning Herald headlined its report 'Long Range Educational Plan Adopted' (Sydney
Morning Herald 15 October 1936). Here was more evidence of a positive policy of
the kind proposed by Elkin. Not only had a patrol officer been appointed in Central
Australia but plans were being developed for 'model native settlements' where
education and training could be provided.
While Thomson continued working in Arnhem Land the department saw no need to
engage a second patrol officer for that area. And one part of the problem that had
occasioned Thomson's mission to Arnhem Land was being addressed in a different
way with the creation of a sea-borne patrol service specifically to control contact
between the Japanese crews of pearling luggers and Aboriginal people along the north
coast. In response to concern about prostitution, exploitation and disease resulting
from the presence of a pearling fleet off Melville and Bathurst Islands, the government
had decided to build a suitable vessel for surveillance of the pearlers (AA CRS: Al
34/1012). It was also to be used for air-sea rescue work out of Darwin. In May 1936
a coastal patrol service headed by Captain CTG Haultain in the MV Larrakia was on
the job. However, patrolling of the Melville Island waters had only been in progress
for a few months, when operations were moved east to the coast of Arnhem Land
where large new beds of pearl shell had been found. The planned dual use of the
vessel then became impractical. In March 1937 Larrakia arrested thirteen Japanese
vessels trespassing in coastal waters off the reserve (Haultain 1971, 114-23). More
arrests were made later in the year and 'control stations' manned by police were
established at King River and Elcho Island, two favourite watering places on the
Arnhem Land coast. Though there were notable deficiencies in the legislation under
which the service operated, this burst of activity had its effect and the Japanese
intrusions ceased (Abbott 1950, 133-4).
Meanwhile the possibility that more patrol officers might be appointed had excited the
interest of a young man in Darwin who had acted as officer in charge of the
Aboriginal compound for several months and who needed to find other work when the
superintendent returned from leave in June 1936. Xavier Herbert had visited the
Territory and Darwin twice before in 1927 and 1929, on the second occasion to take
up a job as a 'dispenser dresser' in the medical service. He had resigned after about a
year, only to return in 1935 with a wife who served as matron at the compound while
he was acting superintendent. On each of his visits Herbert had 'engaged in
journalism' and in October 1935 the local paper reported that he was completing a
novel about Japanese pearl divers (Northern Standard 25 October 1935; AA CRS: Al
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37/1718). It was apparently Herbert who, early in 1936, told Cook that he was to be
removed from control of the Aboriginal Branch and that the branch was to be divided
from the medical service (AA CRS: Al 37/1718: minute 24 May 1937).
Professor Elkin had been approached by a friend of Herbert in Sydney and wrote to
Paterson in April 1936 about the possibility of Herbert being appointed to some
government post and then allowed to take the diploma course in anthropology, like the
cadets from New Guinea (AA CRS: Al 37/1718: letter 7 April 1936). Commenting
on this suggestion, Cook noted that it would be desirable to appoint a patrol officer for
the 'northern portion'; if a position was created and if Herbert took the course in
anthropology at his own expense, he could be eligible to apply (AA CRS: Al 37/1718:
minute 6 May 1936). But Herbert wanted first to be assured of appointment. Writing
again to Paterson in June when Thomson was pressing to be granted magisterial
powers in eastern Arnhem Land, Elkin urged that more patrol officers should be
appointed, especially for Arnhem Land - men who should be trained in anthropology
and should have the 'right type of personality' (AA CRS: Al 38/31985: letter 11 June
1936). He was assured that the matter would be considered when Thomson had
finished his work. Elkin wrote again in October suggesting that Herbert would be
'very suitable' and yet again in December he wrote at length in the belief that Cook
wanted a patrol officer to work 'West of Arnhem Land, more particularly in the
Humbert River area'. Herbert, he considered, would be suitable at least as a temporary
patrol officer:
I must admit that he has the best knowledge of native custom and psychology
that I have met outside a few trained anthropologists, and he also seems to
have the welfare of the natives at heart (AA CRS : Al 37/6167: letter 3
December 1936).

Not content with this generous recommendation of a man he knew only from his
letters, Elkin ventured to comment that Strehlow, who had lately taken up duty in the
Centre, would be 'of no value in that country (Humbert River) and, in any case, has
sufficient to do'. In a postscript Elkin apologised for his repeated references to patrol
officers, claiming to have been 'writing and talking' about their appointment 'for the
past seven years' - three years would have been nearer the mark - 'thinking they
could solve many of our problems'.
Cook, however, considered that he could 'rely on Mr Strehlow to give good service in
any part of the Territory' and had told Herbert this. He was considering the
resumption of the lease over the Humbert River Reserve that had been granted to a
neighbouring pastoralist, so that the land could be used for 'migratory aboriginals' who
were a 'menace' to local cattle properties, and he would want to send an anthropologist
to report on the area before recommending the scheme. He had discussed with
Herbert his possible appointment to manage a medical aid post and Aboriginal station
at Garden Point on Melville Island, to supplement the work of the sea-borne 'patrol
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seIVice' in controlling contact between the crews of pearling vessels and the islanders
(AA CRS: Al 36/6167: minute 12 January 1937).
In February Herbert was in Sydney pursuing his efforts and with El.kin's help was able

to meet Paterson in Melbourne. Elkin remained enthusiastic; Herbert was 'an ideal
person' for the position of patrol officer in the Northern Territory and had 'the right
type of personality' (AA CRS: Al 37/1718: letter 8 March 1937). While Herbert was
in the south, Darwin was hit by a cyclone and this may have helped to make Cook's
response more than usually acerbic and even less enthusiastic when he was again
asked for his views. He had still had no final decision on his policy proposals and it
would be 'foolhardy' in Cook's view 'to leap to the appointment of a patrol officer to
do anthropological work in the western districts' (AA CRS: Al 37/1718: minute 17
March 1937). Herbert wanted to work in the Fitzmaurice River area as well as in the
Humbert River ReseIVe. His work as a dispenser had been satisfactory but when he
was acting superintendent of the compound 'it was not'.
Before Herbert left Sydney he learnt that Cook did not support his appointment and
took the opportunity to press his case with the newly appointed Administrator,
CLA Abbott, who was travelling on the same ship to Darwin. Disappointed that
despite his strenuous efforts to secure preferment he still had no position in Cook's
branch, Herbert made another direct approach to Abbott in Darwin. His last,
despairing effort was a long, emotional letter to Abbott strongly criticising Cook and
his administration and insisting that Cook had promised him an appointment (AA
CRS: Al 37/1718: letter 18 May 1937). This letter, with Cook's measured, pained
response, was duly sent on to Canberra by Abbott who had found Herbert 'exceedingly
temperamental' and concluded that he could not 'recommend him for such an
important and delicate appointment as that of Patrol Officer' (AA CRS: Al 37/1718:
memorandum 27 May 1937). In June Abbott indicated that he was prepared to
recommend that Herbert be offered a 'Control Officer' position but Carrodus suggested
that the matter be discussed when he and Paterson visited Darwin in July. A brief
minute records the outcome: 'it is highly improbable that any position will be offered
to Mr Herbert' (AA CRS: Al 37/1718: memorandum 26 June 1937; minute 15 July
1937).
A few months later Xavier Herbert had the consolation of seeing his long novel,
Capricornia, about life in the Top End', published in Sydney and then awarded the
sesquicentenary prize for literature in March 1938 and later the Australian Literary
Society's gold medal. He left the Territory for some years but returned during the war
when he again had occasion to feel that his experience and understanding of
Aboriginal people were unfairly overlooked. When the Army established military
units to make use of Aboriginal men in the defence of the north, he seIVed briefly with
the North Australia ObseIVer Unit commanded by Major Stanner. WEH Stanner had
studied anthropology at Sydney University under Radcliffe-Brown and had carried out
field work in the Daly River area in 1932; with Elkin's encouragement he had returned
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to the Territory and surveyed Aboriginal groups in the Tennant Creek and Victoria
River districts in 1934 before returning to the Daly River and to the newly established
mission at Port Keats (Barwick, Beckett & Reay 1985, 4-8). These were just the areas
where Herbert had hoped to work when he tried to get an appointment as a patrol
officer. Herbert had his own ideas about how the Army might best use Aboriginal
talents and was frustrated that he was not given the opportunity Stanner had to
command a unit. He expressed his feelings later in articles and most notably in
another even longer novel, Poor Fellow My Country, published in 1971 (De Groen
1990).
Meanwhile, in April 1937, Cook had joined his fellow 'chief protectors' in Canberra
for the first meeting of Federal and State officials to discuss policies and programs for
Aboriginal welfare, especially in the north. The conference was the response of the
Commonwealth and the State premiers to the continued campaign by the APNR and
similar bodies for the Commonwealth government to assume national responsibility
for Aboriginal affairs. The States had no wish to surrender their powers and the
Federal government had no wish to burden itself with the extra costs or the additional
exposure to public criticism which would come with such responsibility. Tasmania
saw no need to attend but the other premiers agreed that a conference of officials
would be a suitable way of ensuring that similar policies were followed throughout the
country.
At this meeting Cook sought unsuccessfully to raise for discussion the question
whether police should serve as protectors. His colleagues in Queensland and Western
Australia relied, as he did, on the police to administer and enforce the control
legislation. But they had no wish to discuss the issue, which was deferred to the next
meeting. Any replacement of police protectors would entail substantial increases in
spending in order to employ specialist field officers and the officials knew that their
governments would not welcome any proposals to reduce reliance on the police
(Rowley 1970, 319-28).
In November 1937 Paterson stood down from the Ministry after the elections and was
succeeded as Minister for the Interior by another Victorian Country Party member,
John McEwen. Apparently keen to be seen to be responding to public criticism of the
government's failure to deal adequately with the 'Aboriginal problem' in the north,
McEwen sought Elkin's advice (Elkin 1957, 30). Elkin responded enthusiastically to
this opportunity to convince the new Minister 'of the soundness of the change in
policy' which he had been advocating. Early the next year he and Carrodus met to
discuss policy proposals which Carrodus was able to summarise in two pages of notes
for his Minister (AA CRS: A452 52/541 Pt 2). In April 1938 Abbott and Cook were
invited to comment on what was proposed - not so much a change of policy as a
change in administrative arrangements. The Aboriginal Branch was to be separated
from the Northern Territory Medical Service and directed by 'an officer with
administrative ability and training in practical anthropology'. Someone should be
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appointed to relieve the head of this department of 'all the routine administrative work'
and field staff provided, organised as in New Guinea:
(5)

(6)

District Officers, patrol officers and officers capable of imparting
education to the natives should be provided, their selection to be
left in the hands of the Head of the [Aboriginals] Department, or
recommended for appointment by an advisory committee.
All officers should be given opportunities for training in
anthropology at the Sydney University.

It was not difficult for Cook to detect the hand of Elkin in these proposals.
Cook protested in a personal note to Abbott in which he could 'unburden his soul' (AA
CRS: A452 52/541: minute 28 April 1938). Had he failed? His policy proposals had
been adopted yet it seemed that someone else would be appointed to implement them.
Cook referred to Herbert's telling him more than a year earlier - before either Abbott
or McEwen had been appointed - that he was to be replaced and speculated that
Elkin might be behind the plan. A local Darwin man, Fred Thompson, had fed
'destructive criticism' to Morley, Secretary of the APNR, and the proposed change was
simply 'a surrender to Mr Morley', making Cook a scapegoat.
Abbott's formal response to Canberra, no doubt largely drafted by Cook, argued
against the separation of Aboriginal affairs administration but accepted it as a decision
already taken by the new Minister (AA CRS: A452 52/541: memorandum 29 April
1938). Some possible candidates for appointment to the new branch were disposed of:
Strehlow was an 'earnest, enthusiastic but temperamental officer who requires a
certain amount of tactful handling' and was 'singularly lacking in bushcraft and a
shockingly bad car driver'; Herbert was not suitable; White could handle the routine
administrative work. Three patrol officers were needed: the one already provided in
Central Australia, another with headquarters in Katherine to work in the north west of
the Territory, and a third in Arnhem Land. They should be 'experienced, mature and
reliable' men with initiative, who would spend most of their time travelling and in
camp, and the Arnhem Land officer would need a vessel. They could take training
courses at Sydney University. Later, in a confidential note to Canberra, Abbott
stressed the need for continuing cooperation between the medical service and the
Aboriginal Branch and argued that Cook could capably head either branch.
The essential change McEwen proposed to make in Aboriginal affairs administration
in the Territory had thus been canvassed well before he set off from Mount Isa in July
1938 on a motor tour of the Territory in order to get to know the northern province for
which he was responsible. Travelling with him on the trip to advise on Aboriginal
affairs was a fifty year old officer then on leave in Australia from his work as Director
of District Services and Native Affairs in the Mandated Territory of New Guinea,
EWP Chinnery.
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Chinnery had served as a field officer in Papua under Hubert Murray from 1910 until
1917 when he had been released to enlist and served in the Flying Corps (Waters
1990, 56). After the war he had given lectures in England on his work in Papua and
had studied anthropology at Cambridge. He spent some years as labour adviser with a
mining company before he was appointed government anthropologist in the Mandated
Territory in 1924. He had continued to hold this post after he was appointed as the
first director of district services and native affairs in 1932 (West 1972, 174; 1979,
639-40). Learning that Chinnery was to travel with McEwen, Elkin wrote to Chinnery
to let him know that 'something like this was the object of a long talk which took place
some time ago between himself [McEwen], Mr Carrodus and myself (Elkin to
Chinnery 22 June 1938, Elkin papers). He offered his view that the 'great need [was]
the separation of native administration from the department of health' and asked if
there was any hope of Chinnery 'transferring to the Northern Territory if finances were
made suitable?' Chinnery indicated that he was ready to transfer to the Territory 'or
any other native country if the conditions were suitable' (Chinnery to Elkin, no date
[June 1938], Elkin papers). Chinnery was well known to Elkin and to other members
of the APNR and his engagement to advise on Aboriginal administration in the
Territory and perhaps to take over there was bound to be well received by those who
had been urging that the methods of Papua and New Guinea should be applied in
Australia.
Chinnery's 'preliminary notes' on his trip through the Territory with McEwen
contained most of the ideas that he later developed in longer policy papers
(Preliminary notes on trip to NT [November 1938], Chinnery papers). He accepted
the proposal that there should be a separate department of the Administration to attend
to Aboriginal welfare and development He envisaged a division of the Territory into
districts, each with a district officer, who would be based at a central station which
could also serve as a centre for training, education and welfare, and for the cultivation
of food - a 'centre of hope and attraction'. The missions would be supported and
action taken to check the movement of people into Alice Springs and Darwin. Field
officers would be assisted by an armed native police force. They should be young
men with some training in forestry, agriculture or pastoral work. After serving for two
years in the Territory they could undertake courses in anthropology. He proposed the
appointment in Canberra of a 'Government Anthropologist and Adviser in Native
Matters' who could both direct a Native Administration Department' in the Northern
Territory and also advise the Commonwealth government generally on native policy
in Australia and in the overseas territories.
In the summer McEwen submitted to his Cabinet colleagues policy proposals based on
Elkin's ideas and Chinnery's administrative suggestions and announced his New Deal
for Aborigines' early in February 1939 (Sydney Morning Herald 8 February 1939). At
the same time arrangements were made for Chinnery to leave the New Guinea service
and take up the new positions of Commonwealth Adviser on Native Affairs and
Director of Native Affairs in the Territory. As Director he had responsibility under
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the Administrator for a new 'Native Affairs Branch'; as adviser he could be appointed
to the Commonwealth Public Service rather than to the separate Territory service.
The position gave him some additional prestige and served to justify the payment of a
salary higher than he had received in New Guinea (£1200 a year). After returning to
Rabaul to settle his affairs there, Chinnery sailed for Darwin and arrived on 18 April.
Dr Cook had resigned, unwilling to continue as head of his medical service after
losing the Aboriginals Branch and dismayed at being apparently made a scapegoat for
the government's failure to provide enough money and staff to implement the policies
he had developed.
The 'New Deal' statement stressed training for Aboriginal people. The aim was 'the
raising of their status' so that they would be entitled to 'the ordinary rights of
citizenship' and be able to share 'the opportunities that are available in their native
land' (McEwen 1939). The assumption, reassuring for the white population, was that
Aboriginal people were not entitled to enjoy citizenship rights without undergoing
training, that there would be no precipitate change in the system of control and
segregation or in the cost of Aboriginal labour. The commitments to meet their
material needs, to provide schooling and training, so that they could become food
producers, and to develop an administrative system, with district officers, patrol
officers and a native constabulary, were expressed in general terms, suggesting but
certainly not guaranteeing that expenditure would be substantially increased.
The scheme was essentially the one proposed in the Elkin/Carrodus notes of early
1938, with some of Cook's suggestions incorporated. Already, McEwen stated, there
was 'one patrol officer suitable for appointment as district officer in the south-west
portion of the Territory' and he proposed two more:
...one to take up duty in the Fitzmaurice area, and the other near the
southern boundary of the Arnhem Land Reserve. The patrol officers and
educational staff will be appointed later as the necessity ...arises.

There would be opportunities for officers 'to secure some training in anthropology and
other necessary subjects at the Sydney University as is done in respect of appointees
to similar positions in the Mandated Territory of New Guinea'. 'Myalls and semidetribalized' people would be 'left alone and protected from the intrusion of whites'
and later when 'a few patrol officers' were appointed 'visiting patrols will be in regular
contact', providing medical treatment, 'adjusting troubles' and giving assistance
whenever required.
Nothing in the plans for education and practical training was really new; Cook had
made similar proposals and had already made a start with the development of a new
'compound' for Darwin, where he had installed a teacher, and of plans for training at
Mataranka station. Strehlow's appointment more than two years earlier had marked
the beginning of the attempt 'to adapt colonial administration to the Territory scene
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and order of priorities' with a system of district and patrol officers (Rowley 1970,
317). But to the concerned citizens who had been pressing for change in Aboriginal
administration it seemed that government was at last listening. The 'New Deal', as it
was labelled by the press, seemed to give a signal that the advancement of Aboriginal
interests might in future be regarded as a central responsibility in the governing of the
Territory and the appointment of such an experienced, well qualified and
internationally known administrator/anthropologist to implement the plans seemed to
guarantee that real change was on the way.
But while Chinnery was travelling to Darwin at the beginning of April the Prime
Minister, Joseph Lyons, died. Lyons, with Country Party support, had steered
McEwen's proposals through Cabinet. The Country Party withdrew its support from
his successor, Robert Menzies, and soon after Chinnery arrived in Darwin McEwen
was replaced as Minister for the Interior. This change might have raised some doubts
about the government's backing for the new initiatives, but the Reverend William
Morley, who died a few months later aged eighty-five, could feel satisfied that his
long campaign through the APNR to stir the Commonwealth government into action
had achieved substantial results.
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CHAPTERS
NATIVE AFFAIRS AND THE WAR
1939-43

When Chinnery arrived in Darwin in April 1939 to establish his Native Affairs
Branch, he was reported as setting up office on the verandah of the Crown Solicitor's
house because he found that neither office nor living accommodation had been
provided (Sydney Morning Herald 20 April 1940). His staff had already separated
from the Medical Branch and was settling into Syon House, a building recently
acquired for the purpose and shared with the Crown Solicitor's Office. White, called
'Secretary' of the branch, was by then a veteran of ten years service with Cook and on
him fell the main responsibility for the management of the branch while Chinnery
travelled and prepared lengthy policy papers setting out detailed schemes for the
implementation of the McEwen policies. Two clerks, two stenographers and a junior
typist, most of them 'temporaries', made up the balance of the head office staff. In the
field he had the staff of the two 'Half Caste Institutions', a teacher at the new Bagot
compound near Darwin, and, in Central Australia, Ted Strehlow, whom he envisaged
as the first of his district officers. Chinnery had first to prepare his estimates for 193940 but then planned to spend most of the dry season travelling the Territory. He also
hoped to be able to make inquiries outside the Territory, especially in Queensland and
Western Australia, before he submitted detailed reports and plans.
Before Chinnery had settled in Darwin he had a letter from Ted Strehlow indicating
that he had been offered a university lectureship and seeking advice and reassurance
about the prospects of doing useful work where he was. Strehlow felt that he was
mostly doing the work of an 'untrained manual worker'; he had no wish to become
'one of the undertakers' of the Aboriginal people (letter 20 April 1939, Chinnery
papers). An early visit to his patrol officer in the Centre would have to be a priority.
Chinnery visited Bathurst and Melville islands in May and early in June he began an
extensive tour with Strehlow in the Centre. Abbott pursued him with demands for a
full report by the end of the month and chose this occasion to let Chinnery know that
Cabinet support for the Native Affairs Branch and its director was not to be relied
upon since the Country Party had left the ministry (telegram 1 June, letter 11 June
1939, Chinnery papers). Abbott also took the opportunity to remark on the 'enonnous
amount' of £80,000 that Chinnery had sought in the draft estimates for Native Affairs,
to make one of the earliest of his caustic asides about Strehlow ('who, as far as I know,
has done no useful work since I have been in the Territory') and to stress the urgency
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of action about the 'half castes' of Alice Springs and Darwin before scandals broke in
the press. Chinnery was able to persuade him that it was not necessary or desirable to
send a full report .to Canberra so soon.
Chinnery probably still hoped to increase his staff quickly. He contemplated trying to
secure the services of Bill Stanner, whom Elkin had recommended to McEwen as a
'very tactful type' and a very useful adviser (Chinnery to Elkin 10 July 1939, Elkin
papers; AA CRS: Al 38/31785: Elkin to McEwen 9 February 1939). After his field
work in the Territory in 1934-35, Stanner had gone to London to work for a doctorate
at the London School of Economics and while there had published articles critical of
Aboriginal affairs administration in Australia (Barwick 1985, 11-12).
After
completing his doctoral thesis he had gone to Kenya in October 1938 and was still
there when Chinnery inquired (Elkin told Chinnery he was in Tanganyika), though he
returned to Australia after war broke out. But Chinnery was also losing staff: Jensen,
the teacher recruited for the Bagot compound school, was resigning to go to Papua.
Chinnery told Elkin he 'would have induced him to transfer to the Patrol Service
(when there is a patrol service)' (Chinnery to Elkin 26 September 1939, Elkin papers).
By the time Chinnery had drafted detailed proposals in November it was evident that
spending cuts were going to cramp developments. The outbreak of war in Europe
early in September had made it certain that expenditure would be severely
constrained, possibly for years, and that it would also be difficult to recruit the young
men Chinnery needed for his field staff, who would be enlisting in the services.
In February 1940, when Chinnery sent to Canberra his two long reports outlining his
proposals for general Aboriginal affairs administration and for the 'half caste problem',
he set out the needs of the situation fully but made only modest recommendations for
expenditure in the next twelve months (AA CRS: A431 48/1780; Fl 38/46). He
considered the essential additions to his staff were a chief clerk, a woman protector
and two cadets, as well as a superintendent for the Bagot Compound. But it was
proposed that the appointment of a woman protector be deferred for twelve months
until men had been appointed. (Just twelve months later, under more pressure from
women's organisations, one of which proposed that Mrs Bertha Strehlow should be
appointed as woman protector for Central Australia, the matter was again examined
but Strehlow reported that his wife could not accept if she would be expected to
exercise any supervision over 'native and half-caste girls and women' residing in Alice
Springs' (AA CRS: Fl 40/664: letter 9 December 1941).) Two cadets should be
recruited in July and the positions of superintendent and matron at Bagot should be
filled immediately. The establishment of a native constabulary was to be provided for
in the estimates for 1940/41. No new appointments were to be made in Central
Australia until water was found at Jay Creek, where Chinnery still hoped to establish a
'district station' under Strehlow's direction. The policy emphasis was on stopping the
'drift of natives into towns', developing water supplies on the reserves and establishing
government stations to make these reserves more attractive.
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Chinnery's choice of a superintendent for the newly opened Bagot compound was an
important one for the future of his branch. At least by January he and White had
decided that Gordon Sweeney, a forty-four year old lay worker with the Methodist
missions in Arnhem Land, should fill this post. Chinnery had met Sweeney when he
had visited the Goulburn Island mission on his tour of the northern missions and in
October 1939 Sweeney had sent him a copy of his report on an exploratory trip he had
made earlier in the year to the Liverpool River area of central Arnhem Land (AA
CRS: A659 39/1/15261: report 16 October 1939).
In July Sweeney had taken a motor boat to the mouth of the Liverpool River and had
walked through the country between the Liverpool and Blyth Rivers, and then south
up the Tornkinson and Liverpool Rivers. He had sought out the Aboriginal
inhabitants and meticulously recorded the numbers in each camp, noting their
condition, food supplies and seasonal movements and recording information about
their tribal areas and social system and about the soil and timber resources of the area.
In 1938 he had made a shorter foot patrol of the country west of the Liverpool River
from the mouth of the King River where a police 'control base' had been established in
October 1937 and reopened again after the 'Wet' in May 1938 (Haultain 1971, 201;
NTA 1938, 22). On his return journey from the Liverpool in 1939 he further explored
the country to the west, around the Gwnadir River, and later in August he also visited
the sawmill camp of Reuben Cooper at Mountnorris Bay, on the Cobourg Peninsula.
Cooper was the forty-one year old son of a celebrated buffalo shooter, Joel Cooper,
and his Iwaidja wife, Alice Rose, who had been educated in Adelaide and had been
operating timber mills at different sites on the peninsula for some ten years (Briggs
1990). Sweeney was impressed:
The order and cleanliness of Reuben Cooper's house is worthy of note, also
his hospitality; although they were out of stores he shared what little he
had...
Cooper in his sawmilling work is doing a useful work in exploiting a local
industry in which many of the local natives are employed and the industry is
a big factor in holding the local people in their area (AA CRS: A659
39/1/15261: report 16 October 1939).

Sweeney's exploration of western Arnhem Land complemented Donald Thomson's
work in the east. His report provided exactly the kind of information that Chinnery
wanted his patrol officers to gather so that the branch could build up a complete
picture of the human geography of Arnhem Land and of the other areas beyond the
limits of settlement.
Sweeney brought to the people in the bush news of the work of the mission at
Goulbum Island, showing pictures and holding some short services, but the main
purposes of the journey were secular. Sweeney proposed regular 'patrol work' by
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mission staff each year and reported the dry season camping spots where the groups
could be contacted:
A regular patrol in this area from June to September could do a valuable
work among these peoples. From bases at the navigable heads of the
Tomkinson and Liverpool Rivers, the Muralidban camp 9 miles lower down
the Liverpool and at the Mabanat camp at the mouth, the great majority of
the people in the area could be reached; and many of the people would
follow round from one base to the next. A real need exists/or medical work.
there are a number of cases of yaws and associated diseases throughout this
area especially among the children ...
Useful trade articles such as blankets, nagas, calico, tomahawks, knives,
wire for fish spears, fish hooks and lines etc. as well as tobacco could be
used in payment for food, services rendered, curios, turtle shell etc.

His assistants from the mission had served him well, running the boat, walking
overland with him and interpreting for him, and he envisaged training men like these
in patrol work. Mission patrols could take medical aid to yaws and leprosy sufferers
in particular and should discourage the cannibalism that was still reportedly practised
by some groups.
Sweeney's reference to reports that some groups were cooking and eating the flesh 'of
people who have been killed in inter-tribal battles, died from injuries received during
the chase, been fatally bitten by crocodiles or met their deaths in other fortuitous ways'
was probably intended to encourage the interest of the mission hierarchy in supporting
his proposals for extending its work into the area. But not surprisingly when his
report to synod was made public this was all that the press found interesting in it.
'Blacks Who Eat Human Flesh Reported by Missionary' was the headline in the
Melbourne Herald (25 November 1939). For Chinnery, however, the main message
of the report was that its author should be persuaded to join the Native Affairs Branch
as his patrol officer in the north.
Gordon Sweeney was a tall, big-boned, gaunt man who had come to the Territory after
graduating as a civil engineer in Adelaide to work as a surveyor on the construction of
the Oodnadatta to Alice Springs railway, completed in 1929 (AA CRS: F3 20/164:
evidence to Simpson Inquiry 1945). After four years of this work, he remained in the
Territory as a surveyor with the Commonwealth Railways and the North Australia
Commission for three years, mainly engaged in road survey work. His outback
experiences had aroused an interest in Aboriginal people and Sweeney took a few
months holiday to visit and study the 'Queensland native settlements system' and also
undertook a course in tropical agriculture to prepare himself for service with the
Methodist Overseas Missions Board. (He had already earned a diploma in agriculture
from Roseworthy College and had worked as a jackeroo on stations north of Broken
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Hill before corning to the Territory.) Sweeney worked for the missions for seven
years, mainly at Goulbum Island where he married the mission nursing sister, Olive
Lambert. He had indeed 'many practical skills' to offer and these certainly helped the
Goulbum Island mission's efforts to achieve self sufficiency with sizable crops of
sweet potatoes, cassava and other tropical staples (McKenzie 1976, 59). His report of
the 1939 patrol demonstrated that he was a competent observer of Aboriginal life,
interested in inquiring about their languages and social organisation. He took
particular note of the evidence of population decline and of 'drift' westwards:
Between the Blyth and Liverpool Rivers within 25 miles of the coast, the
tribal groups are still substantially intact. To the south ... where native foods
are relatively scarcer and harder to get the groups ... are represented by only
a remnant of the old people, the younger people having gone over to the
railway, cattle stations and buffalo camps. West of the Liverpool River the
tribal groups are in various stages of detribalisation.
The Muralidbans ... a strong Gunwinggu speaking group is still holding on,
but there is an increasing drift of its younger people westwards ...

These were problems to which the authors of the 'New Deal' policies wanted to give
priority attention.
Gordon Sweeney joined the Native Affairs Branch in March 1940 to take charge at
Bagot with his wife as 'matron', and on 22 April he was formally engaged as a patrol
officer - the second appointed and the first for the northern part of the Territory
(NAB staff list [1940], Chinnery papers). He had already been appointed as a
protector of Aboriginals in November 1935. But it was not long before the branch and
the Aboriginal residents were being pushed out of the new buildings at Bagot which
were required by the military. Early in August Sweeney was posted to Pine Creek to
take charge of a short-lived 'Half-caste Horne' where children who had left the old
Kahlin Horne in September 1939 were accommodated between leaving Bagot and
moving on to the Roman Catholic and Methodist mission homes that were being
prepared for them on Melville Island and Croker Island. When Pine Creek closed
Sweeney was to be released for full-time patrol work but meanwhile a new station was
opened at Delissaville across the harbour from Darwin and Sweeney found himself
taking charge there in the dry season of 1941 (minute 13 September 1940, Chinnery
papers). Some people, including Herbert and Elkin, had argued that the Bagot site
was too close to Darwin for the good of the Aboriginal people and that it was chosen
to suit the convenience of would-be employers; they proposed a site across the
harbour on Cox Peninsula. White, who claimed to have been largely responsible for
having the Delissaville station established, intended it as an 'aged and infirm' ration
depot and as a place to exile 'refractory' people from Darwin (AA CRS: Fl 45/122:
memorandum 27 June 1945; Fl 38/46: memorandum 9 August 1941).
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The development of Bagot and later Delissaville did not solve all of Clunnery's
problems in Darwin. His early reports also stressed the need to enforce rigorous
control measures to keep Aboriginal people out of town except when they were
actually working. Frequent 'Town Patrols' were seen as the answer but for this work
he appointed not patrol officers but 'inspectors'. At first he had to use police
protectors temporarily attached to his branch as town inspectors, but in October 1939
he engaged John Gribble for this task. Gribble was the son of Ernest Gribble, a wellknown Anglican missionary and founder of the Yarrabah and Mitchell River missions
in north Queensland, and the grandson of John Brown Gribble, the pioneer missionary
in Western Australia and southern New South Wales. Gribble had worked for some
years at the Forrest River mission near Wyndham which his father had established and
supervised from 1914 until 1928, when Elkin had been influential in the decision to
tenninate his management of the mission (Wise 1985, 63-7). After his father departed
Gribble had managed the mission until 1930 when a government officer was put in
charge because word of some 'ugly incidents involving flogging of inmates, chaining
to posts for sexual offences, and pouring of water over snoring boys' had reached
Perth (Biskup 1973, 129). Gribble was appointed as a protector and served in Darwin
as town inspector until he took over as acting superintendent at Bagot after Sweeney
went to Pine Creek. He was then to have gone to Delissaville but instead was posted
to Garden Point on Melville Island. There his job was to keep an eye on the pearling
luggers and on the 'incorrigibles' - those constantly appearing in court for 'habitual
drinking and opium smoking' - whom he and others had been removing from the
camps around Darwin. When the Garden Point site was made available to the Roman
Catholic mission for a home for the 'half-caste' children, Gribble's depot was moved to
Snake Bay on the north coast of the island. Gribble remained there, becoming a keen
advocate for this newly declared reserve and for the Snake Bay site as an ideal place
for a pennanent Aboriginal settlement (letter 1 June 1941, Chinnery papers; Harney
1957, 70-5). He was later given a naval appointment and kept at Snake Bay as a coast
watcher where he and his armed patrol staff of thirty-six islanders 'perfonned valuable
service throughout the war' in rescuing 'downed Allied ainnen' and others (Hall 1989,
100-101).
To take over responsibility for town patrols in Darwin in September 1940 Chinnery
appointed a man with long experience in the north, William Edward Harney, then 45
years old. Harney had been born and educated at Charters Towers in Queensland and
had worked as a drover and stockman in north Queensland before enlisting and
serving in France as a signaller with the AIF in the 1914-18 War. After the war he
returned to north west Queensland and then moved to the Borroloola area where he
and a partner took up Seven Emus station for a time. Charged with cattle stealing,
Harney spent some months in gaol at Borroloola and Darwin before winning an
acquittal on appeal. He then took the opportunity to buy a lugger and with his mate,
Horace Mole Foster, he turned to gathering and trading trepang and turtle shell on the
Gulf coast. A journalist who visited Borroloola in 1924 on a round Australia motoring
trip spent an evening with 'Captain Harney' of the Iolanthe on the Macarthur River
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wrote of 'the Captain in his lava lava (waist cloth), a fragrant johnny cake well lined
with meat in one hand, his quart pot in the other; his big, silent mate, always in the
background':
The Captain was a great talker. He talked the world and the ages round. He
talked of D'Artagnan and Tom Laurie, the buffalo shooter. He skated from
Armentieres, where he lay one night a few years back ("me nose stuck in the
mud expecting to get mine every minute"), oddly wondering exactly where
pretty Lady Clark lost her head, to Port Alexandra, on the savage Arnheim
Coast, where he had chased a black outlaw with a revolver. He took a flying
leap from his first sight of a lady of Paris to his initial meeting with a grande
dame of Groote Eylandt ("she was going like the hammers of hell for the
timber with devil a stitch about her.") He turned scornfully from a dignified
adventure with a Sydney policeman to an argument with a Limmen alligator.
And he bracketed turtles and Robespierre, the Japanese problem and
champagne with an easy zest that took one's breath away (Ellis 1927, 115 ).

In 1927 Harney courted and married one of the young women at the Emerald River

Anglican mission for 'half-caste children' on Groote Eylandt and before the birth of
their second child he gave up the sea-faring life and moved to Darwin (Harney 1946,
149-53). In the 1930s he had worked in a variety of jobs in the Victoria River district
and around Darwin and Katherine. During 1937 he called on Professor Elkin in
Sydney and began sending him notes on his observations of Aboriginal life, as well as
drafts of his verses and books about the Territory which Elkin helped to edit and have
published (Elkin papers; Wise 1985, 163-4). Elkin had mentioned Harney to
Chinnery in 1939, indicating that he did not want a job but did 'know the natives of
Arnhem Land, having lived there with an observant mind for twenty years' (Elkin to
Chinnery 13 June 1939, Elkin papers).
Anyone less like Sweeney would have been hard to find. Bill Harney was short and
stockily-built, an ebullient extrovert and 'born talker and story-teller'. He had little
schooling but he knew the country and the people of the Top End well and his lively
interest in Aboriginal custom and behaviour had lately had some guidance from Elkin
the professional. A few months before Chinnery enlisted him into the Native Affairs
Branch, Michael Sawtell, a Sydney campaigner for Aboriginal citizenship rights who
had himself worked in the outback, had written critically of Chinnery's proposals,
finding too much of Papua in them, and had urged that care should be taken in the
appointment of patrol officers:
.. for those who know the aborigines thoroughly are now scarce and cannot
be trained in Government offices. Such men as Mr W Harney and Mr
Horace Foster and other such men would make ideal patrol officers and
could assist in the trial of native cases (letter 8 May 1940, Elkin papers).
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Harney was engaged as 'Town Inspector' and appointed as a protector at the beginning
of September 1940. In addition to the routine 'patrolling of beaches, camps and
localities where natives congregate for unlawful purposes', Harney took a leading part
in rounding up the 'hard cases' who were summarily shipped across to Melville Island
(NT A 1940: 20). He and Gribble attended the Adelaide River race meeting in October
to keep an eye on Aboriginal involvement in the festivities - Darwin Aboriginal
people were debarred from attending the races. He reported on the methods by which
'drink and dope' were being sold in and around Darwin and on the 'metho problem' in
Katherine, described as the biggest centre of trade in methylated spirits - something
which Harney attributed to the use of spirits by peanut farmers in the 1930s as an
inducement for Aboriginal workers (Harney 1957, 70-5; reports 12 December 1940 &
7 March 1941, Chinnery papers). The branch acquired four horses and equipment so
that patrols could be made of 'country districts' around Darwin to discourage the 'drift'
from nearby islands to the town and Harney made a canoe patrol of some one hundred
kilometres from Bathurst Island mission to Darwin so that he could report on the 'drift
lines of the sea' - the canoe route that the Melville and Bathurst Islanders used to
travel to Darwin (Harney 1957, 76-81, 101-102). He also spent some time at
Delissaville as 'Temporary Acting Superintendent' when Sweeney was escorting
children to Goulburn Island on their way to the new 'half-caste' mission being built at
Croker Island and again at the end of 1941 but was soon recalled, leaving his mate,
Jack Murray, another inspector, in charge at the settlement (Harney 1957, 69).
At the end of the year the attacks on Pearl Harbour and on Malaya precipitated even
more rapid change in the north. On 12 December Abbott was instructed that all
women and children and the aged and infirm should be evacuated from Darwin
(Abbott 1950, 70-1; Powell 1988, 51, 56). Within days Chinnery had left Darwin as a
welfare officer in the Zealandia ferrying women and children south (AA CRS: Fl
42/406: memorandum 29 December 1942). The decision was taken to secure the
Administration from the attack that seemed imminent as the Japanese advanced
southward in December and in January. Public servants packed their records and
began to move south to Tennant Creek and to Alice Springs, which was to be the civil
administrative headquarters. On 11 February the staff moved the records of the
Native Affairs Branch to Mataranka station and arrangements were made for 'all
lubras in the Darwin area' to be removed to 'places of safety', so that by 14 February
they and 'most of the male natives' had been moved from Darwin (Abbott 1950, 75-6).
Some of the 'half-caste' children lately taken to Melville Island had been brought back
to Darwin early in February; they were still there when the first air attacks on Darwin
came on 19 February and were only taken on to Adelaide River that afternoon. The
evacuation and accommodation of these children and those who finally left Croker
Island in April became one of the main preoccupations of the branch in the months
after the raid. Chinnery returned to the north briefly after the raid but left again to
make arrangements for the evacuees; local administration was left mainly to White
and his handful of field officers.
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Patrolling in the North 1942-45
After the February air raids Sweeney, having spent most of his first two years as a
patrol officer in charge of settlement communities, was at last free for 'patrol work'.
He left Pine Creek, where he had been helping with the movement of the 'half-caste'
children, in mid-March and was then based at Mataranka with the rest of the branch.
He had what White called his 'baptism of bombing' in Darwin in March and made
patrols of the area around the town with Jack Murray, checking on scattered camps
and trying to locate lepers who had left the Channel Island leprosarium when the staff
were evacuated (Powell 1988, 265). Transport was often unreliable. Sweeney
persuaded an American airman to take him in a launch from Delissaville to Channel
Island where he found one Aboriginal and three white inmates and a stack of stores
(report May 1942, Chinnery papers). But Sweeney was left stranded on the island
without his swag or food until he was able to hail a passing boat and return to Darwin.
Still unable to persuade the military authorities to provide a boat, he used an
ambulance vehicle to visit camp sites south of Darwin in a vain search for lepers but
could not make a return visit to the leper station. When a boat was provided in April
for a coastal survey, it and its crew proved unseaworthy and Sweeney had to walk in
from Shoal Bay while the boat was towed back to Darwin (memorandum 15 April
1942, Chinnery papers).
In May Sweeney told White he was keen to make a patrol of southern Amhem Land
to the Roper River, using horses, to complement the survey work he had done on the
north coast in 1939. He was out for more than a month in June and July, making an
800 km round trip from Mataranka north east to Mainoru station and the Bulman area
in the reserve, then south to Urapunga station, the Roper River mission and back by
way of the police station at Roper Bar and Roper Valley and Elsey stations (report 24
September 1942, Chinnery papers). His wife was by this time in South Australia
helping with the evacuated 'half-caste' children, but Sweeney indicated that he wanted
to stay in the Territory. In September it was decided that he should go to Alice
Springs in place of Strehlow, who was being called up for military service. This move
was welcomed by Abbott who acknowledged that Sweeney was 'a good officer' (AA
CRS: Fl 42/406: memorandum 24 October 1942).
This left Harney based at Mataranka as acting patrol officer in the north (AA CRS: Fl
42/406: memorandum 29 September 1942). Chinnery had indicated as early as April
that he wanted to recommend that Harney should act as a patrol officer, noting that he
had done 'considerably more patrol work than Sweeney or Strehlow' (letter 8 May
1942, Chinnery papers). But in June he was proposing that Harney should go to Jay
Creek:
Harney is one of the best all-round workers in the Territory. He has a sound
general knowledge extending to almost every part, and this, together with his
influence amongst the natives, makes him suitable for Jay Reserve and
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special patrol work in this or any other part of the Territory (AA CRS: Fl
42/406: memorandum 2 June 1942).

Harney had spent the early part of 1942 organising the evacuation of the Darwin area,
establishing the large 'control and labour depot' at Mataranka, which became his base,
and collaborating with the Army in establishing several smaller camps between there
and Darwin. In March White had offered the Army the labour of Aboriginal men who
had been evacuated from the Darwin area to Mataranka and from then on increasing
use was made of Aboriginal workers (Hall 1989, 140-61; Powell 1988, 256-62).
White and Harney were the branch officers most involved in working with the Army
in the organisation of the labour camps. Harney travelled to Alice Springs in July to
see White and make a 'general Patrol' of the road and White concluded that Harney
was too valuable in the north to be used at Jay Creek (letter 21 July 1942, Chinnery
papers). Harney remained in charge at Mataranka, using the police station as an
office, working with the Army authorities, visiting Delissaville and the other 'control
camps' on the road to Darwin. He went to Marrakai east of Darwin in September with
the military police, removing a 'large camp of natives from there to Adelaide River',
and in Novembe~ visited Bathurst and Melville Islands, walking across from Garden
Point to meet Gribble at Shark Bay (AA CRS: Fl 42/406; 44/275). Between May
1942 and May 1943 he calculated that he had travelled some eighteen thousand
kilometres, on the move on a total of one hundred and thirty-five days and travelling
by
trucks, cars, utilities (Departments or hitch hike), train, boat, launch, foot,
bike, the military of all branches cooperating with the branch in this active
work of bringing in over 1200 natives with a working strength for Military of
about 530 native men doing Labor work (AA CRS: Fl 44/275: report May
1943).

The value of his work was eventually acknowledged by formally appointing him as
acting patrol officer (letter 11 November 1942, Chinnery papers). Even Abbott was
prepared to acknowledge that there was 'good work being done by NAB Officers' in
the north and that there was a 'happy and cordial relationship' between the Army and
the branch (AA CRS: Fl 42/406: memorandum 27 November 1942).
One rumoured appointment as a patrol officer in this year of crisis was not made.
White, writing in April to Sweeney with instructions for a patrol east of Darwin to
Oenpelli and beyond, suggested that he should link up with Reuben Cooper at his
sawmill camp at the base of the Cobourg Peninsula (memorandum 15 April 1942,
Chinnery papers). Cooper, he understood, had 'been appointed a Patrol Officer for
that particular area'. Cooper had evidently been in touch with the Army authorities
and his appointment as a protector was considered but no action seems to have been
taken. In May Sweeney reported that Cooper's party had arrived in Darwin by lugger
and that the evacuation of most of them had been arranged. Few if any were
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evacuated then, however. When White reported that Cooper had died on 29
September, working on his lugger on the East Alligator River, he indicated that he had
arranged for his relatives to stay at Oenpelli mission for the wet season (report 9
November 1942, Chinnery papers). Only a few days later Harney reported that he had
seen Mrs Cooper and the family at the 81 mile camp (AA CRS: Fl 42/435: report 18
November 1942).
Before the threat of invasion receded, White had decided it made sense to evacuate the
isolated Delissaville depot and in May 1943 one hundred and sixty people were
transported south to Katherine (AA CRS: Fl 42/406: memorandum 13 May 1943).
While he had been at Delissaville in 1942 Murray had patrolled the area with his
Aboriginal team, known as the 'Black Watch', reporting to Military Intelligence (Hall
1989, 103-104). He and his assistants had located a crashed Japanese bomber and
several parachute descents. Though never formally appointed, Murray was often
referred to as a patrol officer when he later made sea patrols to Bathurst and Melville
Islands and worked with Harney in the Katherine-Mataranka area, and even when he
was in charge of the Katherine camp (AA CRS: Fl 42/435: memorandum 9 December
1943; Hall 1989, 152).
The Aboriginals Ordinance gave officials wide powers over Aboriginal people and
with the new staff available to him Chinnery had been able to impose more effective
control, at least in the Darwin area, than any of his predecessors. With the imposition
of military rule in the north and the vastly greater resources available to the Army, the
Aboriginal people in the whole Darwin/Katherine region and beyond were subjected
to even tighter control. Bill Harney and his colleagues saw this as a decided
improvement and in 1944 Harney expressed the view that 'The future of the native
rests on segregation and control' (AA CRS: Fl 44/275: report 6 April 1944).
Relations between the Army and the branch remained generally as good as Abbott had
indicated in November 1942. But as the external pressures eased and weariness took
its toll, some tensions between the military and civilian staffs developed. At the end
of 1943, White, feeling slighted by some comments made by the Army commander,
felt he had to defend the work record of his branch since the Darwin air raid:
... during the past 20 months, the period specified by Brigadier Dollery, this
Branch with two permanent officers, one temporary Patrol Office[r] and two
casual labourers (no other assistance being available) and two
superintendents of southern institutions has conducted more patrols and
contacted more areas and natives than in any other three years period in its
history (AA CRS: Fl 421435: memorandum 9 December 1943).

Harney continued his work in the north during 1943. He advocated establishing a
'control station' in the reserve near Mainarou (sic) station and suggested that later outstations could be made at Blue Mud Bay 'in charge of a reliable half-caste' as 'depots
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of decentralization' (AA CRS: Fl 44/275: report, no date [1943]). In March he took
some southern leave but then inspected the Maranboy mining field and proposed a
new settlement there and made a sea patrol, visiting Roper River mission and Groote
Eylandt. When he returned from this trip he went to hospital with an attack of malaria
and was dispirited when he resumed duty, feeling he could not continue to work as
before:
I find I cannot do outside patrols without a suitable truck. The Dodge is
useless and our old method of travel, trucks and train and camping
everywhere is telling on me ... (M CRS : FI 421435: report 12 July 1943)

The Dodge kept breaking down, parts were hard to get and the Chevrolet trucks were
too old. Harney asked 'to be relieved of this job as patrol officer and be allowed to
assist as superintendent or go altogether and suggest Mr Sweeney come North to do
this work - he is a good walker'. In due course Abbott responded by indicating that
Hamey's resignation could not be accepted but that he should take leave when relief
could be arranged. Over the next two years of the war the range and scope of his
patrol work actually increased as he undertook patrols of the northern cattle stations
and did more work in Central Australia as well.
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CHAPTER 6
CENTRAL AUSTRALIA
1939-46

In the Centre, as in the north, the 'drift' in to the railway lines and roads had been a
long standing worry for administrators, who saw it as threatening the integrity of
Aboriginal society. The improvement of the north-south tracks linking Alice Springs
to Tennant Creek and to the railhead at Birdum had begun as early as 1935 but the
approach of war speeded the work and an 'all-weather' (but not sealed) road linking
the railheads was completed by December 1940 (Abbott 1950, 119; NTA 1941, 12;
Long 1973, 129). As work continued on the road from Katherine to Darwin and on
another between Tennant Creek and Mount Isa, the Administration declared a five
mile (8 km) wide prohibited area under the Aboriginals Ordinance for the length of
the road in an effort to prevent Aboriginal people having contact with the road
construction workers and military personnel. The supervision of the southern part of
this long corridor, from Alice Springs to Tennant Creek, was seen as patrol officer
Strehlow's responsibility.

Chinnery had evidently met Strehlow during his 1938 tour with McEwen and when he
visited the Centre as director a year later they travelled extensively together, visiting
the new South Australian mission at Ernabella, the mining areas to the north-east at
Harts Range and Hatches Creek, Hermannsburg and Haasts Bluff in the west and
finally Tennant Creek. Chinnery told Elkin that Strehlow was 'not liked - unjustly
so' but he 'found him a good fellow' and was 1ifting him in every way possible'
(Chinnery to Elkin 10 July 1939, Elkin papers).
A few weeks after this tour with Chinnery, on 1 July, Strehlow sent a team of three
men to Piltadi rockhole in the Petermann Range, with five of his camels and seven
others from Hermannsburg, laden with supplies for a patrol of the South-west Reserve
(AA CRS: FI 38/418: report 14 August 1939). Ten days later he set off in his truck
with Pastor Albrecht, superintendent at Hermannsburg, and a mechanic from the
mission, to drive to Ernabella. There they were joined by Dr Charles Duguid and two
others associated with that mission, travelling in a second, larger truck. In four days
they reached Piltadi and the camel team and began a reconnaissance of the western
Petennanns on camels.
Strehlow's lengthy report - one copy takes up sixteen foolscap pages of 'narrative'
and six pages of 'conclusions' - gave a detailed account of the journey and the state
of the Reserve, which was drought-stricken and depopulated. Strehlow strongly
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recommended, as he had when first appointed, that a ration depot be established in the
ranges where Aboriginal people could trade dingo scalps and run some cattle; only
some provision of this kind could attract the former inhabitants back from Alice
Springs and the cattle stations south west of the town. Chinnery had to ask him for a
more business-like set of recommendations setting out the essential facts and
estimating the likely cost of sinking wells, improving the track and establishing a
depot (AA CRS: Fl 38/418: memorandum 29 August 1939). By the time Strehlow
responded war had been declared and he trimmed his proposals to take account of the
'present financial situation' (AA CRS: Fl 38/418: memorandum 9 September 1939).
He still hoped that a start might be made during the summer months but this proposal
was put aside and the limited resources available were later used to establish a less
remote depot at Haasts Bluff (Long 1989, 22, 31).
Ted Strehlow was not well and he took leave from the end of October until late
January; a man from Hermannsburg took charge of the Jay Creek depot in his absence
(Chinnery to Elkin 18 October 1939, Elkin papers). After he returned to the field he
conscientiously avoided long patrols because he perceived a need for 'strict petrol
economy' in wartime (AA CRS: Fl26 9: annual report for 1939/40). But he was
instructed in September 1940 to proceed from Alice Springs to Birdum (the road being
then nearly completed) to visit the several ration depots and camps and 'report on
action to reduce undesirable contacts' (AA CRS: F126.22: memorandum 24
September 1940). Chinnery and White joined him at Birdum and together they drove
south to Tennant Creek. They recommended that police should patrol the road from
Tennant Creek north to Birdum but Strehlow was to see to it that Aboriginal people
were kept away from the road camps between Alice Springs and Tennant Creek. In the
following year Strehlow made at least one patrol each month along the road, often
travelling with police; sometimes it was a one day trip to Titree or Aileron, sometimes
a longer run to Barrow Creek or Wauchope, and twice, in May and August, it was all
the way to Birdum with 'half-caste' children from the Alice Springs institution who
were on their way north to the new mission homes at Croker Island and Garden Point
(AA CRS: F3 32/3: monthly reports 1941).
Strehlow had other preoccupations at that time: in April a new ration depot had been
opened on the recently declared Haasts Bluff reserve and he visited there every few
The depot was managed by the Hermannsburg mission but the
months.
Administration was paying for it and every individual added to the list of approved
ration recipients had to be approved by Strehlow. There were also court cases to
attend in Alice Springs, the most notable being the trial of the lessee of Mount
Cavenagh station and another man, accused of murdering an Aboriginal man named
Lalliliki by dragging him behind a truck with a length of wire fastened around his
neck (AA CRS: F3 20/106; A659 41/101). The men were acquitted because the skull
brought in by the police as evidence of the murder could not be identified as that of
the alleged victim. But Strehlow had the small satisfaction of cancelling the station
owner's licence to employ Aboriginal workers on the basis of his admission in court
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that he had 'punished' Lalliliki by pulling him behind his truck by a wire around the
neck. Another case concerned the 'revenge killing' of an Aboriginal 'camel boy' near
Alice Springs, allegedly by a group of men from the Petermann Ranges, led by one
Nikuchilpi, whom Strehlow described as 'a cunning, treacherous, slinking brute, who
is always to be found when trouble is brewing' (AA CRS: F3 20/106: memorandum 15
March 1941).

Strehlow and Abbott
The Administrator, Aubrey Abbott, who had been appointed in April 1937 when
Strehlow was settling in to his job, seems to have become convinced by this time that
the patrol officer was spending far too much time at Jay Creek and not enough time in
the field. Abbott noted of Strehlow's monthly report for November 1940, 'I cannot
avoid the feeling that Patrol Officer Strehlow might be more usefully employed than is
shown in this report' (AA CRS: F126/44).
The week before this Abbott had noted a report of difficulties at The Granites with the
suggestion that the problem might be dealt with by having Strehlow make 'more
frequent and more extended patrols from Jay Creek' (AA CRS: Fl 44/172: minute 3
December 1940). Apparently no one had told Abbott that Strehlow thought he should
avoid long patrols in order to save petrol for the war effort, nor instructed Strehlow
that he should make all the patrols that seemed necessary.
At this time too Abbott was also finding fault with the style of Strehlow's reports. Just
how different these were from most official reports can be illustrated with two
passages from the lengthy account he gave of the expedition to the Petermann Range
in July 1939:
Foster's Cliff was a forsaken peak sitting in the silence of sinister wastes of
sand, a sentinel still watching over a land whose soul had passed away. Still
he was staring into the glare of the sand-reflected sunlight. Still the moon
shone down uneasily upon his stern furrowed brow. The howling desert
storms might beat upon him by day, and the curlews would shriek at his base
in the eerie dead of the night. But Foster's Cliff would stand unmoved- a
monument defying time, looming up into eternity...
At last we reached the top of a very high hill from which we obtained an
unforgettable view of the western Petermanns. To the east Ruined Ramparts
burned red like fire, its magnificent red rocks challenging the ravaging hand
of time to destroy them. Kekinkura's sheer cliffs- hundreds offeet of sheer
crag rising into the cloudy sky- threw out their challenge to all passers by.
Behind us the blue ridges of Tjintirintira swept away into the dim distance of
Kekinkura; and through this gap could be seen the outlines of a faint blue
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mountain range, probably Blood's Range. It was a scene of colossal
grandeur, an age-old symphony of rock, a vision of wild cliffs towering over
a chaos of tumbled-down boulders whose crash had re-echoed like thunder
from the sheer faces of the mountains... (AA CRS: FI 38/418: Report on Trip
to Petermann Ranges 14 August 1939).

Strehlow visited Mount Doreen station in December 1940 to investigate allegations
that venereal disease was spreading among the Aboriginal people living at the mining
camps on the property. His report on this patrol stirred Abbott to comment:
While Mr Strehlow's report is interesting it appears to me that it could be
very much curtailed and would save, not only his own typing, but that of your
staff .. I would suggest that Mr Strehlow's excursions into literary heights be
confined to other matters than official reports (AA CRS: F3 32/3: minute 13
December 1940).

A passage from this report will indicate the kind of flourish that upset Abbott:
At sunset we caught a glimpse of Jar-off Central Mt. Wedge, looming up
greyish-blue against the orange western sky. Soon afterwards we passed a
Government bore. We now got back into thick mulga country, and the
straight road was replaced by the usual crooked, na"ow, aimless cartracks ... We spun forward into the night and the darken.ing forest of mulga
and witchety bush, curve upon curve, and bend upon bend. At long last a
spinifex clearing. A light. Some tents. The gaunt uprights of the boring plant.
We were at Corey's new Government bore , already in granite at 30 feet,
without having struck water. We had come 200 miles, and it was a quarter to
nine p.m. Some food. Then bed (AA CRS: F3 32/3: report 9 December 1940).

Chinnery came to Strehlow's defence, explaining that he wanted reports of patrols to
be as descriptive as possible,
in order that a comprehensive picture of conditions existing in the districts
visited and the experience gained by the patrols may be available in the
records of the Branch for future guidance (AA CRS: F3 3213: minute 16
December 1940).

But Abbott was having none of this:
... you are again directed to see that the reports which come to me are
couched in concise and official language... so written that they are
understandable and will not bring ridicule upon the Administration (AA
CRS: F3 32/3: minute 17 December 1940).
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The solution was to send the monthly journal reports in full to the Administrator but to
edit other reports carefully. Chinnery continued to give Strehlow support and later
appointed him as assistant director for the southern part of the Territory.
Earlier in 1940, at the time when Hitler's armies were occupying Flanders and Britain
was threatened, the Northern Territory's representative in the Federal Parliament, AM
Blain, had made some extraordinary charges of disloyalty against the staff at
Hermannsburg and against 'our own Commonwealth Anthropologist, Dr Strehlow'
(Commonwealth Parliamentary Debates 23 April 1940, 385; 23 May 1940, 1220).
Quoting a visiting British member of Parliament who claimed to have seen a German
map showing Central Australia as 'a Nazi area', Blain referred to Hermannsburg as
'this Nazi mission' and to Strehlow as 'another Nazi' and asked when the mission
would be closed down. It does not seem that these slanders were taken seriously in
Canberra, but inquiries were made by the Attorney General's investigation branch
which found nothing to substantiate the allegations (AA CRS: A472 W796). Two
years later it was considered appropriate to appoint Reginald Ernest (Rex) Battarbee, a
watercolour painter who had been regularly visiting Hermannsburg, as an inspector
with supervisory powers to reassure the military, and perhaps also the public, that
German-speaking staff at the mission were being watched. The Army was not put off
by these claims of Nazi sympathies and Strehlow was called up for military service in
April 1942. He was not happy aoout this, believing that he was more useful where he
was, but there was no avoiding enlistment (AA CRS: A220 S39/1100; McNally 1981,
69-70).
Abbott may not have taken Blain's claims seriously but he had become increasingly
critical of his patrol officer's work. After Strehlow had left the Territory and Abbott
had moved to Alice Springs, he had occasion to comment on the administration of
Aboriginal affairs and to attribute poor performance in part to 'unsatisfactory
appointments of which Mr Strehlow is the outstanding example' (AA CRS: Fl 42/406:
memorandum 24 October 1942). He considered that 'supervision of Mr Strehlow's
work has been entirely inadequate and therefore aboriginal affairs in Central Australia
have been handled indifferently', a comment apparently intended as criticism of
Chinnery, and perhaps of Cook, as well of Strehlow.

After Strehlow
When Strehlow left Jay Creek he was temporarily replaced by seconding a forty-seven
year old police officer, VC Hall, but before long he had irritated the Administrator as
much as his predecessor. Hall was oorn in London and had been an art student there
before serving in the British Army in the 1914-18 War. He had migrated to Western
Australia after the war and had served in the Northern Territory Police since 1924.
Elkin mentioned to Chinnery in 1939 that Hall was attending a few anthropology
lectures while doing a course in tropical medicine at the university and commented
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that he was 'a person with the right attitude towards the natives and would sooner be a
patrol officer for natives than anything else' (Elkin to Chinnery 13 June 1939, Elkin
papers). Hall had suffered an eye injury in the first air raid on Darwin and later in life
became blind, but had some success as an author of colourful stories based on his
experiences as a policeman in the Territory. During his months with the Native
Affairs Branch he was sometimes referred to as 'Acting Patrol Officer' but also as
'Superintendent' or simply 'officer in charge' at Jay Creek.
In August 1942 Vic Hall set out on patrol to investigate allegations that the men
managing the gold mine at The Granites were ill-treating the Aboriginal people there.
What he saw there persuaded him that the mine owner, CH Chapman, had
demonstrated his unfitness to hold a licence to employ Aboriginal workers (report 19
September 1942, Chinnery papers). Hall told him he was cancelling his licence and
only discovered when he returned to town that Chapman did not hold a licence;
Chapman's son held the only current licence. Chinnery was then out of the Territory,
White was travelling north and Abbott was running a depleted Administration from
Alice Springs. Hall's error and Chapman's complaints were an embarrassment but
Abbott was also upset because he had learnt from White that Hall was corresponding
with the disgruntled Private Strehlow and believed he was supplying material for
criticisms of the administration of Aboriginal affairs in the Territory, and of Chinnery
and of Abbott himself, in letters which Strehlow had sent to Carrodus in Canberra
(White to Chinnery 30 July 1942, Chinnery papers; AA CRS: A220S39/1100: letters
26 July, 11 August, 17 August 1942). Abbott proposed that Hall should be posted as
patrol officer at The Granites to supervise until a permanent police station could be
established in the north west area. This proposal upset Hall, whom Abbott described
as 'hostile' and 'hysterical'. Frenzied correspondence followed as Hall made
representations to senior officers and ministers in Canberra. He described himself as
being an 'aspirant for the position of patrol officer' but this incident ensured that he
would not again work for the Native Affairs Branch. Abbott and the officers of the
branch accepted the validity of his report on Chapman's treatment of the Aboriginal
people at The Granites, but White described him as 'erratic and disloyal' and Sweeney
thought he was 'not the type we require' (Sweeney to Chinnery 10 November 1942,
Chinnery papers). Hall returned to the police and before the year was out had
submitted his resignation and found himself in the Army's native labour unit (letter 20
December 1942, Chinnery papers). Gordon Sweeney was posted to Central Australia
to fill Strehlow's position.

Abbott considered that Strehlow's letters to Carrodus revealed Strehlow's 'pronounced
disloyalty to the Director of Native Affairs who consistently defended him when
[Abbott] suggested he was not doing a full time job'; he thought that, 'officers of the
rugged type of Mr Sweeney or Mr Harney are much better than a man like Mr
Strehlow who probably has good academic qualifications but very little practical
initiative' (Abbott to Carrodus 14 December 1942, Chinnery papers). Abbott took
time out for a meticulous documentation of the evidence for Strehlow's inaction,
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particularly in relation to The Granites which he had visited three times in five years,
each time on instructions. Writing to Chinnery about Strehlow's criticisms, he
commented that the Administration had been 'badly served by this officer, who, in my
opinion, has shown no spirit of service, or loyalty or of co-operation'; he hoped that
Strehlow would not return to Central Australia (Abbott to Chinnery 14 December
1942, Chinnery papers).
Abbott was thoroughly displeased with the situation in the Centre. When White was
visiting the northern area no officers were available in Alice Springs and the branch
was 'sadly disorganised'; Abbott saw no alternative but to take on the job himself and
to complain to Canberra about Chinnery's long absences (Abbott to Carrodus 1
October 1942, Chinnery papers). However Carrodus was not prepared to make any
changes (AA CRS: F1 42/406: memorandum 9 December 1942). Chinnery was to
remain as director and was re-appointed for another three years as Commonwealth
adviser on native affairs. It seemed possible that the duties of this position might be
greatly increased because as part of a general move to give the Commonwealth
government wider powers to deal with post-war reconstruction, a Constitutional
Commission had recommended removing the constitutional restraints on the
Commonwealth Parliament's legislating on Aboriginal affairs. A referendum was
planned which might result in the Commonwealth taking a much greater interest in
Aboriginal affairs in the States. Meanwhile Chinnery, who was also working as an
adviser to the Far Eastern Liaison Office of Allied Land Force Headquarters, had been
required to move to Brisbane (AA CRS: Fl 42/406: letter 8 January 1943).
Gordon Sweeney returned from leave early in October 1942 to help fill the gap left by
White's long stay in the northern area as well as to fill Strehlow's position. Abbott
was keen that he should visit 'areas where natives are employed in Central Australia'
but there were local problems and office work in Alice Springs to occupy him and
virtually no transport for patrols to the cattle stations and mining areas (AA CRS: Fl
42/406: memorandum 29 December 1942). In December Sweeney took a plane to
The Granites to follow up Hall's visit and in the following year he was sometimes able
to travel with other officials in government vehicles. In February a ride in an Allied
Works Council truck allowed him to visit the Harts Range area and he visited several
north eastern stations with a rationing officer, who was visiting to administer the
Commonwealth food rationing regulations (AA CRS: Fl 43/65: report 27 February
1943). In April another lift took him to the Hatches Creek mining field and to camps
on the road, using an Army lorry to remove a few women and children to Jay Creek;
and in October, having been forced to take leave in South Australia to recover from a
broken wrist, he inspected several camps, stations and mines along the railway line on
his return journey (AA CRS: Fl 43/65: reports 7 April & 5 October 1943; 42/435
memorandum 13 May 1943).
Later in October 1943, Sweeney started on an epic patrol, travelling first in a
Department of the Interior truck taking supplies from Alice Springs to Rosewood
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station in the Kimberley district (AA CRS: Fl 43/65: report 19 November 1943). The
truck, travelling by way of Coniston station and Thompson's rockhole, reached The
Granites on the third day and Tanami on the fourth and Sweeney took a count of the
Aboriginal people employed and rationed at both places. From there Sweeney took a
ride in another truck taking fuel to the cattle stations for Connellan's aircraft, visiting
Gordon Downs and other stations in Western Australia, then moving east by way of
Auvergne and Timber Creek, and reaching Victoria River Downs on 7 November.
From this station he took the mail plane to Katherine, a train to Larrimah, and rode
south with an Army convoy, taking three days to reach Tennant Creek and another
three to Alice Springs.
Despite pleas for transport for branch officers, travel remained a 'catch as catch can'
business and Sweeney embarked on another patrol like this in June 1944, travelling by
a Connellan supply truck through Coniston to The Granites and Tanami and on to
Gordon Downs where he was able to make a 'tribal census' before going on to
Inverway station (AA CRS: Fl 43/65: report [July 1944]). Here an Army truck was
broken down and waiting for parts before continuing to Wave Hill and Sweeney let
the Connellan truck proceed while he spent six days at Inverway making a census,
inspecting the rationing and talking with the Aboriginal stockmen in two droving
parties that came through the station. After travelling by the Army truck to Wave Hill,
he stopped off there, hoping for a lift back to Alice Springs with the Department of the
Interior trucks that were due with loading for the station. The trucks did not appear
and he had eleven days at Wave Hill observing two weekly rationings, taking a census
and talking with stockmen visiting from Limbunya and Waterloo stations. He was not
much impressed with the provision for the Aboriginal workers and dependants there:
For this meagre ration of 3 lbs. flour, 1 oz tea, 1 lb sugar per weekfor a few
dependants, and the bones and offal at killing time the station is allowed an
exemption for paying wages to 60 boys and 20 lubras.

Finally he took the mail plane to Katherine where he conferred with Harney and
Murray. Sweeney travelled by Army truck to Mataranka (where he was 'refused
permission to stay on Aboriginal Settlement by NCO in charge'). At the Mataranka
homestead he obtained the necessary Army movement order and took a train to
Larrimah. From there he proceeded by Army convoy to Alice Springs, a four day trip,
staging at Elliott, Banka Banka and Barrow Creek. In all this was a journey of 34
days.
In August Sweeney was provided with a vehicle for a patrol of the 'Western Reserve',
travelling from Jay Creek to Hermannsburg, and on to Haasts Bluff and the more
recently established depot at Areyonga, and visiting boring sites on the reserve and a
camp at Undandita Creek (AA CRS: Fl 43/65: report 19 September 1944). By this
time the Administration had succeeded in persuading the Army to make available the
services of a young clerk, FA Gubbins, who had joined the branch in November 1941
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and had helped in the evacuation to Mataranka in February 1942 before enlisting
there. Gubbins was able to help out in the field as well as in the Alice Springs office.
When Sweeney set off early in November 1944 on a camel patrol north west to
Vaughan Springs and Mount Doreen, it was Gubbins who drove with him in the utility
to Haasts Bluff to pick up the camel team, then took the vehicle back to town and
picked him up again at the ration depot five weeks later (AA CRS: A431 46/164:
report 3 January 1945).
In December Yin White, as acting director, recommended Fred Gubbins for
appointment to one of the two positions of cadet patrol officer that had been proposed
just five years earlier (AA CRS: Fl 42/406: minute 19 December 1944). The two
patrol officers had, he argued, been able to engage in genuine 'Native Affairs patrols'
since June 1944, while earlier they had been required to concentrate on the 'control of
natives to meet the military situation and investigation of complaints' and had also
been severely hampered by lack of transport. The standard of reporting had needed
improvement too:
A close examination of all Patrol Officer's reports revealed a paucity of
information concerning essentials, a tendency to stress irrelevance and a
resort to redundancy. A lack of appreciation of requirements of native
legislation was also apparent.
These defects were remedied by inaugurating a series of lectures for Patrol
Officers and by compiling an Inspection-Report form to guide their
investigation along proper lines to enable the submission of concise
information and essential data.

Both the patrol officers had made extensive patrols in 1944 and more were planned for
the following year, as well as routine inspections of station employment. Harney had
made the first comprehensive patrol of the Barkly Tableland stations and the
Borroloola and Gulf district in September/October 1944 and in 1945 was to patrol the
'western stations' of the Victoria River district (AA CRS: Fl 44/275: reports 6 & 7
November 1944; 13 June 1945). Harney was 50 years old and Sweeney 48 and White
thought they should be provided with help. Cadets could begin their training by
helping the patrol officers in the field and also 'receive administrative training along
with practical experience' while serving on probation for two years. White proposed
two positions at the same level (£300-366 a year and three shillings a day travelling
allowance) as recommended in 1939. There was no immediate response and Fred
Gubbins remained for the time being the clerk in Alice Springs.
Sweeney's camel patrol to the north west in 1944 followed a similar trip with camels
made in mid-year by a Baptist missionary, Pastor Laurie Reece, who had reported
venereal disease among Aboriginal people in the area and allegations of mistreatment
by the lessee of Mount Doreen station, WW Braitling. Sweeney's report confirmed
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Reece's account: he was told of people being forbidden to wander about or camp on
the natural waters in the country used by cattle, notably at Vaughan Springs, where a
fine stream of water flowed in all seasons (AA CRS: A 431 46/164: report 3 January
1945). He was also told of three occasions when Bill Braitling had men tied up and
flogged. People were leaving the area and moving south towards Haasts Bluff. The
police inquiries that followed involved Sweeney in more visits to Mount Doreen that
summer (one with Harney in his truck). A second camel patrol in April/May 1945
from Alice Springs to Mount Doreen, this time with two police constables
investigating an Aboriginal killing, provided opportunities for more exploration of the
country and investigation of Aboriginal food supplies (AA CRS: A 431 46/164: report
11 July 1945). The party travelled by way of Haasts Bluff to Vaughan Springs to
Braitling's camp at Wolfram Hill, where the police decided that a total of 17
witnesses, prisoners and dependants should be taken to Alice Springs:
Constable Hughes had a number of chains and had been told to bring his
prisoners and witnesses in with the chains walldng them to Alice Springs,
240 miles along a motor road. There were women and children among the
natives required. I wired our office requesting motor transport for the
natives and received a reply that the transport would be arranged.

Meanwhile Sweeney and the police travelled west to Mount Singleton and then south
west to Ethel Creek to inspect the body of the murder victim, which had been 'placed
on a platform in a tree'. Returning to Wolfram Hill after a six day journey of 130
miles [208 kms], they awaited the arrival of a truck two days later and the police
handed over the ten camels and their equipment to Sweeney.
After the police returned to Alice Springs with their prisoner and witnesses, Sweeney
took five of the camels to make a further exploration of the country west and north
west of Mount Doreen. Travelling south west at first he examined the headwaters of
Ethel Creek and again travelled along the creek, inspecting the country on the north
side, to the flood outs of the creek. Sweeney then headed back to Mount Singleton
and from there north to Newland's Cave soak and Jila (Chilla) well, returning to
Wolfram Hill to pick up the other camels. From there he travelled by way of Mount
Wedge to Tilmouth well, where a truck brought rations for the 'camel boys' who took
the team to Jay Creek while Sweeney took the truck to Alice Springs, completing
nearly two months of bush travel.
Braitling was duly charged with assault on the basis of the evidence gathered on the
earlier visit to the station and Alec Wilson, one of his employees, was charged with
aiding and abetting him. But when the charges were heard in the Supreme Court in
Alice Springs in August 1945, the evidence of the Aboriginal witnesses did not stand
up to cross-examination and both defendants were acquitted (AA CRS: A431 46/164).
In the course of the trial, defence counsel made allegations that the charges had been
trumped up in an effort to justify cancellation of Braiding's pastoral leases so that a
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mission could be established at Vaughan Springs (AA CRS: F3 20/164). It was
suggested that Sweeney had used improper methods to secure evidence against
Braitling, tricking Wilson into damaging confessions.
Judge TA Wells, who tried the case, seemed to give credence to the allegations and
plainly the government could not afford to ignore them. In due course a special
inquiry was ordered and a Judge of the Supreme Court of the ACT, Mr Justice
WB Simpson, was appointed in April 1946 to investigate. Simpson had been a
Sydney barrister who had served in the 1914-18 war and later as a citizen-soldier. He
had served as Deputy Judge Advocate General with the AIF in the Middle East in
1941-42 and had then been appointed Director General of the Commonwealth
Security Service for three years before being appointed to the bench in Canberra,
where he also served as Judge Advocate General for the Army and the RAAF until
relieved in 1960.
The outcome of Simpson's inquiry was a complete dismissal of the allegations made at
the trial and a vindication of Sweeney. At the inquiry his superiors had opportunities
to give the Commissioner their views on his character. Chinnery, whose term as
director was at its end, declared that Sweeney was 'one of the most honourable men I
have ever met, and as a Native Affairs officer, one of the best' (AA CRS: A431
46/3011: transcript of evidence). Victor Carrington, a long serving officer of the
Administration who had been acting as director in Alice Springs described him as
'very energetic, capable, conscientious, honest and reliable'. Simpson, not satisfied
that negative findings on the allegations were adequate in the circumstances, went out
of his way to clear Sweeney's name:
It would be doing a great deal less than justice to Mr Sweeney to leave the
matter in so short a finding. I am satisfied that Mr Sweeney's accounts of
how he got the statements are substantially true and I am quite satisfied that
Wilson's accounts of how the statement was allegedly obtained from him by
trickery are completely false (AA CRS: A431 461164: Inquiry Report 21
October 1946).

Commenting to Carrodus on the outcome of the case against Braitling, Chinnery had
noted that the failure of the Aboriginal witnesses to stick to their stories had 'exposed
one of [his] best officers, Sweeney, to the kind of treatment which an honourable man
doing an honourable duty in an honourable way should be protected from' (AA CRS:
F3 20/164: memorandum 7 August 1945). At considerable cost to Sweeney, the case
and the inquiry had served to demonstrate that there was a need for officers like him
who could investigate complaints of mistreatment and see that laws designed to
protect the interests of Aboriginal people living on pastoral leases were observed.
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They had also shown that those who took on this work might need to have
considerable strength of character.
In April 1945, before the Braitling case was heard, Abbott had set down his own
proposals on future policy, recommending not two cadets as White had proposed a
few months earlier, but a total of six patrol officers and four cadets in a branch
enlarged to 26 staff (AA CRS: Fl 45/122: memorandum 20 April 1945). He was less
enthusiastic than his officers about the establishment of settlements; Chinnery, he
wrote, was inclined to have missions take responsibility for these communities, while
Carrington and White thought they should be managed by government and proposed
four large new settlements - one at the site of the Haasts Bluff ration depot; another
near Newcastle Waters; a third in the Woolwonga reserve east of Darwin; and a fourth
on Melville Island. Abbott thought this scheme impossibly costly and argued that 'the
happiest and best fed' Aboriginal people were those 'who, with their families, have
lived on Stations for many years' - or at least on the northern stations where water
Rather than spend too much on
was less a problem than it was in the Centre.
settlements, he proposed dividing the Territory into six patrol districts 'with competent
officers residing in each district and actively moving in each district', unlike Strehlow
'who spent weeks continuously at his home at Jay Creek and who instead of being a
Patrol Officer became a Rations Officer there'. It was 'imperative that an adequate
staff of experienced and efficient officers be provided'. Despite having only two
patrol officers and one clerk apart from White,
Surveys of all classes of natives have been made, information regarding
treatment and conditions on pastoral areas has been collected, a proper
census of natives has been taken, and many native problems have been
smoothed out.

The six officers should 'move around and through their districts and ensure that the
welfare of the natives, both employed and otherwise, was preserved.' A suitable
motor vessel should be provided for the branch and 'sufficient motor transport for all
requirements'. The Native Constabulary Force and Native Courts previously proposed
should be established. Abbott was less concerned than Dr Cook had been about the
future of the relatively few 'half castes' in the Territory; most of the adults were
employed and many had full rights of citizenship, while the children were 'well and
happy in the care of various missions'. The return of children from the southern
centres to which they had been evacuated was foreshadowed and Abbott noted that
part of the Native Affairs Branch would need to be stationed in Darwin 'in the very
near future'.
Abbott returned to Darwin in July 1945 just before the end of the war in the Pacific,
though it was February 1946 before restrictions on access to Darwin were lifted and
March before the Army handed over full responsibility to the civil administration.
Abbott's own term as Administrator expired at the end of June and he had departed in
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May before his successor, a Western Australian civil engineer, AR Driver, fonnally
took up duty. Appointed by the Labor administration, Driver was less inclined than
Abbott had been to see the pastoral industry as offering the best hope for the future of
the Aboriginal people and more confident that ministers would resist the political
pressure which the large pastoral companies and industry organisations could apply in
resisting the regulation of Aboriginal employment. But, before Driver took over,
cadet patrol officers had at last been recruited and the search was under way for a
suitable replacement for Chinnery as director.
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CHAPTER7
A PATROL SERVICE ESTABLISHED
1946-47

Canberra's response to the proposals Abbott made in April 1945 was to defer any
appointment of a full-time director for the Native Affairs Branch but to support the
creation of four new positions of patrol officer and the selection and recruitment of
four cadet patrol officers. Abbott continued to press for Chinnery to resume duty in
the Territory. When the Army gave notice in November that it would hand over fully
to the Native Affairs Branch, Abbott wrote urging the need for Chinnery to stay in the
north to 'get his Branch functioning' (AA CRS: A431 51/866: memorandum 22
November 1945). But Chinnery had other duties as Commonwealth adviser and
continued to visit_the Territory as a part-time administrator of the branch. Vic
Carrington, who had taken charge when White took three months leave from midDecember 1943, continued as acting director in Alice Springs, also serving as parttime magistrate. Chinnery, however, took the leading role in selecting the cadets.
The Public Service Board approved four temporary cadet positions and these were
advertised in July 1945. The response was impressive: two hundred and twenty-six
applications were submitted, many from servicemen awaiting demobilisation, and
eleven from permanent public servants (AA CRS: Ft 45/122: schedule of applicants).
The advertisement indicated that preference would be given to returned servicemen
with the necessary qualifications and that training or experience 'in technical subjects,
agriculture, and animal husbandry' was desirable. Applicants were invited to state
whether they had attained 'any proficiency in athletics generally' and asked to provide
their height and chest measurements. They were told that after a period of training
and service in the Territory they would be given 'a course of instruction in applied
anthropology and other subjects of practical value'.
Two of those selected were already known to officers of the branch: Fred Gubbins,
who had been seconded from the Army in 1944 and had since been working in the
Alice Springs area, and Leslie Newton Penhall, who like Gubbins had been appointed
to the branch as a clerk in Darwin in November 1941 but had actually served with the
Accounts Branch in the months before he joined the Army. Both had joined the
Commonwealth service as messengers in the Postmaster-General's Department in
Adelaide and had later passed the clerical examination and accepted posting to
Darwin, travelling on the same aircraft to Darwin (NT Archives Oral History TS 225;
TS 303). Les Penhall had been serving in the islands as a signaller and the
Administration's efforts to have him released to rejoin the branch were unsuccessful at
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first but by the time the advertisements for cadets appeared he was back working as a
clerk with the branch in Alice Springs.
Another of the successful applicants was still serving with the Army. He applied from
Sydney where Chinnery interviewed him but he had strong links to the Territory too.
Syd Kyle-Little had been born in Darwin where his father was serving as a member of
the Northern Territory Mounted Police and his mother was a member of a long
established Top End family. He had been educated in Brisbane but had returned for
holidays in the Territory. He joined the Army in 1937 at the age of nineteen and came
back to Darwin as a member of the Mobile Force which was sent up early in 1939 to
reinforce the small garrison there. He had later served in the island campaigns with
the AIF and recalls that he saw the advertisement for the cadet positions when he was
in Concord Hospital (NT Archives Oral History TS 260).
The other successful applicant was a few years older than Gubbins and Penhall but
had also joined the Commonwealth Public Service through the PMG Department.
Ted Evans had found he was in a reserved occupation, working in the Supply and
Tender Board in Melbourne, when war broke out (NT Archives Oral History TS 46).
Strongly built and a keen footballer and cricketer, Evans was the son of a Victorian
primary school teacher and had moved with his father from one country school to
another before being sent to De La Salle College in Melbourne for his secondary
schooling. For him the advertisement for cadet patrol officers offered an opportunity
for a fresh start when he was feeling self-conscious about not having served in the
forces during the war as had his 'work mates and sporting cronies' who were then
starting to return from war service (Evans [1980d], 2). Arriving in Darwin at the end
of April 1946 only a few weeks after the Army had formally handed over
responsibility for the administration of the Top End to the civil authorities, Ted Evans
joined a branch that was, like the rest of the Administration, just re-establishing itself
in Darwin.

Cadets in the North
Syd Kyle-Little arrived a few weeks later at the beginning of June and both men began
field work at once. They were often working alone since Harney was the only patrol
officer in the north even if Jack Gribble was sometimes referred to and used as a
patrol officer. Kyle-Little has described how Vin White, then effectively running the
branch, dispatched him to Milingimbi mission on the north coast of Amhem Land to
deal with some 'tribal murders' there within days of his arriving in Darwin (Kyle-Little
1957, 19-32). Finding and bringing in the two men who had killed a young man at the
mission entailed some travel by canoe and on foot and this first job was the forerunner
of several long foot patrols in Amhem Land for Kyle-Little. After this he made short
visits to Alice Springs, to several places in the Katherine region, to Daly River and to
Port Keats on various jobs.
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Meanwhile Evans had undertaken patrols to the buffalo country east of Darwin and to
Adelaide River and Rum Jungle within weeks of his arrival in Darwin. He was sent
early in June to Melville Island where he made his way on foot and by canoe from
Garden Point to Snake Bay. There he found Bill Harney and Jack Murray and put in
some time working with a road making gang. Later, in October, he was sent to Gove
with Harney and a mechanic to spend about three weeks on a stocktake of the
equipment left behind by the RAAF at its wartime base there and to examine possible
sites for a government settlement. The abandoned RAAF station was envisaged as
providing a possible basis for the development of a branch 'training station' in eastern
Amhem Land, even though it was only a few miles from the Methodist mission
station, Yirrkala. Here, at what was for a few months called the 'Gove Settlement', it
was thought the branch might provide training in agriculture, fishing and the pearl
shell and trepang industries. On Melville Island training and industrial development
would be centred on the logging and milling of cypress pine and at Beswick Station,
south east of Katherine, training would be provided for the pastoral industry (AA
CRS: Fl 46/540: memorandum 7 December 1946). In the event Harney and Evans
were left at Gove for nearly six months. Meanwhile the Methodist mission authorities
had quickly complained about the branch officers at Gove distributing rations,
blankets and tobacco to the natives and had been assured that they were only checking
equipment and selecting a site for a 'patrol headquarters' (AA CRS: Fl 49/459: letters
8 and 11 November 1946).
The two officers undertook a two week foot patrol exploring the Cato River country
near Amhem Bay as well as making three shorter journeys on foot through the Gove
Peninsula. With this experience behind him, Evans was the obvious choice when
someone was needed a few months later in mid-1947 to accompany a party wanting to
make a film of Aboriginal bush life in Amhem Land for Gaumont British Films.
Evans flew out to Gove again with the two-man team of Peter Finch, director, and
George Heath, cameraman, and helped to organise their safari to the Amhem Bay
country where most of the filming for their documentary was done (Evans [1980a]).
Bill Harney was by this time again thinking about leaving the branch. In March 1946
he had written in a letter to Elkin:
Personally I will stick it to see if the policy goes O.K., if not then I am for the
sandy beaches and the simple life (Harney to Elkin 15 March 1946, Elkin
papers).

The impending departure of Abbott, who seemed to Harney to be altogether too
friendly with the managements of the big pastoral companies, gave him some hope but
there was also to be a new director by the end of the year. Discussing these
uncertainties in a letter a month later, Harney again remarked that he might be 'on the
beaches one of these days' (Harney to Elkin 28 April 1946, Elkin papers). Elkin made
the first of his vacation visits to the Territory in August and Harney drove him down
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to Katherine, Elsey station and Maranboy. By 1946 Harney had already had three
books published and when he was marooned at Gove with Evans ('a better mate I
couldn't wish for', he reported to Elkin later) he had seized the chance to begin work
on another (NT Archives Oral History TS 46). A spell on the beach would give him
more time for his writing.
In November, while Harney and Evans were out at Gove, the new director had arrived

in Darwin. FH Moy was another New Guinea officer, a generation younger than
Chinnery, who had trained as a teacher in South Australia and taught for two years
with the Education Department before going to New Guinea as a cadet patrol officer.
He had spent eleven years there, rising to acting district officer, and had served in the
Australian New Guinea Administrative Unit of the AIF in New Guinea, attaining the
rank of major and earning an MBE for his services. Still only 33 years old when he
came to Darwin, Frank Moy was known to Chinnery and to Elkin, having taken the
anthropology course for patrol officers in 1937, and could be expected to continue the
development of the Native Affairs Branch and its patrol officer service along the lines
laid down by Chinnery. After spending most of his first three months travelling the
Territory, by March 1947 Moy was listing the main field jobs planned for patrol
officers and cadets that year, evidently intending to introduce some planning into the
work, rather than having field staff simply respond to needs as they arose (AA CRS:
Fl 49/393: minute 26 March 1947).
In December and January Syd Kyle-Little was again tracking down killers, this time in

western Arnhem Land; he eventually emerged with the culprits at Oenpelli mission.
After this second Arnhem Land foot patrol he worked in the Maranboy and Mataranka
areas and made another trip to Alice Springs before embarking on his main task for
the 1947 dry season - an examination of conditions for Aboriginal workers in the
buffalo shooting industry, on which he wrote two substantial reports (AA CRS: Fl
49/393Al: 18 September, 29 October).
Kyle-Little's second Arnhem Land 'man-hunt' had significant consequences for the
way the patrol officers handled the task of imposing the rule of Australian law in the
remote reserves. After spending all of December locating the men who had killed one
man and severely wounded another near the King River, Kyle-Little had taken them to
Oenpelli mission. After some delay, they were brought to Darwin where they were
duly arrested and charged by the police. In March they appeared for trial before Mr
Justice Wells, not in Darwin but in Alice Springs. Although both men admitted the
killing and attempted killing, the charges were dismissed, but not before the judge had
commented that the case should have been investigated 'by an experienced police
officer' and that there was 'a tendency for those in charge of Native Affairs to usurp
the functions of the Police' (AA CRS: Fl 46/677: memorandums 11 March 1947, 27
March 1947). Moy considered these comments unfair and thought the Judge's implied
criticism of Kyle-Little unjustified. His branch had been asked to inquire into the
incident by the Superintendent of Police, who was reluctant to allocate one of his few
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4.

Cadet Patrol Officer EC Evans, roadmaking, Melville Island, c. June 1946
(The Jeremy Long Collection and the AIATSIS)

5.

L to R: Bill Harney, Alex Iverson, Jack Gribble, Syd Kyle-Little,
Professor AP Elkin, Eric Jolijfe, in camp near Maranboy, August 1946
(Strehlow Research Centre)
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L to R: Nan Durden, Bill Harney, Albert Namatjira, Ossie Jensen,
Gordon Sweeney, outside NAB Office, Darwin, c.1946
(State Reference Library of the Northern Territory)

7.

Patrol Officer Harney at Gove with 'Slippery' Bindjabuma and others, November 1946
(State Reference Library of the Northern Territory)

8.

Ted Evans (R) and Les Penhall (L) visiting cine-cameraman, George Heath,
on location in the Hunter Valley, in a break from studies at
Sydney University, 1948
(The Jeremy Long Collection and the AIATSIS)

officers to inquire into 'tribal' incidents in remote parts of Amhem Land, and Moy
considered that: 'few of the present Police Force would be as well equipped as KyleLittle to have carried out this investigation'.
Before the trial Frank Moy had recommended to the Administrator that when his
officers were sent on tasks of this kind they should be given temporary police powers
and Driver had approved the appointment of patrol officers as special constables when
necessary. Moy considered that this was the kind of case that should be 'determined
by a Native Court' in accordance with the genera1: practice 'throughout the British
Colonial Service'. He envisaged that within about three years, when his field staff was
trained, the system could work well using the Native Administration Ordinance which
had been prepared in Cook's time and finally assented to in 1940. He believed that
'with cooperation, Patrol Officers can carry out, in the course of routine patrols, work
which would relieve the strain on the existing Police Force'. In this instance he
intended to commit the two accused 'to another district ... for their own safety and the
well-being of the country', using his powers under the Aboriginals Ordinance. He
proposed a discussion of the issue with the Administrator and the Superintendent of
Police. When they met, with the local officer of the Attorney General's Department
who had prosecuted this case, they agreed that such cases should be tried locally by
patrol officers or the Director of Native Affairs himself, or sometimes by the Judge of
the Supreme Court sitting without a jury, but always using the mechanisms provided
by the Native Administration Ordinance. The appointment of patrol officers as special
constables would not be necessary.
The Ordinance, however, was never commenced and the practical outcome of the
incident was that patrol officers no longer undertook independent patrols to inquire
into killings and woundings in the reserves. The general practice thereafter was to
send patrol officers out to accompany police investigating reported crimes. The patrol
officer's task was to gather information about the background to the crime which
might be useful for the defence of those charged and for the Court when considering
sentence. But, as Kyle-Little was to discover later, this practice of conducting joint
patrols with police could have its problems too.

Patrolling in Central Australia
In the Centre Sweeney was on hand to help train the two cadets but in 1946 the

inquiry by Judge Simpson arising out of the Braitling case was a significant distraction
in the six months from April when Simpson's appointment was announced until late
October when he submitted his report. In 1945, when the recruitment of patrol
officers and cadets was being considered, inquiries had been made about the possible
return of Strehlow to his position of patrol officer. Lieutenant Strehlow was then at
Duntroon, near Canberra, with the Army's Land Headquarters School of Civil Affairs.
This school had been established in February to train cadets for service with the
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military administration in New Guinea and two years later under civilian
administration it was to become the Australian School of Pacific Administration.
Strehlow indicated then that he was about to visit New Guinea to look at native
administration methods and also wanted to complete his teaching duties at the school
(AA CRS: Fl 45/122: letter 11 September 1945). After this no further effort seems to
have been made to test Strehlow's interest in returning to the service. In March 1946
he was discharged from the Army and took twelve months leave from the public
service to join the University of Adelaide as a lecturer in English Literature and
Linguistics. He finally resigned from the service in May 1947. When Ted Strehlow
returned to the Centre, as he did several times in the 1950s and 1960s, it was to
continue the research he had begun in the 1930s on the rituals and songs of the Aranda
people.
Early in 1946 a long serving officer with the Administration in the Centre, William
McCoy, made application for appointment as a patrol officer. McCoy was as short as
Sweeney was tall and was seldom seen without his pipe; one colleague described him
as 'a nice chap, about the size of a threepence with a pipe that looks the size of 10/-'
(O'Grady 1977, 119). Born in the Murchison goldfields in Western Australia, where
his father was a solicitor, McCoy had enlisted from South Australia in 1917 and had
served with the Army Medical Corps (NT Archives Oral History TS21). After the war
he had worked on stations in the far north of South Australia, then as a drover and
later as a truck driver in the Centre. He and his wife, a nursing sister, had served since
1937 as superintendent and matron of the 'Half-caste Institution' in Alice Springs and
Chinnery thought he had shown 'great tact and efficiency' in helping to arrange the
evacuation to South Australia of the children from the northern missions and from the
Alice Springs home (Chinnery to Sweeney 6 February 1946, Chinnery papers).
Chinnery indicated that he would support McCoy's appointment to one of the six
patrol officer positions he was then recommending but all that was then possible was
to make him an acting patrol officer, since he lacked the necessary educational
qualification for the position. As acting patrol officer McCoy served for long periods
as officer in charge of the branch in Central Australia.
In the Centre at this time the attention of the branch was focused on meeting the needs
of the Warlpiri people and neighbouring groups to the north-west of Alice Springs,
who had been moving out of their desert lands and attaching themselves to the mining
camps and cattle stations within and around those lands. Those who had moved east
to Tennant Creek had been temporarily provided for at 'The Six Mile' ration depot
where some two hundred people had been camping in the war years. When a water
shortage there made a move necessary, Harney and Sweeney had been sent to Tennant
Creek in August 1945 to arrange this and it was there that they had heard the news
that the war was over. After inspecting some possible sites they organised the
removal of the people and 70 tons of stores to Phillips bore (AA CRS: Fl 46/199:
report 18 September 1945). They laid out the first part of this 'temporary'
Mangamanda settlement (later known as Phillip Creek) and arranged for the first
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buildings to be erected, little imagining that it would be another ten years before a
more permanen t site with a satisfactory water supply would be provided for these
people. Both Sweeney and Gubbins made several survey patrols in 1947 and 1948,
sometimes on horseback, as efforts to find a satisfactory permanen t site continued.
Far to the west a temporary ration depot had been established at Tanami in April 1945
for those who had attached themselves to the mining camps there and at The Granites.
Another was provided in June at Bullocky Soak on Mount Esther station, north of TiTree, for groups that had moved in to the highway in search of food (AA CRS: Fl
45/156: memorandum 11 June 1945). In August 1945 the Administrator had also
approved the establishment of a ration depot to provide an alternative for the people
who had been living near the mining camps and the homestead on Mount Doreen
station (AA CRS: Fl 45/144: memorand um 11 August 1945). Sweeney's camel
patrol in May/June 1945 had been made in order to locate a suitable site and he had
proposed reserving a substantial area north, west and south of the Mount Doreen
pastoral leases and siting a depot near Mount Singleton (AA CRS: A431 46/164:
report no date [July 1945]). But this area must have seemed too remote and officers
turned their attention to existing bores closer to town. The decision was made to
establish the depot at the Rock Hill stock route bore, east of the Mount Doreen
pastoral lease, which came to be known as Yuendumu. Sweeney was given the task
of laying out a plan for the depot (Carrington to Chinnery 18 December 1945,
Chinnery papers).
Moy's plans for the cadets in 1947 envisaged both Gubbins and Penhall periodically
relieving Frank McGarry, the protector who had established the Yuendum u depot in
May 1946. McGarry had been a lay worker with the Roman Catholic church in Alice
Springs since 1935 and during the war had established the Arltunga mission to the
north east of the town. Returning to the Territory in 1944 he had joined the Native
Affairs Branch and for a time was doing 'the chores of a patrol officer' in the Centre
(O'Grady 1977, 94-5). He had been called on to establish the Tanami ration depot;
after the failure of the water supply there he had moved the people to the new site. In
1947 McGarry was on leave from March to July and Penhall took charge (NT
Archives Oral History TS 303).
To the north, where Warlpiri had been moving in to Wave Hill station for some years,
Sweeney in 1945 had strongly recommen ded the establishment of a reserve
community to provide an alternative to life on the stations where, he concluded, they
had 'no future' (AA CRS: A431 51/189: memorand um 9 April 1945). Though the
workers were treated reasonably well and supplied with adequate food and clothing,
they were paid no wages and had no incentive or opportunity to increase their skills
beyond those of stockmen. Care of the dependent women, children and elderly
people was inadequate. Populations were decreasing and the stations were 'now
recruiting natives drawn in from the desert' who faced the same future of stagnation
and declining numbers. A reserve was needed to provide a haven, a centre for
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education and medical attention and a place where Aboriginal industries could be
established, with only the surplus labour being made available for the stations. A
lease held by the lessees of Wave Hill to the southwest of the property, including
Hooker Creek well and the Catfish waterhole on the Victoria River, was due to expire
on 30 June 1945. This was ideally placed on the edge of the desert to meet the needs
of the situation. Just after Sweeney submitted this proposal, Harney made his patrol
of the 'western stations' and reported on 'the lack of welfare and hygiene' at Wave Hill
and poor conditions at Birrindudu, another property on the northern edge of the desert
to which Warlpiri were moving. He had also inspected the Catfish area ('the site of an
old station'), passing on favourable reports of the country to the south, though the
track to Hooker Creek was too rough to allow him to visit (AA CRS: Fl 45/157:
memorandum 24 May 1945).
When Sweeney and Harney made their recommendations for the creation of the
'Catfish Reserve', they knew that the company leasing Wave Hill and several other
properties in the district had been persuaded to employ two of Elkin's post-graduate
students, Ronald Berndt and Catherine Berndt, a husband and wife team, as 'welfare
officers' to make a survey of the 'native labour problem' on the company's stations in
the east Kimberley. area. This company - represented in Darwin by Northern
Agency Limited and in Sydney by Australian Investment Agency - was a British
family company, known as Vestey Brothers or simply 'Vesteys', which had interests in
cattle properties in South America as well as Australia, in meat processing and in
shipping. The company had expressed concern about the future supply of Aboriginal
labour available to their Australian stations, having noted the declining populations
and the low birth rates there. The Sydney-based managing director of the company's
Australian operations, AS Bingle, in a letter to Abbott, had described the proposal put
to him by Chinnery in April 1944 as entailing the 'engagement of a practical
anthropologist who should be a welfare officer amongst the natives on stations also a
recruiting agent to obtain labour; to advise on problems and handling of natives' (AA
CRS: Fl 44/441: letter 10 April 1944). Elkin was no doubt keen to find employment
for his students, who were completing their initial spell of fieldwork in South
Australia, and both he and Chinnery were interested in having an anthropological
survey made of the Aboriginal people in the district as well as being anxious to do
something to improve conditions on the Vestey properties and on other stations in the
north (Berndt 1987, 30-7).
The Berndts had started this job, with some misgivings, in August 1944 and had been
driven in a company vehicle from Alice Springs to Wave Hill, making a brief visit to
the company's Helen Springs property, north of Tennant Creek, on the way. Though
they had been promised use of a company vehicle for their work, they were left at
Wave Hill with no independent transport and managed short visits to Limbunya and
Waterloo stations to the west only when the manager at Wave Hill arranged lifts for
them. At the beginning of December they had been taken to Birrindudu, an isolated
Northern Territory outstation of the company's Western Australian property, Gordon
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Downs, and were still there six months later when Harney made his visit (Harney to
Elk.in 25 May 1945, Elkin papers). Harney's report on conditions at both Wave Hill
and Birrindudu was strongly critical and he may well have been encouraged to write
in these terms because he knew that the Bemdts would be reporting their findings to
Elkin, to Chinnery and to the company. Writing of the twenty 'dependants' at
Birrindudu, Harney reported that:
Only two of these people ... receive rations .. All these old people are cadgers
and eaters of offal although their children are all working on this and other
stations. (I gave them a little food.) (AA CRS: Fl 521755: report 25 May
1945).

For the workers, the station offered 'hard work, poor food and dirty camp conditions'.
The manager at Gordon Downs, a Mr Hudson, was responsible:
I consider Mr Hudson's disregard of native welfare a flagrant breach of
native welfare and a total lack of understanding and sympathy to these
unfortunate people who provide the sons and daughters who run the
property and ask that he be warned that should this occur in future his
licence to employ aboriginals in the Northern Territory be cancelled
forthwith.
I write strongly on this matter because the conditions I see around me have
urged me to do so (AA CRS: Fl 451157: report 24 May 1945).

In his general report on the patrol, written later in Alice Springs, he outlined the
'deplorable' housing on the Vestey stations and offered some further advice on the
company's labour supply problem:
I suggest a letter be sent to Head Office of Vesteys Sydney to warn them
about the treatment of natives by their managers and stockmen, and point
[out] to those in charge that native labour in the future rests on the
treatment of natives today (AA CRS: FI 44/275: report 29 June 1945).

The Bemdts had been able to observe just how little food was supplied to the
Aboriginal people at Birrindudu - 'from the week ending 6 January up to the end of
5 May, the weekly issue of rations was discontinued' - and how fictitious records of
large issues of food were entered in the books (Berndt 1987, 104). The overseer and
other staff at this outstation seemed, by the Bemdts' account, to have been at pains to
demonstrate their complete disregard for the welfare of the Aboriginal people there
and their contempt for the couple whom the company had employed to study
conditions. Though Bingle was apparently keen to have the Bemdts advise on how
'bush natives' could best be drawn in to provide labour on the stations, the local staff
made it plain that,
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"bush" Aborigines were not welcome ...and for some time it had been local
policy to hunt themfrom the area (Berndt 1987, 120).

The Berndts have recorded that in March 1945, while still at Birrindudu, they had
recommended to the company and the Native Affairs Branch that reserves be made in
the desert country to the south of the stations: a 'Vestey Aboriginal Reserve' (or
'Catfish Reserve') over the south western parts of the Wave Hill leases and a
'Winnecke Central Aboriginal Reserve' south of this, including the Winnecke Creek
country and extending west to the border to include all the country east and south of
the Birrindudu lease. The first and smaller reserve could remain the leasehold
property of the company, but be supervised by the Administration like the second and
larger reserve. A settlement there would provide, among other things, a training
centre for cattle work:
Basically, we saw three Europeans accompanied by their wives as being
employed - one as a patrol officer, one as a resident supervisor and the third
as a stockman ... The advantage in having the patrol-officer resident on the
reserve would be to keep in constant touch with the people, becoming
continually more familiar with their ways, and their language (Berndt, 1987,
243,245).

The Berndts write that they had discussed the idea of such reserve with the people at
Birrindudu and Wave Hill, or rather had elicited 'statements about what people would
like if they had better opportunities':
In perhaps most cases, they wanted some of the activities and things they
saw as desirable in their current situations... but transposed into a less
oppressive context (Berndt 1987, 241 ).

They envisaged desert people who had moved in to stations and towns to the east
(Newcastle Waters and Tennant Creek) being 'invited to move to the main central
reserve', abandoning the Warramunga Reserve near Tennant Creek and other camps
close to the main road (Berndt 1987, 237-49). Submission of this proposal may well
have prompted Gordon Sweeney to make his recommendation of April 1945 for the
creation of a reserve on the Catfish lease, though there is no evidence on the files that
any reports from the Berndts were seen by anyone in the branch. Sweeney too had
suggested 'a cooperative scheme with the Northern Agency who would have the
benefit of native labour from the reserve', but in the knowledge that the lease was
about to expire - and that a reserve could not be made over leasehold land - he did
not propose a 'Vestey Reserve' as the Berndts had done (AA CRS: A 431 51/189:
minute 9 April 1945).
In Alice Springs Carrington argued that the Catfish block offered a better site for a
depot than Tanami and urged that the people there should be moved north without
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delay (AA CRS: Fl 45/157: minute 29 May 1945). When Abbott had expressed
surprise at Harney's report, remarking that the anthropologists employed by Vesteys
'had not made any such criticisms', Carrington was able to say that he had seen the
Berndts and that they agreed with Harney (AA CRS: FI 45/157: 11 June 1945). The
company took no immediate steps to adapt the Berndts' proposals to suit its own
interests and the Administration allowed the lease on the Catfish block to lapse
(Berndt 1987, 239-41). Abbott approved the scheme in principle in July and the
company was to be given twelve months notice to vacate at the end of June 1946.
Bingle advanced a scheme for a company project in September and continued to
oppose the idea of a government settlement in discussion with Chinnery and in
correspondence (AA CRS: Fl 45/157: letter 7 September 1945, 11 January and 27
March 1946).
The Berndts left Birrindudu for Alice Springs at the end of May 1945. After a short
break, they resumed their smvey in the north, working at Willeroo and Manbulloo
stations near Katherine where Harney helped them with his close knowledge of the
people in the area, and visiting the Army camps, the buffalo camps at Marrakai and
Woolner stations, and the Daly River area before they left the Territory in April 1946.
In May 1946 Chinnery proposed the early inspection of the Catfish land but Abbott

seems to have deleted the proposed allocation of development funds in the estimates
for 1946/47 and wanted it deferred for discussion with the secretary of the department
and with the new director of the branch when he took up duty. It was May 1947
before Harney set out to inspect the block. He drove down to Daly Waters to meet
Gubbins and together they went to Wave Hill, where they collected guides, and then
to Catfish, where horses from the Wave Hill police station awaited them (AA CRS: Fl
42/157: memorandum 30 May 1947). After a brief horseback inspection of the
country they were able to recommend the establishment of a settlement at the Hooker
Creek yard. Within a month the Wave Hill Pastoral Company (one of the Australian
Investment Agency group controlled by the Vestey family), was sending vigorous
protests to Canberra, later supported by the Northern Territory Pastoral Lessees
Association (AA CRS: Fl 45/157: letters 8 July and 26 September 1947). The
company proposed that it should manage any training settlement and certainly should
retain the use of the Catfish block; a government settlement would 'seriously interfere
with employment' on the station and with the movement of cattle. The Administration
and the Government stood firm and Driver told the department in October that
'Vesteys only a few weeks ago had a bad strike incident at Wave Hill involving
aborigines' and argued that 'the time is overdue when control should be placed nearer
these big companies by establishing settlements in close proximity to them' (AA CRS:
Fl 45/157: memorandum 14 October 1947). Early in January 1948 the land was
formally reserved (AA CRS: A431 51/189: minute 6 January 1948).
Because the Yuendumu reserve had been established more briskly, some groups from
the Granites/fanami area which were to have been provided for on this northern
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reserve had meanwhile moyed south and were settled at Yuendumu. A small group of
these northern Warlpiri moved to the new settlement in October 1948.
From March to September 1947 Bill Harney was the only patrol officer in the field
with the four cadets because Gordon Sweeney had been sent south as the first to
undertake the long contemplated course of academic training at Sydney University.
Sweeney was the senior patrol officer and the one most likely to cope readily with the
university work, but he was probably also chosen so that he could provide an
assessment of the suitability of the courses offered before the cadets were sent down.
Sweeney arrived in Sydney in January and was given some reading to do in the weeks
before lectures began (Elkin to Moy 14 January 1947, Elkin papers). He probably
also used the time to prepare an article on 'Desert Food Supplies', reporting the
research he had done on his camel patrols in W arlpiri country in 1945 - an article
that Elkin published later that year in Oceania (Sweeney 1947). Elkin had him attend
lectures for the first and second year anthropology students and a special seminar on
native administration and 'Aboriginal matters'. He also arranged for him to attend
lectures at the Law School and the School of Tropical Medicine, as well as to sit in the
magistrates' court to learn something of court procedure and practice. The course
packed a good deal into two terms and Elkin reported to Moy that Sweeney had 'set a
high standard' (AS CRS: Fl 52/570: letter 11 November 1947).
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CHAPTERS
ELKIN AND THE PATROL SERVICE
1947-48

In these immediate post-war years Elkin was more directly involved than ever in

Aboriginal affairs administration. He continued to correspond with Joe Carrodus in
Canberra and with Frank Moy in Darwin. He had made his first and most extensive
tour of the Territory in the August vacation of 1946 and a few weeks later had
appeared before the Simpson inquiry in Alice Springs to give expert evidence. At the
end of January he had attended a meeting in Melbourne of native affairs
administrators and other advisers to discuss plans for the rocket range in Central
Australia - plans which included the employment of a patrol officer to watch over
the interests of Aboriginal people in the area. Immediately after this he had presided
over a meeting of the directors from South Australia, Queensland and the Northern
Territory, held to take advantage of their presence in Melbourne (Minutes of meeting
of Directors of Native Affairs of South Australia, Queensland and Northern Territory,
3-4 February 1947). At this meeting Moy had raised the issue of police protectors the question which had been stood over at the previous meeting of Aboriginal affairs
officers almost ten years earlier. Moy told his colleagues that there would be no need
for police to act as protectors in the Territory in four or five years time since the
Government was now 'appointing trained patrol officers and was developing this plan'.
The State officers were less enthusiastic about the practicability of replacing the
police, whom they still saw as indispensable, but the meeting agreed to recommend
that:
the policy of appointing patrol officers and superintendents should be
established and extended as far as practicable with a view ultimately
to relieve the police of these specialist duties.
In June Elkin told Moy that he, Chinnery and Strehlow had been appointed to a

committee of ANZAAS to develop proposals for the granting of normal land and
citizenship rights to Aboriginal people and that he hoped to make another visit to the
north in the next vacation (AA CRS: Fl 52/570: letter 27 June 1947). On this trip
Evans drove him to revisit Elsey station and the Maranboy area, where a new
settlement was being established on Beswick station. In February 1948 Elkin attended
a national conference of Aboriginal welfare authorities held in Canberra.
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·The referendum of August 1944 seeking approval for fourteen temporary extensions
of Commonwealth government power (to be effective for five years from the end of
the war) had failed and with it the proposal to give the national Parliament power to
make laws for 'the people of the aboriginal race'. (Elkin had joined in the campaign
for a 'yes' vote, appearing on the platform with other leading citizens when the
campaign was launched at the Sydney Town Hall.) But not everyone had then lost
interest in the cause. The next year, soon after the war ended, an Aboriginal activist
from Victoria, Shadrach L James, had written to the Prime Minister on the subject and
his letter had prompted the Director-General of Post-War Reconstruction, Dr HC
Coombs, to urge the case for the Government to recognise that there was:
a real moral responsibility on the Commonwealth Government to provide
central action calculated to assist (1) detribalized aborigines to come to
terms with the modern civilization of this country upon the outskirts of which
they exist so miserably and (2) tribal natives to have at least adequate diet
and reasonable medical care when practicable (AA CRS: A.659 45/1/4924:
memorandum 11 October 1945).

Coombs therefore proposed the establishment of 'a Commonwealth Bureau of
Aboriginal Affairs where research and training of teachers and field officers could be
undertaken', these officers to serve both in the States and in the Territories. He
remarked that the 'customary expenditure has been appallingly low' in comparison
with expenditure in the British colonies and Papua and New Guinea. Forwarding a
copy of his suggestions to Carrodus, Coombs compared his proposed Bureau with the
United States Bureau of Indian Affairs under John Collier. He observed that a more
progressive policy for the Aboriginal people of the Northern Territory had been
adopted just before the war and suggested that there was an opportunity 'to push
forward from that start'. Carrodus, in his advice for the Prime Minister's Department,
made some disparaging comments on James, referred to the failure of the referendum,
which meant that Commonwealth control was still legally restricted to those
Aboriginal people in the Territories, and mentioned that the Prime Minister had
recently refused a request from Western Australia for a special allocation to spend on
Aboriginal welfare. He doubted that a Bureau would succeed without Commonwealth
control of Aboriginal people throughout Australia and warned that it would entail
considerable expenditure. Carrodus advised approaching the States with a proposal
for another conference. It was then envisaged that such a conference might be held
early in 1946 but it was later decided to raise the issue at the next Premiers
Conference. The Premiers in June 1946 agreed to establish a committee of officers
from the States and from the Commonwealth but this committee never met. The
issues were raised agaih when the Premiers next met in August 1947; they agreed to
hold a conference as soon as possible to consider Commonwealth financial assistance
to the States as well as the perennial question of a Commonwealth takeover (AA CRS:
A571 55/2465: undated precis).
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When this conference was finally held in February 1948, Elkin attended as vicechainnan of the Aborigines Welfare Board in New South Wales but showed a keen
interest in the discussion of issues affecting the Territory and the other states. It was
Elkin who proposed that:
in the opinion of this conference it is desirable that a cadet system be
instituted to enable patrol, district, welfare and education officers to be
trained in the principles and practices of their work along lines adopted
generally for native administration and social welfare work in the British
Commonwealth (Conference of Aboriginal and State Aboriginal Welfare
Authorities, 3 February 1948).

Carrodus, who was chainnan of the conference, stressed that those selected for the
work 'must like the native and want to see him advance', should be in their early
twenties and should be sent to Sydney University for training in anthropology.
The officers attending the conference had been circulated with an 'open letter' from
Olive Pink, a former student of Elkin, who had taken up anthropology in her forties
when she was employed doing drafting work with the New South Wales Department
of Public Works (open letter 28 January 1948, Elkin papers). She had joined the
Association for the Protection of Native Races two years before Elkin did and had
been advocating the reservation of the lands of the Warlpiri as early as 1931 when she
returned from a private visit to the Centre. Pink had carried out fieldwork in Central
Australia in 1933-34 and was again in Alice Springs early in 1941 when Chinnery had
been irritated by her 'arrogant demands to enter reserves', her hostility towards officers
of the Administration and towards missionaries, and in particular her attacks on
Strehlow (Chinnery to Elkin 19 February 1941, Elkin papers). She had settled in
Alice Springs and in her letter sought to temper any possible enthusiasm for the idea
of Commonwealth control by pointing out a few home truths about how -Native
Affairs were run in the Centre: McCoy, the officer in charge there, had been a 'truck
driver for many years for a local store' and had been put in charge of the 'half-caste
institution' only because his wife was a trained nurse; the two cadet patrol officers
were fonnerly 'merely clerks' and she suggested it might be worth inquiring about the
length and number of their patrols; McGarry, the man in charge at Yuendumu, was a
former lay brother who had previously worked in a Sydney department store and a
public inquiry should be held into the administration of the settlement Miss Pink, as
she was always respectfully and rather fearfully known, remained the scourge of the
Alice Springs office of the branch for another twenty years and more, contributing
massive files of correspondence in Alice Springs, Darwin and Canberra. But she may
never again have had such a wide audience for her views on the inadequacies of the
administration as she did with this eleven page letter. There was no love lost between
Elkin and his former student and he would have supported Carrodus and Moy if the
other officers had needed any encouragement to discount her criticisms.
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Later in the same year, when Elkin was back in the Territory for his annual August
visit, he presided as chairman of the first conference between the Administration and
the several mission organisations operating in the Territory (Conference of Mission
Authorities and Northern Territory Administration, 25-26 August 1948). Some of the
missionaries may not have seen him as an entirely neutral chairman. He was known
to be a valued adviser to governments and might have acquired something of a
reputation as a critic of mission work since his earlier intervention to expose what he
saw as maladministration at the Forrest River mission in Western Australia (Wise
1985, 64-67). (Driver had commented after meeting Elkin on his first visit to the
Territory, 'I really think that Elkin does not like Missions much' (AA CRS: Fl 46n67:
minute 25 October 1946).)
Missionaries generally saw anthropologists as
unsympathetic to mission efforts and tended to deplore their interest in 'pagan' rituals.
But Elkin's prestige was considerable and the missions could only be happy that the
conference provided the occasion for discussing substantially increased government
aid for their welfare and educational work in the reserve communities.
In Western Australia Elkin's advice had been sought on the appointment of a new
Commissioner for Native Welfare and his nominee, Stanley Middleton, a former
patrol officer and then assistant director of District Services and Native Affairs in Port
Moresby, had been given the job. Middleton was planning to appoint district officers,
some of whom he would recruit from Papua New Guinea, and 'also to have a cadet
training system' (AA CRS: FI 52/570: letter 25 October 1948).

Three of the four Northern Territory cadets spent half of 1948 attending Elkin's
training course at the University, leaving the branch much diminished. That Moy was
prepared to suffer this loss is evidence of the importance he attached to this academic
training. Bill Harney had finally decided to go and was 'on the old beach' at the
beginning of the year. To take his place in the north, Sweeney had moved back to
Darwin after returning from the Sydney University course, having spent nearly five
years in the Centre. Bill McCoy was left in charge there with Fred Gubbins his only
field officer.
It was Gubbins who had to cope with the series of crises presented when an epidemic
of measles spread through one settlement after another in the first half of the year.
Extra nursing staff had to be taken out to Areyonga and Haasts Bluff, along with
medicines and equipment, and ailing Aboriginal patients had to be brought in for care
and treatment. Sweeney was called down from Darwin to help in June and on this trip
he also made a horseback patrol, inspecting the Warramunga reserve, near Tennant
Creek, and later, in August, other areas farther north in the continuing search for a
more satisfactory site for the 'Phillips Settlement' (AA CRS: F315 49/393 Al: reports
20 June, 14 August & 1 September 1948). But Fred Gubbins had had enough and
resigned from the service towards the end of the year (NT Archives Oral History TS
225).
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To help fill the gap left with Harney's departure, Ronald Ryan, a thiny-seven year old
ex-seiviceman, who had joined the branch in 1946, was appointed as a patrol officer
for the northern pan of the Territory. It was Ryan who took charge of the droving of a
mob of Beswick station cattle from the railway at Adelaide River to Delissaville and
who took Elkin back to the Elsey/Beswick and Mainoru country in August (AA CRS:
F315 49/393Al: reports 30 July & 20 September 1948). And after Ted Evans
returned from Sydney, he and Ryan in October took a small team of Warlpiri workers
from Yuendumu to help establish the new settlement on the Catfish reseive (Moy to
Elkin 4 November 1948, Elkin papers).
If Harney had stayed with the branch he would have been appointed as the
Administration's liaison officer with a scientific expedition which visited Amhem
Land during the dry season of 1948, led by the South Australian anthropologist, CP
Mountford (Mountford 1951; AA CRS: A452 50/544; Fl 45/151). Plans for such an
expedition had been publicised three years earlier, when Mountford had returned from
a successful lecture tour of the United States, showing his colour films of Aboriginal
traditional life in Central Australia to American audiences. Earlier in the war
Mountford had been able to persuade the Postmaster-General's Department, for which
he was still working, to transfer him to Alice Springs where he borrowed Strehlow's
camels to make two filming trips into the western reseives. Later his Department had
lent him to the Depanment of Information which sponsored his two tours of America
and was supponing the planned Amhem Land expedition. On the American side it
was to be sponsored by the National Geographic Society. In 1946 Mountford had
asked Chinnery to make Harney available to accompany the expedition but delays and
postponements followed.
When at last Mountford was able to make firm
arrangements for an expedition in 1948 it was known that Harney would no longer be
with the branch. Instead Gordon Sweeney was appointed to travel with the team of
American and Australian scientists.

In April Sweeney flew with the advance party to Groote Eylandt, where Mountford
planned to make his first base camp at the abandoned flying boat base, within sight of
the Aboriginal community that Fred Gray had established at Umbakumba. But
Mountford had failed to arrange any boat for the expedition to use, its radio
transceiver was a failure and the vessel hired in Darwin to bring the main pany to
Groote Eylandt ran aground on the way out. As a result the expedition stayed at
Gray's settlement and remained heavily dependent on his help and the help of the
mission on the other side of the island. When Mountford decided to walk down to the
Anglican mission to send a wireless message, Sweeney took the opponunity to
explore the island, walking to the mission by way of Central Hill as well as inspecting
the mission so that he was able to repon on operations there and at Gray's settlement
(AA CRS: F315 49/393: reports 20 & 21 May 1948). At the end of the month the
RAAF flew a Catalina out with supplies for the expedition and with it came a newly
appointed acting patrol officer to replace Sweeney as liaison officer. Sweeney made
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his way back to Darwin with lifts on boats (to Roper River mission) and trucks and
within days was sent south to help check the measles epidemic in the centre.
Sweeney's replacement was Howard Coate, who had been working since 1934 as an
itinerant missionary based at Derby in Western Australia and who had acted as
superintendent of the Sunday Island mission for a period during the war (H Coate,
pers. comm., 25 April 1990). Coate had emigrated from England as a youth and
worked for five years on farms in the south west of Western Australia before
beginning studies at the Perth Bible Institute. Not long after he went to Derby he
decided that he should learn the local languages and he had been introduced to the
systematic study of Aboriginal languages by the Presbyterian missionary, JRB Love,
at Kunmunya, north of Derby. Encouraged and helped also by the linguist from
Elkin's department, Dr Arthur Capell, when he visited the Kimberley region in 1938
and afterwards, Coate 'had developed a latent linguistic ability' (Elkin 1948, 2). In
1946 Elkin had secured a small grant from the ANRC which enabled Coate to spend
eighteen months making a survey of the 'Wandjina galleries' in 'some of the roughest
country in Australia'. In June 1947 with his two Aboriginal helpers Coate succeeded
in re-locating the particular caves which Sir George Grey had visited and recorded in
1838. Elkin had been impressed with Coate's 'persistence, endurance and bush skills'
and the 'linguistic ability which enabled him to record in three Northern Kimberley
languages myths relating to the cult heroes of those myths', sending to Elkin some
4,250 lines of text and interline translations.
Just after Coate's survey work in the Kimberleys came to a successful conclusion, the
Commonwealth authorities responsible for the proposed 'Guided Projectile Range' to
be based at Woomera in South Australia were looking for a suitably experienced man
to appoint as a 'native patrol officer' there. The South Australian director inquired
whether Syd Kyle-Little would be interested but Moy told Elkin that none of his
officers were interested - they believed that work in the Territory had 'more future'
(Elkin to Moy 28 July, Moy to Elkin 31 July 1947). Elkin had thought of suggesting
Howard Coate for the Woomera job as a 'good type morally' and a man 'used to the
bush life', with linguistic skills and a good knowledge of Aboriginal people; he
proposed that he might be used in the Territory if Kyle-Little went to Woomera.
Nothing came of this but in November Coate, then thirty-seven years old, applied for a
patrol officer position and asked Elkin to give him a reference. This application was
mislaid but in February Elkin had written to both Carrodus and Moy enclosing a copy
and, while noting that he did not know Coate personally, suggesting that he had 'the
qualities which would be of great value in the Native Affairs Branch (Elkin to
Carrodus 16 February 1948, Elkin papers).
Coate remained with Mountford's expedition for five months, helping the botanist
with 'the detailed mapping of the swamp communities on Bickerton Island' and then
moving on to Yirrkala, the second base camp, where he was able to gather material for
a first dictionary of the Gubapuyngu language (Specht 1958, viii; AA CRS: Fl
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52/570: letter 12 August 1948). General dissatisfaction with Mountford's leadership
then threatened the continuation of the work but the Administrator flew to Yirrkala
with the American consul from Adelaide and the director of the Department of
Information in Canberra and negotiated arrangements which left Mountford as 'leader'
but reduced his responsibilities. Bill Harney was engaged by the government
'officially as guide and adviser, unofficially also as entertainer and raconteur', perhaps
partly in the hope that his genial presence might help to prevent the break up of the
expedition (Lamshed 1972, 139). He was to be paid at his 'old patrol officer rate' but
Coate remained the official branch representative (AA CRS: Fl 45/151: memorandum
12 July 1948). Moy had told Elkin in July that he was so far 'impressed with Coate':
He's a tenacious little fellow, extremely keen.fearless and appears to attack
things along the right lines (Moy to Elkin 9 July 1948, Elkin papers).

But Moy was not confident that he would be able to keep him in the branch because
priority had to be given to ex-servicemen. When the party left Yirrkala in early
September, Coate 'out of curiosity did a very fine walk from Yirrkala to Milingimbi'
with six Aboriginal helpers (AA CRS: Fl 52/570: letter 4 November 1948). Moy
noted that he was 'very keen, works well but has a tendency to tread on people's corns
unnecessarily'.
The expedition returned to Darwin at the beginning of November and the following
year Coate was posted to the Centre to take charge of the Yuendumu settlement when
McGarry departed. At Yuendumu he began the first study of the Warlpiri language
but he came into conflict with other staff and the Baptist mission worlcer there and left
the branch and the Territory in April 1950 (AA CRS: Fl 49/393 Al: report 26 May
1949; letter 2 March 1950, Elkin papers). After some years as a medical worlcer in
New Guinea, Coate returned to the north-west and again devoted himself to the study
of the languages of the region, collaborating with Elkin for a time in the 1960s.
Another member of this expedition was John Bray, who was hired as cook and later
became the 'transport officer', but who also served as 'honorary entomologist' and
collector of reptiles (Mountford 1956, xxvii; Lamshed 1972, 131). When the party
moved to Oenpelli, Bray accompanied the two researchers who went to camp with an
Aboriginal family at Fish Creek to study their food gathering practices and 'added
many insects to his entomological collection'. Bray remained in Darwin when the
expedition left and joined the Native Affairs Branch as a clerlc. In 1950 he was
appointed as a temporary patrol officer and served for nearly three years, mainly in the
Centre, before leaving to join the Animal Industry Branch of the Administration in
Alice Springs.
The months Harney spent with the expedition at Yirrkala and at Oenpelli mission led
on to more short term engagements when Mountford returned to the north. The next
year Mountford was back at Oenpelli with a photographer to gather more colour
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photographs of the rock paintings for a UNESCO volume, eventually published in
1954, and he again brought Harney out of retirement at his camp at Twofeller Creek,
across the Harbour from Darwin, to act as adviser and guide. In 1954 Mountford
called on Hamey's help for a six-month expedition to Melville Island. Meanwhile
Harney had also continued his association with Elkin, accompanying him as 'local
organiser and general helper' on the five week, six man expedition Elkin organised in
August 1949, primarily to 'record chants' and ceremonies at Mainoru and at Beswick
(Oceania 20.2, 165). The branch too was not finished with Harney: in 1957 he was
persuaded to rejoin as ranger at Ayers Rock for seven months employment each year
in the tourist season and he continued with this congenial work until the year of his
death in 1962.
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CHAPTER9
INSPECTING CATTLE STATIONS
1949-51

While Evans, Kyle-Little and Penhall were attending lectures in Sydney from March
to September 1948, Moy had been able to secure approval to advertise two more
cadetships. By the end of that year all four of the 1946 cadets had been promoted to
patrol officer positions and, with Sweeney and Ryan, the branch had the six patrol
officers envisaged in Abbott's 1945 proposals as well as the two acting or temporary
patrol officers, McCoy and Coate. Moy planned to station the six officers at four
towns around the Territory, as soon as accommodation could be provided: two would
be based in Darwin, one in Katherine, two in Alice Springs, and two in Elliott (AA
CRS: Fl 49/393: memorandum 29 July 1949). 'Mick' Driver, the Administrator, was
keen to develop Elliott, the tiny township situated just half-way between Alice Springs
and Darwin, as a centre for administrative activities, and it provided a convenient
point from which officers could patrol both the Victoria River and Barkly Tableland
stations and the main stock routes between the Western Australian and Queensland
borders. But the shortage of housing remained a real constraint on staffing for the
whole Administration: by the end of June 1949, only 38 new houses had been built by
the Government in the four years since the war (NTA 1948/49, 4).
Moy told Elkin that two of the thirty qualified applicants for the cadet positions were
'exceptionally good'. Both men were in their early twenties and single, and both were
appointed from outside the Commonwealth Public Service. The first to join, JW
Connolly, was appointed in November 1948. He began work at the beginning of
December, and within a week he was down the track with Sweeney visiting cattle
stations and the Phillip Creek settlement. The second cadet, JKR Doolan, had put his
age up to join the Navy in 1945 after he left school and had been working at canecutting and other jobs in north Queensland since his discharge. He was not appointed
until January 1949, but he too was posted to Darwin. Ron Ryan was sent to do the
Sydney University course in 1949 and Evans spent several months in the Centre,
acting as district superintendent for a time. This meant that the new cadets were often
working alone or in tandem, as they did when they visited Pine Creek and Adelaide
River in March-April when the measles epidemic reached there. But in mid-year Jack
Connolly was sent to the Alice Springs office and he accompanied Evans and Penhall
on lengthy patrols of the western reserve communities and the cattle stations.
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At the end of June 1949, the task of inspecting the working conditions of Aboriginal
stockmen and domestic servants on the cattle stations became the priority job for
patrol officers. Sweeney had been able to look at conditions on some of the large
properties in the Victoria River district ·in 1943 and 1944 and Harney had made the
first comprehensive patrols of the Barkly Tableland in 1944 and of the 'western
stations' (Victoria River district) in 1945. Abbott, possibly disturbed by some of the
comments Sweeney and Harney had made about conditions on the stations which
indicated that all was not well, had wanted an overall review of Aboriginal
employment in the pastoral industry. He had instructed Vic Carrington, then acting
Director of Native Affairs, to undertake a survey of the industry in September and
October 1945. Carrington had reported that, on the whole, Aboriginal workers were
fed and clothed reasonably well but he recommended increased cash wages for all
workers rather than the continuation of the system which allowed stations to maintain
the dependent relatives of workers instead of paying cash wages. Before Carrington's
report reached Canberra, the Minister of the day, HV Johnson, had been reported in
the press as commenting that 'some cattle stations in the Northern Territory were using
native labour under almost slave conditions' (Adelaide News 9 November 1945).
Chinnery had then suggested that conditions in the industry might properly be referred
to the Arbitration Commission but Abbott opposed that proposal (AA CRS: A431
50/294: memorandum 21 November 1945).
Carrodus later proposed to the
pastoralists' associations that they meet with officials to discuss Carrington's scheme
but it was decided to wait until the new director took up duty in Darwin. Preparing for
this conference in December, Moy sent an urgent request to Elkin for a copy of the
report which the Bemdts had made on their survey work for Vesteys (Telegram, 6
December 1946, Elkin papers).
The conference was finally held in Alice Springs early in January 1947 under the
chairmanship of Arthur Blakeley, a Commissioner of the Conciliation and Arbitration
Court (AA CRS: A431 50/294). Blakeley had been an official of the Australian
Workers Union and during his parliamentary career had served for three years (192932) as Minister of Home Affairs, responsible for the Northern Territory. The
pastoralists agreed on new minimum rates which were to be brought into effect as
soon as regulations could be drafted. But this process proved extraordinarily slow and ,
the industry enjoyed a reprieve of some two years before new Aboriginal (Pastoral
Industry) Regulations came into effect on 1 July 1949. The Administration prepared
draft regulations in February but it was nearly three months before the department in
Canberra sent them on to the Attorney General's Department. Amended drafts were
returned to the Territory in July but more than a year elapsed before the draft was back
with the Attorney General's Department for final checking. Monthly reminders were
then sent from Darwin but the regulations remained for most of the year embedded in
the Attorney General's Department where clearly other drafting matters had priority.
During this waiting period an attempt by the union concerned, the North Australian
Workers Union, to have Aboriginal employment in the industry regulated under the
Pastoral Industry Award was defeated when Conciliation Commissioner Portus
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decided in 1948 that this was a matter for the Administration. The Union did,
however, strengthen its position in relation to Aboriginal workers in the industry by
removing the barriers it had imposed on Aboriginal membership (AA CRS: Fl
49/574; Rowley 1971, 286-7).
Sweeney had meanwhile made an extended patrol of the 'western stations' in
September and October 1947, when he introduced Evans to the area and to the
procedures of station inspections (AA CRS: F315 49/393Al: report 21 October 1947).
The message that Sweeney brought to Victoria River Downs and other stations during
this patrol - that 'the natives were free agents and if stations did not fulfil their
obligations the native was within his rights in seeking better conditions elsewhere' was not particularly welcome. One manager, Tom Quilty at Coolibah, had thought it
worthwhile to contest this challenge to the tradition that 'absconding natives' should be
returned to their employers. The Secretary of the Northern Territory Pastoral Lessees
Association wrote to the Administrator with Quilty's complaint that since Sweeney
and Evans had visited, there had been 'no end of trouble' because Sweeney had 'told
the blacks they were free agents, at liberty to do as they wished, that they are like
white people with the same privileges' and were 'at liberty to go walkabout at any
time' (AA CRS: Fl 48/208: letter 16 April 1948). The Association's executive thought
the patrol officer's attitude 'quite unsound' and called for the 'strongest action' to
counter this sort of propaganda and 'to prevent its further dissemination'. Moy noted
that a police protector visiting the station some years before ·had warned Quilty 'to
alter his treatment of the blacks or they would eventually leave him' and that Harney
in 1944 had found all the workers discontented and their conditions unsatisfactory 'and I told him so', wrote Harney (AA CRS: Fl 48/208: minute 10 May 1948). Quilty
had been warned that failure to comply with the statutory conditions of employment
for Aboriginal workers would lead to cancellation of his licence to employ. When
Sweeney and Evans had visited they had found two men working a hand pump from
sunrise to sunset, with time off for meals, seven days a week to raise water from the
river. Sweeney had told Quilty's son that Aboriginal workers 'could not be regarded
as forced labour' and were free to seek better conditions elsewhere. The Administrator
replied in these terms to the Association's complaint and no more was heard of the
matter (AA CRS: Fl 48/208: letter 10 May 1948).
After Syd Kyle-Little returned from Sydney in September 1948, he had visited several
stations in the Victoria River district with a police constable who was investigating
some criminal matters involving Aboriginal station workers (AA CRS: F315
49/393AI: report 22 September 1948). Kyle-Little had next gone on to make a patrol
on horseback of the relatively inaccessible stations of the Gulf district from early
October to mid-November. He used horses borrowed from the police at Borroloola
and for the first four days he travelled with a constable but then continued eastward
with his patrol assistant (from Maningrida) and a team of seven riding horses, one
packhorse and three mules. He had a bad fall three days later but despite this injury
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continued his patrol to Burketown and back to Borroloola, covering some 635 miles
(1016 kms) (AA CRS: F315 49/393AII: report 21 December 1948).
But it was only in the second half of 1949 that the patrol officers started to make
regular and comprehensive patrols of the stations, first to acquaint the owners and
managers with the new requirements and then to begin enforcing those regulations. In
the north, Evans, after first taking Elkin to Mainoru station, patrolled the 'Wave HillTimber Creek areas' and twice visited the newly established settlement at Hooker
Creek, while Ryan visited the stations of the Roper River valley (AA CRS: F315
49/393AII). Before this Evans had made a patrol of the stations north-east of Alice
Springs (with Connolly) and Penhall had visited all the stations south of Alice Springs
on a lengthy patrol with the police constable based at Finke; but since a copy of the
new regulations had not yet been received, the new requirements could not be fully
explained to the cattlemen. Having completed this month-long patrol in August,
Penhall spent all of October making a patrol of the Barkly Tableland stations with
Connolly.

A 'most hated task'
The main task of the patrol officers was to examine and report on employment
conditions and the accommodation, water supplies and other facilities on the stations.
But they were also able to provide a link with relatives of the station people who were
being treated in hospital and especially with those who had been taken for treatment at
the Darwin leprosarium where they might spend years. Ron Ryan commented on this
when summarising his 1949 patrols:
From my own personal point of view the most satisfactory part of this patrol
was the pleasure given to the relatives and friends of the Channel Island
leprosy patients and to the patients themselves by messages and letters given
and received (AA CRS: Fl 50/10: report 4 January 1950).

Ryan also described how he provided a link with children who had been sent away for
schooling to Darwin and to the 'half-caste' missions at Croker Island and Garden
Point. But the patrol officers were also under instruction to record details of any 'halfcaste' children in the station camps and recommend whether they should be sent away
for care and education at those mission institutions.
Police protectors had been taking such children from the stations in the 1920s and
1930s, when they were accommodated and given some schooling at the 'Half-Caste
Institutions' in Darwin and Alice Springs or at the Anglican mission home on Groote
Eylandt. Some fathers made their own arrangements for the schooling of their
offspring or asked the police to take the children to town when they were old enough
to go to school; some insisted on raising their own children and regarded schooling as
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10.

Patrol Officer Evans and patrol assistants, Harts Range, north-east of Alice Springs
[July 1949]

(State Reference Library of the Northern Territory)

unnecessary and undesirable; and others took no apparent interest at all in the future of
their offspring. Sometimes the station owners and their wives assumed responsibility
for the upbringing of children born on their stations: Sweeney in his report of his 1947
patrol recorded that the manager at Manbulloo station was 'caring for a part-aboriginal
boy ... [who] has his meals at the Manager's house' and at Humbert River a thirteen year
old boy, whose mother had died, was 'taking correspondence lessons under Mrs
Schultz's supervision' (AA CRS: F315 49/393AI: report 21 October 1947). Some
children always escaped the system, especially boys, a number of whom stayed on the
stations, learned the skills of the stockmen and bush worker, and raised their own
families there (cf. McGrath 1987, 90-4).
This policy of removing 'half-caste' children from the camps had apparently been
established early in the Commonwealth's administration of the Territory and had been
maintained by Cook, who was keen that the 'mixed-blood' population should be
absorbed by the white population of the Territory. Writing to William Morley of the
APNR in 1931, Cook stated that the 'half-caste policy' embraced 'the collection of all
illegitimate half-castes male and female under the age of 16 years for housing in
institutions for educational purposes' (AA CRS: Al 36/6595: letter 28 April 1931).
Chinnery had accepted the practice but proposed that the care and education of the
children should be left to missions. Outlining policy proposals in July, Moy argued
that it must be the intention that 'the part aborigine becomes absorbed in the
population of the Territory therefore he must commence to be absorbed from his
infancy' (AA CRS: Fl 43/24: draft 6 July 1949). But the government was subject to
criticism both because such children were seen in Aboriginal camps and because they
were removed:
The presence of such children [in native camps] is decried, though a
benevolent Government, acting entirely in the interests of the individual, is
criticized severely when the child is removed for upbringing and education.

In the war years it had been impracticable for the police to continue to send children in
and the 1949 patrols of the cattle stations were the occasion for a comprehensive
check of the numbers and ages of 'coloured' children on the stations. It was also the
occasion to send in children whose presence had been reported on earlier visits,
notably during Sweeney's 1947 patrol with Evans when he had listed twenty-six
children living with their mothers, as well as forty in part-Aboriginal families (AA
CRS: F315 49/393Al: report 21 October 1947).
Les Penhall reported a total of forty-four part-Aboriginal people on the stations south
of Alice Springs, many of them adults (AA CRS: F315 49/388: report 29 August
1949). On some stations most of the residents were of mixed descent and a number,
including the owners and managers of some of the stations, were 'exempt' from the
provisions of the Aboriginals Ordinance - that is, they enjoyed the rights of ordinary
Australian citizens. On Henbury Station, where the population was predominantly of
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mixed descent, Penhall suggested that 'some of the younger, near white laddies could
be brought in' but of a young woman of fifteen or sixteen years at another station he
wrote: 'I don't think it would help her in anyway to remove her from her present
environment'.
Another girl of fourteen he considered 'too old' but a seven year old on the same
station he suggested might possibly be 'brought in next year for schooling'. On this
sweep through the southern stations he brought no children in but on his patrol of the
Barlcly Tableland stations later in the year 'four part-aboriginal children were
transferred from Anthony's Lagoon to Darwin' (AA CRS: F315 49/388: report 1
November 1949). Here too he thought it was too late to contemplate removing some
children:
All the half-caste European Aborigines are too old to be removed, the
remainder are too dark and have been more or less inculcated in tribal
doctrine, so are much better where they are.

He also met some station people who did not go along with the branch's practice of
removing children to school. He reported that at Bank.a Bank.a station,
Mr and Mrs Ward are paying the school fees of both ... They don't agree with
the Department's policy of removing part aboriginals from their mothers, so
they have decided to send the children to school at their own expense. I
explained that if every employer sent the part aboriginal children to school
the Native Affairs Branch would not have to remove them. It was a job no
one liked, but it gave the children an opportunity to lift themselves out of
their environment.

At Tobem1.orey he met a station owner who had 'his own theories', disdaining
schooling for any children, white or black.
When Ted Evans went out to the Victoria River stations he had instructions to arrange
the removal of five children who had previously been identified as suitable for sending
away and these were duly removed by aircraft from Wave Hill (AA CRS: F315
49/393AIII: report 23 December 1949). Evans reported at once on the painful scene
that resulted and his summary report, written several weeks later, led to a critical
review of the practice and radical changes in the way it was administered:
The removal of the children from Wave Hill by MacRobertson Miller aircraft
was accompanied by distressing scenes the like of which I wish never to
experience again. The engines of the 'plane are not stopped at Wave Hill
and the noise combined with the strangeness of an aircraft only accentuated
the grief and fear of the children, resulting in near-hysteria in two of them. I
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am quite convinced that news of my action at Wave Hill preceded me to the
other stations, resulting in the children being taken away prior to my arrival.

Evans recommended using aircraft 'only in extreme cases' in future and proposed that
'if possible the children be left with their mothers until they are at least six years of
age'. He also proposed 'the appointment of an itinerant female welfare worker to
assist native mothers on cattle stations and to help in the gentler removal of partaboriginal children'. Evans reported, as Penhall had done, that some children were
'too dark-skinned to remove' or 'too old to re-adjust ... to a white community or way of
life'.
The Government Secretary, RS Leydin, advised Driver that the practice seemed likely
to attract 'criticism for violation of the present day conception of "human rights" ' and
'to outrage the feelings of the average observer' (AA CRS: Fl 47/201: minute 4
January 1950). The Director of Native Affairs had the power, as 'legal guardian of
every aboriginal and of every half-caste child', to take children into care but Leydin
noted that his branch was unable to produce any document recording the approval of
the policy by a minister. In the circumstances he proposed that this practice of
removing children without parental consent (and also the practice of ordering the
removal of Aboriginal people to reserves for specified periods) should cease at once
until it could be shown that 'considered approvals' had been given by the Minister and
that the way in which the policies were to be administered had been 'carefully
considered and approved' by the Administrator. Driver having given such instruction,
Moy reported finding a reference to the policy in a statement issued when Arthur
Blakeley was Minister for Home Affairs in 1931 (AA CRS: Fl 47/201: minute 20
March 1950). This indicated that it was the policy 'to collect half-castes and train
them in institutions to enable them eventually to take their places in the ordinary life
of the community' and that 'half-caste girls are brought into the homes as soon as
possible after reaching an age when they can be separated from their native mothers'.
He indicated that it had been the branch's policy 'to remove the children from their
native mothers as soon after birth as is reasonably possible' and asked that the means
of transport used be left to his discretion, though in future 'older children' would 'be
transported by motor vehicle and wherever possible in charge of a nursing sister'.
When Ron Ryan next made his 'routine patrol' of the cattle stations east and south of
Katherine he took with him a 'female welfare worker', Sister Ryan, his wife (AA CRS:
Fl 50/10: report 26 December 1950).
But these changes in the practice did not end the criticism. In October 1951 Dr
Charles Duguid was reported in the press as saying that 'the most hated task' of the
patrol officers was the separation of 'half-caste' babies from their mothers in
accordance with a 'cruel Commonwealth order' (Herald 23 October 1951). Moy was
again called on to explain and justify the practice, as then administered. Moy wrote
that when patrol officers were asked to try to remove part-aboriginal children, they
impressed upon the mothers 'the advantages to be gained by the children and the
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disadvantages of allowing them to remain in the camp' (AA CRS: Fl 52/250: minute
24 October 1951). If the parents were,
Loth to part with the child the matter is left until the next visit when another
attempt is made and the process of "educating" the parent is continued.
Eventually (and a period of two years may elapse between the first attempt
and final success) the child is willingly handed to the custody of the Patrol
Officer.
Under these circumstances there is no distress on the part of either party. In
fact it strengthens the confidence of the native peoples in the work of the
patrol officer. There have been instances of mothers giving their partaboriginal children into the care of Native Affairs Branch officials without
any prompting and, only this year, one aboriginal mother brought her two
part-aboriginal children to Darwin and asked that they be admitted to one of
the Institutions

Mothers, he claimed, were all given the chance to go with their children to Darwin or
Alice Springs and those who took the opportunity 'invariably return to their country
satisfied'. They also appreciated the photographs which some patrol officers took of
the children and sent to their mothers. For patrol officers the removal of these
children was 'one of their more difficult tasks' but the work was done 'in a spirit of
understanding, appreciation and cooperation' and thus they were able to maintain
'harmonious relations with the full-blood aborigines in their districts'.
Revised procedures were formally approved by the Minister six months later (AA
CRS: FI 52/520: minute 3 February 1954). These restricted the practice to children
who were neglected or in need of medical care or whose removal was expressly
requested by the mother. The interests of the children were to be paramount. The
merits of the policy and of the mission institutions were further examined in 1953 and
new proposals made early in 1954, but by that time Moy had left the branch and
transferred to the department in Canberra. And with a new minister in Canberra all
the policies were being overhauled. The effect of these successive changes in
approach is evident in the figures given later in answer to a parliamentary question
which showed that eighteen part-Aboriginal children were removed in 1950 alone,
twenty-one in the three years 1951 to 1953, and just seven in the three years 1954 to
1956 (AA CRS: Fl 56/2931: parliamentary question 27 March 1957).
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CHAPTER10
ADVENTURES IN ARNHEM LAND
1949-51

The only patrol officers who were not engaged in the inspection of the cattle stations
in the second half of 1949 were Syd Kyle-Little and Jack Doolan. They were busy on
the north coast of Amhem Land developing a scheme to arrest the 'drift' from the
reserve, which remained as serious a concern for the Administration as it had been
before the war. After a long and arduous foot patrol that Kyle-Little had made early in
the year, Frank Moy proposed that a patrol officer should work in Amhem Land in an
effort to stem this emigration.

In January a report had come in from Milingimbi mission that Raiwala, a leading
figure in the district, had been killed. This man had been Donald Thomson's admired
companion and assistant during the months he spent in the country south of the
mission in 1936/37 and again during the war, when Sergeant Raiwala had led one of
the sections of the North Australia Observer Unit which Thomson organised and led
from February 1942 to March 1943 (Thomson 1983, 113-39). Since the report of the
murder seemed reliable and murder was the business of the police, it was arranged
that Kyle-Little would accompany a police officer, Constable John Gordon. But the
Administrator, 'Mick' Driver, stated that the patrol officer would be 'the leader of the
patrol as regards tracks, country, contact with natives, etc.'. The acting Superintendent
of Police, no doubt seeing potential for difficulty in this arrangement, insisted that,
where Gordon 'deemed it fit in the interests of justice to pursue any one particular
route, that should be the path of the party, Mr Kyle-Little rendering all possible
assistance' (AA CRS: Fl 46/677: memorandums 5, 10 and 11 January 1949). It was
hoped that this joint investigation by officers of the Police and Native Affairs
Branches would 'pave the way for further cooperation in such matters' (AA CRS:
A43149/459: memorandum 2 February 1949).
The two officers and a party of Aboriginal
guides and carriers set off overland in midJanuary to find those who had reported the
incident and then to investigate it (AA CRS:
F315 49/393Al: report on patrol from
After visiting
Milingimbi to Mainoru).
Raiwala's camp at Katji and interrogating one
of his wives and other relatives, they crossed
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the Blyth River and followed the Liverpool River towards its headwaters in the rugged
escarpment country, where an air-drop of supplies had been arranged. The going was
hard in the heat and the party had not reached Havelock Falls, the site for the 'drop',
when the due day arrived. A fire served to signal where they were and much-needed
supplies were dropped that day and again the next day. One of the carriers, who had
insisted on coming with the patrol despite doubts at Milingimbi about his fitness,
sickened and died while the party halted for the air drop, but after several days the
journey was resumed. The party continued south through the rough 'stone country' to
the Bulman waterhole area and finally reached Mainoru station on 3 March.
While Gordon and Kyle-Little were making their journey across Amhem Land, word
came to Darwin that the alleged victim had reached Mainoru at Christmas time and
had since moved on to Beswick station, while the alleged murderer remained at
Mainoru (AA CRS: Fl 46/677: minute 22 February 1949). Raiwala had had a
difficult journey across dry country before the rains and had been saved from
perishing only by his wife's success in finding water after he had collapsed. However
the story of his murder was unfounded.
Relations between Gordon and Kyle-Little were strained during their journey and this
was reflected in their reports. Gordon had proposed abandoning the plan to move
south across the escarpment country, since it seemed that the incident had occurred
near Bulman, which could be more readily approached from the south through
Mainoru. His judgment had been proved correct. Gordon considered it 'a slur on the
ability of the Police' to appoint a patrol officer as leader of a joint patrol (AA CRS: Fl
46/677: report 14 March 1949). Kyle-Little for his part suggested that Gordon was
not fit enough to undertake a hard bush walk. The Administrator determined that,
in future all patrols dealing mainly with police investigations, will be led by
a Police Officer whilst patrols dealing with ordinary native welfare or
investigation will be led by a Native Affairs officer (AA CRS: FI 46/677:
minute 26 April 1949).

The patrol had attracted a deal of newspaper publicity and it was embarrassing that all
this effort had gone into investigating a crime that was never committed. Moy argued
that the patrol had added significantly to the Administration's 'meagre knowledge of
the country' and its people and took up Kyle-Little's recommendations that a patrol
officer should 'move around Amhem Land regularly' and that a trading post should be
established at the Liverpool River which could serve as a base for such patrol work
and help stem the 'drift towards Darwin' (AA CRS: Fl 46/677: minute 12 April 1949).
The Administrator, whose instructions might be blamed for the wasted effort,
concluded that the patrol had been 'well worthwhile and well conducted by both
officers' and was happy to go along with May's proposal that Kyle-Little should return
to the Liverpool after Easter to repatriate
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some sixty natives who came to Darwin just prior to the Wet season and to
investigate the possibility of encouraging the inhabitants of the area to hunt
crocodiles and barter skins along similar lines to the barter stores which
have been established in the Centre by the Hermannsburg Mission
authorities (AA CRS : F 1 49/393 Al: memorandum 12 April 1949).

In April Kyle-Little with Jack Doolan's assistance began work on making seaworthy
the launch Amity, acquired some years earlier by the branch and then held at the Snake
Bay settlement (Doolan 1989, 2). By the beginning of June they were ready to set off
for the Liverpool River, laden with trade goods and salt for the preparation of the
crocodile skins that were to provide the main source of cash to sustain the operation.
At the same time the Administration's motor vessel Kuru was engaged to pick up the
sixty people from the Liverpool River country who had walked in towards Darwin but
had been persuaded to camp at Gunn Point to the north east of the town where they
had been rationed until they could be taken home. The news that the patrol officers
were going out to open a post in their country was enough to make the group all keen
to board the Kuru and return home. The Amity had an exciting voyage; battered and
nearly sunk by a storm on the way to Cape Don, they had to bale out and repair the
boat there. Having eventually reached the Liverpool mouth, escorted by the Kuru, the
pair erected a bush timber and paperbark shelter for the stores and began to explain
their purposes to the local people. They sailed east to look at prospective pearling
grounds that might be exploited and to test the likely areas for crocodile shooting. In
the Blyth River the Amity sunk when it fouled a submerged tree on the falling tide.
With much effort and ingenuity the two men and their Aboriginal helpers contrived to
refloat the vessel and eventually to sail it to Goulbum Island. There, in mid-July, they
were able to report the sinking three weeks earlier and write a preliminary 'Report on
the development of local industries in the Liverpool River area' (AA CRS: Fl 50/81:
report 18 July 1949).
The prospects for developing a trade in crocodile skins seemed good, since they had
seen vast numbers of 'saurians' in the Liverpool, Tomkinson and Blyth Rivers. The
Gunavidji people of the Liverpool River mouth were keen to work at trepanging but
the prospects of pearl shell gathering would need further investigation. Up to three
hundred and twenty people had come in to the base camp at 'Munin-grida' (later
rendered as Maningrida) and many, particularly the children, were in poor health and
undernourished.
While Kyle-Little had the Amity towed to Elcho Island where the mission engineer,
Harold Shepherdson, spent a week overhauling the engine, Doolan walked and swam
overland back to the Liverpool to resume operations there. When Kyle-Little returned
they set up trepanging camps east and west of the Liverpool, resumed crocodile
shooting and collected the baskets, mats and 'trinkets' which the women had been
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making. Instructions had come for Doolan to return to Darwin and they sailed with
the skins and other goods for Goulbum Island early in September.
Syd Kyle-Little returned to Maningrida, loading a quantity of trepang and mats and
baskets from the coastal camps on the way, and resumed the first-aid work there,
crocodile shooting and the clearing of an airstrip to allow the visit of doctor. While
Doolan in Darwin reported on the enthusiastic response of the people of the area to the
proposed schemes for producing goods for trading, and Ron Ryan set about selling the
first sample consignment, Kyle-Little was able to tum to night-shooting of crocodiles,
with equipment scrounged at Goulbum Island, a rather more efficient method than the
daylight shooting to which they were previously limited. Ryan had found that some of
the skins and other items sent in were unsaleable but had sold the rest for a total of just
under £110; trade goods to this amount were eventually sent out for distribution at
Maningrida. Meanwhile Ryan had visited the post early in October in the Kuru, on
his way to Groote Eylandt with police investigating a killing there, and reported on the
progress made on what he regarded as 'one of the best projects' that the branch had
initiated.
Ted Evans was another who was impressed with the Liverpool River scheme and
thought there should be more such projects. In August when he accompanied
Professor Elkin's party to Mainoru, he found that a party of nine young men had
walked there from Yirrkala, evidently dissatisfied with the limited opportunities there
after the war and 'hungry for money' (AA CRS: F315 49/393AII: report 22 August
1949). Evans proposed that the mission should be encouraged to open a 'barter store'
along the lines of Kyle-Little's operation or that the branch should open such stores in
the region, possibly on the Goyder River, at Arnhem Bay and at Buckingham Bay. He
suggested a patrol in the next dry season from Arnhem Bay, across to Blue Mud Bay
and south to Rose River to assess the situation. Nothing came of this but a few
months later, Moy, reviewing the lack of progress at Yirrkala since the war, argued
that 'some form of patrol work is necessary if the station is to serve and hold the
natives in the area' (AA CRS: Fl 49/459: review report to 31 December 1949).
When people from Goulbum Island visited Maningrida in October, an epidemic of
measles broke out and some died. Doolan was sent to help in a medical aircraft which
landed on the hastily completed airstrip bringing stores and medicines. Early in
November a government vessel brought out the trade goods and an unwelcome
instruction that Kyle-Little and Doolan were to return to Darwin by the end of the
month. The post was to be closed down for the 'wet season'. Kyle-Little had earlier
made some exploratory patrols of the inland areas and he and Doolan made 'a couple _
of foot patrols' up the Liverpool and Tomkinson in the last weeks before they packed
the Amity for the trip to Darwin in early December.
Kyle-Little immediately found himself posted to Melville Island to take care of the
Snake Bay settlement (Kyle Little 1957, 235). He was left there over Christmas and
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was not relieved until the end of January. He sent in some suggestions about the
future of the 'Liverpool River Settlement' in December but felt he could not make a
full report on his seven months work on the project while he was at Snake Bay so that
his 'Report on the Liverpool River Project' is dated 22 March 1950 (AA CRS: Fl
50/81). By then the Acting Director of Native Affairs had proposed that rather than
continue with the Liverpool River post, the Administration should take over the
Anglican mission at Oenpelli, on the western boundary of the reserve, and use this as
a base for a patrol officer who could patrol the whole reserve and take responsibility
for the 'establishment, conduct and supervision' of trading posts. Kyle-Little was
taking leave in May and no officer would be available to re-open the post at
Maningrida. He did acknowledge that the 'natives are restless and most inclined
towards drift' but believed his ambitious scheme to make Oenpelli into a government
settlement was the preferable answer to the problem - a problem which was then
being exacerbated by the decision of the Oenpelli staff not to provide any tobacco at
the mission. Both Sweeney and Evans had been out to report on the situation at the
mission and the effects of the tobacco ban on population movements (AA CRS: Fl
49/393 A II: reports 29 November and 12 December 1949).
The man relieving Moy during the 'wet' of 1949-50 was RK McCaffrey, a solidly built
thirty-nine year old police officer. He had joined the Northern Territory Police in
January 1935 and had served for most of his time with the force as police prosecutor,
both before and after the war. During the war he had served with the military police
as deputy provost marshal with the Third Division AIF in New Guinea and the islands
(Dexter 1961, 27n; Long 1963, 97n). Reg McCaffrey has recorded that Moy invited
him to work on the development of the scheme for a 'native constabulary' but this was
not approved (NT Archives Oral History TS85). Instead he took the place of Yin
White as Chief Oerk when White had to take sick leave in 1948 and effectively
retired from the service in 1949 (NTA 1949, 17). White had felt the pressure of the
war years; when he was on leave in Victoria in the summer of 1944 and applying for
extended furlough, he wrote of the 'two year nightmare' that had followed December
1941 (White to Chinnery 13 February 1944, Chinnery papers). By 1948 his 'nerves
were in a very bad state'(AA CRS: Fl 52/570: letter 4 November 1948). The early
loss of its most experienced officer, then only forty-eight years old, was a blow for the
branch and it meant that, when Moy took several months leave from October 1949,
the branch was headed by a man whose training and experience was in police work
rather than in Aboriginal affairs.
The Federal election in December 1949 had no immediate impact on the work of the
branch. The Menzies administration's first Minister for the Interior, Philip McBride
(later Sir Philip), held the position for just ten months and his successor, Eric Harrison
(later Sir Eric), for seven months. But the departure of Carrodus after fourteen years
as Secretary of the Department of the Interior did mark the end of an era.
Joe Carrodus had been a firm believer in the wisdom of limiting the Commonwealth
government's involvement in Aboriginal affairs and had helped to discourage his
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political masters from g1vmg way to public pressure for a more interventionist
approach. But he had taken an active interest in improving the administration of
Aboriginal affairs in the Territory and was thoroughly familiar with the Northern
Territory and its people. He left Interior in 1949 to spend his last months before
retirement as Director of Civil Defence.
While Kyle-Little had been 'wet seasoning' at Snake Bay, Evans had been sent to 'sit
down and watch the situation' at Borroloola in early January 1950. The Police Branch
had decided that this small and remote township no longer justified a station; the
closing of the police station left the Native Affairs Branch with the responsibility for
the ration depot and the Aboriginal people who depended on it. Moy had no married
couple available to post there but planned to staff the centre after the wet season (Moy
to Elkin 29 November 1949, Elkin papers). Instructed to carry out general patrol
duties 'as the weather and facilities permitted', Evans faced a lonelier wet season than
his 1946-47 summer at Gove, and a more idle one, since he was provided with no
means of transport. The prospects looked even worse when after some weeks he
found that most of the Aboriginal population that had been camped across the river
had left in response to a call to attend ceremonies elsewhere. But in February Evans
made a voyage in a twenty foot dugout canoe with three Aboriginal guides and
assistants to visit this ceremonial camp (AA CRS: F315 49/393AIII: report 10 March
1950). After paddling and sailing down to the mouth of the McArthur River and
eastward along the Gulf coast to the mouth of the Wearyan River, they then paddled
upstream to visit Manangoora station and went farther up to the spot where some three
hundred people had gathered for a Kunapipi ceremony (Evans [1980]a).
The success of this first 'canoe patrol' encouraged the Darwin office to direct Evans to
undertake another, this time to cross to Vanderlin Island and visit a white man,
Stephen Johnson, who lived there with his common law Aboriginal wife and his adult
children (Evans [1980]b). The aim was that Evans should try to persuade Johnson to
enter into a legal marriage with his wife. This Johnson did some time later, though
Evans was not persuaded that the three days he spent with the family in March 1950,
after a frightening canoe journey through wind, rain and rough seas, had actually
encouraged the old man to conform to the law. After returning for a spell of 'town
patrol' work in Darwin and making a visit to the Tandangal settlement and Beswick
station, Evans again headed out to the Victoria River district to inspect station
employment.
In the Menzies government's first year of office the Native Affairs Branch lost more
field staff than it gained. Kyle-Little went on leave to travel the world. Disillusioned
about the prospects for interesting and worthwhile work in the Territory, he offered
his services to the British Colonial Service in Malaya, where the Communist
insurgency promised a more exciting life than he could look forward to with the
branch. He did not return from leave and formally terminated his service early the
next year. By then both the cadets had also left: Jack Connolly resigned in August to
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join the battalion that Australia was sending to fight in Korea and Jack Doolan also
joined the Anny to serve in the Korean War, though at first he stayed in the Territory
and worked as a truck driver. Earlier in the year Connolly had been sent to Sydney,
the last of the cadets to take Elkin's training course, but he had lost interest and had
attended few lectures in the second tenn (letter 23 August 1950, Elkin papers). Fred
Gubbins had left the service at the end of 1948 and Howard Coate had left in April
1950, so that only Penhall remained as an active field officer in Central Australia.
At the end of September 1950 the same Government Gazette that gave notice of the
tennination of Jack Connolly's appointment as a protector also listed a number of
police officers as having their appointments as protectors tenninated. Earlier in the
month Frank Moy had persuaded the Superintendent of Police, WC Littlejohn, that
with the extension of branch settlements and the increased activity of the patrol
officers it was not necessary to have any police in Darwin and Alice Springs
appointed as protectors and that only some of the police in country areas should be
protectors (AA CRS: Fl 51/599: minute 6 September 1950). Police at country
stations which were also ration depots for the aged and infirm - Roper Bar, Daly
River, Finke and Timber Creek - would be appointed as protectors, as would the
officers in charge at some other key posts (Katherine, Newcastle Waters, Anthony
Lagoon and Rankine River). Driver approved the new arrangement which fonnally
ended the era of the 'police protector' and indicated that the Native Affairs field
officers had assumed responsibility for the administration of the Aboriginals
Ordinance. It was less than four years since Moy had told his colleagues meeting in
Melbourne that the Territory would not need police to act as protectors 'in four or five
years'.
To help replace the losses from his patrol officer service Moy was able to advertise for
two cadets. In the meantime he had appointed John Bray as a temporary patrol officer
in March 1950, sending him to the Alice Springs office. From there Bray patrolled the
north western stations and the Barl<ly Tableland area in the latter part of the year (AA
CRS: F315 49/393AIII: reports July 1950). In January 1951 Bray made the first visit
to the Petennann Range reserve by a patrol officer since Strehlow had been out in
1939; he and a government geologist accompanied a prospecting expedition seeking
the fabulous Lasseter's Reef.
In the north, Gordon Sweeney, the senior patrol officer, flew out to Victoria River
Downs in April 1950 to follow up some unsatisfactory matters noted in Evans's report
the previous year and later made two visits to Arnhem Land with police. The first was
to investigate a reported trespass by crocodile shooters in June and the second, in
August, to inquire into the death of a woman. Sweeney found the 'policy of dual
patrol' to be 'sound': the police officer was 'able to give an effective warning to natives
requiring it', reminding them that law breakers would be punished, and the patrol
officer could help 'in bringing all the facts to light to ensure that full justice will be
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done', as well as helping the police officer to gain 'an insight into native thought and
action' (AA CRS: F315 49/393 Alli: minute 13 September 1950).
After the shooters had been arrested on the Glyde River, Sweeney inspected the Elcho
Island mission and reported enthusiastically on the initiative of the lay missionary at
Elcho Island, Harold Shepherdson, who was encouraging groups to 'remain in their
own areas' and clear airstrips through which he could maintain regular contact and
supply them with the goods they wanted (AA CRS: F315 49/393AIIl: report 16 June
1950). Shepherdson, who was an engineer, had joined the mission in 1928 to operate
a sawmill at Milingimbi. He had built an aircraft of his own at Milingimbi and had
taken flying lessons in 1935 before persuading the Mission Board to buy an aircraft
for the Arnhem Land missions. This one was destroyed when being repaired in
Brisbane after crashing on take off at Yirrkala, five months after Shepherdson had
flown it up from Adelaide. But in 1947 he had acquired a Tiger Moth and was able to
provide a service to groups that were prepared to move out and cut suitable airstrips
near places where they had chosen to live (McKenzie 1976, 86-8, 158, 175). The
Liverpool River trading post had been allowed to lapse but to the east Shepherdson,
flying his own aircraft, was embarking on a similar experiment in 'decentralizing the
work of the mission'.
In August, having spent a week with police investigating the death of a woman in the

Arafura swamp, Sweeney crossed from Elcho Island to the mainland in the mission
dinghy and walked to Buckingham Bay where some two hundred people were
gathered for important ceremonies. Next day he witnessed Shepherdson's second
landing at the rough strip that the group had cleared in July. Shepherdson bought ten
crocodile skins for a total of £ 16 and then sold a quantity of trade goods that he had
brought with him in the aircraft. The three groups of hunters there were developing
their own methods of hunting crocodiles:
In hunting the crocodile the natives in this district do not use firearms nor do
they use the steel shovel spear, their most effective hunting weapon, for fear
of damaging the skin and so reducing its value. The two or three pronged
fish spear or barbed turtle harpoon and rope are used. The natives steal on
the crocodile while asleep on the bank and spear it in the head or use their
turtle harpoons and rope from a canoe for crocodiles in the water. finishing
them off with axe blows on the head (AA CRS: F315 49!393AIII: minute 18
September 1950).

Shepherdson was hoping that an all-weather strip could be made at Arnhem Bay and
another in the Wessel Islands to the north of the mission and had hopes of acquiring
an Auster to replace the Tiger Moth he was then using, and in which he took Sweeney
back to Elcho Island.
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Towards the end of the year the branch had something new to deal with - strikes by
Aboriginal workers living at the settlements near Darwin. At the end of November
workers living at the Berrimah settlement, which for a few years replaced Bagot as the
official camping place for Aboriginal people in Darwin, declared that they would not
go to work unless wages were increased (Evans [1980]c). Sweeney listened to them
and persuaded most to go to work on the understanding that their complaints would be
considered. Next month workers at Delissaville went out on strike and in mid-January
1951 workers at Berrimah again struck and this time marched towards town. The
authorities took this demonstration seriously enough to have the police out on the road
to block the march and Moy himself addressed the marchers. Charges were laid
against those believed to be the instigators of this strike and another that followed in
February. When Moy used his powers under the Aboriginals Ordinance to order one
of them, Fred Nadpur Waters, to the Haasts Bluff reserve, a thousand miles away, it
was Evans who drove him in easy stages south and handed him over to Les Penhall
who took him on from Elliott to Haasts Bluff for the brief exile he suffered before
public criticism of this method of handling industrial relations encouraged the
Administration to bring him back to the north in March (AA CRS: Fl 51n04: report
12 February 1951).
Others in Darwin were expressing discontent with their unequal status during this wet
season. Early in March Evans attended an evening meeting of people of Aboriginal
descent, some of whom had served in the Forces during the war (AA CRS: Fl 51n44:
report 5 March 1951 ). Some of those at the meeting were exempt from the restrictions
of the Aboriginals Ordinance; others were not but thought they should be exempt
without going through the humiliating process of demonstrating to government
officials that they were of good character and capable of looking after their own
affairs. This meeting led to the formal establishment a few days later of an Australian
Half-Caste Progressive Association which sought to persuade the government to
amend the law to give them all the ordinary rights of Australian citizens. Also at the
meeting that night was a young trainee with the Lands and Survey Branch who had
applied for one of the cadet patrol officer positions advertised the previous year.
Creed Lovegrove was the son of a former senior officer of the Northern Territory
Police and his mother came from an established Territory family; he had been
educated in Alice Springs, Darwin and Adelaide. Later in March he was appointed as
a cadet (interview, April 1988). At the end of April a Federal election returned the
Menzies government with an increased majority and in May a new Minister had been
appointed to head a new Department of Territories, which was to assume
responsibility for the Northern Territory from the Department of the Interior, as well
as having responsibility for the New Guinea and island territories fonnerly
administered by the Department of External Territories. Under this Minister the aims
of the Progressive Association would be achieved within two years.
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CHAPTER11
FROM NATIVE AFFAIRS TO WELFARE
1951-54

The Minister appointed in May 1951 to take charge of a new Department of
Territories was Paul Hasluck (later Sir Paul), who had been elected to the House of
Representatives as the Liberal member for the Perth electorate of Curtin less than
eighteen months earlier at the elections in December 1949. Six months after his
election Hasluck had moved that:
The House is of the opinion that the Commonwealth Government, exercising
a national responsibility for the welfare of the whole Australian people,
should cooperate with the State Governments in measures for the social
advancement as well as the protection of people of the aboriginal race
throughout the Australian mainland, such cooperation to include additional
financial aid to those States on whom the burden of native administration
falls most heavily; and the House requests the Government to prepare
proposals for submission at the earliest opportunity to a meeting of State
Premiers and, in preparing such proposals, to pay due regard to the
principles of (a) State administration of native affairs and (b) cooperation
with the Christian missions (Commonwealth Parliamentary Debates, 208,
3976-86, 8 June 1950).

This cautiously worded motion was calculated to win general approval in Western
Australia. The State government had for years been seeking special grants from the
Commonwealth for Aboriginal welfare, on the grounds that it had a relatively large
and widely distributed Aboriginal population and had a smaller budget than the other
States from which to provide for the needs of this population. The motion was
warmly supported by Kim Beazley, the Labor member for Fremantle, who drew
attention to the anachronistic provision in the Constitution that precluded the
Commonwealth Parliament from making laws for 'people of the aboriginal race' in any
State. To argue, as Hasluck did, that the 'social advancement' of the Aboriginal people
was a national responsibility, that it was time for a 'reappraisal of the role of [the
Commonwealth] Parliament' and for the government 'to give a lead in the preparation
of a joint national programme', might be considered reckless by officials of the
Treasury but it was precisely the kind of argument that the various associations
interested in the welfare of the Aboriginal people had been putting to successive
governments for thirty years and more.
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The condition of the Aboriginal people was plainly unsatisfactory and Hasluck argued
that the Australian community as a whole was responsible for the neglect of the
situation. No longer was it 'a problem of protection': the choice lay between 'social
advancement' and 'continued social degradation'. The task was manageable since it
involved some seventy-two thousand people in a population of eight million. Because
of the diversity of conditions and the uneven distribution of the people, no 'single and
uniform policy' would serve. Little or no action had followed either the 1937 or the
1948 conferences with the States and it was time for some practical and effective
leadership by the Commonwealth. Philip McBride, then Minister for the Interior,
welcomed the motion but argued that the Commonwealth's prime responsibility was
for the Northern Territory and there the problem was not a lack of finance but a
shortage of trained personnel. Some officers had, he said, already studied at Sydney
University and a few such qualified people were available to undertake the work.
After an hour long debate the motion was approved unanimously.
Hasluck mentioned in his speech that he had made a study of the situation of
Aboriginal people in parts of Western Australia in 1934 and 1936 when he was
working as a journalist and had published a historical study of the administration of
Aboriginal affairs in the colony of Western Australia up to 1897. He had latterly been
working in the Department of External Affairs representing Australia at the United
Nations and drew attention in his speech to the human rights provisions in the UN
Charter, reminding his listeners that it was the Commonwealth Parliament that was the
'custodian of the national reputation'. When Menzies appointed Hasluck to the new
Territories portfolio, he gave him the opportunity to put into effect the proposals the
Parliament had endorsed in this motion. None of his predecessors in the forty years
since the Commonwealth assumed responsibility for the Northern Territory had come
to the job as well qualified to direct the Administration in its dealings with the
Aboriginal inhabitants of the Territory.
Hasluck lost no time in inviting the State ministers responsible for Aboriginal affairs
to come to a conference in Canberra. This was held in September 1951, though the
governments of Victoria and Tasmania declined to send representatives, seeing the
meeting as useful only for the States with substantial Aboriginal populations. In a
curiously worded statement agreed at the conference, the Ministers who did attend
declared that:
The Commonwealth and States, having assimilation as the objective of native
welfare measures, desire to see all persons born in Australia enjoying full
citizenship (Native Welfare, meeting of Commonwealth and State Ministers,
Canberra, 3-4 September 1951).

This seemed to mean that the aim was 'full citizenship' for all Aboriginal people, as it
had been in McEwen's 1939 statement, and the Ministers referred to the need for
education for 'full citizenship', as McEwen had done. But the Nationality and
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Citizenship Act 1949 which had come into effect on 26 January 1950, conferred
Australian citizenship on all people born in Australia; legally, all Aboriginal people
already enjoyed 'full citizenship'. In Queensland, Western Australia and the Northern
Territory some people of Aboriginal descent were denied the right to vote by the
provisions of State and Federal electoral legislation and the ministers referred to a
need to 'liberalise electoral laws', no doubt seeing this as a step towards full
citizenship. The special laws relating to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island people in
the States and the Territories placed restrictions on interaction between Aboriginal and
other Australians, as well as giving officials extraordinary powers to control their free
movement. The Ministers evidently saw these laws too as detracting from 'full
citizenship' but they expressed the view that some Aboriginal people, especially in the
north, 'require the benefits of special legislation' and stated that such people 'are wards
of state'. The goal of 'full citizenship', interpreted as equality oflegal rights and status,
might by itself have served as an adequate policy objective. By referring to
'assimilation' as another, possibly larger aim, but not attempting to define
'assimilation', the statement seemed to obscure rather than clarify the ministers'
intentions.
The officials at the 1937 conference had agreed that 'absorption' in to the Australian
population was the 'ultimate' destiny of 'natives of Aboriginal origin (but not of the
full-blood)' and the words 'absorption' and 'assimilation' had been used interchangeably by officials and others writing in the 1930s about the future of people of
mixed Aboriginal descent As early as 1925 a conference of government statisticians
had referred to figures on Aboriginal employment providing an index of 'the economic
assimilation of the Aboriginal population' (West Australian 13 March 1930, 18).
When the New South Wales Public Service Board had inquired into the administration
of Aboriginal welfare in that State in 1937, it had written in a summary of its report of
'the absorption of the aborigines into the economic and social life of the community'
and in the body of the report had argued that
The ultimate aim of the administration should be the gradual assimilation of
aborigines into the economic and social life of the general community,...
(Aborigines Protection: report and recommendations of the Public Service
Board of New South Wales, NSW Parliamentary Papers 1938, 7, 739-86)

The board made it clear that it envisaged people establishing themselves outside the
'stations and reserves' and supporting themselves rather than remaining dependent on
special assistance from government. Hasluck had not found it necessary to use either
of these words when addressing his colleagues in Parliament the previous year, but
'assimilation' had become a term widely used to indicate how politicians expected the
substantial numbers of non-British immigrants who had been brought to Australia in
the post-war years to merge into the existing population. It would have seemed an
appropriate and familiar term to make clear that the intention of the governments was
that Aboriginal people should enjoy full economic and social equality in Australian
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society. In the Northern Territory the white people were few and they were
concentrated in Darwin, Alice Springs and two other small towns; the relevance of the
digestive metaphor of 'assimilation' to the situation in the Territory may have been
hard to perceive. But it was ten years before either the policy aim or the terminology
used was subjected to substantial criticism.
Hasluck's immediate concern was to have the needs of Aboriginal people in the
Territory met as effectively and swiftly as possible so that his administration might
provide a lead and an example for the States. He has recorded that he found no 'senior
officer in Canberra who was personally interested or officially concerned about
Aborigines' and, worse, 'could get no sense at all out of the head office of the [Native
Affairs] branch in Darwin': 'The head of the branch seemed to be half-asleep
whenever I sought his views and the activities carried on by his clerks were desultory'
(Hasluck 1988, 81). He was apparently more impressed by some of the field staff
'who responded readily to [his] questioning and seemed to welcome the possibility of
having a minister who took an interest in what they were doing'.
Hasluck was not the first to conclude that the administration of the branch was
deficient: Driver had expressed dissatisfaction two years before when, in his 1949
report, he had remarked that he was 'concerned with the functioning of the Northern
Territory Police Force and the Native Affairs Branch' and had indicated that he would
be 'carrying out a full investigation of this Branch and its organization' (NTA 1949, 4).
Moy had then submitted proposals for the strengthening of the office staff and had
promoted Sweeney to a position of district superintendent in Darwin, in charge of
field operations in the north (AA CRS: Fl 50/562: minutes 15 May 1950, 28 March
1951 ). But proposals for increases in the strength of the field staff were not submitted
until six months after Hasluck's appointment.

It was then argued that patrol officers had been 'forced to work at a pitch unfair to the
officers, the public and the aboriginals', travelling too much and working
exceptionally long hours. It had been difficult to recruit officers and important work
was not being done: the buffalo shooting industry had been neglected since 1947;
patrol officers had not been available to accompany police on all relevant
investigations; the district superintendent and clerk had had to do patrol officers' work,
such as inspections of missions and settlements; town areas were 'not policed
effectively'; and it was not possible to check the cattle stations twice a year. It was
therefore proposed that the strength of the field service should be increased by
providing for six more officers: four patrol officers and two cadets. The four positions
were approved and eventually filled, a year after the increases had first been proposed
(AA CRS: Fl 50/562: memorandums 6 December 1951; 2 May 1952; Government
Gazette 11 December 1952).
Driver's five year term as Administrator in Darwin came to an end in June 1951 and
Hasluck appointed a former Labor Premier of Western Australia, Frank Wise, to
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succeed him, but he found that it took a great deal longer to install someone with the
energy and drive he wanted as director of the branch. Meanwhile Hasluck had given
directions on the kind of legislative and administrative arrangements he wanted and
Moy spent much of his time working on the drafting of a Welfare Ordinance to
replace the Aboriginals Ordinance and preparing a companion Wards Employment
Ordinance. Those Aboriginal people who were thought to need 'special care' would
be declared individually to be wards of a Director of Welfare, who would replace the
Director of Native Affairs in the new order of things. In January 1953 Moy
introduced the new legislation into the Legislative Council, along with amendments to
the Aboriginals Ordinance to ensure that most of the part-Aboriginal people in the
Territory would cease without delay to be subject to that ordinance. The Aboriginals
Bill, giving 'immediate relief and 'full citizenship' to 'half-castes', was warmly
supported by official and elected members alike (NT Legislative Council debates, 21
January 1953). But the Welfare Bill was denounced as a 'wicked work' by the acting
Crown Law Officer and other official as well as elected members, essentially because
it empowered the Administrator to declare anyone to be a 'ward' if he was satisfied
that the person needed 'special care'. An appeal procedure was provided but this did
not satisfy the critics. A drafting formula then had to be devised to ensure that the
power to declare a 'ward' would apply 'only to aborigines'. Moy's own days with the
branch were numbered and before an amended Welfare Bill was presented in June he
had been transferred to a position in Canberra. Mccaffrey was appointed as acting
Director of Native Affairs and the Government Secretary, Reg Leydin, who took
charge of the passage of the bill through the Council (NT Legislative Council Debates,
8-9 June 1953).
Frank Moy had meanwhile made good the losses to the field staff from resignations by
promoting five patrol officers in December 1952. Bill McCoy was at last promoted
from his nominal position of superintendent. Another superintendent, George Holden,
was similarly promoted, though neither he nor McCoy had the formal educational
qualifications normally required then for entry to the 'Third Division' of the
Commonwealth service. Holden, a forty-nine year old ex-serviceman from Victoria,
had joined the branch in 1949 as superintendent of the settlement at Berrimah that
replaced Bagot for some years. He had acted as a patrol officer on at least one
occasion in 1951 before he was posted to Alice Springs to serve as superintendent at
the Bungalow Reserve. John Bray, who had been a temporary patrol officer for more
than two years and was then stationed at Elliott, was also promoted.
The other positions were filled by the two cadets appointed in 1951: Lovegrove, who
had joined the branch just as Hasluck was appointed as Minister for Territories, and
Brian Douglas Greenfield, who had gone to Alice Springs early in August.
Greenfield, like Lovegrove, was already a public servant and had been working for
three years in the Department of Taxation in Adelaide since leaving school. He had
lived in a country town and spent time on northern sheep properties owned by his
father's family, so that he had the kind of familiarity with pastoral and agricultural
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work called for in the advertisements for cadets. He could ride, he was fit and strong,
a good athlete and a more than promising sprinter - in all, exactly the kind of young
man that the department sought as a cadet patrol officer. While Lovegrove stayed in
Darwin, Greenfield had spent his months as a cadet in Central Australia.
In 1951 Les Penhall had been the only fully-fledged patrol officer in the Alice Springs
district. There were then two acting patrol officers: McCoy, who was primarily
responsible for town patrol work when he was not in charge of the office, and Bray,
who was patrolling the southern stations, while Penhall worked in the north-east and
north-west. Greenfield went out on patrol with both of them in his first months in the
Centre. Early the next year, the Administration closed the police station at Newcastle
Waters and Ryan went down from Katherine to take over responsibility for the ration
depot there; by July Bray had been installed as the first patrol officer based at nearby
Elliott and he began patrolling the Barkly Tableland stations. Greenfield made trips
with Penhall and with McCoy but was also making patrols alone and spent some time
relieving the superintendents at Jay Creek and at Yuendumu during the year. A
fruitless trip to Darwin to take delivery of what proved to be an unserviceable patrol
vehicle highlighted the continuing problems that the patrol officers experienced in
working with too few vehicles which were too often in poor condition.

At the end of August Greenfield was sent to take charge of the selection and
transportation to Hooker Creek of up to one hundred and fifty people from The
Granites, Mount Doreen and Yuendumu areas (report 1 October 1952, Greenfield
papers). The Hooker Creek community had grown very little since Ryan and Evans
had taken the first group there in 1948 as a working party to help establish the new
settlement. Significant groups still camped and worked at Tanami and at The
Granites, where the mine was still working, and the branch was keen to build up
numbers at Hooker Creek. Greenfield picked up thirty of the northern Warlpiri people
from The Granites and a similar number from Mount Doreen and two specially
prepared transports arrived at Yuendumu from Darwin. With another seventy people
from Yuendumu, the convoy set out on the five day journey by way of Phillip Creek
and the Murranji Track to Hooker Creek. The assistant superintendent at Yuendumu,
Jack Newham, also travelled with the party and both he and Greenfield stayed at
Hooker Creek for nearly a month to help the staff there meet the needs of a population
which had increased from forty to one hundred and seventy when the trucks arrived.
They helped to erect a hospital and a store building and their vehicle was used until
spare parts arrived for the repair of the settlement vehicle.
When this move was made Penhall was acting as district superintendent in Alice
Springs. But by November McCaffery had taken over and he remained in charge
there until the following May when he went to Darwin as acting director in place of
Moy. Evans then took over as acting district superintendent in the Centre.
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In the north in these last two years of Moy's tenn, Evans and Ryan were the patrol
officers and Lovegrove the only cadet. In the latter part of 1951 Evans and Lovegrove

together carried out an extended patrol of the Victoria River district, preparing
Lovegrove to take over responsibility for the annual patrol of the stations in this area.
On this patrol, which Evans has recalled as being 'among the happiest and most
interesting' of his 'patrol life', the two officers had some unexpected company:
During our inspection of Wave Hill, the mother of a 6 year old half caste boy
named Mickey came to me with her son and asked that I take him to Darwin
with me. As we were to remain at the station for a further 2 or 3 days, I
suggested that if she agreed, we test out the reaction of the boy by having
him camp with Creed and I and our Aboriginal Patrol Assistant Bob for
those couple of nights. Mickey was delighted with the idea and soon he was
very much one of our group. He was a bright and cheeky youngster whose
language would have earned high praise from the toughest stockman. When
we came to leave Wave Hill, he was the first on the back of the vehicle after
his mother had bid him afondfarewe ll. At Waterloo Station some five or six
days later, a similar approach was made but this time the boy was only five
years old. His name was David and I had some reservations about
separating one so young from his mother. However, she was insistent and so
another youngster joined Bob and Mick on the back of the utility (Evans
[1980Je, 3).

The patrol officers made it their business to attend the Negri race meeting, on Ord
River station, near the Western Australian border; this was the social event of the year
in the district and provided an opportunity for the parties to think again about their
decisions:
That year, both Wave Hill and Waterloo were present at the meeting and
Mickey and David, who by this time had been with us for two weeks, camped
with their mothers at Negri. I made it clear to both women that they were
still free to change their minds about the future of their sons, but at the close
of the festivities when Creed and I were preparing to depart, the two
youngsters were brought to the vehicle and we were asked to allow them to
continue the journey with us to Darwin. In all the two lads were with us for
seven weeks ... Creed Love grove was recalled to Darwin for other duties so I
took the opportunity to send Mickey and David with him. Bob and I were a
very lonely pair as we resumed the patrol and as soon as possible after my
return to Darwin some months later I visited the two boys in their new
environment on an island Mission. They had settled in well and had
apparently recovered from any home-sickness or loneliness. They were
delighted to see me and gave me messages for their relatives back home
(Evans 1980e, 4).
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Ted Evans in camp on Victoria River Downs Station, writing a report from the.field, c.1951.
(The Jeremy Long Collection and the AIATSIS)

• A.

12.

Ron Ryan (L) and Ted Evans washing up after entertaining official visitors at Katherine, c.1953.
(The Jeremy Long Collection and the AIATSIS)

In the following year Lovegrove made two visits to the Gove area with police. First
he was sent to help check on the unauthorised removal of material left behind by the
RAAF at the end of the war and then in June/July he joined in the investigation of a
reported killing west of Melville Bay. He and the police made three foot patrols to
visit the scene of the crime, in vain efforts to locate a body, and another walk to Port
Bradshaw to find witnesses.

Two more cadets joined the branch in 1952/53, both recruited from within the public
service. Ted Egan was already in Darwin, working as a housing clerk, and David
Morgan was with the Superannuation Board in Canberra. Morgan did not stay long in
the Territory after his appointment in mid-1953; he worked under Holden's
supervision in Darwin for a time before relieving as assistant superintendent at Bagot
for two months towards the end of the year (AA CRS: FI 54/209: minute 2 March
1953).
Egan has recounted how Hasluck, attending a football game in Darwin, noticed a
young man talking with his Bathurst and Melville Island team mates in their own
language and later interviewed him, suggesting that he might be interested in working
as a patrol officer (ABC radio interview 1988). Egan was from Melbourne where he
had been educated to matriculation at the Christian Brothers College, North
Melbourne; he had then gone to Queensland to work first on a station near Surat and
later at Toowoomba, before making his way to Darwin in 1949 and getting work as a
builder's labourer. He had advanced his age to join the Administration as a temporary
clerk early in 1950, when he was not yet eighteen years old, and this discrepancy
occasioned some difficulties for the accountants when he eagerly took up Hasluck's
suggestion and applied for a cadetship.
Egan's effectiveness in working, often after hours, with young people in Darwin,
encouraging their taking part in sports, was appreciated by his supervisors. Town
patrol work for him included routine appearances at the courthouse to speak on behalf
of Aboriginal people charged with minor offences, as well as making relatively short
trips out of town to the ration depot at the Cape Don lighthouse and occasionally to
the Arnhem Land islands. The duties also included arranging for the removal of
persistent offenders to settlements like Delissaville and Snake Bay, at the direction of
Moy and later McCaffrey, under provisions of the Aboriginals Ordinance. One of his
tasks in May 1954 was to prepare and maintain a register of all such committals (AA
CRS.Fl 52/543: minute 5 May 1954). But Egan had recently married and, faced with
the prospect that he would have to undertake patrols in the 1954 dry season that would
take him away from Darwin for several months at a time, he applied for and moved to
a more sedentary job with the Department of Civil Aviation in Darwin. His separation
from the branch was, however, to be brief and he returned in time to take the new
training course for patrol officers in Sydney in 1956.
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Annual Reports
At the end of 1953 Ron Ryan at Katherine compiled a nine-page 'general report'
offering his views on the changing situation of Aboriginal people in his area (AA
CRS: FI 54/209: report 12 December 1953). Under headings like 'Education &
training', 'Hygiene', 'Wages', 'Accommodation & native camps' and 'Control &
discipline', he reported his observations on progress and the lack of it in the Katherine
district and offered suggestions for improvements. He referred also to the inspections
he had made earlier in the year of each of the 'half-caste institutions', noting that none
had 'a policy that can engender any confidence in the inmates' adult life or their
absorption in the white community', but still concluding that it was 'incomparably
preferable for half-caste children' to be there than to be left in 'native camps'. The
bulk of his report dealt with conditions on the cattle stations where Ryan found 'a vast
improvement in the native camp sites' with the 'removal of years of debris' and 'a real
transformation in the appearance of aboriginals' but deplored the low wage rates, the
lack of hygiene facilities, and the attitudes of many station people:
The blacks have now reached a stage where they show their displeasure at
unnecessary physical and verbal abuse from employers or other people. Six
cases came to my notice this year of aboriginals fighting with white men and
on each occasion they were justified through the white attacking them first
or showing a complete lack of tact. Unless the attitude towards them of some
white people changes the blacks are going to be a real source of trouble in
the near future.

Some of his comments reflect the authoritarian approach that had for so long been
codified in the Aboriginals Ordinance:

It looks bad to see natives loitering around a township and in
Katherine I do not permit walkabout aboriginals; they have to move
on or work...
I frequently have to ... [tell] natives they can not be our equal until
they are adequately educated to take their part in our life and to
adopt our manner of living ... They must aim to live as we do or else
entirely in their own traditional manner.
Ryan's 'general report' for the year was a discursive commentary but Mccaffrey was
impressed by what he referred to as the 'first valuable appreciation of the year's work
and observations submitted by a patrol officer' and he was inspired to instruct all the
patrol officers to submit their own accounts of the past year's activities (AA CRS: FI
54/236: circular memorandum 13 January 1954).
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By early March Lovegrove, McCoy, Evans and Holden had each submitted reports.
Lovegrove's five-page report was particularly detailed but he may soon have wished
that he had been less meticulous in recording his movements and activities throughout
the year. McCaffrey noted that Lovegrove had visited seven stations and the
Wauchope mining field and hotel in the course of seven days in October and indicated
that he was not satisfied that inspections could have been properly carried out so
quickly. He wanted to see Lovegrove's diary and asked Evans, acting then as district
superintendent, to explain why both Lovegrove and McCoy had spent February in
town and to direct McCoy to make a complete patrol of his district (AA CRS: Fl
54/209: memorandum 12 March 1954). Evans explained that on Lovegrove's patrol of
the north-western stations he found no natives or no manager present on some
properties and in other places had talked with managers after ordinary working hours;
he had 'every confidence in the diligence and conscientiousness of the officer
concerned' (AA CRS: Fl 54/209: memorandum 16 March 1954). But Mccaffrey
pursued the matter relentlessly, delaying his approval for Lovegrove's leave and
indicating that he was not satisfied that Willowra station in particular had been
properly inspected. Evans wrote again with explanations of what officers did when in
town and the correspondence ceased.
Creed Lovegrove's most important work during that year was his patrol of the Victoria
River district stations which lasted three months. He had been posted to the Alice
Springs office in May but returned to the north to make the annual patrol of the
'western stations' in July. He undertook this patrol in company with 'a Medical Survey
party consisting of the Medical Survey Officer, Dr WA Langsford and a triple
certificated sister, Mrs Langsford'; Lovegrove's wife also travelled with the team. The
presence of these women did not seem to make the mothers of part-Aboriginal
children on the stations willing to send their children away to be educated at the
northern missions. Lovegrove noted that, compared with Ted Evans who had
patrolled the district for five years, he was a 'relative stranger' and he could understand
'their unwillingness to afford [him] the same, rather dubious privilege' (AA CRS: Fl
54/209: report 25 February 1954). Lovegrove reported that this experiment in
collaboration between the two departments worlc.ed well but it was not repeated.
McCaffrey did not comment on this combined medical and welfare patrol but he did
take up the issue of housing conditions on the stations, highlighted in Ryan's report.
He had previously expressed his views on the matter when Evans had reported that a
conference of his patrol officers in the Centre in June 1953 had made the modest
proposal that priority should be given to persuading stations to provide adequate
latrine facilities (AA CRS: Fl 54/96: report 24 June 1953). Mccaffrey wanted
'action, positive action' to ensure that employers provided all the accommodation and
facilities for worlc.ers which should have been built by 30 June 1950, twelve months
after the Regulations had come into force (AA CRS: Fl 54/96: memorandum 14 July
1953). When he sent Ryan's report to the Administrator, McCaffrey commented that:
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aborigines are merely wanted as workers under slave conditions and the
majority of employers in the pastoral industry will.fight to keep them on that
basis (AA CRS: FI 541236: minute 13 January 1954).

He indicated that he intended 'to prosecute offenders in this regard immediately
patrols commence this coming dry season'. But no prosecutions were launched in
1954, or indeed later, against the many employers who had failed to comply fully with
the requirements.
The notion that patrol officers should submit annual reports did not smvive Reg
McCaffrey's departure from the branch towards the end of 1954 to serve as the
Administration's district officer in Alice Springs. But the episode gave the field
officers a glimpse of what life might be like under the direction of someone who
wanted to run the service in a highly regimented style, with close supervision of each
officer's work and a detailed accounting by each for the way in which they were
spending their time in town and in the field.
Les Penhall seems to have escaped the call for a report on his work in 1953 but he had
a similar experience later, just days before McCaffrey left the branch. He had been
posted to Elliott in August that year to take over from John Bray, who was resigning
from the branch to take an appointment with the Animal Industry Branch in Alice
Springs. A telegram from McCaffrey in November 1954 seeking details of Penhall's
itinerary, along with requests for a report and a census, seemed to imply that Penhall
had been hard to contact (AA CRS: Fl 52/606: telegram 7 November 1954). In his
reply Penhall pointed out that he could be telephoned at Elliott or contacted by radio
when on patrol and that he always notified Darwin when he was going away for more
than two days, unless it was a rush trip to Tennant Creek; he would be at Elliott for the
next few months until the patrol season started in April, except when he was visiting
Tennant Creek. More than the usual impatience with the demands of head office is
apparent in the pained tone of this response.
Men who could work effectively far from base, constantly required to take initiatives
and to work out their own answers to the situations they faced, were often likely to
find close clerical oversight from head office unpalatable, even intolerable. Under
Chinnery and Moy, who both had field experience as patrol officers in Papua and New
Guinea, the Territory officers had grown accustomed to working on a loose rein and
some were probably not sorry to see Mccaffrey move on after his eighteen months as
acting director, to be replaced by the new Director of Welfare.
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CHAPTER12
TRIBAL MURDERS AND OTHER INVESTIGATIONS
1951-55

The investigation and settlement of conflict within Aboriginal groups, especially
those living on the large reserves beyond the frontiers of settlement, had been
conceived as one of the main tasks for Donald Thomson in Arnhem Land and for Ted
Strehlow in the Centre. In the years after the war, patrol officers routinely submitted
reports on their inquiries into what were termed 'tribal murders', usually carried out in
company with police. The years 1953 and 1954 were remarkable for the number of
reports that officers wrote on investigations into intriguing and sometimes complex
situations that had led to violent deaths, and for the developing professionalism of
their inquiries and reporting. Most of the incidents occurred in the Centre but two
notable examples came from the north-eastern comer of Arnhem Land. In retrospect
the period of less than three years between Lovegrove's report on the killing of a sick
woman near Melville Bay in August 1952 and the February 1955 report of a 'ritual
killing' at Murray Downs station, north east of Alice Springs, appears as the climax of
patrol officer involvement in such investigations. 'Tribal murders' certainly did not
cease but incidents involving more than what might be described as routine domestic
violence seem to have been rare after this. The intensity of the official interest taken
in the incidents that were investigated in these years may well have contributed to
some real changes in behaviour.
The idea that a patrol officer might be based in Arnhem Land to establish and keep the
peace, particularly among those people who were only intermittently or rarely in direct
touch with the mission stations - the idea that had prompted Thomson's appointment
in 1934 - had been revived from time to time since then. Superintendent Littlejohn
of the Darwin police proposed in September 1952 that the Native Affairs Branch
should 'have a Patrol officer stationed permanently in the area' (AA CRS: Fl 52/135:
minute 29 September 1952). His comment was made just after the lengthy
investigation of the Melville Bay killing but was prompted more immediately by
another reported killing near Milingimbi. This was in due course investigated by the
police, accompanied by Gordon Sweeney, then district superintendent in Darwin.
Littlejohn suggested that a patrol officer could save the time of his officers:
If a Patrol Officer was stationed in the area he would in the normal course
of his duty investigate and have the accused and all necessary witnesses
ready for the Police, thus cutting the expense by half.
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Moy responded by referring to Judge Wells's criticism five years earlier of the
'tendency for those in charge of Native Affairs to usurp the functions of the Police'.
He agreed that 'more constant patrols' by the branch might minimise the killings in the
reserve but maintained that the staff situation would not allow an officer to be
stationed in Arnhem Land and transport difficulties made frequent or regular patrols
from Darwin hard to achieve.
The next, and the most extended, investigation of a killing in Arnhem Land was
undertaken by Brian Greenfield, who had been posted to Darwin at the end of 1953.
He had spent much of January 1954 arranging for many of the visitors camping in
Darwin to return to their home communities and at the end of the month was sent with
Constable Parlcer to Gove in response to a report from the Yirrkala mission staff that a
man had been killed near Caledon Bay (AA CRS: Fl 52/1080: report 5 February
1954). The two officers set off at once with four guides and carriers and on the
second day out met a man on his way to the mission with the head of the dead man.
This man reported that the alleged killer was being held by the leader of a group then
camping at Port Bradshaw; the man returned to that camp and later in the night
relayed a message from the Port Bradshaw group urging the police party to move
quickly.

At 2.30 a.m. we set off in canoes for the Southern point of Port
Bradshaw, and landed about 1 mile sea-wards of the camp. At dawn
we moved down into the camp and ... surrounded a group of two men
and two women. Constable Parker took both men into custody and
handcuffed them together.
Parlcer later released the younger man, who had not struck 'the death blow', but
retained him as a witness. (After the case was tried in Darwin both the men
principally involved in the killing were sent to live with their families at Snake Bay
for two years.)
The party next day walked down the coast to the spot where 'the body had been given
a tree burial' and inspected the corpse, then 'in an advanced state of decay'. Witnesses
pointed out the site of the killing across the bay and the party then started back to
Yirrkala, reaching there seven days after they had set out. Back at the mission
Greenfield discussed 'aspects of the movements of the natives in the area prior to the
killing, and also interrogated various natives to obtain more background to the
characters and incidents relating to the murder'. He summarised the story in some
four foolscap pages of his report. He concluded by recommending further study of the
situation:

I am quite certain that behind this killing there is a deep ritual
intrigue, and I am just as certain that further trouble will arise from
that source. There is great unrest among the natives in this area, and
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13.

Brian Greenfield and guides from Yi"kala resting on the walk to Port Bradshaw,
February 1954 (original negative damaged)
(The Jeremy Long Collection and the AIATSIS)

14.

Brian Greenfield and guides crossing a mangrove creek south o/Yirrkala, February 1954
(original negative damaged)
(The Jeremy Long Collection and the AIATSlS)
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Figure 4: Sketch map of Caledon Bay (1954), after Brian Greenfield

this has bred a great distrust between friends and relations. A full
investigation of the area seems warranted if further trouble is to be
averted.
Mccaffrey agreed, urging that it was

most necessary that an experienced patrol officer from this Branch
should be stationed in the area for at least twelve months, to both
study the group and effect reconciliation where necessary.
But he was short of staff and all existing officers were needed to carry out the
Territory-wide census of the Aboriginal people that was required for the declaration of
'wards' under the Welfare Ordinance. Until this was carried out and a Register of
Wards compiled, the new law could not be brought into effect. Once again the
decision was taken not to base a patrol officer pennanently in Arnhem Land, but
Greenfield was sent back to the Trial Bay area in the dry season to make further
investigations. Meanwhile he had been called on to escort to Queensland a carefully
chosen band of twelve men from communities in the north and the Centre who danced
before the Queen at Toowoomba early in March, during her first visit to Australia.
In April and May Greenfield travelled to Trial Bay by way of Groote Eylandt where
he inspected and reported on both the mission and Fred Gray's settlement. From
Umbakumba he took with him to Trial Bay a group led by one of the three men who
had served time in Fannie Bay gaol twenty years earlier for the killing of the Japanese
at Caledon Bay. This man had decided to establish several gardens in the area - 'a
series of food centres' - and brought two canoes from Groote Eylandt to use in
maintaining 'a constant supply of fish' for his group. Greenfield was able to provide
advice to help this man establish 'two very useful gardens at the camp' at Trial Bay.
He also reported on the progress of another camp and garden established at the site of
the 1932 killings and the plans of a third man with his followers 'to set up home in his
own country' to the south of the other two:
This reversion to their own tribal areas is evidence of many things, but
mainly emphasises the original mistake of trying to mix to (sic) historically
opposed factions. To my knowledge this is the first occasion that natives
have quite without assistance, taken such decisive steps to regain a little of
their independence that they originally sacrificed for the comforts and
assistance of the mission welfare facilities (AA CRS: Fl 52/1080: report 8
June 1954).

Greenfield made 'three exploratory trips into the environs of the Bay, and covered
some 60 miles [96km] in all', reporting on the timber and soil resources, and the main
sources of bush and sea foods. But his main preoccupation was with the tension and
disputation related to the recent killing, and to another death that had occurred more
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than two years earlier, and several other matters involving marriage arrangements.
Much of the local uneasiness centred on the bones of the dead man. After lengthy
discussion and investigation Greenfield took possession of the remaining bones and
removed them from the area with the consent of the leading men, as a means of seeing
that any avenging of the death would at least be postponed. He was again in the area
in July to make a review inspection of the Yirrkala mission and also flew over the
Trial and Caledon Bay area with Shepherdson to locate a suitable spot for a landing
strip. At least in 1954 north east Arnhem Land had the part time services of a patrol
officer.
Greenfield recommended stationing an officer permanently in the area between Roper
River and Yirrkala:
His mere presence would eliminate many of the domestic disturbances which
have always been a problem amongst these people. His attention to the
development of the outposts would ensure permanent development and
would lead to a very desirable ultimately independent self-supporting
community. Marketing facilities would be controlled through him and the
basic principles of a co-operation could be instituted through him from the
beginning. As a liason (sic) officer between the various missions he would
also be able to do a lot of good in easing the differences which arise between
the mission personnel and certain native leaders.

This was a concept of a possible future for the people of this area essentially similar to
the one Fred Gray had developed twenty years earlier and was still pursuing at his
Umbakumba settlement, and not very different from Kyle-Little's plans for the
Liverpool/Blyth River area of five years before. The emphasis on decentralisation and
independence would have been endorsed by Greenfield's immediate superior,
Sweeney, who had been dismayed by the centralising tendencies of the missions and
had become an enthusiastic supporter of Shepherdson's efforts to encourage the
development of outstation groups trading their produce with the Elcho Island mission,
using the airstrips they cleared and his aircraft. The suggested role of the patrol
officer as a kind of magisterial adviser, who could keep the peace by inducing people
to negotiate their rivalries, backed by the implied or express sanction of police
intervention, was reminiscent of the original instructions given to Donald Thomson in
1934.
But having stated the ideal, Greenfield acknowledged that staff was not available and
proposed arrangements for support of the 'outposts' in the Trial Bay area through the
missions. An airstrip should be cleared and Shepherdson should visit in the course of
his regular flights to the existing Elcho Island outposts, operating the same kind of
credit system to allow supplies to be drawn at times when 'income from handcrafts
and crocodile skins is at a low ebb'. He also proposed that maintenance subsidies for
the children and the aged and infirm in the groups should be paid to the Yirrkala
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mission for crediting to an outpost account, so that the group itself would benefit
directly - a scheme then 'being submitted for the Buckingham and Amhem Bay
outposts. Finally he stressed the importance of giving 'full encouragement' to the
development of 'the independent station set up by the group' and persuading the
Yirrkala staff to do the same.
In the Centre Les Penhall was the officer most often involved in the investigation of
killings. He has recalled that he had investigated at least a dozen killings, several of
them in the district south west of Alice Springs, in the years from 1946 to 1953 (NT
Archives Oral History TS 303). Many of these inquiries entailed exhumations. In
early November 1952 he reported on a suspected case of infanticide at Yuendumu,
having flown out to the settlement with a doctor and police constable and attended the
exhumation of the infant, and also on the spearing by a man of his sister (AA CRS: Fl
52/135: report 7 November 1952). On another occasion he had been summoned to
Yuendumu and returned with three bodies wrapped in blankets in the back of his
truck, in the middle of the hot weather:
I came back from Yuendumu via Napperby and into Aileron because I need a
beer bad! I had to park the truck about 150 yards away from the old Aileron
Hotel. I thought, 'Oh, she would right there with the wind blowing that way'.

But it was not long before others in the bar were commenting on the smell:
Anyway I stuck it out for about another half hour and then the smell was
getting worse and they were all looking round everywhere saying, There's
something dead'. I got back to the truck and got in it and I had to drive fast
to keep the smell behind me.

After autopsies the bodies were buried in Alice Springs.

In January 1953 Penhall aroused the wrath of the police in Alice Springs when (on
McCaffrey's instructions) he advised an Aboriginal suspect, who had a severe head
injury and no legal adviser present, not to answer police questions about a fight at the
Bungalow settlement which had led to a man's death. The police complained that
Penhall was 'hindering the Police in their duty' (AA CRS: Fl 52/135: minute 7
January 1953). In February Penhall was again out with police, this time investigating
not a killing but reports of harassment by 'wild natives' of a drilling contractor who
was sinking a bore on the reserve west of Herrnannsburg. The driller's wife had
reported stones being thrown at their caravan and stove at about sundown and the
Aboriginal workers, camped some distance away, said stones had landed in their fires
at about the same time; two days earlier they had heard voices in the scrub around the
camp in the evening and had later found tracks around the camp. Inquiries in the area
and interrogation of members of a 'mob of walkabout natives' near Areyonga elicited
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only talk of 'the Kurdaitcha' and denials from the one man whose tracks had been
identified (AA CRS: Fl 52/527: report 13 February 1953).
In May Penhall went with a police constable to Curtin Springs station, near Ayers
Rock, where they had to exhume the body of a woman who had reportedly been
speared. They then made a camel patrol in a vain search for the suspected killer who
had fled west into the reserve. This investigation occupied some four and a half
weeks and involved about 1700 miles of travel by vehicle and camels before the
search was abandoned (AA CRS: Fl 52/135: reports May & June 1953). (The alleged
killer reappeared at Areyonga some two years later, gave himself up and was duly
arrested, tried and convicted.)
In July Penhall was sent to Areyonga with another police constable investigating the
death of a young man whose body had been found on the verandah of a hut with 'no
evidence of serious injury or cuts' but 'a lump on the back of his neck at the base of his
skull' (AA CRS: FI 53n49: memorandum 26 August 1953). Post mortem
examination revealed that death had been caused by dislocation of the neck. The
explanation for the killing was revealed about a month later when visitors from
Areyonga told the superintendent at Haasts Bluff, Les Wilson, how the victim had
been marked down for punishment some time previously because he had revealed
secrets of male rituals to young women at both Ernabella mission and at Areyonga.
Ted Evans, who was then acting as district superintendent, went with the investigating
constable to Haasts Bluff where Les Wilson's informants disclosed that two older
men, in 'a most solemn ritual', had instructed a group of young men to kill the man.
The young men had then chosen one of their number, 'a bush myall type of native,
who ... had little, if any, contact with Missions or Settlements', to carry out the
execution. The men persuaded the victim to join them next day for 'a play-about
corroboree' where, after some hours of singing, the chosen executioner had risen and,
attacking the victim from behind, had swiftly broken his neck. The body of the victim
had been carried back to the settlement during the night and placed in his blankets,
apparently to suggest that he had died in his sleep. The two older men who had
instigated this 'ritual killing' were tried and found not guilty of murder but were
committed to the Bungalow for twelve months by the branch. The 'executioner' was
found guilty and sentenced to eighteen months hard labour but soon escaped from gaol
and fled into Western Australia, only to be imprisoned again when he returned to
Areyonga about two years later (AA CRS: Fl 53n49: memorandums 6 & 26
November 1953). (It was when he was arrested that the man wanted for the Curtin
Springs killing, who had also come to Areyonga, gave himself up to the police.)
In the Centre McCoy and others were involved in the investigation of several deaths in
the country north and north west of Alice Springs. The most mysterious was the death
of a man on Ti-Tree station, whose body was found some distance from his camp in
circumstances suggesting foul play:
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... the deceased's head was twisted over his left shoulder and his right arm
was in an unnatural position behind his back and still grasping the only
weapon he had with him, a butcher's knife, which indicated, beyond all doubt
to [the men of the group], that he had been killed by a Kurdaitcha (AA CRS:
Fl 551172: report 24 November 1954).

The local people strenuously denied any involvement in the death and had tried to get
word of it promptly to the police. But they had also carried out their own rituals,
cremating the body and determining from the direction of the smoke where his
presumed killer had come from:
In this case, the smoke drifted in the direction of Yuendumu at a rapid rate,
from which the natives deduced the smoke had to travel fast to catch up with
those responsible before they got back to camp, and, also, that the culprits
had possibly come from somewhere West of Yuendumu.

Unable to obtain any evidence to support a charge of murder, the police charged three
men with 'unlawfully cremating the body of a deceased person contrary to Section 15
of the Cemeteries Ordinance No.18 of 1952' and the patrol officers gathered evidence
to support a defence that the men were obeying directions and acting 'in accordance
with the dictates of tribal laws'. But the charges were withdrawn when it was found
that the commencement of the Ordinance had not been formally notified (AA CRS: Fl
55/172: memorandum 22 December 1954).
Before this another acting patrol officer had been appointed in the Centre - Harry
Kitching. An ex-serviceman, who had been decorated for gallantry during the last
year of the New Guinea campaign, Kitching had joined the branch in 1951 as
superintendent at Jay Creek, having served earlier as a station manager with the
Aborigines Welfare Board in New South Wales (Long 1963, 338). When Bray left
the branch in 1953, Kitching had been appointed as an acting patrol officer and was
given responsibility for the inspection of cattle stations and mines in the area north
east of Alice Springs, when Greenfield left for the north. In October 1954 he
investigated the death of a man involved in a ritual knife fight at Yuendumu in the
north west. His report outlined how it was the custom for two men in dispute to meet
in a formal 'combat area' armed with knives and cut one another on the back or
shoulder, each man's arm held by 'second or umpire who is closely related to the
combatant' (AA CRS: Fl 55/172: report 18 November 1954). In this instance it was
alleged that one man's 'second' had taken complete control of his hand and cut the
other man on the upper arm rather than the shoulder, cutting an artery. Kitching's
information about the ritualised nature of the fight, and the reasons for it, was used to
argue for mitigation of the sentence and the man who held the knife was sentenced to
the rising of the court (AA CRS: Fl 55/172: telegram 8 December 1954).
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At the end of December, Lovegrove accompanied police to Mount Doreen station for
the investigation of another instance of alleged infanticide and continued his inquiries
when the people involved had been brought to town to give evidence at an inquest.
The mother was charged with murder after a post mortem examination was made of
the infant's body. Lovegrove's five page report of the investigation set out the likely
sequence of events and explained the mother's motives in doing away with a baby she
felt she could not properly care for since she already had two children under three
years old. The family belonged, he reported, to a group that lived 'in the country
known to them as Yindaramirr, in the vicinity and to the immediate West and SouthWest of Mount Singleton', which they only left during bad seasons when 'some of the
group drift nearer to civilisation until the country improves' (AA CRS: Fl 55/172:
report 13 January 1955). In this case too the prosecution was not proceeded with and
the baby's mother was discharged (AA CRS: Fl 55/172: memorandum 15 February
1955).
In February Kitching joined a police investigation of a killing at Murray Downs

station, north east of Alice Springs, which, it was revealed, had been carried out by a
'kadaitcha' party, a group of five men decorated with paint and feathers and wearing
'kadaitcha shoes' or 'appra' (AA CRS: Fl 55/172: report 7 February 1955). These men
had apparently resolved to kill a man who had been accused of causing the death of
an old man some three years previously. The victim was a Warlpiri man, the only one
on Murray Downs station. Kitching reported that it was 'common knowledge' on the
station that he had been blamed for the death but 'because a lot of the old tribal
practises (sic) were no longer being carried out, no one is reported to have taken this
seriously'. Returning to his camp from the station the victim was ambushed by the
'revenge party':
It is alleged that when Frank's dogs attacked the party, they were shot at
with a .22 rifle, and then Frank attempted to run away, but was overtaken
and killed by a blow with the back of a tomahawk which broke his neck.
One member of the party, Peter, stated that he forced (by threats) Frank's
wife, Minnie, to squat down with her head between her knees so she could
not see.
According to Minnie, all the party were naked and covered with feather
andlor down with red ochre on the legs and arms; their faces were also
decorated.
The body was carried to the centre of some thick scrub, where it was
carefully buried to a depth of five feet, in a sitting position, and then all
traces of it's (sic) presence were carefully hidden. More than a careful
examination of the site was necessary before it could be seen that the ground
had been disturbed.
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After the burial the party split up but all the men travelled towards the Aboriginal
camp on neighbouring Elkedra station. The police trackers found only one
identifiable footprint near the scene of the crime but were able to pick up the direction
of travel. Ten miles from the scene all of the men had removed their much-worn
shoes and their tracks were identified where they crossed a road. Interrogation of the
suspects at Elkedra led to some admissions and 'the disclosure of the Kadaitcha shoes,
rifle and tomahawk used in the killing' and the men led police to the place where they
had buried the body. At the subsequent trial one man was convicted and sent to gaol
for two years, while others implicated were committed to a reserve for a similar
period.
The branch considered Kitching's report interesting enough to have it circulated to
field officers, as his report on the knifing at Yuendumu had been (AA CRS: Fl
55/172: report 16 February 1955). But never again were officers to be engaged in the
investigation of so many killings that entailed either 'ritual killing' or significant
aspects of Aboriginal customary law. It was probably no coincidence that the practice
of writing relatively lengthy reports on the background to these incidents developed in
the years when Reg McCaffrey was in charge first in Alice Springs and then as acting
director. His experience as police prosecutor gave him confidence to handle matters
involving the police and the courts and to give his patrol officers clear directions about
their role in joint investigations. The investigations by patrol officers were effective
in helping the courts understand the cases and deal with them appropriately. The
courts had also become more interested in hearing from the patrol officers since 1952
when a sympathetic and interested judge, Martin Kriewaldt from South Australia, had
replaced Judge Wells, a man described as 'notorious for prejudice against Aborigines'
(Gibbney & Smith 1987, 336).
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CHAPTER13
THE WELFARE BRANCH AND THE AUSTRALIAN
SCHOOL OF PACIFIC ADMINISTRATION
1955-64

When Harry Giese's appointtnent as Director of Welfare was gazetted in July 1954, it
was four years since the last patrol officer had attended a course of training at the
University of Sydney. If the service was to continue to function as a trained body of
field officers it would be necessary either to revive the practice of sending officers to
Sydney for Professor Elkin's classes or to find some substitute form of academic
training. Unlike his two predecessors in office, Giese had had no experience as a
patrol officer, no training in anthropology, and was not known to Professor Elkin. He
also lacked first hand experience either of Aboriginal affairs administration or of the
Northern Territory.
Harry Giese had degrees and diplomas in education from Perth and Melbourne and
had worked as a teacher in Western Australia in the 1930s. He had been appointed as
Director of National Fitness there in 1942, had moved to Queensland as Director of
Physical Education in 1944, and became National Fitness Officer for the
Commonwealth in 1947. At the age of 40 he had left the field of physical education to
take up a position of assistant principal training officer with the Public Service Board
in Canberra. Hasluck has described his recollection of how this somewhat unlikely
candidate came to be appointed:
The appointment [as Director of Welfare and.for the time being, Director of
Native Affairs] was one in the Commonwealth Public Service and not within
ministerial powers but, after the first applicant withdrew, Lambert
[Secretary of the Department of Territories] discussed with me the difficulty
of finding a suitable candidate. He had been under the impression that I
would want an anthropologist or someone with long experience and high
standing in aboriginal affairs. I offered the opinion firstly that he might look
inside the service rather than outside so that if the officer appointed proved
to be a dud or if he did not like the job there would be a chance for him to
move on and we would not be stuck for ever with someone unsuitable who
could not go anywhere else. Second, I said that personally I did not want an
expert. Experts could be hired like bicycles. What I would like was someone
who had intelligence, energy, an interest in people and capacity to learn
from experience. Some enthusiasm for unpopular causes (or a sense of
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rrusswn, if he prefe"ed the term) would help. Lambert changed the
direction of his search and Harry Giese was appointed (Hasluck 1988, 85).

The energy with which Giese approached his new job was soon evident in the speed
with which plans were developed for the training of cadet patrol officers.
In October 1954, within days of Giese's taking up duty in Darwin, the Administration
sent to Canberra a proposal for a revised two year program of training to prepare
officers for their work in furthering the 'new approach' called for by the assimilation
policy (AA CRS: Fl 54/954: memorandum 26 October 1954). In the first year cadets
would have field training and would also undertake a correspondence course in
tropical agriculture from Gatton College in Queensland. In the second year they
would take courses in anthropology and in 'tropical hygiene and sanitation' at Sydney
University, as the cadets had done previously, and could also have some practical
training in animal husbandry and tropical agriculture.
But fully two years earlier the department in Canberra had decided that the Australian
School of Pacific Administration should be used to train cadets from the Northern
Territory. This school existed primarily to train staff for Papua and New Guinea but it
had 'first rate Anthropologists' on its staff and it made sense for the department to use
its own training institution rather than relying on the University of Sydney and its
department of anthropology (AA CRS: A452 57/216: memorandum 25 September
1952). The training of Northern Territory officers had been discussed with the
principal of the school early in December 1952; the secretary of the department was
not convinced that the course for Papua New Guinea officers would be suitable but he
was keen to improve on the scheme of training instituted in 1947 (AA CRS: A452
57/216: minute 7 December 1952). Because a revised course for New Guinea officers
had not then been settled by the school's council, consideration of the Northern
Territory course was deferred.
This training school was situated at Middle Head, Mosman, in a cluster of huts, with
an Army establishment on one side and the Navy's HMAS Penguin on the other. Its
origins were in the School of Civil Affairs which had been set up at Duntroon,
Canberra, towards the end of the war, and to which Strehlow had been attached for a
time. The first forty students to be prepared for service in New Guinea started at the
Duntroon school in February 1945 under Colonel JK Murray as chief instructor.
Murray was then also director of the Gatton Agricultural College and Professor of
Agriculture at the University of Queensland. He had lately carried out a survey of
agricultural possibilities in New Guinea for the Army's Directorate of Research and
Civil Affairs, headed by Colonel AA Conlon, which was responsible for the
establishment of the School of Civil Affairs (Mair 1970, 20-2). The school had
provided a series of 'short courses' for officers embarking on a first tour of duty in
New Guinea but it was intended to follow these introductory courses with longer ones
'in which the subjects would be treated more fully and at university level'. The Army
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transferred control to the Department of External Territories in February 1946 and two
years later, in May 1947, it became a more or less autonomous institution governed by
its own council, under the title of the Australian School of Pacific Administration
(ASOPA).
The first principal of the school was John Kerr (later Sir John), a Sydney barrister who
had spent the war as Alf Conlon's 'right-hand man' in the directorate. Kerr had
evidently expressed interest in the possibility of training Northern Territory cadets at
the school at least as early as 1948. In July that year Moy remarked in a letter to Elkin
that 'the eyes of ASPA [were] still on this place', reporting that Kerr, visiting Darwin
on a Supreme Court case, had sought Moy's views on the matter. Moy was strongly in
favour of retaining the system of university training and made this clear to Kerr. He
was confident that Kerr would 'not get past Mr Carrodus in the matter' (letter 9 July
1948, Elkin papers). But by 1954 the situation was very different: Carrodus had left
the department in 1949 and Moy was no longer in charge in Darwin. Their successors
had no such loyalties to Elkin and his anthropology department. The secretary of the
Department of Territories was CR Lambert, who had been one of Coombs's officers in
Post-War Reconstruction and had latterly been Director of Northern Territory Affairs
in the Department of the Interior.

,

During 1953 officers of the Department of Territories in Canberra exchanged views
on a scheme of training for the Northern Territory cadets on the assumption that the
ASOPA courses for Papua New Guinea officers 'could and should be broadened to
cover those aspects of the subjects which are peculiar to [the] Northern Territory' (AA
CRS:A452 57/216: minute 7 May 1953). One proposal envisaged cadets taking an
anthropology course at Sydney University while spending six months at ASOPA
swdying other subjects. Another suggested that arrangements should be made for an
exchange scheme with 'other good Colonial administrations' for officers who had
served for five years from their entry as cadets. In July a proposal for a thirty month
training period was submitted, with provision for at least six months preliminary
training in the Territory: four weeks at headquarters in Darwin, a ten week 'look-see
period' working for two weeks in each of five regions, and a period of ten to twelve
weeks on patrol with an experienced officer. This would be followed by a year of
formal training at ASOPA from July to the following June with courses in
administration, law, native welfare, tropical medicine and hygiene, and anthropology,
and by a further twelve months 'practical training' in the field before qualifying for
promotion to patrol officer. But Lambert set this aside for the time being, noting that
the cadet patrol officer scheme had been developed to provide for the administration
of the Aboriginals Ordinance and that 'welfare officers' would be needed in the new
organisation that would administer the Welfare Ordinance. He thought it 'not unlikely'
that some positions 'akin to Patrol Officers under the Native Affairs Branch' would be
required and that the Director of Welfare should in due course submit proposals.
Meanwhile it might be suggested that the principal of ASOPA should go to Darwin to
discuss training needs (AA CRS: A452 57/216: minute 14 August 1953).
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The delay in appointing a Director of Welfare meant that nothing transpired until, a
year later, the Administration submitted its scheme of October 1954, making no
mention of training at ASOPA. The department's initial response was to suggest
discussing whether the courses should be provided at ASOPA or in association
between ASOPA and Sydney University and to propose that a law course would be a
valuable addition to the courses suggested by the Administration (AA CRS: A452
57/216: memorandum 19 November 1954). Arrangements were made to advertise
cadetships in January 1955 and to have the principal of ASOPA visit Darwin to
discuss a syllabus (AA CRS: A452 57/216: memorandums 30 December 1954; 15
January 1955). The principal, Charles Rowley, was away on a mission for UNESCO
in South East Asia and the acting principal was James McAuley, another member of
Conlon's wartime directorate who had been the senior lecturer in government at the
school since it began in 1946, and who also had a considerable reputation as a poet.
McAuley flew to Darwin for a week early in February and worked out with Giese and
his officers a two year training scheme which provided for a twelve month course at
the school (AA CRS: A452 57/216: 'Recommendations on the two-year training
scheme for Cadet Patrol Officers of the Northern Territory Administration' [February
1955]).
The subjects that would be studied at ASOPA were those provided for the Papua New
Guinea officers, with some changes in the content to make them relevant to the
Northern Territory: law, anthropology, geography and land use, and government
would each be taught for three terms, and history - a 'short history of the settlement
and administration of the Northern Territory' - for one term. In addition a forty-five
hour course in motor maintenance would be provided by the Sydney Technical
College at ASOPA and a five-day 'Intelligence Course' would similarly be provided
by Naval Intelligence. It was proposed that Professor Elkin, who was due to retire in
about twelve months, should be invited 'to give a group of lectures within the
government course on the evolution of welfare policy in the Northern Territory'.
Term tests and final examinations would be given in the subjects studied at ASOPA,
but consideration of the conditions for the award of a diploma to Northern Territory
officers was deferred, as was consideration of the provision of special short courses
for senior officers of the kind then being planned for New Guinea officers.
The first year of training was to be spent in the Territory and would begin with an
'induction phase' of some twelve weeks when cadets would work in different sections
of the Administration in Darwin as well as doing a five day course for all new entrants
to the Commonwealth Public Service, and another five day course introducing them to
'the organisation and work of the Welfare Branch, ordinances and regulations
affecting the Branch, court procedure, health and housing problems of aboriginal (sic),
general basic geography of the Northern Territory, including distribution and grouping
of native populations'. It was also proposed that cadets should take a course in
tropical health and hygiene to be arranged by the Department of Health in Darwin. In
the summary of the proposals mention was made of a requirement that a cadet should
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undertake a correspondence course in tropical agriculture until such a course could be
provided in the Territory and 'do a small amount of selected reading in preparation for
his fonnal training in the second year'. But most of the year (thirty-eight weeks) was
to be occupied with 'supervised field experience designed to train the cadet in all
phases of his work', although mention was also made of periods of rotation in both the
Welfare Branch (presumably the Darwin head office) and the Lands Branch, the
length and purpose of which was not specified. Field experience, it was proposed,
should include some five weeks on patrol in the northern area and another five weeks
in the southern area, with instruction 'in follow-up procedure for maintenance claims,
social service adjustments, disbursements from Trust Accounts, etc.'. Periods would
also be spent at settlements in the north and in the south when cadets would be
instructed in aspects of settlement management, including camp hygiene, rationing,
construction of pise and adobe buildings, 'Supervision and control of Aborigines' and
'Economic projects'. Even at this early stage training in settlement work was being
allocated as much time as was allowed for gaining experience of patrol work. When
these proposals came before the council of ASOPA in April 1955, Lambert, who was
chairman of the council, noted that all cadets in the Territory 'were potential
superintendents and settlement officers' (ASOPA council minutes: 8th meeting, 29
April 1955).
This meeting of the council approved the proposals of McAuley and Giese but the
program which the council endorsed six months later for a 'Northern Territory
Officers' Course' to be given in 1956 was slightly different. History was to be a three
tenn, not a one term, course, as originally envisaged, and would cover colonial history
as well as the history of the Territory. A short course in meteorology had been added
also. In each term an average of 145 hours of lectures would be given. At the April
council meeting Lambert had stated that the department considered the course in
anthropology which the cadets had formerly taken at Sydney University was 'not wide
enough in its scope' given the 'wider range of activities' that Territory officers would
now be undertaking. In the ASOPA course anthropology was but one of five main
subjects but Elkin was engaged to teach the Northern Territory cadets a social
anthropology course on Aboriginal Australians as well as lecturing on the 'evolution
of welfare policy' in the Territory. It was not long before ASOPA was providing
courses for trainee teachers engaged to teach in the growing number of schools
established and managed by the Welfare Branch and Elkin, in an active retirement,
was lecturing to these students as well.
A newspaper article with the headline 'Northern Territory Needs Young Patrol Men',
based on an interview with Mccaffrey in Darwin, had reported in November 1954 that
the 'best men available have been posted to New Guinea, the Department's "glamour"
territory' (Sydney Morning Herald 11 November 1954). The view that the best talent
was likely to be attracted to the New Guinea service was widely held and officers
were disappointed but hardly surprised at what they saw as a poor response to the
1955 advertisement for cadets. Of the twenty applicants, six were chosen for
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interview and in due course two, described as 'very average', were engaged: a twentythree year old postal clerk, Patrick Lennard, who came from a South Australian
fanning family and was then working in Katherine; and Colin MacLeod, a twenty year
old clerk at the Naval Dockyard, Williamtown, who had recently completed his
National Service with the Navy. MacLeod reached Darwin in October to begin what
could be barely more than five months field training before the first ASOPA course
began in March. But meanwhile the department had advertised again for cadets and
within weeks two more applicants were added: Ted Egan returned to the branch from
the Department of Civil Aviation to resume work as a cadet and soon as acting patrol
officer, and Jeremy Long, the author of this work, an honours graduate in history from
Sydney University, who had joined the branch as a graduate clerk in January, applied
for transfer to a cadetship. Like Egan, I was attracted by the prospect of a year's
training course in Sydney and saw fieldwork as more interesting than work in the
Darwin office. The fifth member of the first course at ASOPA was Brian Greenfield,
who had then completed two years as a patrol officer and more than two years as a
cadet but who, like Lovegrove, had still not been sent to Sydney University to do the
academic part of the prescribed training for cadets.
Whatever the three cadets might have lacked in field experience when they embarked
on the ASOPA course, the group as a whole was well chosen to demonstrate that
Northern Territory officers would be able to cope with the academic side of the new
training scheme. Each of them passed in all subjects, and together they earned ten
'credits' (compared with the five awarded to the New Guinea officers) and took the
two prizes offered (for law and 'general proficiency') that year. In later years the small
groups of Northern Territory officers continued to achieve above average results,
although there were occasional failures. Before long, partly because the course
became more and more different from the course for New Guinea officers, the two
groups ceased to compete for the same prizes. In 1962, after officers returning from
the 1961 course complained about the lack of any prizes for Northern Territory
students at the school, Giese and Evans together offered to donate a sum of money for
an annual book prize for the best all round student on the Northern Territory course.
Council duly approved and for the next ten years the 'Giese-Evans Prize for General
Proficiency' was awarded to the student with the highest aggregate marks on the
course.
The teaching staff at the school had worked hard to prepare courses for the first intake
of Northern Territory officers and the law and geography lecturers had visited the
Territory in the vacation period to gather material. The branch adopted the practice of
asking students to submit written comments on the course, as well as attending a 'debriefing' discussion when they returned to Darwin. Comments then and later were
generally favourable, without being uncritical. For some in that first course, and for
many who followed, the ASOPA course stimulated interest in further tertiary study
and helped to give them the confidence to attempt degree courses, generally beginning
by taking correspondence courses from the University of Queensland. MacLeod, for
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example, had enjoyed law studies in particular and, after a year back in Territory, he
embarked on a degree course. He finally left in 1959 to continue full-time study at
Melbourne University for three years, which led to a career at the Bar and in due
course the Accident Compensation Tribunal. A few found much or all of the course
irrelevant and of no practical value to them as field officers. Those who had had little
or no field experience before doing the course seem to have been at a distinct
disadvantage. But most found at least some of the courses stimulating and believed
that the year at ASOPA gave them a better framework for understanding their work
and equipped them to look critically at their own role and at the work of the branch
and of government generally in Aboriginal affairs.
The ASOPA training course made a satisfactory start in 1956 but the perennial
difficulties of recruiting suitable cadets threatened the continuity of the courses and
led Giese to look at other schemes for recruiting field staff. Disappointed with the
response to the 1955 advertisement for cadets, Giese had raised the possibility of
engaging 'assistant patrol officers' on probation (AA CRS: Fl 56/557: memorandum 6
April 1955). With no new cadets engaged by December 1956, the branch could only
propose that Lovegrove and Kitching should attend ASOPA in 1957 (AA CRS: Fl
56/2663: memorandum 12 December 1956). Both had already moved on to settlement
work and in September the Administration had canvassed the possibility of providing
a separate training course for settlement superintendents at ASOPA (AA CRS: A452
56/631: memorandum 3 September 1956).
Rowley took the view that the
superintendents should take the patrol officers' course and plans were made to send to
ASOPA all those superintendents who had not had appropriate academic training
starting in 1958 (AA CRS: A452 56/631: memorandum 12 March 1957). In the past
the superintendents of the settlements had been Fourth Division officers of the Public
Service, men with practical skills, some of them former non-commissioned officers
who had worked in the Army's wartime camps in the Territory. But in the new branch
the settlements were being made the responsibility of officers in the Third, or 'clerical',
Division and already patrol officers were being promoted to these new positions in
charge of the 'assimilation program' on the settlements.
Rowley thought it preferable to run the Northern Territory course every other year
rather than to have fewer than five or six students on a course (AA CRS: A452
56/631: letter 12 April 1957). That desirable minimum was not reached in six of the
thirteen years that the one year course was given. In 1957 no course was provided.
Lovegrove and Kitching stayed in the Territory and the ASOPA staff had a breathing
space though they had to provide the first orientation course for Northern Territory
teachers in March.
More patrol officers were needed: those already in the field were being posted to the
settlements, and the recruitment of cadets was not meeting the need. Harry Giese
proposed the engagement of older men, preferably men with some relevant experience
of the Territory and of work with Aboriginal people (AA CRS: A452 57n67:
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memorandum 18 February 1957). The age limits for cadets were eighteen and twentythree and he proposed that men twenty-four years and older should be recruited as
patrol officers in training, eventually persuading the Public Service Board to agree to
an upper limit of forty-five years. Negotiations with the department's head office in
Canberra and with the board continued through the year and it was November before
the branch was authorised to invite applications. An advertisement attracted one
hundred and twenty applications and just seven of these were recommended and five
appointed (AA CRS: Fl 66/821: memorandum 13 August 1958).
At one point the branch was confidently predicting a class for 1958 of five to eight
officers, including cadets, patrol officers in training (POIT) and superintendents, but
when the time came it was a struggle to provide even four officers for ASOPA. Of
these four, only one was a cadet and he, John Hunter, joined the branch only weeks
before going to ASOPA, though he had been working as a clerk in the Administration
in Darwin for two years (AA CRS: Fl 56/2663: memorandum 6 August 1957;
interview 24 November 1988). An advertisement for cadets in June 1957 had
attracted eighteen applicants who were judged worthy of interview and three apart
from Hunter were offered appointments but all either withdrew or failed to reply (AA
CRS: FI 56/378: minute 31 July).
This kind of difficulty in engaging cadets encouraged the branch to rely increasingly
on the POIT scheme and finally, in 1960, to propose merging the two schemes (AA
CRS: Fl 66/821: memorandum 24 October 1960). Officers were still being recruited
as cadets in 1959 and 1960 but in 1961 only three applicants were offered places and
none of these accepted. Several POITs were appointed that year and thenceforward
all recruits to the service came in as POITs, the minimum age limit under this scheme
being lowered to 18 years.
Of the four who went to ASOPA in 1958, only Kitching had had lengthy field
experience. One of the two POITs, Bill Coburn, had joined the branch as a teacher the
year before and had spent a few months at Haasts Bluff where he had no school in
which to teach. The other was a fonner soldier in his early thirties, Des Morrison,
who had served in the Canadian and British annies before coming to Australia with
his wife and four children, buying a Landrover and tent, and working his way north to
Darwin where he joined the branch. By the time he was sent to ASOPA Morrison had
had experience of settlement work at Bagot and had served for nearly a year at Elliott,
patrolling the stock routes and the stations in the Victoria River and Barkly Tableland
districts. No superintendents could be spared for the course the following year and
only three newly recruited POITs were sent. They had all been engaged late in 1958
and had each been advised to leave their families in the south when they came to
Darwin for a brief induction period before moving their households to Sydney for the
year at ASOPA. The practical difficulties of maintaining a regular flow of recruits to
the service defeated the Administration's plans to ensure that all or even most of the
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cadets and trainees would have a year's field experience before they went to the
school.
Even when recruits had more than a few weeks or months in the field before going to
ASOPA, the quality and range of experience they had was uneven. From time to time
officers were invited to make suggestions about ways of improving the course of field
training. Kitching had sent his proposed scheme to Darwin while he was at ASOPA
and twelve months later a senior officer, referring to this proposal and to another sent
later by Morrison, expressed concern that the branch had 'not yet produced anything
that looks like a satisfactory training plan for either Cadet Patrol Officers or Patrol
Officers in Training to cover their field training in the Northern Territory' (AA CRS:
Fl 65/3547: minute 28 September 1959). Cadets and trainees were liable to be sent
where they were most needed to meet contingencies and unforeseen staff shortages,
rather than being posted in ways that would ensure that they had a good all round
introduction to the work of a patrol officer.
Similar problems were faced in trying to arrange for the systematic induction training
of new recruits and their briefing and de-briefing before and after attending ASOPA.
January seemed the most appropriate month to arrange short courses but cadets and
POITs were likely to be on leave then, as were the senior officers who were needed to
give talks on the work of the branch. But one week courses were generally arranged
each year in the early 1960s and attended by most of those who were preparing to go
to ASOPA, and by some of those returning who could inform them about the course
and the practical problems that students would face in Sydney (AA CRS: Fl 65/3547).
Among these problems the cost of living was foremost, at least for married officers
with children, especially in the early years. In 1959, for example, all three men were
married and two of them each had four children. One calculated that even after
payment of an allowance amounting to rather more than a quarter of basic salary the
costs of rented accommodation reasonably close to the school were such that living
expenses exceeded his salary by a substantial amount (AA CRS: Fl 55/1334;
58/2114). He asked that he be allowed to defer the course. Some adjustments were
made - the allowance paid was calculated to make up the difference between a
notional 'fair rent' at ten per cent of salary and the actual rent being paid - and the
students completed the course but it was not unusual for married officers to find that
they had to draw on their savings during the year at ASOPA .
Early in 1959 the prospect of two more resignations from the ranks of the patrol
officers (MacLeod and Long) prompted the Administration to suggest consideration of
a bonding scheme to apply to those who were being trained at ASOPA. The proposal
was that officers should be required to serve for five years or forfeit a £1000 ($2000)
bond. But no bonds were required of patrol officers in Papua New Guinea and
Canberra dismissed the idea after finding that, of a total of nineteen officers appointed
since the war, thirteen were still serving in the branch and that two of those who had
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left were still in the Commonwealth service (AA CRS: Fl 66/821: memorandums 2
January & 9 February 1959).
Recruitment and retention of field staff remained a problem for the branch, but the
loss of patrol staff as men were promoted to the settlements and to positions of district
welfare officer was more significant than the resignation rate. Several of the older
POITs were posted at least temporarily to settlements as soon as they returned from
ASOPA and others had only a few months of patrol work before they were appointed
as superintendents. Even those who remained as patrol officers for some years were
often called on to take charge of settlements for extended periods. The post-war
development of government managed settlements had accelerated after Giese's
appointment and more than half of the greatly increased expenditure on Aboriginal
welfare in the Territory was devoted to these communities. The main purposes of
these communities, and of the mission stations, were described in the Territory's report
for 1960/61 as being:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

(vi)

to bring natives together into a community and to teach
them the habits and skills of living in such a community;
to provide welfare services fitted to their needs and to their
stage of social development;
to provide the means whereby training may be given,
particularly to children and adolescents;
to introduce the general concept of "work" as a worthwhile
aim in life;
to develop in the younger and middle-age groups an attitude
that the settlements and mission stations are there to
provide health and educational services for their children,
so that the latter may be prepared for a future life as adults
living in a wider community than the tribe; and
to provide a temporary home wherever necessary for wards
in transit (NTA 1960/61, 46).

By then the branch was developing thirteen settlements (including what was described
as a 'ration and control depot' at Borroloola) as well as supporting fourteen mission
stations with substantial subsidies. The emphasis in the work of the Welfare Branch
had shifted radically from patrolling - visiting groups of Aboriginal people scattered
in reserves, cattle stations and in towns - to the direct provision of sustenance and of
health, educational and other services to people settled in reserve communities.
The stresses of work in the settlement communities took a toll of those fonner patrol
officers who had become superintendents. Reviewing the training scheme in 1961,
the department noted that Kitching had resigned after a spate of infant deaths at
Papunya had led to press criticism of conditions there (AA CRS: A452 62/430:
memorandum 4 October 1961). In a fracas at Papunya in March 1961, the
superintendent, Don Busbridge, was viciously assaulted 'with intent to kill'. This
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experience had probably encouraged Busbridge, a fonner manager who had taken the
ASOPA course in 1960, to resign and take a job with the South Australian department.
Bill Coburn had left the seivice 'following a rather ugly tribal fight at Areyonga', but
had stayed in the Territory.
New positions were being approved and the recruitment rate improved but staff
shortages were a perennial problem. In 1959 the branch had eight patrol officer
positions and half of these were filled; half of the four cadet positions were filled and
five of the eleven POIT positions - altogether eleven officers for twenty-three
positions. By 1962 the branch had twenty-four positions for POITs and no cadets and
just eleven of these positions were filled. But all nine of the patrol officer positions
were occupied - three based in the district welfare office in Darwin, two in
Katherine, one at Elliott in the district centred at Tennant Creek, and three in Alice
Springs (NTA 1958/59; 1961/62). By the end of that year twenty-seven officers had
completed courses at ASOPA since 1956.
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CHAPTER14
IN THE FIELD I: BUSH TRIPS
1955-64

The most pressing task for the small band of patrol officers in the field in the years
after the Legislative Assembly had passed the Welfare Ordinance 1953 was the
compilation of a complete list of all the Aboriginal inhabitants of the Northern
Territory who were to be declared to be 'wards' of the Director of Welfare and subject
to control and protection under the Ordinance. Until a 'Register of Wards' could be
compiled and published the new Ordinance could not come into effect. In November
1954 McCaffrey had been reported in the press as saying that he needed eight patrol
officers 'doing nothing else for two years' _but carry out this Territory-wide census,
identifying by name every Aboriginal man, woman and child (Sydney Morning Herald
1 November 1954). The shortage of both vehicles and field officers was the
explanation given for the branch failing to make 'full inspections' in all districts in
1953 but by the end of 1954 it was claimed that the census task was well under way
and, if transport and staff were available after the Wet, the work should be completed
by September 1955 (AA CRS: A452 57/1580: memorandum 22 December 1954).
Meanwhile the recording of town populations and of settlement and mission groups
continued. An incomplete and inaccurate register would, it was feared, be 'a source of
error and embarrassment to the Welfare Branch and to the Administration'. The idea
of using fingerprints as an additional means of identification had been considered and
rejected (no fingerprint experts were available in the Territory) and the possibility of
using identity cards was still being examined. Census taking, checking and revision
continued with growing urgency through 1955, but by the end of the year the job was
far from complete.
Gordon Sweeney was primarily responsible for drawing up the guidelines for the
operation and setting out the personal particulars to be recorded in the register 'European Name', 'Aboriginal Personal Name', 'Group Name' (the Aboriginal subsection or section name), 'Name of Tribe or Language', sex, date or year of birth,
along with additional identifying information such as names of parents, siblings,
spouses and children, and place of residence. For some years officers had been
recording similar information on their inspections of pastoral properties but now the
task was much larger and the need for accuracy and consistency greater (AA CRS: Fl
54/96: circular [June 1953]). A reasonably consistent orthography had to be devised
for writing Aboriginal names. Much of the listing was done by mission workers in
their communities but the census work on the settlements, cattle stations, towns and
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elsewhere was done or checked mainly by the patrol officers. Sweeney himself did
much of the work of gathering and checking the census in the north, first as district
superintendent in Darwin and later in the position of 'public relations officer' to which
he moved in 1955 when Ted Evans became chief welfare officer and Penhall came to
Darwin as the first district welfare officer there. Often the census work could be done
in the course of regular station inspections but sometimes special patrols were made.
In July 1955, for example, Evans set out Greenfield's 'census duties' for the next few
months which included a visit to the Daly River area, then relieving the superintendent
at Hooker Creek for three weeks during which time he was to carry out the census of
the community and nearby properties, and finally at Elliott arranging with Lovegrove
a joint itinerary of the Kimberley region for census work (AA CRS: Fl 52/1080:
minute 25 July 1955).
At the end of January 1956 the call went out for nominal rolls (arranged in family
groups) and an alphabetical listing of all 'wards' in each district to be sent to Darwin
by the end of February (AA CRS:Fl 56/2931: minute 31 January 1956). Five of the
missions found this target date impossible to meet and Sweeney had to visit to help
complete their lists (AA CRS: Fl 56/2931: minute 8 March 1956). In May the
Administrator told Canberra that the register should be ready by mid August (AA
CRS: A452 57/1580: memorandum 17 May 1956). After some last minute discussion
whether any people of mixed descent should be included, the list was finally almost
ready for printing by October but then it was found that it would be eight months
before the New South Wales government printer could do the job. The Darwin
newspaper undertook, in February, to produce one thousand copies of what was a
substantial book within six to eight weeks at a cost of £2170. After an embarrassing
false start in April it was finally possible to publish the register and notify the
commencement of the Welfare Ordinance from 13 May 1957, four years after it had
been passed.
All of the patrol officers and the settlement and mission superintendents had their own
copies of the 'stud book' which became much-thumbed reference books. A master
card index was established in Darwin and kept up to date with information from birth
and death registrations. The Alice Springs office also had a card index but earlier
plans to maintain similar local card indexes in other district centres and settlements
were not carried out systematically.
For all its deficiencies the compilation of the register was a substantial achievement.
Spelling systems were not consistent throughout and over the years numerous
duplications, errors and omissions were discovered and corrected. But for the first
time a more or less complete record of the Aboriginal people of the Territory had been
compiled. This served as a ready means of identifying people for a variety of
purposes, helping them, for example, to establish eligibility for pensions and other
social security benefits, and to obtain passports. Conscientious efforts were made
from that time onward to register all births and deaths in the Aboriginal population.
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Intrusive as the continuing census-taking was, it did signify that government was
taking an interest in Aboriginal people and no longer allowing them to be treated as
'non-persons' whose arrivals and departures were of no concern.

Further explorations in Arnhem Land
Census taking was one reason that Gordon Sweeney was sent to make a patrol to the
area of the Liverpool and Blyth rivers in northern Amhem Land in July 1955,
revisiting the country and the people he had reported on as a mission worker in 1939.
With him went a newly recruited patrol officer, Alan Pitts, who had worked as a patrol
officer in New Guinea and had already undertaken the ASOPA course. No one from
the branch had visited the area since Kyle-Little's trading post had been abandoned in
1949 and the 'drift' into Darwin had remained a concern. Sweeney and Pitts flew to
the mission at Goulburn Island with a patrol assistant from the area who had been
living in Darwin, and from there travelled in a boat, the MV Derna, which the mission
had acquired in order to provide a service to the people in the Liverpool/Blyth River
area (AA CRS: FI 55/394: report 6 September 1955). They first visited camps on the
coast east of Maningrida and then took the boat up the Liverpool and the Tomkinson
Rivers, where they found an important ceremony was in progress. After examining
the Maningrida area, they took the Derna to Cape Stewart and the Blyth River and
gathered census details of the people at camps there and later near the mouth of the
Liverpool where another ceremony was in progress. The party returned to Goulburn
Island after fifteen days and then flew to Milingimbi to check and collate their census
information with the records there.
Sweeney had developed his own concept of a 'dual responsibility' of governments and
missions to both the native people and the natural resources of Amhem Land and the
other reserves. He had long been critical of the tendency of the missions in Amhem
Land to emphasise the 'centralisation of all activities of the Mission at one institutional
centre'. He believed that 'in the best interests of their people the emphasis must be
more on decentralization and preparing the people ultimately to return and use the
resources of their own lands' (AA CRS: FI 54/209: annual report 25 March 1954).
With more financial support the missions were tending to concentrate their work even
more and had 'no incentive to develop outstations, trading depots, decentralised
industries, etc'. A keen supporter of Shepherdson's decentralising work to the east,
Sweeney recommended in his report on this patrol to the Liverpool River that the
branch should invite the Methodist Overseas Missions to open 'a base depot to serve
the district which in the first instance will serve as a trading depot and medical centre'
(AA CRS: Fl 55/394: report 6 September 1955). The Goulbum Island mission was
understaffed and had not been able to provide any service with the vessel which had
been acquired for the purpose; the Milingimbi mission was fully occupied with the
people to the east of Cape Stewart. New staff - a superintendent and nursing
sister - and finance for their salaries and accommodation and other essential
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buildings would have to be provided. He found it particularly disquieting that women,
children and youths had joined the men in moving east to Darwin and south through
Mainoru towards Katherine and noted that 'the drift is causing this Branch much
embarrassment'. He and Pitts had seen abundant evidence that leprosy was
widespread in the area and a post on the Liverpool River could also provide a means
of tackling this and other health problems.
A year later, in September 1956, Sweeney was sent back to the area to explain why no
depot had been opened during the year and to let the people know that the branch
planned to open it after the wet season in 1957 (AA CRS: Fl 55/394: report 19
October 1956). He also made a more thorough survey of the extent of the leprosy
problem and examined the site of the planned depot, mapping the nearby waters and
making detailed proposals for its establishment as:
(i)

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

A control base in connection with pearling activities of Darwin
based and overseas pearling boats and a patrol centre for the
district;
A medical depot;
A rationing Depot;
A trading depot.

This time Sweeney travelled on foot from Maningrida with eight carriers to visit
camps between there and the Blyth and continued to Cape Stewart and thence by
canoe to Milingimbi, reaching there after six days travel, having 'covered about 58
miles by foot and 12 miles by canoe'.
Sweeney's assistant on this patrol was again a recent recruit, Trevor Milikins, who had
been employed in the Department of Works in Darwin and had applied for a cadetship
the year before. He had been interviewed and recommended but a deficiency in his
Victorian leaving examination meant that he was not qualified for appointment as a
cadet; it was another five years before he could be formally appointed, as a POIT, and
take the ASOPA course (AA CRS: Fl 60/1823). But in the meantime, as a temporary
patrol officer, he had returned with Ted Egan early in May 1957 to help establish the
Maningrida 'trading and health depot' along with David Drysdale, who was to manage
the depot with his wife, Ingrid, who was to provide some elementary health services,
especially for those with leprosy. Within a week of the party's arrival with 'thirty tons
of building equipment and stores, a motor-driven dinghy, and a radio transceiver',
Egan set off with six 'carriers' to visit the camps to the east, letting people know what
was planned and later in the month made a second journey east in order to send a
radio message from Milingimbi for supplies (Hiatt 1965, 10; Drysdale 1974, 85).
For a few months Maningrida was again a base for patrol work as Egan sought to
encourage the bush groups to trade with the depot, but the 'trading post' quickly began
to be transformed into a settlement as most people in the area moved in and spent the
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greater part of each year living there. Egan moved on, first to Beswick settlement
(where Alan Pitts was by then the superintendent), and then to Borroloola and Groote
Eylandt before being appointed as superintendent at Yuendumu in May 1958.
Milikins remained based at Maningrida until August 1958, when he took over as
acting manager at Delissaville, but after more than two years there he returned to do
more patrol work at Maningrida, including an exploration of the upper reaches of the
Liverpool River in October/November 1961 (AA CRS: Fl 64/2231: minute 2 March
1962).
Meanwhile one of the last men to be recruited as cadets, Peter Mackey, had been
posted to Maningrida and had made a canoe patrol to Milingimbi in February 1960
_and a foot patrol to the Blyth River and Cape Stewart area in July (AA CRS: Fl
64/2231: report 26 July 1960). This second patrol was in part inspired by the presence
of an anthropologist, Les Hiatt, who with his wife was going to spend some weeks
near the Blyth River and who accompanied Mackey and his team of four patrol
assistants by boat to a base camp near the river mouth. Mackey then spent six days
exploring the country west of the river and later, despite a severe bout of dysentery,
made a four day patrol of the eastern side before walking back to Maningrida after
three weeks in the bush. Impressed by the 1arge numbers of people who returned to
their country when a patrol officer was there', Mackey proposed that a 'patrol outpost'
be established on the Blyth River where 'a limited amount of trading for crocodile
skins could be undertaken' and also a post on the upper Liverpool River:
If the Branch policy of decentralisation of settlements is still to be carried
out I feel that the presence of a patrol officer at Maningrida would help to
move the people out from the Settlement yet still give them the opportunity to
trade and obtain medical services ...

But patrol officers were not posted to Maningrida consistently enough to establish the
regular dry season service east and south of the settlement that Mackey envisaged.
And these were the last years of foot patrols in Arnhem Land; patrols thereafter were
made in four-wheel-drive vehicles, generally with the aim of opening access tracks to
Maningrida and beyond.
The possibility of establishing another branch outpost in eastern Arnhem Land, south
of Yirrkala, was again considered at this time and for several years proposals were
m11de about possible sites. Groups still living in the area were in touch with Yirrkala
and with the mission station at Rose River (Numbulwar), which the Church
Missionary Society had established a few years earlier as an outpost of the Roper
River mission, but several families continued to live mainly in the bush in this area,
apart from the outstation group established near Caledon Bay. Early in 1956 the
Church Missionary Society had sought government approval to establish an outpost in
the area, since the Methodist missions had not done so and Giese wanted to have good
information about the situation. Ted Egan, when he was working at Groote Eylandt in
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1957, had made a canoe trip to the Koolatong River, which flows into Blue Mud Bay
south of Caledon Bay. Two years later Des Morrison made an extensive foot patrol in
the Koolatong area, one aim being to make a tentative selection of a site for a 'limited
Patrol/Medical Post' and at the same time to contact Aboriginal people in the area and
to 'ascertain their needs' (AA CRS: Fl 64/1966: report 8 September 1959). Morrison
spent August in the area, traversing the country in which Thomson had worked
twenty-five years earlier, between Cape Barrow and Caledon Bay, and encountered
an Army mapping team, which was supported by a Navy survey vessel and a
helicopter. But he could find no obviously suitable site with both good access from
the sea and good water.
Three years later in August 1962 Ted Evans led a small party in vehicles to the
Koolatong and Walker Rivers, using a track (made by mineral survey parties) which
linked Mainoru station and the Bulman area to the Gove peninsula. He took with him
a recently recruited POIT, Bill Frazier, who had been a clerk with the branch for more
than a year, and Frazier made a two-day foot patrol to the north of the Koolatong,
which blocked the path of the vehicles, to visit 'villages' which already had rough
airstrips and were being visited regularly by Shepherdson in his aircraft. Evans
concluded that no suitable site for a patrol post could be found north of the Walker
River and proposed a second patrol to the area south of the Walker the following year
(AA CRS: Fl 66/367: reports 31 August & 8 November 1962). But no second patrol
was made and the idea of an eastern Arnhem land patrol post in this area was not
pursued.
In August the next year Evans led another vehicle party into Arnhem Land, this time
to open a track between Oenpelli mission and Maningrida. Again he took with him a
recently appointed POIT, Bill Gray, and Trevor Milikins, the patrol officer who was
most familiar with the Maningrida area (and who had completed the ASOPA course in
the previous year) (Evans 1964). This was a joint patrol with Forestry Branch
officers, who were responsible for the development of timber resources at Maningrida
and elsewhere in western Arnhem Land. Soon after this track was suc~ssfully
opened, another branch party, again led by a senior officer, this time Jack Larcombe,
senior employment officer, started from Maningrida to make a track east to join the
Mainoru/Yirrkala track. This too was a joint patrol, with an officer of the Animal
Industry Branch, and included another POIT, Grahame Castine, appointed the
previous November and recently posted to Maningrida. And twelve months later, in
September/October 1964, Ted Evans led another joint patrol from Maningrida to the
old Arafura homestead site, taking with him John Hunter, then superintendent at
Maningrida and a POIT, Barry Lamshed.
These patrols continued the practice, established with Sweeney's Maningrida patrols
of 1955 and 1956, of a senior officer, generally a former patrol officer, leading the
patrol, assisted by a trainee. Sweeney no doubt relished the chance to 'go bush' and
escape the office for a few weeks and he was the obvious person to take a patrol into
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the Maningrida area he knew well. But if an adequate number of experienced patrol
officers had been available by then such patrols, and the later vehicle patrols in
Arnhem Land, might have been seen as the proper work of patrol officers, with
trainees. When patrols by Landrover began to replace the 'foot walk', senior officers,
who might have hesitated to undertake a strenuous walk across Arnhem Land, had
both the temptation and the opportunity to take part. When the patrol was in the
nature of an expedition involving officers of other branches, it would have seemed
appropriate to put a senior officer in charge. Later in the 1960s several joint 'resources
surveys' were undertaken, involving officers of several branches and designed to
provide good information about the development potential of areas of the reserves.
But these were no longer thought of as 'patrols', though they were another way in
which the kind of work that patrol officers had once been expected to do was carried
out as the Administration's staff and other resources grew.

The Lake Mackay patrols
The first of these exploratory vehicle patrols was made not in Arnhem Land but in the
Centre where the light vegetation made vehicle travel generally easier and more
appropriate than it was in the forest country of the north. In January 1955 Bill McCoy
had reported that a 'small party of natives' had recently come in to Mount Doreen
station from the west and that Bill Braitling estimated some two to three hundred were
living in the country near the Western Australian border. Evans, then still in charge of
the Alice Springs office, did not think that the kind of investigatory patrol McCoy
proposed could or should be made immediately because his limited field staff was
busy with the census work. He proposed that the matter be considered again in a
year's time (AA CRS: Fl 55/320: minutes 20 January & 1 February 1955). Eighteen
months later McCoy was himself in charge as acting district welfare officer in Alice
Springs and he noted that the shortage of both vehicles and staff again prevented
consideration of any patrol that winter. Because good rains had fallen there was no
cause for concern about the condition of the people in the desert (AA CRS: Fl 55/320:
minute 8 June 1956). But the following February Giese proposed patrols both of the
area west of Mount Doreen and of the South-west Reserve during the winter of 1957.
The press had meanwhile publicised reports of 'starving natives' arriving at the
Warburton Range mission in the Western Australian reserve as well as reporting the
'lost tribe' in the Lake Mackay area. Donald Thomson, then a research fellow at
Melbourne University, had seen these reports. Keen to match his anthropological
work in the tropics with a study of people living in the desert, he had begun to seek
sponsorship that would allow him to test the practicability of carrying out field work
near Lake Mackay. Thomson found the necessary support and with two assistants he
reached Mount Doreen station on 4 June 1957 after an overland journey from
Melbourne with a landrover and two jeeps with trailers, all heavily loaded. The
Welfare Branch party arrived four days later and a convoy of six vehicles, including a
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three-ton four-wheel drive truck laden with water, fuel and food supplies, set off the
same afternoon (AA CRS: Fl 55/320: 'Report on patrol to Lake Mackay area
June/July 1957'). Two more vehicles caught up with the main party a few days later
when a geologist from the Bureau of Mineral Resources and the Administration's
botanist joined the expedition. Ted Evans had come from Darwin to lead the patrol,
along with Ted Cooper, who was to drive the truck; I had been posted to Alice Springs
after the ASOPA course, and was the patrol officer chosen as Evans's off-sider. The
Department of Health sent Dr John Hargrave, a medical officer then based in Alice
Springs. Bill Braitling led the party in the early stages, driving his own vehicle and
accompanied by an Aboriginal assistant. Two men and a boy, who had come in to the
station from the desert only a few weeks before, were engaged to guide us to their
families; four other men came as additional guides and interpreters, along with their
wives and children, making 'a total of twelve adults and fourteen children, most of
whom travelled on the 3-ton truck'.
The party spent nearly a month exploring the country around the north of Lake
Mackay and east of Lake Hazlett. On the fifth day out, while the trucks moved on to
establish a base camp, our guides led Evans, Hargrave and I, in our two landrovers, to
their group of twenty people camped at a well to the south-west After we rejoined the
main party, the truck was left at the base camp two hundred kilometres north-west of
Mount Doreen, where Kimayi Well provided 'a permanent supply of hard water'. The
first group we had found came to the Kimayi base camp a week later and there were
then a total of forty-two Aboriginal men, women and children in the camp.
Meanwhile survey trips were made to the west and south-west. Rain had begun
falling on the fifth day and continued intermittently for a week, culminating in heavy
rain which made movement impossible for two days when the patrol party was
camped, with Donald Thomson, near Labbi-labbi rockhole, on the east side of Lake
Hazlett. The Welfare Branch party, with Dr Hargrave, ventured some distance over
the border and found a second group living west of Lake Mackay. The main party
started back on 1 July and reached Mount Doreen homestead two nights later.
Thomson also left at that time and went in to Alice Springs but later returned to work
for another two months, mainly near Labbi-labbi, where the RAAF made a prearranged drop of fuel and food supplies on 2 August. (Braiding sent a se!lrch party out
from Mount Doreen when Thomson failed to call in after reporting on 17 August that
his vehicle was hopelessly bogged and water was short; his transmitter apparently
defective, Thomson could not report that he and his assistant were safely within
walking distance of base camp.)
The main recommendation of the report on this patrol was that all the country
traversed should be included in a large reserve linking the existing Haasts Bluff and
south west reserves and that the Western Australian authorities should be invited to
make a corresponding extension of the reserves west of the border. Within two years
this substantial increase in the area of the 'western reserves' had been made. It was
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15.

Oenpelll-Maningrida Patrol, August 1963: Bill Gray (L)
and Trevor Millkins at the Gumadir Crossing.
(The Jeremy Long Collecdon and the AJATSIS)

16.

Patrol Officer Long with Pintupi men near Lake Mackay,
June1957
(State Reference Library of the Northern Territory)

17.

Lake Mackay Patrol, July 1960, at Wili Rockhole near
Kintore Ranges: Jim Dorling (obscured) and Bill McGill
(The Jeremy Long Collection and the AIATSIS)

18.

Lake Mackay Patrol, 1960: Patrol Officers McGill and
Dorling at the summit of the Sir Frederick Range, WA
(The Jeremy Long Collection and the AIATSIS)

also recommended that 'an annual patrol be made to the Lake Mackay area to observe
the condition of the people and to establish and maintain friendly contact'.
Another recommendation was that a patrol should be made later the same year to
explore the country farther south where informants at Haasts Bluff, who themselves
had walked in the previous summer, said more people were living. At the end of
October, with Colin MacLeod, and a mechanic and two guides, I took two Landrovers
west to the Kintore Range and into Western Australia where we found one family
group at a well about forty kilometres west of the border (AA CRS: Fl 57/1298:
report [November 1957]). In nine days we travelled some nine hundred kilometres
across country. In the hot weather the radiators, blocked with spinifex seed, boiled
frequently and much time was spent searching for and digging out wells to maintain
our water supply. The main recommendations after this patrol were that similar short
patrols to the Kintore Range area should be made each year and that the people of the
area, including the recent immigrants to Haasts Bluff, 'could best be served at present
by the sinking of bores to provide reliable waters'.
Meanwhile the South Australian authorities had proposed a joint examination of the
adjoining 'central reserves' where the Presbyterian Board of Missions was interested in
establishing a second station west of its Ernabella mission. In the winter of 1958 a
joint patrol visited the North-west Reserve in South Australia and the Western
Australian reserve areas over the border as far as the recently established Giles
weather station and the Warburton Range mission, returning by way of the Petermann
Ranges in the South-west Reserve (AA CRS: A431 57/2154: report 18 July 1958).
The two 'native patrol officers' employed by the Weapons Research Establishment at
Woomera, who regularly patrolled these areas, took part in this joint exercise. The
Welfare Branch was represented not by a patrol officer but by Max Althaus, the
superintendent at Areyonga settlement and a former school teacher who had a good
knowledge of the Pitjantjatjara language. He was accompanied by a mechanic and
two guides who knew the area. The South Australian party included the Secretary of
the Aborigines Protection Board, Clarrie Bartlett, and also the eighty-year old
Professor Cleland, who was the chairman of the board. No Aboriginal people were
seen in the Northern Territory reserve but the consensus was that a settlement in the
Petermann Ranges would be useful, in addition to, but as a lower priority than, the two
proposed for the South Australian and Western Australian reserves. These, it was
suggested, should be managed by government rather than by missions and should each
provide for no more than two hundred people.
When, three years later, another patrol was sent to the Petermann Ranges, an
experienced patrol officer, John Hunter, was available ('Visit to the Petermann
Ranges, September 1961, general report and recommendations', 28 September 1961).
Hunter, who had had nearly three years in the field in central Australia since attending
ASOPA in 1958, accompanied me (by then I was no longer a patrol officer but a
research officer with the branch, based in Darwin). Taking a single landrover with
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two guides, in ten days we travelled the length of the ranges, examining the southern
side of the range, as Strehlow's party had done on their camels in 1939, and visiting
the Giles weather station in the Rawlinson Range. We covered over twelve hundred
kilometres within the reserve and met just one group of Rawlinson Range people, who
were living at a rockhole on the Territory side of the border. The report of this patrol
led directly to the establishment a few years later of a community at Docker River, in
the western Petermanns, forty years after Bleakley had proposed it and almost thirty
years after Strehlow's recommendations (AA CRS: Fl 65/307: report 28 September
1961).
Meanwhile in July 1960 Ted Evans had led another patrol to revisit the Lake Mackay
area, taking with him one POIT, Bill McGill, and a cadet, Jim Dorling, both of whom
attended ASOPA the following year, and a mechanic. Most of the people that the
1957 patrol had met had walked in to camp at Mount Singleton on the western
boundary of the Mount Doreen lease soon after Thomson had left the area and most
had remained there through 1958 and 1959. But after rain fell in the summer months
of 1959-60 some had left, and it was presumed that they had moved back to the Lake
Mackay area, which had meanwhile been included, as recommended, in a greatly
enlarged reserve. This second patrol was planned 'to investigate the circumstances of
the native people and to endeavour to establish more accurately the number in the
region and their seasonal movements' (AA CRS: Fl 62/2808: 'Report on Patrol Lake
Mackay-Kintore Range areas July 1960'). Leaving Mount Doreen with two guides on
1 July and travelling in two landrovers, the party met a group of nine people returning
from the west within thirty kilometres of the homestead. Three days later they met a
second group of eleven at a water sixteen kilometres east of the border and then
visited Labbi-labbi where they were able to make use of some of the fuel remaining
from the air drop to Thomson three years earlier. After visiting Lake Mackay they
met three young men from the second group and with them visited several of the
waters to the east which had been in use in 1957. At Kundjarri rockhole Evans invited
these youths to hunt all day and bring back their catch: 'one small spinifex snake
(about 3 feet long), one lizard (about 7 inches long) and one small goanna'. The party
returned to Alice Springs and set off to the west by way of Papunya, where Evans
engaged two guides, and then followed the tracks of the 1957 patrol west to the
Kintore Range. Here they came upon a newly graded track, part of the road network
then being made for the Weapons Research Establishment. After some further
exploration of the country to the west, and having seen no signs of people living near
the border, the patrol made use of the new road to return to Alice Springs by way of
Giles, where some repairs were made to their vehicles, and through the South
Australian reserve. When the patrol reached Alice Springs on 30 July it had travelled
a total of more than four thousand kilometres. The people they had met in the Lake
Mackay area seemed to be moving back to Mount Doreen and the western parts of the
reserve to the south were otherwise apparently uninhabited on the Territory side of the
border, though on their way to Giles they had met three young men near Lake
Hopkins in Western Australia.
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Before long the roads made in 1960 were being used by the Weapons Research
Establishment (WRE) patrol officers, and by Welfare Branch parties, and by
combined patrols with the Western Australian Native Affairs Department officers.
These patrols, like the earlier ones, sought to establish how many people were living
in the desert and how the prevailing drought conditions of the early 1960s were
affecting them. They were coordinated through meetings of a Central Reserves
Consultative Committee, which first met in August 1961 and provided regular
opportunities for officials from the two states and the Territory, and the WRE patrol
officers, to discuss developments and needs in the area. The road that Evans had used
had by then been continued eastward to join the roads on the Haasts Bluff reserve and
westward for some five hundred and fifty kilometres to a point where a National
Mapping party engaged in geodetic survey work had sunk a well (Jupiter Well) and
established a base camp for survey work west to the Canning Stock Route in the
winter of 1961. This road provided relatively easy access to the country from which
people had been moving in to Haasts Bluff and the new settlement nearby at Papunya
and the Welfare Branch sent exploratory patrols across the border each year for three
years from 1962 to 1964.
These and later visits to the area in 1967 were undertaken not by patrol officers but by
me as a Darwin-based research officer. Each time I travelled with several Aboriginal
guides, interpreters and drivers and some patrol officers and trainees took part in these
patrols. In July 1962, when I was travelling with one of the Woomera patrol officers,
William Macdougall, two patrol officers, John Hunter and Pat Lennard, came out from
Alice Springs, bringing spare parts for the landrover and radio and additional supplies,
and met us near Lake Macdonald. In 1963 the annual visit was made with a journalist
with the Melbourne Herald, Douglas Lockwood, (who published a book, The Lizard
Eaters, about the trip) and a cameraman from the Australian Broadcasting
Commission, Frank Few, (who shot a film for television). A POIT, Gordon
Grimwade, also came 'for training and help with the work'. Grimwade had joined the
branch as a trainee in December 1962 from the Department of Supply in Salisbury,
South Australia, where he was working as a clerk, and attended ASOPA the following
year. He drove one of the two landrovers we used - a third vehicle was sent out but
it broke down on the third day and had to be towed back - and made several journeys
to and from Haasts Bluff to bring out fuel and have faults in the second vehicle
repaired during patrol work that occupied more than a month (AA CRS: Fl 62/1843:
report 12 September 1963).
During the third of these yearly visits, in April 1964, a truck was taken out so that
transport to Papunya could be offered to those who had been asking to be taken to join
their relatives there. A patrol officer, Peter Mackey, and a mechanic came and drove
the truck during this joint patrol in which the two Woomera patrol officers and a
Western Australian party, which included a medical team, took part. The Welfare
Branch party was out for three weeks and ferried in a total of forty-two people who
had come to the road and met our party so that they could join their relatives who had
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earlier walked in to Haasts Bluff and were then living at Papunya (AA CRS: Fl
62/1843: 'Report on patrol west of Papunya April, 1964'). Later that year another
eleven people came in with one of the Woomera patrol officers, who were continuing
to make more or less regularly survey trips along the desert roads and brought in
another thirteen people two years later in July 1966.
A few months after the April joint patrol, Dr Charles Duguid in Adelaide publicly
criticised the 'welfare patrols' and 'their efforts to coax nomadic Aboriginals to leave
desert areas' (Australian 1 August 1964). He claimed that people were 'being enticed
to leave their homeland for a crowded settlement life on the Papunya Welfare
Settlement' and he also condemned oil search exploration in Western Australia which
was making inroads 'far into tribal lands by aeroplane and helicopters' and by 'massive
bulldozers .. . tearing the desert apart'. Questions were asked in the Legislative
Council in Darwin where Giese responded by stating exactly how many had walked in
to Papunya in the previous two years and how many had 'been transported in at their
own request' and by providing the figures for births and deaths among the Pintupi
there (NT Legislative Council debates, September 1964). The critics of government
then and later (cf Nathan & Lechleitner 1983, 35-96) tended to overlook the part
played by the people themselves who were walking in, as hundreds of their relatives
had been doing for forty years or more, and who had asked that transport be provided
for the journey. The making of the roads and the desert patrols that used them
certainly speeded up these last emigrations from the western desert, but only by a few
months or years. The patrols were an expression of official concern about the
condition of the remaining groups isolated in the desert, but they also responded to the
wishes of the people living at Papunya and elsewhere who were anxious to keep in
touch with their relatives and to offer them the chance to share the benefits of their
less exacting life on the settlements. The Welfare Branch was at the same time trying
to provide the essential supplies of good water that would enable the people to
reoccupy their homelands and achieved this relatively quickly in the Petermann
Ranges but it was another ten years and more before the Pintupi people to the north
had a similar base at the Kintore Range.
When another joint patrol was made in April 1967 the drought had broken and the
aims were to confirm that no Aboriginal people remained isolated in the area that had
been visited by Northern Territory patrols in the past and 'incidentally to assess the
effects of the [1966/67] summer rain on roads and tracks and on the country generally'
('Joint patrol April 1967: report of NT Welfare Branch patrol', 22 May 1967). A
patrol officer, David Stewart, who, since attending ASOPA in 1963, had spent more
than three years working in the Alice Springs district, accompanied me on this trip.
We also travelled with an Army party of six men in two landrovers, on an exercise
designed to provide experience in handling desert conditions. The Northern Territory
party drove through the Petermann reserve to Giles (for a meeting of the Central
Reserves Committee) and then north to the Kintore Range and west to Jupiter Well
and the Canning Stock Route with the WRE and Western Australian parties. Our
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attempt to travel north up the stock route track to visit Balgo was defeated (the Aimy
vehicles were drawing trailers and could not get over the steep sandridges) but next
month another Welfare Branch/Army party travelled from Darwin to Balgo by way of
Hooker Creek to gather information about emigration from the desert, but no patrol
officer accompanied me on this second trip.
Another three years later, in July 1970, this series of 'desert patrols' was rounded off
with a return visit to Lake Mackay and Labbi-labbi during a patrol planned primarily
to survey the resources of the Lake Mackay reserve, in particular in the Highland
Rocks area and Ethel Creek to the south (AA CRS: FI 71/3400: 'Report on the
Highland Rocks/Lake Mackay patrol July 1970'). This party was led by a former
patrol officer, Bill Frazier, by then a district welfare officer in Alice Springs, and
included a patrol officer, Gavin O'Brien, and a POIT, Stuart Phillpot, as well as a
mechanic and two guides from Yuendumu. Officers from the Agriculture and Animal
Industry Branch of the Administration and from the Mines and Water Resources
Branch also took part in this joint resources survey, travelling in three landrovers. The
party travelled northward along the Tanami road from Mount Doreen before turning
south westerly to traverse the Highland Rocks and then south to Lake Mackay, after
Returning eastward they
diverting into Western Australia to visit Labbi-labbi.
revisited country Evans had travelled in 1960 on the way to Mount Farewell, then
turned south to Ethel Creek, where they met a party from Yuendumu bringing spare
parts for their vehicles, and then drove east to Vaughan Springs and Yuendumu,
cutting short the proposed survey of the Ethel Creek area because of the condition of
the vehicles and because Phillpot was due to leave for Sydney and ASOPA. When
they reached Alice Springs on 19 July they had been away for just two weeks and had
covered sixteen hundred kilometres, including nearly seven hundred kilometres of
bush driving on the reserve.
These patrols of the western reserves between 1957 and 1970 had all been special
purpose expeditions rather than routine patrols. Even in Strehlow's time the country
on the Northern Territory side of the border was largely depopulated. Had a patrol
service been fully established in the early 1940s it is possible to imagine that regular
camel and later vehicle patrols might have done something to improve life for those
still living in the desert areas - checking on the condition of the people, bringing
some medical care, trading dog scalps and other items and perhaps improving water
supplies - and perhaps might even have helped to slow or reverse the emigration
process. But even Sweeney's camel patrols of the western country in 1944-45 were
special surveys designed to provide information to guide decisions about the
establishment of branch depots for the Warlpiri. The depot that was then made at
Yuendurnu attracted the people who might have been served by a patrol service in the
country west of Mount Doreen station. By the time the branch had the resources to
undertake vehicle patrols in the late 1950s and the 1960s, the task was to assess the
resources of lands that had already been deserted and to consider the possibilities of
providing services there that might make it possible for people to return. It was only
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the WRE patrol officers who were able for a few years to make routine patrols, mostly
in Western Australia, keeping in intermittent touch with some of the last people to
leave the desert.
A few of the Northern Territory trainee patrol officers gained useful experience of offroad travel in the desert and in the north and rather fewer had the opportunity to see
people living independently in the traditional way in the course of these special
patrols. But the chief priority for the growing patrol staff in the early 1960s was the
inspection of employment conditions for Aboriginal workers in the pastoral industry.
The 'bush patrols' were something that provided occasional diversions from the
routine work of the POITs and patrol officers.
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CHAPTER15
IN THE FIELD II: STATION INSPECTIONS
1955-65

For six years after the Welfare Ordinance was passed, the employment of Aboriginal
workers continued to be governed by the provisions of the old Aboriginals Ordinance
and regulations. Even after the Welfare Ordinance had commenced there were still no
new employment regulations. Finally in October 1959 the regulations were ready and
the Wards Employment Ordinance came into effect (NTA 1959/60, 45). Just before
the push for compliance with these new requirements began, the officer in charge of
the Lindsay district, centred on Tennant Creek and including the large companyowned stations of the Barkly Tableland, commented gloomily that there had been
'little or no improvement in conditions over a period of six years' (NTA 1958/59, 42).
Employers on the stations had been slow to provide any accommodation for their
Aboriginal workers or even to improve water supplies and provide showers and
lavatories and remained so after the new legislation came into force.
Complaints that shortages of experienced staff were limiting patrol activities recur
frequently in the annual reports of the late 1950s and early 1960s and some of the
district welfare officers undertook station inspections to ensure that nearly all of the
stations in their districts were visited once a year (NT A 1958/59, 42). As the numbers
of field staff steadily increased, the supply of vehicles did not always keep pace.
Station inspection work was often restricted because officers had no vehicle at all or
no vehicle fit to negotiate the rough roads and tracks between the stations. When Des
Morrison was posted to Elliott he was authorised to use his private vehicle for his
work, and was duly reimbursed, but when the approval expired he reported that he
was setting off on horseback with one of the drovers for Top Springs and Wave Hill,
intending to return with eastbound drovers, in order to check employment conditions
on the stock route (AA CRS: Fl 54/96: memorandum 12 April 1957). Intermittent
acute shortages of transport were faced in all districts in the early 1960s, sometimes
occasioned when vehicles were damaged: not all patrol officers were steady, careful
drivers. But by the mid-1960s, with ten patrol officers and thirteen POITs on strength,
the Welfare Branch was reasonably well equipped with the staff and the vehicles
needed for the task of inspecting conditions in the pastoral industry (NTA 1964/65,
95-6).
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The Administration's report for 1960/61 described a 'three-visit' system that had been
introduced for the inspection of pastoral properties:
During the first visit all facilities for aborigines are inspected in the light of
requirements under the Wards Employment Ordinance, records covering
employment, maintenance and social service benefits are examined in detail
and conditions at the station are discussed with the management. The
second visit is devoted to following up matters arising from the first and the
third is given over entirely to making contact with individual wards,
discussing problems and queries in the light of what has already been learnt
or achieved, and observing the general reaction of the people to their social
environment. Much useful work has been done during these visits (NTA
1960/61, 47).

This ideal of three visits each year was not often achieved and in some years a few
stations were not inspected at all. Some stations escaped inspection altogether for two
or three years.
Many officers found the lack of visible result for their work disappointing. Some
changes could be observed: in the branch's own report for 1960-61 it was recorded
that, in the Lindsay district where twenty-three properties had been inspected,
conditions had been improved on seven of them and undertakings had been given that
improvements would be made soon on seven more; but on the remainder visits had
little effect, though eleven stations were paying wages above the minimum rates
(WBA 1960/61, 17). Dealings with the company-owned properties, whose managers
were responsible to remote boards of directors and could or would take few decisions
about spending money on employee accommodation and facilities, could be especially
frustrating.
But it was for others to take any decisions about enforcing compliance. The director
in Darwin, the Minister and the officers of his department in Canberra were aware that
conditions for the Aboriginal people living on the settlements and the missions did not
comply with the minimum standards laid down for workers in the pastoral industry.
On some of the marginal properties in the Gulf country, and some in the Centre, the
accommodation of the leaseholders did not reach those standards. They were
conscious of the risks in seeking to enforce compliance by using the obvious sanction
of cancelling employment licences under the old regulations or prosecuting employers
for failure to comply with all the prescribed conditions under the Wards Employment
Ordinance and regulations. The aim was to maintain and increase the number of
Aboriginal workers in the pastoral industry, as well as to improve conditions for them.
The Administration sought first to persuade the employer organisations in prior
negotiations to accept and endorse the conditions that were to be laid down in the
ordinances and regulations, and then to persuade the individual owners and managers
to comply with those conditions within a reasonable period.
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19.

Minister's Conference on Aboriginal welfare, 11-12 July 1963. From left: Roger Nott (Administrator),
Harry Giese (Director of Welfare), unidentified, Paul Hasluck (Minister for Territories),
Claude Reseigh (Department of Territories), Frank Moy (Department of Territories)
(Welfare Branch Collection, ATSIC, Darwin)

This had been the usual approach of most of the patrol officers since Strehlow had
noted, after a visit to The Granites, that 'the Aboriginals Ordinance is so little known
in Central Australia that it would appear only fair to give offenders a warning before
prosecuting them' though he thought immediate prosecution was appropriate for those
ill treating Aboriginal people (AA CRS: F3 21/16: report 10 May 1937). Les Penhall
has recalled that he and his contemporaries sought to make themselves useful to the
people on the stations, recognising that a kind of 'benevolent feudalism' prevailed by
mutual agreement between the owners and managers and the Aboriginal residents on
the stations (NT Archives Oral History TS 303). It was rare, though not unknown, for
patrol officers to take action against station employers on their own initiative. In the
early period Ted Evans recalled cancelling a licence when his efforts over two years to
induce the management of Victoria River Downs to provide a pumped water supply to
the Pigeon Hole outstation had failed to produce results and he found women still
laboriously carrying water in buckets from the river when he revisited in 1952 (NT
Archives Oral History TS 46, 38-9). But within days a telegram from Darwin
instructed him to restore the cancelled licence. That same year Moy told the Director
of Health that he regretted that 'this unsatisfactory property', Victoria River Downs,
could not be forced then to provide proper facilities and hoped that something might
be done when the Welfare Ordinance was in place (AA CRS: Fl 52n58: minute 24
November 1952). Des Morrison recalled cancelling a licence to employ at Inverway
station and arranging transport to remove the workers to Hooker Creek because the
workers and others were not being properly fed (interview, 20 April 1988). At
Victoria River Downs in 1959 he decided it was time to put an end to the
management's system of holding substantial credits in the accounts of Aboriginal
employees - some of whom were no longer on the station - and asked the manager
to have all the money paid out, withholding only £5 for each female worker and £10
for each male (AA CRS: F1 64/1186: report 2 November 1959). A similar request
had been made two years earlier but had been ignored and when the manager objected
Morrison inquired about cancelling his licence. Morrison's military style of work
probably startled both Aboriginal and white workers on the stations and stories of
workers on stations being lined up during inspections probably have their origins in
recollections of his patrols:
In one incident described by the bookkeeper the manager accompanied the
Welfare Officer to the Aborigines' camp and lined them all up; moving down
the line with the manager he asked each individual if he had any complaints.
There were none! (Stevens 1974, 177).

Morrison believed that if people were not prepared to state their complaints in the
presence of the manager there was little chance that any effective remedial action
could be taken. The 'line up' provided an opportunity to check whether the issues of
clothing, boots and blankets recorded in the station books had actually been made.
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Des Morrison and others made a point of asking workers if they had any complaints
and census taking entailed lengthy questioning of Aboriginal people, but the main
tasks of the patrol officers involved them with the station owner, or the manager and
the bookkeeper on the larger properties, rather than with the Aboriginal community. It
was not uncommon for patrol officers to travel with an Aboriginal 'patrol assistant'.
These assistants could pick up useful information from the station people and pass it
on to the patrol officer. But the work of examining the station accounts and
discussing the prospects of improving the water supply of providing some housing
went on largely unobserved by the people who might benefit. Even if a patrol officer
eventually succeeded in having some improvements made, the Aboriginal people
would have no reason to connect those changes with the occasional visits of officers
from the Welfare Branch.
Frank Stevens, in his book Aborigines in the Northern Territory Cattle Industry,
reported on a survey of Aboriginal employment on some thirty stations that he and
others made in 1965, with follow up visits in 1966 and 1968 (Stevens 1974, 1-5). He
found that none of his informants among the Aboriginal employees 'had a favourable
opinion of the work of the Welfare Branch':
We never see people from Welfare. When they come they do not sit down
and talk to you. They don't stay long. Drive around and stay at the station.
They could do things to help the people. They could find what the troubles
are. They don't do things now like they used to (Stevens 1974, 161; my
emphasis).

The last observation suggests that this informant recalled a time when the officers did
take time to talk to the Aboriginal workers - perhaps when Evans and others spent
weeks and months on their patrols.
We never see Welfare men. They never go near the camp. When they come
they never talk about money. Maybe one or two in Welfare would help you
but most are in with the manager.

Interviewer: What do you think about Welfare? Is it good for Aborigines?
Aboriginal Stockman: Oh no. They not good for me; they were never any

good. They used to do things that we don't want them to do. I reckon they bin
robbin me too.

Some of these comments may have been gathered during Stevens's 1968 trip when
conditions had changed considerably since the early 1960s and the informants may
have gauged that Stevens would welcome such remarks, but they are also plausible
given the nature of the patrol officer's inspection task. A former Wave Hill worker,
recorded in 1974, was specific:
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11.
12.
13.

Then Ted Evans, Greenfield, who's that other White man? It was
those welfare men who used to come, sort of Patrol Officers.
(They made) promise to the Aboriginals 'next year we'll improve
your conditions and help you'.
Then, (we were) looking out, but nothing (turned up).

(McConvell 1986, 309: translation of a text recorded at Daguragu (Wattie
Creek); in the transcription Ted Evans' is rendered as 'titapan' and
'Greenfield' as 'kirinpil'.)

A patrol officer who talked to the people about the improvements he was pressing for
might be taken to have promised them. One who cautiously refrained from doing so
would get no credit for any improvements that might be made months or years later.

The droving industry
The work of supervising employment by drovers could provide patrol officers with
more immediate job satisfaction than they found in station inspections. The drovers,
or most of them, needed Aboriginal labour and the patrol officer could arrange for
workers to be sent from Warrabri and elsewhere. More importantly he could issue or
revoke the licence that allowed the drover to employ Aboriginal worlcers. The
problems were relatively immediate and straightforward: were proper records of
employment kept, were the Aboriginal drovers paid, clothed and fed adequately, were
they mistreated? When complaints seemed to be justified the patrol officers could
dispense summary justice - insisting on immediate payment of wages owed,
removing the Aboriginal workers, and/or cancelling licences. The methods used by
the relatively few unscrupulous 'boss drovers' were various - 'non-payment of wages,
part payment of wages or dishonest deductions from wages due' - but frequent
patrols of the stock routes by officers who were familiar with the industry, the country
and the drovers could discourage sharp practice:
Mr. H. works in league with Mr. S., owner of Wallamunga Station (Gregory
District). Mr. S. is prone to enlisting wards wherever he contacts them and
without reference to this Branch take them to various jobs and when
completed return them by the easiest means available to the nearest centre
without money. He informs them without exception that he has or will send
their money to "Mr. Lennard" or "Mr. Hamilton" [then district welfare
officer in Tennant Creek]. This money never materialises. A continuous
stream of wards call at this office asking for money sent by Mr. S. to us and
when told we know nothing about it regard us with suspicion (M CRS: Fl
5711114: minute 7 November 1960).
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The most frequent complaint from employees was that drovers swore at them, but
violence was not unknown in the industry:
Sandy and Charlie complained that W. swore at them and had threatened
Sandy with a hobble chain. They were, however, agreeable to staying with
W. until he had delivered the cattle.
Before entering M.'s camp an old white ringer, 63, stopped our car and
asked for a lift to the nearest town. He was badly cut about the left side of
the face and his left eye was closed. When asked what had happened he
replied that M. had flogged him with a bridle that morning. He appeared in
need of urgent medical attention and arrangements were made ... to return
him to Elliott (AA CRS: FI 5711114: report [August] 1960).

But Pat Lennard wrote in 1960 that:
During my patrol experience of the last three droving seasons I have not
encountered one dispute caused by actual physical mistreatment of wards
and would venture to say that such treatment is a thing of the past (AA CRS:
FI 5711114: report [September] 1960).

If this was so, and it is hard to see why Aboriginal drovers would conceal such
incidents from Lennard, the patrol officers might well take some of the credit. Frank
Stevens reported that a station mechanic thought that branch officers deserved credit
for the reduction in the level of physical violence on the cattle stations:
Although he considered Welfare officers were only 'career men who couldn't
care less', they had 'put the fear of God into the managers about bashings
and brutality' (Stevens 1974, 174).

But the police and improvements in the administration of justice had also been
important. In the 1955 'Eva Downs case', four white stockmen were prosecuted and
two of them were gaoled for six months after they had used stockwhips against a
woman and four male Aboriginal workers who were walking off the station after a
dispute (AA CRS: Fl 55/1154: minute 19 December 1955). The Aboriginal victims
of these assaults later sued successfully for damages. This prosecution may have
signalled the end of the commonplace use of the physical violence in the industry.
Drovers had their own complaints about the branch and its requirements - too much
paper work - and about their Aboriginal employees - most often that they were
liable to walk off the job, leaving the drover short-handed in the middle of a droving
trip. To make matters worse, they sometimes left before they had worked enough to
pay for the outfit of 'swagcover blankets, quartpot, boots, hat, shirts, trousers and whip
etc' that a drover often bought for his men at the start of a trip (AA CRS: FI 57/1114:
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memorandum 6 July 1957). Again the officers believed that if they could keep in
touch with the droving teams they would be able to mediate disputes and forestall
many such incidents.
Such complaints about the 'one-sidedness of the regulations' indicate the relatively
strong position of the Aboriginal employees in the droving industry. Their labour was
in demand and they were for years the highest paid Aboriginal workers in the
Territory. But even by 1957 the work was 'getting less popular with wards each year'
because, in Morrison's view, supervision had not been adequate (AA CRS: FI
57/1114: minute 6 July 1957). Officers had been able to negotiate wages above the
minimum rates for competent workers and demand remained high until the late 1960s.
Although it was noted that the use of road transport to move cattle was increasing in
1962/63, officers observed 'no apparent change in drovers numbers or decline in
Aboriginal employment' (WBA 1962/1963, 17). Three years later it was reported that
droving had 'a new lease of life' and it was still 'flourishing' in 1967.
A similarly strong demand for Aboriginal labour applied in the cattle industry and
generally in the Territory through the 1960s. In this situation employers might have
been expected to be more ready than they had been previously to consider increasing
wages and improving conditions. But most station managements showed little interest
in doing even the minimum required by the legislation and progress remained
painfully slow. Elsewhere, in other industries and in the towns, especially in and
around Darwin, patrol officers were beginning in the early 1960s to report some
success in negotiating improved conditions (WBA 1962/63, 1963/64). But on the
stations employers seem to have been able to take advantage of the 'captive' labour
force and to continue their traditional employment practices with only slight
modifications and concessions.
No doubt station inspections by the patrol officers could have been more regular and
more frequent, subject to the limitations of staff and vehicles, and no doubt their
inquiries could have been more rigorous. Stevens (1974, 91) reported that 'discussions
with Welfare Branch officers in Darwin indicated that inspection of stations by patrol
officers of the Branch was infrequent and cursory'. But this seems likely to have been
his conclusion rather than something the officers actually admitted. He found
evidence that stations were spending a great deal less on the feeding and clothing of
their Aboriginal employees and their dependants than they were required to do by law,
and that the official ration scale was followed by only seven of the thirty stations they
visited (Stevens 1974, 82-92).
The branch paid the stations for the maintenance of Aboriginal people on the stations,
other than the workers and their immediate families, and one of the jobs for the patrol
officers was to check the records and then certify the claims made for these
maintenance payments. They were generally more concerned to establish that the
dependants for whom stations claimed maintenance were actually present than to
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analyse in detail the amounts being spent on food for them. The rates for maintenance
were based on calculations made in head office of the cost of providing food
according to the ration scale, with generous allowance for freight costs and for meat
killed on the stations. The scope for ensuring that rationing costs were kept well
below the amounts paid by the Welfare Branch was considerable. Some patrol
officers conscientiously checked the station records of expenditure on rationing their
employees and dependants but this was a laborious task and often the records kept
were inadequate.
Checking the accounts kept of wages paid was a more
straightforward task and one of more immediate benefit to Aboriginal workers.

Patrol assistants
It was common practice in the early 1960s for officers to travel on station patrols with
another patrol officer or a POIT to share the work and, as in earlier years, many took
an Aboriginal patrol assistant with them. Apart from sometimes gathering useful
infonnation from the station groups, these assistants provided companionship and
could lend a hand when wheels had to be changed or trucks pushed through creek
beds, when it was time to boil a billy or make camp. The men chosen as assistants
generally had some experience of stockwork and knew the country, which was
particularly useful when patrol officers started work in areas new to them. But it was
unusual to have an assistant who was a licensed driver or who shared the driving.
They were generally paid at the rate prescribed for police trackers and like them were
reliable men who soon learnt what was expected of them, but who were unskilled and
were given little training. Often they were given temporary jobs only for the duration
of a patrol, but some were employed continuously and back at base might be engaged
on 'odd jobs' around the office or, as in Elliott in 1958, might act as caretaker and
gardener when the patrol officer's house and office were unoccupied for a period. Ron
Ryan, as district welfare officer at Katherine, employed a 'ward assistant' as a kind of
'town patrol assistant':
His work commences at 7.30 a.m. with the cleaning of the male and female
lavatories. This is done seven days a week. On week days he sweeps and
cleans out the Office daily. He patrols the town and environs under my
direction most efficiently per foot, bike and vehicle. There is not much he
does not know about local wards and employers and, if unknown, he can
usually be relied on to get the required information. It is his responsibility to
care for transient wards awaiting repatriation and quite frequently to deliver
them to aircraft or train. This latter job is well done whether I am home or
absent. Among other duties he is responsible for the cleaning and the
polishing of the land rover on charge to me. He does private work/or me
also in his spare time for which I pay him an extra £2 per week. Unless
there is anything special for him to do he usually has Sunday afternoons
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Patrol Officer Morrison and a drover, Victoria River district, 1957.
(The Jeremy Long Collection and the AIATSIS)
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Des Morrison and the Patrol Assistants training course,
in camp near Beswick, November 1961.
(The Jeremy Long Collecdon and the AlATSIS)
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PT for the Patrol Assistants course near Beswick,
November 1961.
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free. He is on call every day and night (AA CRS: FI 571623: minute 29 July
1957).

In 1960 Des Morrison, then based at Katherine, submitted a scheme for the 'fonnation
of a patrol staff section' in which, among other proposals, he made suggestions about
the recruitment and training of patrol assistants as part of such a section (AA CRS: Fl
60/805: minute 8 April 1960). Giese was interested and invited Morrison to develop a
training program for assistants. Morrison's plans for a course that year had to be
postponed when he was posted to Hooker Creek as acting superintendent, but the next
year district welfare officers were invited to nominate men already working as
assistants, or who were interested in doing the job, for a four week intensive training
course in November. Morrison had a tent camp set up near Beswick settlement for the
first two weeks and later moved it to East Point, near Darwin, and the trainees were
able to make use of a suburban public swimming pool for some training sessions.
Four assistants nominated from Alice Springs could not attend because of an outbreak
of measles, but fourteen others took the course and were presented with 'Certificates
of Competency' by Harry Giese when they completed it.

Des Morrison made several suggestions for future courses in his report on the course
but no more were held, primarily perhaps because Morrison left the branch soon after
this course. Reports were later called for on the work the trainees had done since the
course and it was revealed that few had worked at all consistently as patrol assistants.
Evans suggested that a more modest training scheme might be appropriate, with
careful selection of those to take part. Inquiries early in 1965 about who was using
assistants revealed that most officers were unenthusiastic. An assistant was still
regularly employed at Elliott but elsewhere they were seen as less essential. One
officer noted that assistants were unoccupied for long periods and soon lost interest
(AA CRS: Fl 60/805: minute 30 January 1965). Two from the 1961 course worked as
'message boys' based at the Bagot reserve in Darwin (AA CRS: Fl 60/805: minute 25
January 1965). One former patrol officer noted that if both a POIT and an assistant
accompanied a patrol officer the assistant became a kind of servant (AA CRS: Fl
60/805: 2 February 1965). He estimated that in the Leichhardt district, based on
Darwin, an assistant was essential for about one per cent of an officer's time and
desirable for another ten per cent, but that the need was diminishing as the role of
patrol officers changed. To be fully effective assistants would need to be literate.
Later in the year David Stewart recommended the employment of a patrol assistant
attached to the office in Alice Springs and reported at the end of the year on his work
(AA CRS: Fl 62/1523: minute 22 April 1965). This young man was literate and
submitted brief reports on the situation in the camps around the town to the 'town
patrol officer', helped the female welfare officers in their work, drove to and from
settlements as required, but had not accompanied patrol officers on patrol (AA CRS:
Fl 62/1523: minute 4 November 1965).
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From time to time patrol officers pressed for wage increases for their assistants and
the branch seems never to have been a leader in providing improved wages and
conditions for these workers. Their wages sometimes fell behind those of the police
trackers: in 1957 Ryan, not for the first time, urged that assistants' wages be raised to
parity with trackers and seven years later Ian Pitman, at Elliott, noted that the police
tracker there, whose main duties were 'woodchopping and desultory gardening' was
being paid more than his assistant (AA CRS: Fl 62/1523: minute 26 June 1964).
Pitman argued that he should be paid at the basic wage and the system of providing
the patrol officer with a 'subsistence allowance' so that he could feed his assistant
should be abandoned. For years officers were paid this allowance to meet the costs of
food for assistants, their wives and children, and the branch provided standard issues
of clothing for the assistant and his family in addition to his wage, which in 1964 was
£6 per week including a clothing allowance. Requests for additional issues of clothes
could present problems:
... Cadet Patrol Officer Pitman submitted to me requisitions for his patrol
assistant which would have made the lad better dressed than I am. · These
were referred to the Assistant Director in Alice Springs ... and... he advised,
"At the present time [16 November 1961] finance is not available to provide
the extra requirements as it is felt that these men should purchase any extras
they require from their wages ... "

At the present time [5 February 1962] there are three Patrol Assistants who
recently completed the course of training at Beswick and in Darwin and who
are now hibernating at Warrabri awaiting the opening of the patrol season.
The Manager of the Settlement has submitted further requisitions for special
clothing for them. If this is to continue, we shall soon require a luggage
vehicle to follow, in procession, the patrol vehicle (AA CRS: Fl 62/1523:
memorandum5 February 1962).

It was important that assistants should be clean and neatly dressed but some confusion
had arisen over whether they were being paid extra to clothe themselves or should be
issued with clothes by the branch.
How patrol officers themselves dressed was also important to the branch: 'The
appearance of a patrol officer in the field is vital to the respect in which he is held by
employers and employees alike and can materially affect the efficiency of his job' (AA
CRS: Fl 69/4032: circular memorandum November 1959). In Darwin the well
dressed patrol officer might wear a clean white shirt and shorts with long socks. In the
bush khaki shirts and shorts or trousers were usually worn. Suggestions that a uniform
and a badge might be adopted were rejected but some 'principles regarding dress' were
set down in a branch circular:
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1.

Shim - Shirts should normally be of the collar-attached type,
buttoned down the front. T' shirts, beach shirts or polo-neck type
shirts should not be worn. Drip-dry cottons or nylon shirts of an
acceptable type may be worn to suit an officer's taste as against
cotton shirts which need ironing.

2.

Trousers - If shorts are worn officers should wear walk shorts and
not brief sporting or work shorts. Khaki drills should be acceptable
as long trousers.

3.

Shoes and Socks - Long socks should be worn if officers wear
shorts. If officers wear boots, rather than shoes, it is preferable
that they be boots other than desert boots. Riding boots with long
trousers are acceptable.

The branch was considering providing overalls but only as protection, not 'to be worn
on an inspection of a pastoral property or mission, etc.'. That it was thought necessary
to issue such guidelines indicates that already T-shirts and desert boots had appeared
and it could no longer be assumed that all patrol officers would conform as a matter of
course.

Holiday camps
In the early 1960s the patrol officers in the Lindsay (Tennant Creek) district began to

take an interest in the living conditions of station workers and their families in the 'lay
off period of the wet season. Toe custom of people from the stations moving to
'holiday camps' was 'traditional, desired by the natives and convenient from the point
of view of pastoral management' (AA CRS: Fl 74/245: report 14 March 1962). But
when officers began to visit these congregations they found 'hygiene deplorable' in
some and outbreaks of dysentery and influenza were blamed for three deaths in the
camp established at the Frewena store on the Barkly Highway where more than one
hundred people from four different stations on the Tableland gathered during the 1962
Wet. Camps closer to Tennant Creek were generally much smaller and conditions
were better. Visits by health inspectors and by patrol officers to check on and when
possible improve conditions in these scattered and often inaccessible camps became
part of the wet season routine through the 1960s, though from time to time a shortage
of transport limited these patrols. The possibility of stationing a patrol officer at
Frewena for the holiday period was considered from time to time - an officer at
Tennant Creek suggested 'that he be a teatotaller' - and later, in 1967, the provision
of caravan accommodation for an officer who could supervise a large camp on
Walhallow station was suggested. But such moves were never found to be essential.
In the later years of the decade the reports describe the camps for the most part as
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'clean and healthy', 'neat and clean', 'happy, healthy, contented' (AA CRS: FI 74/245:
reports 19 & 25 January 1968; 6 March 1969).
The people on the stations during the working year were not always so contented. Des
Morrison, at the end of the 1957 patrol season, reported 'general discontent' on the
Barldy Tableland stations over wages, food and the operation of the stations and 'some
discontent' in the Gregory district (based on Katherine), particularly about the
infrequent payment of wages and the standard of food provided (AA CRS: FI
57/1148: memorandum 4 December 1957). In September 1955 the stockmen on
Wave Hill station went out on strike for a wage increase to £7 per week and
apparently told the manager that Greenfield - then in charge of the neighbouring
Hooker Creek settlement - had 'promised' them this. As luck would have it, Les
Penhall and Alan Pitts were visiting the settlement with a charter aircraft and they
flew to the station and with Greenfield cleared up the misunderstanding, and settled
the strike the same day (AA CRS: Fl 52/606: minute 26 September 1955). Ten years
later many of these men who went on strike in 1955 (some of whom had probably also
taken part in the Wave Hill strike in 1949) walked off the property in a final protest
against conditions there. But by then the laws applying to Aboriginal people had been
radically changed and employment conditions in the pastoral industry were starting to
change rapidly.
The inspection of cattle station employment conditions was the priority job for the
patrol officers but in the early 1960s most officers spent most of their time at their
town base, when they were not posted to relieve at settlements. For those who were
patrolling the stations, there were reports to be written and maintenance claims to be
checked and certified. Some officers specialised in court work, appearing to defend
'wards' charged with minor offences - mostly related to drinking liquor - in the
magistrates courts. In Darwin, Wednesday night was 'film night' for the residents of
Bagot and late evening patrols were a regular task then. For some time patrol officers
were on duty at Bagot three nights a week. It was expected that in each of the towns,
officials would frequently check all the camps, encouraging people from out of town
to return home, keeping in touch with the constant comings and goings, and
sometimes helping to find work for those who wanted jobs. People required for
medical check ups at the hospital or the Darwin leprosarium had to be sought out.
Important visitors had to be taken on visits to settlements and missions (cf. WBA
1960/61, 17). Officers continued to do similar work, both in towns and in their
inspections of cattle stations, up to the end of the 1960s and beyond, but meanwhile
changes were being made to the legislation which would in time lead to the
transformation of the task and the eventual disappearance of the patrol officers.
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CHAPTER 16
PATROL OFFICERS AND WELFARE OFFICERS
1965-72

From May 1957, when the Welfare Ordinance came into force, the officers of the
Welfare Branch were appointed as 'welfare officers' under that Ordinance and no
longer as 'protectors' under the Aboriginals Ordinance. Toe title of patrol officer
continued in general use for one category of welfare officer, but the statutory title was
used more and more. At ASOPA the Northern Territory course was sometimes
referred to as the 'Northern Territory welfare officers course' and sometimes as the
'field officers course' and no longer as the 'patrol officers course'. The functions and
the powers that patrol officers had as welfare officers in relation to 'wards' were not
very different from those they had exercised as 'protectors of Aboriginals'. If the goal
was equality, the Welfare Ordinance prolonged 'protection' by keeping in place some
of the important powers by which the control and segregation of Aboriginal people
from other Territorians had been effected.
Patrol officers and others in the branch grew ever more conscious of this lack of fit
between the assimilationist goal and the legal inequality maintained by the Welfare
Ordinance and the other ordinances which made separate provision for Aboriginal
people as 'wards'. The government and the branch were subject to constant criticism
of the ways in which these powers were exercised: some people resented the power
officials had to deny them permission to enter the reserves and visit settlement and
mission communities; some were dismayed when the power to refuse a white person
- a 'non-ward' - permission to marry a 'ward' was exercised. The government was
also criticised for its evident failure to ensure that Aboriginal people made rapid
progress towards equality in terms of their health, housing, education and employment
status. This intense public scrutiny and the expanding activities of the branch put its
officers under pressure; in the early 1960s Hasluck and his officers in Darwin and in
Canberra grew anxious about the stress under which the branch officers, and
especially Harry Giese, were working (AA CRS: A452 62/4360: memorandums 14
February & 20 August 1962).
The theory underlying the 1953 legislation was that individual Aboriginal people in
need of special help would be declared 'wards' and given that help and protection, but
in practice all but a handful of people had been so declared and for practical purposes
all Aboriginal people were 'wards' and all 'wards' were Aboriginal - people, that is,
of entirely or predominantly Aboriginal ancestry, since virtually all people of mixed
descent had been carefully excluded from the 'Register of Wards'. The legal devices
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which allowed some Australian citizens (Aboriginal Australians) to be made 'wards',
yet protected white and other Australians from being so declared, were clumsy and
uncertain in their validity. As time went on more and more people living in
Aboriginal communities in the Territory were found to have been omitted from the
register, for one reason or another. Each year new births added to the numbers of
Aboriginal children who had not been declared as 'wards'. Because some of those
deliberately left off the register because of their mixed ancestry were living in
Aboriginal communities and apparently needing the same kind of assistance as their
fellows, early amendments were made to allow people to be declared to be wards on
their request. But this was hardly an answer for the many hundreds who within a few
years seemed to be eligible for declaration. In 1959 it was proposed to amend the
Ordinance to allow also people 'predominantly of aboriginal blood' to be declared if
the Administrator in Council was satisfied that they stood in need of care and
assistance (AA CRS: A452 58/4955: memorandum 28 July 1959). But when in due
course the branch presented a list of some two thousand names of people to be
declared 'wards' to the Administrator-in-Council in August 1962, the Council declined
to recommend declaration. This Council then included three elected members of the
Legislative Council, as well as the Administrator and two other officials, and it made
some alternative recommendations: that the 'wardship' of all those under fifteen or
over sixty-five years of age should be revoked and that individual recommendations
should be presented for any fifteen year old whom the branch considered should be
made a 'ward' (Tatz 1964, 55). This response did not present any immediate practical
problems. The branch had not had real difficulties with the growing band of 'nonwards': the adults concerned did not know that their legal status was any different
from that of their fellows and embarrassment was only likely if one of them should be
involved in some legal proceedings. Hasluck was not concerned that children were
not declared wards, because they were in the care of their parents (AA CRS: A452
63/961: memorandum 20 August 1962). But when adult male wards applied for
revocation of their declarations officers were unhappy to find they were called on to
put the case against revocation and questioned the need for the cumbersome procedure
of declaring people to be 'wards' and its relevance to the avowed aims of policy,
particularly since all Aboriginal adults would be eligible to enrol and vote following
the amendment of the Electoral Act (AA CRS: A452 63/961: memorandum 18
September 1962).
In August 1962 Bill Hamilton, who by then had succeeded Penhall as assistant

director (northern), initiated proposals for radical changes to the legislation,
dispensing with the declaration of 'wards' and providing simply that any needy person
could be assisted by the Director of Welfare. All special constraints on Aboriginal
people in ordinances regulating liquor, methylated spirits and firearms, for example,
would be removed and Aboriginal people would be subject to essentially the same
laws as others and entitled to the same wages and conditions of work. Giese backed
these proposals and this broad approach was in due course accepted in Canberra.
Hasluck opposed any suggestion that legislation should again be racially based,
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identifying Aboriginal people as those eligible for special assistance (AA CRS: A452
63/961: minute 9 April 1963). Discriminatory provisions had lately been removed
from the Social Services legislation (1960) and the Electoral Act had been amended to
extend the franchise to those Aboriginal people who were previously not eligible to
enrol and vote (1962). The Attorney General's Department had been reviewing all
Commonwealth and State legislation which included racially discriminatory
provisions. The Commonwealth government did not want to be embarrassed when the
United Nations produced its International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms
of Racial Discrimination, which had been in preparation for some years. Federal
Cabinet did not consider it necessary or desirable that all discriminatory legislation
should be removed from the statute books immediately but wanted repeal to proceed
'on a quiet and gradual basis' (AA CRS: A452 62/6575: cabinet decision 1 September
1964). The repeal of as much as possible would be helpful when it came to explaining
and justifying Australia's position in relation to the Racial Discrimination Convention.
Bills for a Social Welfare Ordinance and for ten other amending ordinances were
presented to the Legislative Council in February 1964. The prospect of repealing in
particular the laws prohibiting Aboriginal consumption of alcohol was alarming to
many Territorians and the Council appointed a Select Committee to inquire into the
Social Welfare Bill, a Wards Employment Bill and a Licensing Bill. This committee
recommended only relatively minor changes to the legislative package, and the Social
Welfare Ordinance was passed in May and came into effect on 15 September 1964.
The Committee did propose that the Welfare Branch should in future deal with social
welfare matters only and that 'such functions as health and education within
settlements should be controlled by the relevant specialist departments' and that a
separate body should be established to administer the Aboriginal reserves (Report
from the Select Committee on Social Welfare Legislation, Canberra, 1964, 9). But
Giese spoke firmly against such proposals in the debate on the Committee's report,
defending his branch's provision of a range of services for Aboriginal and other
people.

Cattle stations
The government had presented legislation which 'would remove the special workers'
compensation provisions of the Wards Employment Ordinance and would enable
aborigines to obtain workers' compensation under the same law and subject to the
same rules as other workers' (Report from the Select Committee on Social Welfare
Legislation, 1964: Appendix 3, 17). Otherwise it was able only to submit general
proposals for the replacement of the existing special laws relating to 'wards
employment'. These envisaged that existing awards 'would be extended to embrace
Aborigines now excluded from them' and that administration would be handled by
inspectors appointed under the Conciliation and Arbitration Act. Arrangements were
still being discussed between the Administration, the Department of Territories and
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the Department of Labour and National Service but it seemed clear that the days of the
patrol officers acting as inspectors of industrial conditions for Aboriginal workers in
the pastoral and other industries were numbered.
In January 1965 the North Australian Workers Union (NA WU) applied to the
Conciliation and Arbitration Commission to vary the Cattle Station Industry (NT)
Award to delete the references excluding 'Aborigines and domestics'.
The
Commission spent some six months inquiring into the matter, making inspections and
hearing evidence and argument in the Northern Territory and in Sydney and
Melbourne. (The same John Kerr who had been the first principal of ASOPA from
1946 to 1948 appeared for the employer organisations in the case.) The Commission's
unanimous decision of 7 March 1966 ordered 'the removal of the word 'Aboriginal'
from clause 6 which defines the scope of the award, and also the definition of
'Aboriginal' from clause 3', but it delayed the operation of these changes until 1
December 1968.
For the patrol officers - and for the cattle industry and the Aboriginal workers these events meant that for the five years from the beginning of 1964 until the end of
1968 the work of examining and encouraging compliance with the Wards
Employment Ordinance and regulations in the cattle industry was carried on in the
knowledge that those legislative provisions were soon to be replaced. Pastoralists had
less incentive than ever to spend money on facilities for their Aboriginal employees
and patrol officers felt that they were in a weak position to urge them to do so.
The publicity given to the 'Aboriginal wages case', along with the continuing demand
for labour in the Territory, contributed to a rapid increase in the number of Aboriginal
workers being paid at award rates. Giese reported in May 1966 that the numbers had
increased from about fifty in June 1965 to over two hundred in April 1966 (Sharp &
Tatz 1966, 165). But these workers were for the most part employed in town areas
and were not working on cattle stations, though wages there increased in the period
between the 1966 judgement and its implementation at the end of 1968 (WBA
1966/67, 48). The regulations were amended and new minimum rates set in
November 1966.
These new rates came too late to forestall Aboriginal demonstrations of dissatisfaction
with their conditions on the stations. The NAWU, having applied to have Aboriginal
workers covered by the award, had engaged the first of several Aboriginal organisers,
in an effort to inform Aboriginal workers about the union and to enlist members. The
organisers began to visit cattle properties, accompanied by white union officials
(Sharp & Tatz 1966, 165). The immediate result was a strike of workers at Newcastle
Waters station, a large property just north of Elliott and close to the main road; the
strikers were later joined by workers on Helen Springs station to the south (WBA
1965/66, 45; 1966/67, 63). In August 1966 all the Aboriginal people at Wave Hill
station walked off and settled first at the nearby township - a police station, welfare
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office and school - before establishing a camp at Wattie Creek (Daguragu). Workers
at the Mount Sandford outstation of Victoria River Downs also joined these 'strikers'.
Discontent with conditions of work and of living on the stations was one of the
reasons for these walk offs, but the Wave Hill group also wanted the chance to
demonstrate that they could manage the property at least as competently as the
company had been managing it. A few months later they sent a petition to the
Governor-General seeking not the transfer of the whole lease but just the western
portion of it, on the basis of their traditional ties to the land. The Welfare Branch view
of these actions was that, since working conditions did not conform to the
requirements of the Wards Employment Ordinance and regulations, the withdrawal of
labour was justified. Field officers based in Katherine, Elliott and Tennant Creek
spent much time in dealing with the new situations, their 'main goal' being 'the welfare
Elsewhere 'minor industrial
of the persons concerned' (WBA 1966/67, 48).
disturbances' were reported in the Leichhardt district but in the Centre there were no
such walk offs, although drought conditions led to some disemployment and
movement to the settlements (WBA 1967/68, 51).
To deal with the new situation in the Victoria River district and the relocation of
Aboriginal groups, an additional district welfare officer position was created and a
patrol officer or POIT was stationed more or less continuously at Wave Hill township.
A 'concentrated patrol program' was carried out in 1967 and 1968, providing good
training opportunities for the POITs, and the district welfare officer, Michael Ivory,
spent much of his time in the field (WBA 1967/68, 75). Ivory had transferred from a
clerical position in the branch to become one of the first of the POITs in 1959 and had
attended the ASOPA course in 1960. The Wave Hill/Mount Sandford walk-off
disrupted operations on those properties in 1967, but Ivory reported that there was
'only minor industrial unrest' in the rest of the district and that demand for labour
remained strong, after a good 'wet' in 1968.
Giese had been disturbed by the claims made at a conference he attended on
Aboriginal employment at Monash University in Melbourne in May 1966 that stations
were not rationing and issuing clothing according to the scale required by the
regulations (AA CRS: FI 64/3421: memorandum 3 June 1966). Professor Fred
Gruen, who had in 1965 accompanied Frank Stevens on visits to Territory cattle
stations, stated that 'only three or four of the thirty stations [they] contacted would
meet the minimum requirements laid down' (Sharp & Tatz 1966, 200). Giese's
concern about 'the quality of the inspections undertaken by Patrol Officers and others'
prompted rather more intensive investigations of station books and in the 1967 season
the patrol officers also had the new regulations to work to. What had been a six page
report form in the early 1960s had become a sixteen page form in 1967. The report on
Victoria River Downs that Graham Castine submitted that year also included more
than twenty pages of census lists, as well as separate sixteen page reports on each of
the two outstations he had inspected (AA CRS: FI 71/2561: reports 4, 5 & 6 August
1967).
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By August Giese had seen several inspection reports indicating that some stations
were 'by no means rationing to appropriate level' and was considering whether the
branch 'may not be justified in charging the pastoral managements' (AA CRS: FI
62/3421: minute 28 August 1967). No such prosecutions were, however, attempted.
Ivory in January 1968 recommended abandoning the system of paying stations for the
maintenance of dependants and substituting social service benefits or special Welfare
Branch assistance to those in need (AA CRS: Fl 62/3421: minute 17 January 1968).
He noted the difficulties in determining whether rationing was adequate when frequent
visits could not always be made to stations and when visiting nursing sisters reported
that the people were in good health. In any event maintenance payments were to
cease in December when award rates had to be paid. No action was taken to change
the system then, but from December, when the award applied to Aboriginal workers,
the patrol officers ceased to inspect employment on the stations and this became the
responsibility of inspectors employed by the Department of Labour and National
Service.
There remained other reasons for the branch to check on the needs of groups living on
the stations but regular station patrols ceased and the branch field staff tended to lose
touch with the station people. Mick Ivory's successor as 'district welfare officer at
large' in the Victoria River district was Jack Doolan and late in 1971 he made what
was to be the last general patrol of the district, in company with a recently recruited
POIT, Bill Ivory, son of Mick. Doolan had worked for many years at the north
Queensland settlement on Palm Island after returning from the Korean War, and had
then come back to the Territory in the late 1960s to serve again as a patrol officer
some eighteen years after he had resigned as a cadet (AA CRS: Fl 71/2561: report 27
January 1972). This 'last patrol' was intended 'to create a better relationship between
the western pastoralists and [the] Branch, and to carry out an inspection and census of
stations where possible' (AA CRS: E460 74/358). Doolan was told that no one from
the branch had come to some stations since 1967 or 1968:
On some places, having announced that ours was a routine visit, this remark
was greeted by hearty laughter. Remarks like "We haven't seen any of you
blokes since Mick Ivory stopped coming around", were frequent. ·

A few months after this circuit, in April 1972, the Aboriginal workers at Victoria
River Downs (VRD) walked off, first to join the former Wave Hill people at Daguragu
and later to establish a separate camp at Yarralin, about eight kilometres from the
VRD head station, near the old Gordon Creek outstation. Doolan's report of the
'appalling conditions' at the station helps to explain why this move was made, more
than five years after the Wave Hill walk off. Camp conditions at VRD were filthy; the
pensioners made complaints about the small share of their pensions that they received
in cash; and people complained about white station workers drinking and using liquor
to procure women - Doolan reported a 'local joke that the name of the place should
be VD Station'. Doolan had recommended that the Department of Labour and
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National Service should be approached to make an investigation of conditions. A
patrol officer, Gavin O'Brien, who visited immediately after the walk off reported
similarly on the 'antagonism of European employees' towards the Aboriginal workers:
they were regarded as 'too low to speak to' though it was 'OK to take Aboriginal
women to bed in exchange for a couple of cans of beer' (AA CRS: Fl 71/2561: report
24 April 1972). Among the 'worst offenders regarding sub-standard accommodation
and filthy environments' listed in Doolan's report was Birrindudu/Wallamunga as well
as VRD:
In general, Aboriginal accommodation would not have changed since 1968
census. Some, e.g. Birrindudu, would not have changed had a census been
taken in 1868.

On the other stations conditions were by no means so bad, but the stations which had
attracted attention in the 1940s because of their neglect of Aboriginal health and
welfare, were still the places where exploitation remained the rule, despite all the
changes of management and ownership in the intervening twenty years.
The 'district welfare officer at large' for the Victoria River district was only one of
several additional positions created as the strength of the branch and its field staff was
increased in the mid-1960s. A new district of Flinders was created to handle the
responsibilities of the branch arising from the development of a bauxite mine at Gove,
near Yirrkala, and of the manganese deposits on Groote Eylandt. From January 1966,
more than thirty years after the idea was first mooted, the branch finally had a patrol
officer, Bill Gray, stationed in north east Arnhem Land, making use of an abandoned
mining company camp about five kilometres from Yirrkala. Gray had been to
ASOPA in 1964, the year after he had accompanied Evans on the journey opening the
track to Maningrida and in June 1966 he had again worked with Evans, helping to
make an 'exhaustive survey by sea and land' of the sites of significance in the
Gove/Yirrkala area and recording the advice of the clan leaders about those that
should be protected from damage or interference as a result of the mining and related
developments. This survey was made to carry out a recommendation by the
Commonwealth Parliamentary Select Committee on the Grievances of Yirrkala
Aborigines in 1963 and made use of a listing of sites which Ronald Berndt, then
Professor of Anthropology at the University of Western Australia, had made when he
visited Yirrkala early in 1964. The survey was to have been made in the 1965 dry
season but had been postponed because of the tensions in the community in the
aftermath of a killing there (report [August] 1966, Long papers). Ted Egan, returning
to the field service after four years spent doing a teacher training course and teaching
in branch schools at Newcastle Waters and Groote Eylandt, was appointed as district
welfare officer at Gove in October 1966 and took up duty after the wet season.
A separate Tasman district was soon created for Groote Eylandt as well. In 1965-66 a
patrol officer had also been appointed for the Pine Creek area and another new district,
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Cadell, was centred on Maningrida but the office remained Darwin-based (WBA
1966/67, 47). Later, in 1967/68, the Alice Springs district was split into two districts,
Giles and Warburton, both of them based in Alice Springs (WBA 1967/68, 51).

Patrol officers and fruit pickers
Patrol officers in the Centre were presented with an entirely new field of activities in
the mid 1960s when it was decided to test the feasibility of engaging Aboriginal
workers to meet the seasonal demand for labour in the southern irrigation areas. In
April 1965 the Minister for Territories, Charles Barnes, who had succeeded Hasluck
after the November 1963 elections, remarked during a visit to Alice Springs that
inquiries had been made in the Riverina electorate about the possible availability of
Aboriginal people from the Territory as fruit pickers (AA CRS: Fl 65/4612: minute 7
April 1965). Though demand for labour was high in the Territory, the settlements in
the Centre were potential pools of underemployed workers and the long drought there
was limiting local employment opportunities. The fruit growers and canneries of the
Murrumbidgee Irrigation Area were chronically short of seasonal labour from
December to March/April and hoped to find a source of labour that could be relied
upon whatever the general state of the labour market. Plans were worked out by the
Department of Labour and National Service and the Welfare Branch, involving up to
ten young single males, to be recruited from Warrabri or Yuendumu, who would go to
Leeton 'in the charge of a young Patrol Officer who could work and live with the
group' (AA CRS: Fl 65/4612: 5 November 1965).
In December David Stewart was recalled from leave to travel by train from Alice
Springs to Leeton with a party of seven young men - four from Warrabri and three
from Yuendumu. Derailment of the train - not an unusual happening for the 'Ghan
- delayed the party's arrival by three days so that they missed the first planned job
but they arrived in 'good spirit' and began work picking pears after a day spent settling
in to the rented house that had been secured for their accommodation (McCormack
1966, 24). All but one of the team picked at least as well as other inexperienced
pickers, the growers were happy and the men were pleased with themselves; there
were no complaints about their conduct on the job or after work. They picked pears,
then apples, peaches and later tomatoes, which they handled less well. The local
Baptist church members rallied around and helped entertain them with barbecues and
picnics. In Stewart's twenty-three page report on the trial, he judged it a 'complete
success'. But it was apparent that the close support provided throughout the exercise
and the small number involved were important to this success.

The next exercise called for Stewart again to take a party south, this time a group of
fifty men from Hermannsburg and Santa Teresa missions to pick asparagus at
Gundagai from September to December (AA CRS: Fl 66/4682: report 17 January
1967). Heavy drinking and fighting became problems and most of the Hermannsburg
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The first team offruit pickers, Leeton, Murrumbidgee Irrigation Area, January 1966. Standing: Keith
Reynolds, J Higgs (Field Officer CES), WJ McCormack (Manager CES, Dept Labour & National
Service), Eddie Turner (Orchardist). Seated: DA Stewart (Patrol Officer), Mark Oldfield,
Bill Rennie, Peter Jangala, Frank Lauder. (Welfare Branch Collectwn, ATSIC, Darwin)

contingent left after six weeks. That summer a party of forty went to Shepparton in
Victoria with a patrol officer, Bob Welsh, and a more manageable group of fourteen
returned to Leeton with another officer, Jim Wauchope. The Shepparton party gave
Bob Welsh some worries, caused some disturbances and did not stay long. But a
larger group from Santa Teresa, accompanied by a mission lay worker, went to
Griffith to pick tomatoes and this exercise was described as 'outstandingly successful
from the outset' (McCormack 1966, 26).
These experiences seemed to indicate that small, carefully selected groups, well
supervised, might do well but that drunkenness and discontent were likely to became
problems in larger groups. In the next season Jim Wauchope was sent with a second
party to Gundagai for the asparagus picking. This group fared reasonably well,
though some returned early.
Wauchope's report was commended for his 'many
valuable observations and recommendations for future ventures' (AA CRS: Fl 68/913:
minute 13 August 1968). These related to selection criteria and the maximum size of
groups - about twenty-five for each supervisor provided. A party of thirty-two from
Yuendumu, Papunya and Hermannsburg went to Shepparton for a seven week period
in February/March 1968, this time accompanied by the manager from Yuendumu,
John Hemmings, rather than a patrol officer. Hemmings had been there with Welsh in
the previous year and this time he was accompanied by his wife, a nursing sister. This
exercise was also relatively trouble-free but the rewards for the work were not great
and as 'training allowances' paid for work on the settlements were increased in 1968
the inducements for men to travel so far from home to find work for a few weeks
disappeared. No more fruit picking teams were organised after the summer of 1968,
and the practice of sending men from the Centre settlements to work on forestry and
other projects in the north, where demand for labour exceeded the supply, also ceased.
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CHAPTER17
NEW POLICIES
1967-74

The pace of change in Aboriginal affairs was rapid in the early 1960s and it
accelerated towards the end of the decade. In May 1967 a national referendum
overwhelmingly approved the removal of two references to people of the 'Aboriginal
race' from the Constitution, doing away with the discriminatory provision that they
were not to be counted in the census and giving the Commonwealth Parliament
concurrent power with the States to legislate in relation to people 'of the Aboriginal
race'. These changes had no immediate or direct effect on administration in the
Northern Territory but the Council for Aboriginal Affairs, which the government
established in Canberra in response to the referendum result, soon began to take a
keen interest in the handling of Aboriginal affairs in the Territory. The 'land rights'
issues presented by the petition of the people who had walked off Wave Hill station
and by the claims of the Yirrkala people became central preoccupations of the council
between 1968 and 1973.
This three-man council, whose chairman was Dr HC Coombs, was appointed to advise
the Commonwealth government on policies; and an Office of Aboriginal Affairs,
headed by the executive member of the council, Barrie Dexter, a career diplomat, was
set up as a unit of the Prime Minister's Department to support the council, undertaking
research and investigations and drafting policy papers. The third member of the
council was the anthropologist, Professor WEH Stanner, whom Chinnery had hoped to
recruit for his Native Affairs Branch in 1939. The first officer appointed to the staff of
the office was Frank Moy, who had been working in the Department of Territories in
Canberra for most of the fourteen years since he had left the Territory. Early in 1968
the new Prime Minister, John Gorton, appointed his Minister for Social Security,
WC Wentworth, as Minister assisting the Prime Minister in Aboriginal Affairs.
Wentworth also began to propose changes in the policies and programs of the
Department of the Interior, which was once again given responsibility for the
administration of the Northern Territory, when the Department of Territories became a
Department of External Territories.
The council encouraged the Commonwealth Government to abandon the term
'assimilation' and to emphasise 'the right of Aboriginals to decide about their own
future and the importance of encouraging them to maintain and develop their own
culture as a distinct minority' (DAA 1972n4, 5).
The council wanted to promote
Aboriginal equality of opportunity in Australian society, and also hoped to encourage
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Aboriginal communities to run their own affairs. After long negotiations among
officials in 1971, agreement was reached on the terms of a compromise statement of
government policy which was issued by Prime Minister William McMahon in January
1972. This indicated that the government's strategy for Aboriginal Australians aimed
to:
(a)

encourage and strengthen their capacity increasingly to manage
their own affairs- as individuals, as groups, as communities at the
local level;

(b)

increase their economic independence;

(c)

reduce existing social and other handicaps facing them in health,
housing, education, and vocational training; and

(d)

promote their enjoyment of normal civil liberties and eliminate
remaining provisions in law which discriminate against them (DAA

1972174, 6).

The policy that Aboriginal communities should manage their own affairs led
progressively to radical changes in the way the reserve settlements and missions in the
Northern Territory were run. Already the 'training allowances' paid to Aboriginal
workers on the settlements had been greatly increased and in due course award rates
were paid. The superintendants were first transformed into 'community advisers'; later
the government officers in the settlements were replaced by people employed directly
by incorporated community councils and local associations.
Changes during the 1960s in the role of the patrol officers, in the relative importance
of their work, and in the policy framework within which they worked had been
reflected in changes in the courses provided at ASOPA for Northern Territory field
officers. In response to the increasing emphasis on the settlements as centres of
education, training and social change - 'a tool of assimilation' - more attention was
given in the course to the general problems of managing 'institutional communities'
(AA CRS: Fl 65/3547: memorandum 4 October 1962). A key text in the early 1960s
was Alexander Leighton's study of the problems of managing a wartime internment
camp for Japanese in the United States, The Governing of Men (Leighton 1945). (The
Colorado River Valley Relocation Center, Poston, was located on an Indian
reservation in Arizona and the Office of Indian Affairs was given responsibility for its
administration. John Collier, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, had established a
research project to monitor the administration of this artificial community and had
appointed Leighton, a psychiatrist 'with experience in studying Navaho and Eskimo
communities' to head the research team.) More attention was also given to the theory
and practice of 'community development'. The lecturer in anthropology and in
Aboriginal studies - the course which had replaced the earlier government course 161

was Russell Hausfeld, one of Elkin's former students who had served as manager on a
reserve station in northern New South Wales. Hausfeld was among the first to
develop, in 1962, a considered critique of the 'assimilation policy'; his critical
approach to current policies irritated some of his students but stimulated most to think
about the functions of the settlements and about their own role as patrol officers.
Some considered there was too much emphasis on the settlements and the job of the
superintendents, but this reflected the priorities of the Welfare Branch and most patrol
officers found themselves managing settlements within months of returning from
ASOPA (AA CRS: Fl 70/3727: student comments on ASOPA course). After the
legislative changes of 1964, courses in psychology were added to the curriculum in
order to help equip officers for their 'social welfare' functions. A departmental
committee reviewing the school's operations in 1966 recommended that the Northern
Territory patrol officers course should be 're-orientated towards social work training
and away from the problems of first contact' (Weeden 1971, 12). An experimental
'adult education' course made a brief appearance in the course in 1966 and in 1967
'development studies' was added, to become 'social welfare' in 1968.
By that time the possibility of providing a two year course, instead of the one year
course established in 1956, was being seriously considered. The idea had been
canvassed in 1960 but serious consideration was deferred, because it seemed
impracticable then to lose the services of a large proportion of the field staff for so
long a period (AA CRS: Fl 66/821: minute 21 November 1960). But in the late 1960s
the branch had over thirty patrol officers and POITs and could reasonably contemplate
new recruits taking a longer academic course. In September 1967 it was hoped that a
two year course might start in 1968 but this proved impossible and a year later a
detailed proposal was presented for a course to start in 1969 (AA CRS: Fl 66.821:
memorandum 25 September 1967; 4 September 1968). It was argued that 'for the past
eight years' it had been acknowledged that the 'formal training at ASOPA as laid down
in 1955' was inadequate to prepare field officers for their work in the Territory.
A few months before these proposals were made, Mick Ivory had offered comment on
the changing role of the patrol officers (AA CRS: Fl 66/821: minute 18 June 1968).
Noting that the work of inspection and supervision of employment conditions was to
cease from December, he suggested that, when Aboriginal people enjoyed full legal
equality, the duties of welfare officers would be to provide 'advice and assistance' as
required. The young men being recruited were finding their field training not nearly
interesting enough to be satisfying: some spent months on settlements acting, in effect,
as gangers supervising Aboriginal labourers and as a hygiene workers; vehicle
shortages restricted their scope; few patrol officers were able to provide in-service
training for the POITs. Some recruits were immature and proved irresponsible and
unreliable and 'the glamour of the name of Patrol Officer is many times lost in the
routine and many times dirty performance of duty'. Recruiting mature people already
employed in the branch and familiar with its work and with the Territory should result
in less disillusionment among the POITs.
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The Minister approved a two year course in October 1968, but a final one year course
was offered in 1969. It was thought that only two officers with enough field
experience would be available for it and, though three started, a serious injury to one
of them in a motor vehicle accident in first term reduced the number of Territory
students to two. But they were not alone: in 1964 the Minister had agreed that
ASOPA should admit officers of the South Australian Department of Aboriginal
Affairs to the patrol officers course and by this time officers from the New South
Wales department were also taking the course - in 1969 there were two from South
Australia and one from New South Wales. (Some of the South Australian field
officers who took the course were women: though the need for 'women protectors' had
early been recognised in the Northern Territory and though 'female welfare officers'
were engaged from 1955, the job of patrol officer remained always one reserved for
males and only the patrol officers attended the ASOPA course from the Territory.) In
1968 the 'core' subjects since 1955 - anthropology, geography, history and law remained in the curriculum, but government had been replaced by Aboriginal studies,
and development studies and psychology had been added. For the 1969 students a
much wider range of courses was presented: in addition to three-term courses in
'principles of law', in social welfare techniques, in economic development and
geography, and in English expression, a variety of one- or two-term courses were
offered - 'culture and personalities', 'race relations', 'understanding other cultures',
'understanding Australian society', 'history of contact', 'minority group studies' (AA
CRS: F1 68/5921). These were grouped under the course titles 'study of society' and
'man in a changing society', and an additional course on 'principles of reserve and
settlement administration' was included (ASOPA Handbook [1969]).
The start of the first 'long course' was further delayed until July 1970 when eleven
POITs began what was to be a three semester academic course which would end in
December 1971. The intention then was to begin another overlapping course in July
1971, and a third in February 1972, but only two officers were ready to start by mid1971. The beginning of the second course was therefore deferred, first to February
1972 and then to July 1972. The fourteen POITs who were to start then were to have
an induction course in Darwin in February and attend a four day seminar in June
before leaving for ASOPA. A review before and during that seminar of the adequacy
of the field training which these students had experienced revealed something of the
way the role of the patrol officers was changing and some uncertainty about just what
that role was. Ian Pitman, then responsible for the recruitment and training of POITs,
sought comments from regional welfare officers and had the POITs answer a
questionnaire about their training (AA CRS: Fl 70/5967: minute 29 June 1972). All
fifteen of them had 'experience in various aspects of settlement administration and
routine activities', spending between one and seven months on settlements. But most
had little or no experience of 'patrol work'. Jack Cooke, the regional welfare officer
(southern), responded by referring to the 'unavailability of senior Patrol Officers to
supervise field training' and to 'the vague nature of a Patrol Officer's duties':
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Some years ago, Patrol Officers were involved considerably in employment
matters and matters appertaining to the provision of housing and other
amenities in Aboriginal communities. These matters, involving reporting
and negotiation and later follow up, kept a Patrol Officer reasonably busy.
Other matters to do with social service benefits, maintenance, birth and
death registrations, etc., etc. made up only a minor portion of the total work
load. Also, the performance of census work involved a considerable portion
of the Patrol Officer's time (AA CRS: Fl 70/5967: memorandum 19
September 1972).

How many of these duties still applied, Cooke wondered; should officers, for example,
still make routine census lists when visiting stations and other groups? He also
mentioned 'the very real weakness now evident in nearly all Patrol Officers in
Training, of very poor ability in report writing' and suggested that this might be given
attention in the ASOPA course (although English had been included as a subject in the
course since 1969).
This group of trainees that began the course in mid-1972 were at the school in
December when the first Labor government for twenty-three years was elected, with a
platform promising new policies and priorities in Aboriginal affairs. In the first weeks
of the new administration, the Council for Aboriginal Affairs was able to win approval
of important policy initiatives, particularly relating to 'land rights'. The council was
not enthusiastic about the Labor Party's commitment to establish a separate ministry
for Aboriginal affairs, but this plan was also put into effect without delay and a
Commonwealth Department of Aboriginal Affairs was established with the former
Office of Aboriginal Affairs as its core. The former Welfare Branch, which had in
1971 become the Welfare Division of the Northern Territory Administration, was at
once incorporated in the new department: of the 957 officers in the new department
when it was created, 60 were in Canberra and 897 were transferred from the Welfare
Division. Harry Giese was transferred with the rest of his officers but he was not
given the opportunity to put the new policies into effect. As in 1939, it was
considered necessary to have a new face and a new name at the head of the Northern
Territory Division of the department, and one of Giese's senior officers, Ray
McHenry, was appointed as regional director.
The trainees at ASOPA in 1973 suggested that the title of 'Patrol Officer in Training'
was 'definitely out of date' and proposed 'Field Officer in Training' as being 'the better
of all the possible alternatives' and the term that the school also preferred to use (AA
CRS: Fl 70/5367: minute April 1973). This second long course concluded in
December 1973. The third and last course had meanwhile begun in July 1973. These
twelve trainees completed the course at the end of 1974.
In these final years of the ASOPA course the emphasis shifted again. While
preparation for a social welfare role remained an important goal, the changing political
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and policy climate was recognised by giving more attention to issues relating to the
political empowennent of Aboriginal people and to ways in which the work of field
officers could recognise and support the individual and group autonomy of Aboriginal
people.
As the first of the three semester courses began in mid-1971, the department had
appointed yet another inquiry into ASOPA, to be undertaken by WJ Weeden, fonner
director of the Commonwealth Office of Education. A few months later he had
recommended that the 'Aboriginal Welfare Officers course' should be discontinued
(Weeden 1971). He also recommended that the Northern Territory teacher training
course, provided since 1957, should be tenninated. The training functions of ASOP A
in relation to Papua New Guinea staff had been changing constantly through the
1960s, as the government prepared for the early decolonisation of Papua New Guinea.
Fonnal training was increasingly provided in the Territory and the relative importance
of ASOPA declined as institutions like the University of Papua New Guinea (1966)
and the Administrative College (1964) at Port Moresby, and an Assistant Patrol
Officers School and a Local Government Training Centre developed. From 1963
expatriate patrol officers were engaged for a six year contract period; they might have
no more than a three to four month initial course at ASOPA and later some might
attend a three month local government course. From 1969 indigenous officers made
up the majority of students taking the ASOPA course in local government practice
(Grosart 1971, 51). By the early 1970s almost the only Australian students at the
school were those being trained for work in the Northern Territory and Weeden
considered it would be 'difficult if not impossible' for the school to continue to provide
those courses.
In December 1973 ASOPA was renamed the International Training Institute (ITI) and
became part of the Australian Development Assistance Agency (later Bureau) of the
Department of Foreign Affairs. (After December 1987 it was known as the Centre for
Pacific Development and Training of the Australian International Development
Agency.) The school was then devoted to providing training for indigenous
government officers from Papua New Guinea and other Pacific nations, and
progressively from a widening range of developing Third World countries (ITI AR
1983, 5-7). But already, while the 1973-74 course was in progress, Darwin officers of
the department had been making plans for the local training of Northern Territory
officers, initially considering the use of facilities at Batchelor and later at the Darwin
Community College (AA CRS: Fl 70/3727: minute 3 April 1974). At the last meeting
of the council of ASOPA in November 1973 it was reported that the Department of
Aboriginal Affairs did not wish to use the training facilities of the school after the end
of 1974 when the third 'long course' was due to finish (ASOPA council minutes 28
November 1973, 2).
The Council and Office of Aboriginal Affairs had earlier considered the need to
provide appropriate training to prepare both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people for
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work in and with Aboriginal communities. Proposals were developed for a 'Bureau of
Advice and Aid' which might recruit and train a range of workers who would then be
available for employment in various capacities by Aboriginal community
organisations. No such agency was ever established but some arrangements were
made to provide training for 'community advisers' and others. Plans for training at the
Darwin Community College in 1975 were disrupted by Cyclone Tracy which struck
the city at the end of 1974, but in spite of this in 1975 two officers enrolled at the
college for an associate diploma course in community work. Other courses were
developed in tertiary institutions in some States, generally for Aboriginal workers.
The South Australian Institute of Technology, for example, was funded by the
Department of Aboriginal Affairs to provide an 'Aboriginal Task Force' program
intended to give Aboriginal students, not qualified for tertiary study, an opportunity 'to
obtain the skills needed to work effectively with Aboriginal communities and groups'
(DAA 1974n5, 24; 1975n6, 22). Such courses did something to meet the continuing
need for some professional training for those undertaking work in Aboriginal
communities but many of those people in the years after 1975 had no training for the
work.
When Cyclone Tracy struck Darwin at Christmas 1974, Ted Evans had been ready to
retire early in the new year when he would be sixty, but he deferred this move for a
few months to help his colleagues restore the department's operations in the Territory.
Evans had for many years as chief welfare officer presided over the recruitment and
training of the patrol officers and his retirement, some thirty years after he had come
to Darwin as one of the first of the cadets, is a date that might serve to mark the end of
the patrol officer service. Another date might be the conclusion of the last ASOP A
course in November 1974, but perhaps December 1968, when the patrol officers
stopped inspecting employment on the cattle stations, marked the real end of patrol
work as it had been carried out for some twenty years. And four years earlier than
that, the introduction of the Social Welfare Ordinance and related legislation marked
the end of the scheme of administration of Aboriginal affairs to which the patrol
service properly belonged.
That scheme had been based on a view of Aboriginal people that recognised that they
and their society were significantly different from other Australians and their society,
and that their interests and needs were best served by making special legal and
administrative arrangements - a view which emphasised difference rather than
similarity. By contrast, when the government later decided to repeal discriminatory
legislation and promote equality of opportunity, it emphasised instead the similarities
between Aboriginal people and other Australians, their common humanity and the
basic needs they shared with other Australians. A patrol service had most to offer
when 'difference' was most marked - at 'first contact'. Then Aboriginal social
structure was fully intact and a patrol service might function, as Donald Thomson had
proposed for Arnhem Land, 'to protect the natives from interference and exploitation,
and to maintain a state of domestic peace' (Thomson 1936, 42). The notion of a patrol
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service that could help to keep the peace and support the indigenous economy and
social structure by taking useful services to the people in their own country, was basic
not only to Thomson's recommendations but to Strehlow's proposals for trading posts
in the Petermann Ranges, to Sweeney's advocacy of decentralisation, to Kyle-Little's
scheme for Maningrida trading post, and to the range of later proposals by patrol
officers and others which aimed in different ways to protect the traditional life style
and counter the influences that were impelling Aboriginal people to leave their own
areas and move towards cattle stations, towns, missions and ration depots. In New
Guinea the patrol officers took services to people living in an established network of
villages or employed on plantations; in the Northern Territory they could patrol the
camps in the Arnhem Land and other reserves, and also those on the cattle stations and
mines where Aboriginal people had found work.
It is tempting to speculate how different the history of the Territory might have been
had such a patrol service been established even a few decades earlier than it was,
when many more people were still living out of contact. But even after the first patrol
officers were appointed in the 1930s and 1940s, when some hundreds of people still
maintained a largely independent, self-sufficient existence in the bush, the service was
understaffed and under equipped.
By the 1960s when the patrol officers were
numerous enough to cover the Territory, and when they had almost enough vehicles to
do the job, the number of 'bush groups' was much reduced, and the emphasis had
shifted to the provision of education and training for economic and social
'development', mainly on the settlement and mission communities.
From the
beginning, the gradualist strategy of providing patrol officers to work with Aboriginal
people scattered in their own areas had to compete with the alternative strategy,
resorted to elsewhere in Australia and by the missions in the Territory, of providing
services at convenient central points, where Aboriginal people, gradually abandoning
their nomadic life, would settle and work to produce their own food in new ways.
This alternative strategy had begun to win government support in the late 1930s with
the proposal for the Mataranka training station and Chinnery's scheme of central
stations 'for training, education and welfare' established in or near the three main areas
where nomadic life persisted in the South-west Reserve, in Arnhem Land, and on the
Fitzmaurice River to the west. The successful management of the Army's 'labour
settlements' during the war inspired plans for the development of similar, strategically
placed settlements after the war. The patrol officers took a leading part in establishing
these and promoting them as an alternative to town camps and to the unsatisfactory
conditions prevailing on some of the cattle stations, but the long term result was a shift
of focus from patrol work to settlement management. When choices had to be made
in allocating scarce resources, staff were allocated to settlements and to the inspection
of cattle station employment rather than routine patrolling of bush groups in, for
example, Arnhem Land. The settlement strategy tended to increase government
control and government responsibility and to diminish Aboriginal self reliance and
independence.
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The acknowledged need to mediate 'first contact' in Amhem land and in the Southwest Reserve had justified the appointment of the first patrol officers, but for twenty
years from 1949 the priority job was the inspection of employment and general living
conditions for workers and dependants on the cattle stations. Patrol officers visited
Amhem Land from time to time but for the most part the missions handled 'first
contact' there, and in the Fitzmaurice River area. The patrol officers reported on
conditions in the pastoral industry and on the extent to which pastoralists failed to
comply with the standards set in the regulations. In their different ways they kept up
pressure for compliance, and if pastoralists stalled on the provision of accommodation
and the regulations were not enforced this was because successive governments were
unwilling to take tough measures. If those involved had known that in the 1970s
Aboriginal employment in the pastoral industry would decline as drastically as it did,
they would no doubt have been even less enthusiastic about pressing pastoralists to
invest in accommodation for workers. Nevertheless, over the twenty years of
patrolling, the wage rates on the stations increased, the food and clothing available to
workers and their families were progressively improved, and they were provided with
better water supplies, washing and latrine facilities on most stations. Most patrol
officers went about their work in a humane and helpful spirit and showed genuine
interest and concern, manifest in the way they carried messages and photographs to
and from those people sent away from the stations for medical treatment and
education. When they took over from the police the prime responsibility for the
unpleasant task of persuading mothers to part with their 'half-caste' children, they
drew attention to the pain of the process in ways that compelled the authorities to
review and revise the scheme.
The patrol officers who appeared in the courts did much to ensure that Aboriginal
defendants got a 'fair go' from the justice system. In this work, as in their performance
of other duties, some officers were more effective and conscientious than others. The
patrol service had its share of time servers and some officers were, for example, as
anxious to maintain good working relations with the police as they were to defend the
interests of their Aboriginal clients.
In court work, as in other tasks, the patrol officers helped to see that Aboriginal people
were properly understood and to explain Aboriginal behaviour to white authorities, as
well as to explain Australian laws and procedures to Aboriginal people. For most of
them the medium of communication was English and Aboriginal English; few officers
became at all fluent in even one of the dozen or so main languages still spoken in the
Territory. The senior officers of the branch generally took the view that learning an
Aboriginal language was not 'an essential qualification' (Sydney Morning Herald 1
November 1954). This was a reasonable view, since most Aboriginal adults spoke
some English, but it was also consistent with the prevailing opinion about the job
which stressed the need for 'common sense' and practical skills; officials were inclined
to be wary of those with academic qualifications, like Thomson and Strehlow, who
were seen as likely to be difficult, impractical and ineffective. They wanted young
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men who were adept at dealing with other people, who could win cooperation and get
things done. Patrol officers were mostly content to learn some words and phrases in a
few languages. Many officers at times found themselves in situations where their
dependence on interpreters was a handicap, but few considered that lack of language
skills seriously limited their effectiveness.
Talking with and observing Aboriginal people at work and at play, on cattle stations
and on settlements, in towns, and in the bush, the patrol officers became familiar
enough with their attitudes and behaviour to offer sensible advice about measures that
would meet Aboriginal needs and wishes. Conversant also with the views of white
Territorians, they could foresee local responses to initiatives in Aboriginal affairs.
The scope for patrol officers to contribute directly to the development of policies and
programs was limited, but as these trained and experienced men were promoted in the
service they had more opportunities to influence administrative decisions and the
making of policies.
Though the title of 'patrol officer' was an anachronism by the late 1960s, the need for
people trained for work with Aboriginal people did not diminish. Half of those who
took the ASOPA training course did so after 1966; they were being trained for work
that was changing but not disappearing. More than fifteen years after the end of the
last of the ASOPA courses, men who took those courses could be found working in
key posts in several departments of the Northern Territory government; in the
Commonwealth Department of Aboriginal Affairs (and since 1990 in the Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islanders Commission) in Canberra and in the regions; in state
departments dealing with Aboriginal people; and in Aboriginal organisations in the
Territory and elsewhere - providing a continuing legacy of the initiatives taken in the
1930s.
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APPENDIXl
NORTHERN TERRITORY PATROL OFFICERS
AND CADETS
1936-55

Year of appointment as
patrol officer or cadet

*
**

•

1936

TOH Strehlow

1940

G Sweeney

1943

WE Harney**

1946

EC Evans*
FA Gubbins*
SH Kyle-Little*
WMcCoy**
LN Penhall*

1948

HHJ Coate**
JW Connolly*
JK.Doolan*
JR Ryan

1950

JE Bray**

1951

BD Greenfield*
TC Lovegrove*

1952

OF Holden

1953

EJEgan*
D Morgan*

1954

HS Kitching**

1955

AH Pitts

Appointed as cadet patrol officers
Appointed as acting or temporary patrol officers;
McCoy and Bray were appointed as patrol officers
in December 1952
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APPENDIX2
NORTHERN TERRITORY OFFICERS COURSES :
AUSTRALIAN SCHOOL OF PACIFIC
ADMINISTRATION, MOSMAN
1956-74

1956

EJ Egan, BD Greenfield, PJ Lennard, JPM Long, CE MacLeod

1958

WJ Coburn, JC Hunter, HS Kitching, DR Morrison

1959

A Bishaw, DF Brown, JH Giddins

1960

DR Busbridge, MJ Casey, M Ivory, P Pedersen

1961

JA Cooke, L Drysdale, JA Dorling, M Flynn, PM Mackey,
WA McGill, C Townsend

1962

B Anderson, M Connors, JT Maxwell, TJ Milikins, RE Nicholas
I Pitman

1963

RM Francis, WD Frazier, EO Harvey, GL Munro, DA Stewart

1964

G Castine, WJ Gray, GPN Grimwade, C Reen

1965

R Houldsworth, BM Lamshed, PJ Rutter, A Scott, JR Weinman,
AR Welsh

1966

RJ Ireland, JR Jennings, CA Ryan, WL Smith, JL Wauchope,
B WWren

1967

CL Clare, PJ Gabbett, WW Tybell, AC Weber

1968

AJ Hazel, RJ Hempel, WJ Murray, G O'Brien, L Richardson,
KL Smith

1969

L Owens, DR Patience, (S G Phillpot)

1970nl D Baker, GW Cole, MR Gentle, GD Giles, P Holding, BP Home,
NL Jones, J Meade, J Ohlsson, SG Phillpot, J Quelch
1972n3 R Brailsford, C Burchett, JF Chudleigh, WMF Ivory V Jermacans,
JR Leggatt, WJ Paull, PB Ritchie, JJ Stead, RA Styles, TF Tapsell,
EG Tonkin, N Westbury, K Whelan
1973n4 PA Ashe, GP Bauman, WR Heam, PG Higgins, RT Homer, P Josif,
T Kenny, CR Marshall, CJ Milhouse, JM Pelepzuk, RJ Preece,
A van Zyl
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APPENDIX3
THE PROTECTOR OF ABORIGINA LS
WE Harney, Protector of Aboriginals, NT

It was Gilbert who wrote, I believe, that 'a Policeman's life was not a happy one', and
all we need to do for the purposes of this article, is to erase the word Policeman and to
insert Protector. The word 'protector' means, according to the dictionary, 'a guardian'.
To the law the Protector of Aborigines is one who polices the ordinances and looks
after the native people, but to those who exploit the aborigines, a protector is just an
unnecessary humbug who interferes with their profits. As for the blackman's opinion
- well a Protector is the man who prevents him getting at the so-called luxuries of
life - opium, grog, methylated spirits, and all the attendant evils such as the
prostitution of women.

The Government Protector's aim is to prevent the native from being exploited, while
the bush Protector or 'bush lawyer' is ever out to assist the aboriginal to dodge the law,
only as long, of course, as the aboriginal is willing to help him in his desires. It is to
him merely a matter of reciprocity.
Naturally with such a clash of wills trouble must arise, and the easiest way for the
bush protector to attack the Government Protector is by whispering into the receptive
ears of men-on-top.
If, for instance, a Patrol Officer or Protector criticizes a Station, or a group of Stations
about the treatment of their aboriginal stockmen, they reply by using their hospitality,
a very effective weapon, to influence their visitors (official and other) by referring in
scathing innuendo to his character. The Protector soon realizes that efficiency in his
work and conscientiousness in duty only brings about a greater attack from the experts
in so-called bush hospitality. This must necessarily weaken his criticisms and reports
and undermine his effectiveness to carry out the job.
The Chinese proverb 'he who is everybody's friend is nobody's friend' does not apply
to the Protector. For experience has proved that the only way to get results in the job
as a Protector is to 'camp on the creek', a term that means one must 'pitch' his camp
and have his meals upon the creek, and not dine with the white people who employ
aboriginals. This is not a matter of being unsociable, but one of common sense. The
blackman lives as it were on the creek, and to him all people who dine with the 'big
boss' are 'different kind' and therefore to be avoided. Naturally, therefore, the
Protector who dines with the 'big ones', and then enters the camp for a talk and to
investigate matters, will immediately be regarded with suspicion.
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The aborigine is suspicious of all white Government men - the result of experience
- and he will not talk to one of them who lives and dines in the big house for to him
they are 'too white'.
Now, should a Protector camp on the creek to the satisfaction of the blacks, and freely
enter their camp to talk with them, he is immediately branded by the white people as
an undesirable character who associates with blacks; before long his name is linked
with the women.
By the very nature of things a Protector cannot 'run with the hares and hunt with the
hounds'. He must be, as a Protector, 'Anti-Nobody but Pro-aboriginal'. His job is to
be a Protector of Aborigines, to police the Ordinance, and listen to the complaints of
the black people - a thing of horror in itself according to the old hands, for to them a
person who listens to Natives' tales is only a fool.
It is obvious, then, that a Protector must, of necessity, 'Run his own race'. He must
understand the black-man's side of the so-called aboriginal authorities, who tell
everyone that the natives are lazy, dirty, and will not live in good houses.
Dr Duguid told me a story of a parson who referred to the aborigines as 'dirty, damn
niggers'; the Doctor's reply is worthy of record - 'Nigger they are not', came his
reply, 'but people of the same blood as ourselves, only a few more pigments in the
skin. Cleanliness is not required from desert people who must dig deep to get a little
water that will keep them alive, and if they be damned', retorted the Doctor as he
looked the preacher in the face, 'what are you doing about it?'
As mentioned previously hospitality is the great weapon of attack against the native
and the native's protector. It is surprising how easy a visitor can listen and believe the
host's tales after he has dined well at his table.
I have heard many managers in the course of my travels 'blow out their bags' as they
regale the visitors about the 'uselessness of the dirty niggers'; yet all the while, the
food they are eating, the serving and the movement of the punka depend on these
patient black women, who listen to it all, yet are afraid to reply.
Established custom is something that is difficult to eradicate, as those people on
halfcaste missions who have tried to eliminate the children's quaint jargon have
realized. So with the efficient and conscientious Protector who tries to do his duty to
the black-people. His big stumbling block is the established usages of the past.
The law states that 'single men must not employ females', yet when he travels his
district for the first time he finds this custom is everywhere fixed. What is he to do?
Remove the women? Where? Their husbands must have work, and a little work in
the garden or the house does not hurt the women, in fact it keeps them occupied, so he
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leaves this as it was, and thus condones the breaking of one section of the Aboriginal
Ordinance, and the custom remains.
'Women must not go droving'? Yet should her husband go with a mob of cattle the
woman must be left on the creek. Again the Protector must reason for himself.
'Boys under twelve must not be employed on the stations'. Yet every bushman will
tell you, and experience has proved, that lads must be born in the saddle to understand
cattle and horsework and also learn the country they will muster in the future.
Naturally, then, if Protectors find young lads in the stock camp, he reasons that they
are better there than running around idle at the station.
'Natives must not be removed from one district to another'. Yet if a truck driver offers
these people a lift, what then? Or if an aborigine must go to hospital will he be
removed without a pern1it? Reason says 'yes' to the question; so too with a hundred
and one other things, it is left to the Protector to decide, and he must act quickly and
independently.
Assuming, for instance, that the Accounts Branch demands that approval be always
sought for expenditure regarding native transport, and the Protector comes upon an
urgent case for removal to hospital, will he wait or wire for approval, or take the 'bull
by the horns', as it were, and put the patient on the first plane?
All these things in his work must naturally bring the protector into conflict with
everybody, who brands him as an interfering humbug, if he should try to alter
custom; a combo if he talks and sides with the natives against the whites; and an
unreliable officer should he incur expense that has not been approved in the orthodox
fashion.
From the foregoing, it can be seen that a Protector must be able to think for himself
and not worry about the other person's opinion of him.
He must be able to appreciate the viewpoint of those who employ aboriginals, because
it is they who must know about the people. Yet he must always be able to distinguish
the anti-native attitude that can appear under different disguises.

He must know and understand both sides of the question. If a complaint be made
against a native or white person, then he must check on the events leading up to the
case. A row that occurs to-day may have had its seed planted a long time before, and
the actual trouble be but the spark that kindled the flame. He must realize that there is
good and bad on both sides. The whites are governed by economic necessity, the
aboriginal by tribal relationship. As a Protector he must listen to the blackman, and
true protection rests on his ability to arrive at the correct answer. It must be
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understood that the aboriginal is just as clever as his master at 'cooking up a story, and
having the right answers.' The main point is that he must listen to the aborigines. He
must be careful of questioning natives before their masters (unsavory and not the act
of a gentleman from the other point of view), but how else can you get the correct
story? For if the boss be near to listen, it is obvious that the story will not be told,
because tribal relationship rules in their life and they will think their kin may suffer as
a result.
So the story goes on with the true Protector a very lonely man amidst it all. Sneered at
by the anti-native ones as a meddling humbug, subject to all kinds of slander, and
even suspected by the aborigines he is out to protect, because they, through lack of
education, cannot realize that this white man is trying to help them. A protector's life
is not a very happy one.
This article is really an answer to all those who have listened to tales about the
Protectors in the past, and an appeal to those who in the future will listen to the
slander as they dine at the festive board of the would-be authorities. Not that they as
guests should not listen and heed, but that they should also hear the other side of the
question; and then, with common sense, judge for themselves the real answer to the
perplexing question. Yet they must ever bear in mind the old saying that 'The best
anti-native attack is to slander those who assist the aborigine against exploitation.'
Northern Territory
9/4/46

[Transcribed from an amended typescript held in the Elkin papers, University of Sydney
Archives. An edited version of this paper was published in the journal of the Association for
the Protection of Native Races, Aboriginal Protector 2 (1), 9-12.
This article was written when Harney had learnt that the Minister for the Interior, Herbert
Victor Johnson, had made some adverse comments after having 'heard things derogatory' about
him (and about Jack Murray) during a visit to Alice Springs (letter Chinnery to Harney 20
February 1946; letter Harney to Elkin 28 April 1946, Elkin Papers).]
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